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FOREWORD

The Smoke/Obscurants Symposium V, held on 28, 29 and 30 April 1981 is the fifth sponsored by myoffice and held at the Harry Diamond Laboratories. Fifty-two papers were presented at this
Symposium. This number is only 60 percent of the acceptable papers that were submitted. In order

4• that all papers of merit and/or interest might come to the attention of the Smoke/Obscurant and
Electra- Optical cormmunities, all such papers are included in these Proceedings.

The Proceedings of the Smoke/Obscurants Symposium V are being published in three parts. These are
an Unclassified Section, Volumes I and 11 of Technical Report DRCPM-SMK-T-O01-8l; a Confidential
Section, Technical Report DRCPM-SMK-T-002-81, and a Restricted Addendum, Technical Report
DRCPM-SMK-T-003-81,I From the comments received from attendees, Smoke Symposium V was an outstanding success, as was its
predecessors. As in previous years, however, it remains our challenge to convert the developing
technical information discussed in the Symposia and Proceedings into'fielded combat capabilities. In
this regard an ever-increasing emphasis must be placed on doctrine and training and the development
of smoke and obscurants in tactical scenarios.

k Appreciation is due Major General Light for his keynote address highlighting the past year's events
and outlining our future challenges. We wish to thank the organizers, the authors, the editors, the

[, participants and the presenters for their contributions to the success of this Symposium and its
Proceedings. Finally, I wish to express my appreciation to Harry Diamond Laboratories and ERADCOM
for continuing to host the Symposium.

SAMUEL L. EURE
Colonel, CmlC
Project Manager
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
SMOKE SYTgMP'I••"V

MG Allen H. Light, Jr.
Commander, ARRADCOM

Dover, New Jersey 07801

Good Afternoon Ladies and Gentlemeni

It is a great pleasure for me to be here and to have the opportunity to address the Army'sA

Fifth Smoke Symposium, This is the first Smoke Symposium that I have been able to attend. I have

been informed that, thus fareach Symposium has been better than the previous one. This Symposium,

which began in 1977 as a small forum for discussions on Army smoke materiel and the direction which

the Smoke/Obscurants program should move, has grown in size and importance. Today, it provides

the principal medium for discussing and disseminating technical and operational information on 4 r

the effects of both man-madeand natural obscurants on electro-optical devices. Smoke Symposium V

is a very important event, and I thank you for your participation. I especially acknowledge the

attendance and participation of our Allies.

Over the past year, as shown in Figure l,several significant accomplishments and actions have

occurred which provide new strength and direction to the Army Smoke/Obscurants program. First

there was a management realignment last summer in which the Office of the Project Manager Smoke/

Obscurants was assigned to my command, ARRADCOM, For the first time, PM Smoke is a member of the

same command as the development laboratories which have primary responsibility for smoke/aerosol

technology and smoke material developments--Chemical Systems Laboratory and Large Caliber Weapons

Systems Laboratory. That management change and other actions which I will subsequently mention

will make 1980-8l as significant for the Smoke/Ohscurants program as was 1976,when the Army Vice

Chief of Staff directed the establishment of OPM-Smoke.

Perhaps the most significant and far-reaching event was tof Sta0 fhemical Systems Program

RevPew,rwhch, for brevity, we call the CSPR. The Vice Chief of Staff of the Army hosted a review

of the Army's chemical warfare, chemical and biological defense and smoke systems in May of 1980.

At that review, I chaired a general officer panel which was concerned with smoke operations. New

thrust and emphasis have been placed on the Army smoke program as a result of the CSPH. Figure 2

summarizes the key smoke and obscurants actions which will be directed by the Army's Chemical

Action Plan. In response, ARRADCOM elements must have new and enhanced progrdms created to meet

future threuts and to provide new capabilities to the Army.
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In the case of the smoke program, the Chemical Systems Program Review identified a

need to enhance and expedite our planned developments in infrared defeating munitions and materials,

with particular attention to our capability to project those materials on enemy forces. The CSPR also

identified the need for preparation of an enhanced Smoke Technology Base Program to intensify the

search for better IR defeating materials, The Smoke Tech Base Program plan has been prepared, staffed

within DARCOM and TRADOC, and briefed at HQ, ARRADCOM and HQ, DARCOM, The program plan will be
forwarded through channels for approval.

TRADOC, in their response to the directions of the Chemical Systems Program Review, took
,{

certain actions. The most significant for the smoke program was the approval of a smoke operational

concept. TRADOC published a concept for the employment of smoke in September 1980, This documentI

is pivotal in insuring that the Army is prepared to effectively use obscurants in battle and, at the

same time, cope with the rigors of operations under obscured conditions, In the smoke concept,

several roles for the application of smoke have been reemphasized and several new applications for

smoke have been identified. They will impact both on the smoke technology program and the material 4

development program in the coming years. The smoke concept also provides a foundation for the

integration of the employment of smoke into combined arms tactics and doctrine. One of the priority A

recotimendations of the Chemical SPR action plan is to use the concept as a foundation for a revision 4

of "How to Fight' manuals to insure that the integrated employment of smoke and obscurants is included

in those manuals.

We see growing from these actions increased needs for materiel support for training. COL Eure's

office is now studying requirements and planning for the support. One action which will place

heavy demands for support of training in obscured environments is the National Training Center.

The past year has seen tremendous progress towards the implementation of the National Training Center

Concept by a combined TRADOC/FORSCOM management team. The National Training Center will provide

unparalleled opportunity for training our soldiers under realistic battlefield conditions, including

smoke. Not only will units be able to maneuver through realistic scenarios using their principal

weapons systems in a combined arms approach, but they will be able to do so under conditions as

realistic as is safely achievable using modern technology, The center will provide soldiers an

opportunity to experience obscured environments as well as to employ obscurants in a tactical setting.

Short of actual combat, the Army has never had the training opportunity such as that presented at

the National Training Center,
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With respect to force structure, we have recently seen a number of concepts implemented.

I want to briefly mention the Rapid Deployment Force (RDF), the High Technology Test Bed, and some of

the other force structure changes which are impacting on the Army Smoke/Obscurants Program.

First the RDF. The formation of the RDF presents some definite advantages for the Army in

light of the objectives of having a highly mobile, yet highly survivable strike force, PM Smoke has

been invited by OSD to participate in ROF matters and has devoted a considerable amount of thought

and initiative in identifying smoke munitions/material which can enhance the survivability of forces

such as the ROF. We .look forward to continued efforts to this end.

The High Technology Test Bed, operated by the gth Infantry Division, Fort Lewis, Offers unique

opportunities to evaluate new force structure concepts and materiel to support those concepts,

In the future, we hope to have the opportunity to test smoke systems such as the smoke girenade

launchers, the visual through near-IR L8Al grenade, the SM76 far-infrared defeating grenade,; the

SM49 smoke generator, and other smoke devices and concepts using the High Technology Test Bed as

a vehicle for those evaluations. Those evaluations will clearly demonstrate the contribution smoke can

make to enhance survivability.

Other force structure changes include formation of the 2d Chemical Battalion (Smoke Generator)

and approval of Army 86 concepts. The Army 86 concepts Include significant increases in smoke force

structvre in the form of increased smoke generator companies and battalion headquarters and head-

quarters detachments at the corps level. The Division 86 concept includes provision for a smoke

generator platqon at the division level as a part of the Division 86 NBC Company.

In September of this year, the Army is scheduled to activate a chemical smoke generator battalion,

which is the first smoke generator battalion the Army will have had for almost 10 years. See

Figure 3. Furmation of the Second Chemical Battalion, comprised of four separate smoke generator

companies and battalion headquarters and headquarters detachment,will provide improved smoko employ

ment capabilities sorely needed by the Army, The Second Chemical Battalion elements will be stationed

throughout the country. Besides providing substantial combat smoke capability in the event of
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deployment of the Battalion, the units will also provide a substantial asset for the training of

Army units under obscured conditions.

Our Smoke Materiel Development Program is continuing to show good progress. We can provide

more effective screening and obscuration in the visual and near-Infrared regions of the spectrum

with the application of the submunition concept to smoke anmmunition. Thie submunition concept

provides more smoke for longer duration, markedly reducing the logistics burden which standard smoke

aemmunition imposes upon battlefield commanders. 1981 saw the initial production of our first

smoke submunition armmunition item, the M259, 2.75 inch smoke rocket. The M259 will give the

army a new and exceptionally effective smuke capability. This yeav another submunition armmunition

item, the XM819 81MM mortar round, began full scale engineering development, and the XM825 155MM

smoke projectile will begin DT1I/OTII testing. For far-IR screening and obscuration, advanced

development continues on the XM76 grenade and XM49 generator systems, which will provide our first

far-infrared screening capabilities. Next yearwe will be initating advanced development programs

on other IR defeating systems and will provide an IR candidate and participate in the NATO field

trials.

Field experiments and field tests are of great significance to the Smoke/Obscurants and Electro-

Optical conmmunity, The most comprehensive field test conducted over the past year was Smoke Week III,

which was held in August 1980 at Eglin Air Force Base. There were 42 different obscurant trials

conducted, using 18 obscurants in which 35 electro-optical devices were evaluated. Among the many

accomplishments was the demonstration of the effectiveness of improved laser guided projectile

logic.,

Smoke Weeks concentrate on intentional, man-made obscuration. Twn other tests were performed

In the field this year which concentrated on natural and unintentional obscuration. The first,

sponsored by the Corps of Engineers, was the Scenario Normalization for Operations in WinterI, \ Obscuration and the Natural Environment (Snow I Series). The second, the Dusty Infrared Transmission

Tost III, DIRT III, sponsored by the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory, was conducted at Folt Polk,

Louisiana. In the first test, we were concerned primarily with the effect of snow and other forms

of winter natural obscuration on the propagation of electromagnetic radiation. In the second,

propagation of electromagnetic radiation through the dust and debris that results from artillery

explosions was evaluated. Presentations, scheduled to be given later in the Symposium, will high-

light results of those tests.
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Has Obscurants/F.O field testing increased the combat readiness of the Army? From all indications,

I believe so. The field soldier has benefitted. Changes in obscuring materials and disseminatirjii

techniques tested at the Smoke Weeks are being provided to the soldier in the field in various formis

to enable him to evade detection by enemy target acquisition devices and to neutralize ATGM1's.

Modelers, wargamers, and major systems developers have also benefitted. Improvements, being made

to COPPERHEAD and TOW as a result of testing in obscurants, will turn misses into hits. HELLFIRL

will be capable of destroying more enemy tanks because of changes brought about by testing in

battlefield obscurants, Finally, our own target acquisition and detection devices will have their

operational performance envelope'more clearly defined.

In the next two days, you will have the opportunity to hear many fine papers presented by experts

in their fields. It is my fervent hope that you will find your interest stimulated, your curiosilty

piqued, some of your conclusions questioned, and certainly your knowledge broadened, A lot of

information will be beamed in your direction. However, it is extremely impurtant that eveyone keep

the gna" clearly in focus--that goal being to provide an improved combat capability for US and Allied

forces. As you leave this Symposium, ask yourself, "What have I learned here which can be converted

into an enhanced combat capability?" If one clear and practical idea comes to mind, then I would

consider Smoke Symposium V to have been a success. I give you my best wishes to that end.
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REMARKS AT THE CLOSING:SMOEVOBS'CURANTS SYMPOSIUM V

COL (Ret.) Henry R. Shelton
Systems Planninc Corp,

Arlington, VA 22209

When I started the PM Smoke office six years ago, I found three diverse communities within the *1'
Army that had their own parochial interests. First, the technical community of sub-cultures devoted
to smoke development, modeling, and testing, Second, the user, whu knew he had a problem but not

what it was all about, Somewhere in between was a third community made up of design engineers

who were working on sophisticated sensors and guidance systems,

The last three days I have listened to outstanding scholastic presentations from the technical7 community, but the alarming trend seems to be emphasis on a precise scientific answer to very
imprecise activities, Secondly, there appears to be a lack of communications with the user.

What I mean by that comment is the scientific community must tell the user how these technological

i breakthroughs can be used to solve user deficiencies, One exception to these caustic comments is

in the test area where the Martin-Marietta presentation on the fix to the COPPERHEAD seeker was

an excellent example of the payoff from Smoke Week testing, In this example, hardware performance

was tested in a field environment, deficiencies recorded, and engineeripg solutions undertaken to

improve seeker performance without trying to scientifically define every detail of the problem.

Next, I am most concerned about the Imbalance in the representation at this symposium in

the lack of user representatives and the design engineers, This is not intended as a criticism of
the presentations given by representatives of the US Army Chemical School and MICOM, but the facts

remain that they were overshadowed by sheer numbers of technically oriented papers.

This leads to what I believe to be a two-way problem, The first, the science and technology

community failure to communicate to the user technological opportunities and what they might

contribute on the battlefield, The second, the user community's failuire to communicate the specific

battlefield conditions where obscurants could be used as a combat multiplier, This includes

broad requirements in terms that the science and technology community can understand,

In conclusion, I have a prediction to make. That is, the resource support of the tech base,

which has been substantial in the last few years, will evaporate due to its own hot air unless the

user is brought into focus,
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CLOSING REMARKS:s-OMO'LS-Y-MPOsl-N V

COL Samuel L. lureProject Manager, Smoke/Obscurants

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

Gentlemen: Ii

I won't take too much of your time. I'm sure you want to get on the road,

Thank you for your participation in Smoke Symposium V. Thanks to you we can declare the

Symposium a success. I want to especially thank the authors and presenters for their time and

efforts, I also want to recognize Dr. Ron Kohl and his crew from the University of Tennessee

Space Institute for their superb Job in organizing and conducting this Symposium. Dr. Kohl

wanted me to be sure to also recognize the stand-by presenters, They prepared talks with little

assurance of being able to present them. Their availability contributed significantly

to the success of the Symposium,"Ltitalhnou" Tismyav
Dr. Kohl has said that we are a community which "Lets it all hang out". This may have

startled some of you who have not been to Smoke Symposiums previously. I believe that this

attitude is one of the factors which contributes to the success of the Symposium and our progy-ams.

I thought you might be Intere:;ted in some statistics which demonstrate the success of Smoke

Symposium V. Over 200 people attended the Symposium in spite of the severe travel restrictions

p ' we are now experiencing, These people represented over twenty government agencies from eight

major commands and all four services, Twenty-three government contractors and four academic

institutions were represented, In addition, allies from 7 nations have Joined us, I am particularly

pleased with the participation of these contractors, institutions, and allies. This breadth

of representation is a part of the formula which creates successful gatherings like this,

I would appreciate any suggestions you might have for improving future synposiums. Yuur

completion of the reaction form which you will find in your, folder will be a great help toward

this end. Gary Nelson, mIy right hand countermeasures man. Dr. Kohl, or I would also be glad to

discuss any ideas you might have. I have one suggestion which I'd like to send back with our

TRADOC representatives. We badly need more input in the training and doctrine area to round out

the Symposiume You might be thinking of ways to encourage the trainers and tactitions to submit

papers and participate in future Symposiums.

One last point before I close the symposium,

Figure 1 shows events of interest to all of you during the coming year. These are some of

the events which I hope will result in contributions to future Smoke Symposia, I look forward
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SMOKE WEEK IV PLANNING MEETING REDSTONE ARSENAL, AL 20 - 21 MAY 81

FIELD OBSCURANTS DATA WORKSHOP APG, MD 16 - 18 JUN 81

JTCG/ME SAWG MEETING APG, MD 9 - 11 JUN 81

SNOW ONE SYMPOSIUM CRREL, HANOVER, NH 4 - 5 AUG 81

SNOW ONE A PLANNING MEETING CRREL, HANOVER, NH 6 AUG 81

SMOKE WEEK IV REDSTONE ARSENAL, AL 2 - 6 NOV 811NOW ONE A CAMP ETHAN ALLEN, VT DEC -FEB 82

SMOKE SYMPOSIUM VI HDL, ADELPHI, MD APR 82

FIGURE 1. EVENTS OF INTEREST,

to seeing many of you at these events.

With that, I declaro Smoke Symposium V officially closed, Again, my sincere thanks for your

participation. Please drive carefully and have a safe trip home.

r
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AGENDA*

for the

PRELIMINARY SESSION
(U.S. Citizens Only)

of the

SMOKE/OBSCURANTS SYMPOSIUM V

Tuesday Morning
28 April 1981

Harry Diamond Laboratories
2800 Powder Mill Road

Adelphi, Maryland 20783

TUESDAY MORNING 28 APRIL 1981

0745 - 0840 Registration

0840 Administrative Announcements

Paper From
AREA A. TESTING, INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY

0845 A-11. SAM Launch Cloud Interference with E-O Surveillance by George
Buckle, Naval Ordnance Station, Charles R. Cundiff and W. RoykPrice, Office of !Ilssile Electron-Tc- ar --Z-o J-

Papers From
AREA C. SMOKE/OBSCURANT TECHNOLOGY AND HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT

0840 C-15. Novel Multispectral Screening Materials by Richard Kenle| Gerald
August, Marie Comas, and Zoila Reyes, SRI Internationaa - 15

0940 C-6. Evaluation of Multispectral Screening Smoke Genera-tars by James
J Savage and Roy E. Shaffer, Chemical Systpm, Laboratory =-

1005 C-7. Redispersal of Multispectral Obscuring Fibers by Paul L. Bachman,
Aerodyne Research, Inc. - 15

1030 COFFEE BREAK

1100 C-B. IR Screening Smoke Development by D. R. Dillehay, Thiokol- 10

1120 C-13. COPPERHEAD/HELLFIRE Seeker Performance in Battlefield Obscurants
(Smoke Week Il1) by Ray Schneider, Missile Command - 10

1140 C-12, COPPERHEAD Performance on the Modern Dirty Battlefield by Howarcd
fWyv•r and George D, Minto, Martin-Marietta Corp. - 20

*ScheduledtiTiesasunme full utilization of all time periodi alloted for papers and discussion,
The schedule will ,e allowed to slip forward in time fn order to end the day earlier or to add
another paper.
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Prelin,inary Session tContinued)

[• 
P a p e r F r o mt

AREA 0. DOCTRINE AND TRAINING, CONCEPTS AND SYSTEM EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

1210 0-5. Warsaw Pact Irritant Smokes - A New Dimension in Combat by

Frank Poleski, Foreign Science and Technology Center and
LTC John Bug1er, Office of the Project Manager, Smoke/
Obscurants- 10

11
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KI
AGENDA

for the

SMOKE/OBSCURANTS SYMPOSIUM V

Tuesday Afternoon, 28 April 1981
through

Thursday, 30 April 1981

Harry Diamond Laboratories
2800 Powder Mill Road

Adelphi, Maryland 20783

TUESDAY AFTERNOON 28 April 1981

1300 - 1330 Registration

, 41330 Welcome to Smoke/Obscurants Symposium V
•" COL Samuel L. Eure

Project Manager, Smoke/Obscurants

Introduction of Keynote Speaker by COL Eure

Keynote Address
MG Allen H, Light, Jr.
Commander, ARRADCOM

1400 Administrative Announcements

AREA A. TESTING, INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY

1405 A-i. High Wind Smoke Screening hy Stephen L, Cohn, Atmospheric
Sciences Laboratory (ASL) -

1430 A-2. A First Look at SNOW-ONE Results by Geojre W. Aitken, U. S.
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labo-raory
(CRREL) - 15

1455 A-3 An Overview of Smoke Week III by Gary NelsonA Office of the
Project Manager, Smoke/Obscurants - 1II

1515 Coffee Break

15j5 A-4. Results from United Kingdom Electro-Optics Sensors at Smoke Week
Ill by S. Briam, P. H. Davies, P. Griffith, K. Hulme, J. Payne
and P. Richardson, Royal Signals and Radar Establishment - 20
(presented by W. A. Shand)

*Schedul'ed tini-es assume full utilization of dli time periods alloted for papers and discussion.
The scheduln will be allowed to slip forward in time in order to end the day earlier or to
add another paper.
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Tuesday afternoon 28 April 1981 (continued)

AREA A. (continued)

1605 A-5. Combined Presentation: Description of a System for the Measurement
& of Optical and Millimeter Wave Transmission Through Battlefield

A-6. Environments by R. J. Keyes and Results of Simultaneous Transmission
Measurements at MMW and Various Optical Frequencies in a Battlefield
Environment by L•._.P.k, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Lincoln Laboratory - 20

1635 A-7, 155 mm Smoke Projectile - Field Test by Nissim Dayain, MOD/R&D,
Israel - 15

1700 A-8. Canadian Program in Anti-IR Screening Aerosols by R. E. Kluchert,
Defense Research Establishment Valcartier, Canada- 15

1725 End of First Day

WEDNESDAY 29 APRIL 1981

0745 - 0815 Registration and Badge Pick Up

AREA A. (continued)

0815 A-12. Estimation of Precision of Smoke/Obscurants Measurements and Product
Variability by James F. O'Bryon, JTCG/ME Smoke Aerosol Working Group-15

0840 A-13. A Data Reduction Technique for Field D&ta by Marvin Smith,. Keith Jones
and P. Kittikul, Oklahoma State University.- 15

0905 A-34. Infrared Measurements with the MIDAS III Radiometer During Smoke Week
III Tests by A. G. Geiser, Cincinnati Electronics - 15

0930 A-15. Data Obtained from the Smoke Week III Instrumentation Cluster by
W. Michael Farmer, University of Tennessee Space Institute - 20

1000 A-16. Battlefield Smoke/Dust Paiaaeters Measured In-Situ Using Spectrophones
by G. W, Brg. Y. P. Yee, A. V. Jelinek, L. M. Moore and N. Richardson,
ASL -10

1020 Coffee Break

1040 A-17. In-Situ Measurements of Phosphorus Smokes During Smoke Week III by
D, M. Garvey, G. Fernandez, C. W. Bruce and R, G. Pinnick, ASL- 10

1100 A-19. Particle Size and Infrared Absorption Measurements of IR Smokes During
Smoke Week III by R. G. Pinnick, G. Fernandez, C. W. Bruce,
D. M. Garvey and B.T D Hinds, ASL .. 10

:12C. A-20. Thermal Radiance of Smokes and Battlefield Fires by T,_W._jj and
W. E. Stump, Night Vision and Electro-Optics Laboratbry - 20

1150 A-21. The Infrared Characterization of Smokes and Obscurants Utilizi.ng the

Honeywell Background Measurement Spectroradiometer by J. R. Bryson,
M. J. Flanagan, Honeywell and D. R. SýnLder, Eglin AFB - 15

1215 A-23. Propagation of a High Power Pulsed Laser Through Battlefield Aerosols
by Thomas G. Miller, U. S. Anry Missile Conmnnd (MICOM) - 15
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Wednesday 2', Apr i (Cont inued)

S•4I I r h

Beginnin jat 1310 the 14 minute film "Dusty Infrared Test Series" (paper A-9 by
Bruce Kennedy, ASL) will he shown. This will be followed by a few viewgraphs
on the Dusty Infrared Test - III (Paper A-IO by Bruce Kennedy, ASL), Both
will be presented by Frank Niles, ASL.

AREA B. MODELING

1340 B-i. Temporal Characterization of Smoke and Dust Cloud Geometry by
Processing of Two-Perspective Video Images by Geor-ie R. Blackman,
ASL. - 15

1405 B-2. Munition Expenditure Model Verification, KWIK Phase I by R_.iardo
Pena, ASL - 15

1430 B-3, Comparisons Between the Upgraded Model ACT I1 and Recent Smoke Week
1r Tests by Robert Sutherland, ASL - 15

1455 coffee Break

1515 B-4. Battlefield Environment Laser Designator Weapon System Simulation
(BELDWSS) Test and Simulation Results by Robert Yates, MICOM - 20

1545 B-7. Sensitivity of Calculated Transmittances in Artillery Produced Dust
Clouds to Variations in Model Inputs by Melvin G. Heaps and Donald
W. Hoock, ASL - 15

1610 B-8. Parameterization of the Dispersion of Battlefield Obscurants by W. D.
Ohmstede and S. B, St*enmark ASL - 15

16"5 B-9. Error Bounds for Smoke Obscuration Models by Marvin 0. Smith, James
R. Rowland and D. Mark Anderson, Oklahoma State University - 1I

1655 B-10. MMTRN: Millimeter Wave Propagation for Rain, Fog, and Snow Extinction
and Gaseous Absorption by Douglas R. Brown, ASL - 10

1715 End of Second Day

THURSDAY 30 APRIL 1981

AREA B. (continued)

0745 - 0815 Registration and Badge Pick Up

0815 B-II. Extinction by Smokes at Visible, Infrared and Millimeter Wavelengths by
J anon Embury, Chemical Systems Laboratory (CSL) - 20

084b B-12. Some Aspects of Light Scattering from Clouds of Regularly and Irregularly
Shaped Particles by D. K. Anker, Logica Ltd, United Kingdom - 15

0910 B-13. A Semiquantitative Model for the Prediction of the Persistency of
Multi component Oil Smokes by Glenn 0. Rubel, CSL - 20

0940 B-14. A New Look at the Chemical Modeling of White Phosphorus and Hexachlor-
oethane Smokes by Barbara W. Levitt, Omega Science and Research
Technologis, and Leonard . Levtt, University of Tex~s at El Paso - 10

xxx



Thursday 30 April (continued)

AREA C. SMOKE/OBSCURANT TECHNOLOGY AND HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT

1000 C-I. The Optical Properties of Phosphorus Smoke in the 7-14 Micrometer
Infrared by Merrill E. Milham, CSL - 15

1025 Coffee Break

1045 C-2. Replacement of HC Smoke by Michael D. Smith, CSL - 10

1105 C-3. Smoke/Obscurants Health Effects Research by CPT David L. Johpson
and James C. Eaton, U.S. Army Medical Bloeng Research and
Development Laboratory - 15

1130 C-4. An Investigation of Aerosol Materials that Obscure in the Mid- to
Far Infrared by Clyde L. Witham, Richard A, KenI~yand Kenneth M.
Sancier, SRI International - 15

1155 C-9. Pyrotechnic Infrared Screening Mechanisms by Joseph A, Domanico,
CSL - 15

1220 C-26. Optimization Assessment of Chemically Non-Reactive Obscurants for
Vehicle Self-Protection by John F, Ebersole and Thomas F. Spaulding,
Aerodyne Research, Inc. - 15

1245 Lunch

1345 C-10. Multistage, Chaff, 2.75" Rocket Warhead by William G. Rouse. CSL - 10

1405 C-11. Clutter Rejection Techniques for Laser Semi-Active Systems by
Huev F4 Anderson, MICOM, and Robert J, Polge, University of Alabama,Huntsville, - 15

k.i,

AREA D. DOCTRINE AND TRAINING, CONCEPTS AND SYSTEM EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

1430 D-1. Training Smoke Considerations (MILES System) by Robert Frickel,
CSL - 15

1455 Loffee break

1515 D-2, The Effect of Smoke in Small Unlt'Tactics by Bruce W. Fowlerr
MICOM and CPT James Price, U.S. Army Missile ind' Mnito eter
and School - 20

1545 0-3, Smoke Employment: An Operational Concept by John W, Scully and
MAJ Peter B. Harrington, U.S. Army Chemical School - 15

1610 0-6. Development of the Battlefield Environment Obscuration Handbook
by Robert E. Turner, Science Applications, Inc, - 15

1635 End of Symposium
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HIGH WIND SMOKE SCREENING A-i

Stephen L. Cohn
Atmosphoric Sciences Laboratory

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Smoke screening is a valuable military tactic used to deny enemy acquisition of friendly forces,
Up until this time, it has been believed that smoke screening at wind speeds in excess of 17 knots is
impractical (Army Training Circular 6-20-5) because of the ewpected high munition expenditure rate
needed to establish and maintain a scr;.en. This has important inplications in battle planning, since
high winds frequently occur over areas of the order of hundreds of !kilometers.

Phase I of the KWIK Evaluation Test was designed to test a real time smoke munition expenditure

algorithm known as KWIK (Cross Wind Integrated Concentration). On September 18, 1980, during Phase I.
winds between 1/-40 knots were encountered during eight trials. Preliminary exaiination of available
data suggests that the trials conducted during this high wind episode produced excellent screens with
a reasonable expenditure of munitions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of chemical smokes in the battlefield for obscuration or screening is a valuable tool

which can deny the enemy acquisition of friendly forces. For obscuration, smoke is placed on or near

the enemy with the primary purpose of minimizing his vision both within and beyond his posit 4 on area.

For screening, smoke is placed on the battlefield to deceive or confuse the enemy as to the activities

of the maneuver elements.

In the eeployment of smoke, the commander must give consideration to the weather in the target area.

The two most important meteorological factors are atmospheric stability and wind (speed and direction).

These factors intluence the rate uf vertical and horizontal spread of a smoke cloud. Under unstable or

lapse conditions, a smoke cloud will disperse rapidly, causinq high munition expenditure. With stable

or inversion condition3, a smoke cloud will tend to keep its integrity over a re'iatively long period

of time, thus requiring low munition expenditures. If the atmospheric conditions are between stable

and unstable, it is considered neutral and still favorable for smoke usage.

Army Training Cir',lilar 6-20-5 entitled "Field Artillery Smoko" details the deployment of smoke

under various meteorological regimes, As indicated in this circular, wind speeds unde; 2 knots or in

excess of 17 knots are considered unfavorable for smoke screen:ng or obscuration. Under the light wind
regime (<_2 knuts), the wind direction is likely to be variable over space and ti1me, rendering smoke

munitio~s relatively useless. Under the high wind regime (-17 knots) it is believed that excessive

munition expenditures would be required due to the quick dispersal of the smoke plume.

Phase I of the KWIK Evwluation Test was designed to test a real time smoke munition expenditure

algorithm known as KWIK (Cross Wind Integrated Concentration). On September 18, 1980, during Phase I,
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winds between 17-40 knots were encountered during eight trials. The available data indicate that the

trials conducted during this high wind episode produced excellent screens with a reasonable expenditure

of munitions,

2. BACKGROUND

Phase I of the KWIK Evaluation Test was conducted at Dugway Proving Grounds during July and Sep-

tember of 1980. The Horizontal Grid (Figure 1) located about 20 kilometers west of the post area was

utilized for all trials. The grid was oriented with the major axis on a NE-SW line so that the pre-

vailing winds would be normal to the grid. The smoke impact area (Figure 1) consisted of seventeen

rows with each row containing three lines. Each line contained four M116 HC cannisters (3 MI's and

I M2), whihc simulates a dynamically fired M116BE projectile, The lines utilized for a given trial (as

determined by KWIK) were detonated two minutes apart, simulating an initial volley with two sustaining

volleys. The screen was always calculated for 500 meters in length and six minutes in duration.

Meteorological measurements were made from two 10 meter towers on either side of the smoke impact

area (Figure 1) and from orie 32 meter tower located near the observation post (Figure 1). Temperature,

wind speed and and wind direction were measured at 2 and 10 meter levels on the small towers and at 2,

10, 16, and 32 meter levels on the large tower, Dewpoint temperature was measured at the 2 meter level

on all towers. All of these parameters were monitored continuously before and during each trial, Stan-

uard airway hourly observations were made at the weather station located in the Ditto technical area

about 10 kilometers east of the grid. All of this information was utilized for each trial.

3. WEATHER ANALYSIS

In some parts of the world, including western Europe, high winds are not neceusarily localized

phenomena. When associated with large scale weather systems, they can persist for days over regions

of the order of hundreds of kilometers, The high winds observed in the course of this investigation

were part of such a large scale system extending over much of the central United States.

ýt I 20OZ ( 050C MST) on September 18 , 1981 , a ridge at 500 mb and 700 mh was centered over the
central and eastern portions of Utah (Figures 2, 3). At 850 rrb (Figure 4) a weak short wavewas entering

the westerti portion oi the state. At the surface (Figure 5), a cold front extended foii a 1005 mb low

in scuthea,,L Washington to just north of Utah and eastward to 1013 mb low over southwest Nebraska, From

4
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there, it extended northeast into a 1009 mb low over northern Minnesota. A 1017 mb high was centered

over southwest Colorado and 1023 mb high was centered just to the north of North Dakota.

The combination of the low level short wave (850 mb) with the proximity of the surface cold front

with a developing low pressu;'e system gave the horizontal grid a steadily increasing wind from the

southeast during the morning hours. As the upper level ridge moved east during the day, the winds at

all levels from the surface to 500 mb (Figures ;, 3, 4, 6) backed to the southwest, The 1002 mb

surface low (Figure 6) along with the upper level support increased the wind speed as the day progressed,

Thus the winds on the grid were light to mcderate from the southeast early in the day and became

moderate to strong from the southwest late in the day. There was no precipitation in the region during

this period.

4. RESULTS

Trials 23 through 30 were conducted at wind speed in excess of 17 knots as shown in Table 1. The

KWIK model uses a modified Pasquill stability scheme which gives six stability categories which are;

A - Highly Unstable

B - Unstable

C - Slightly Unstable

D - Neutral

E - Stable

F - Moderately Stable

As can be seen in Table I, with the high wind speeds encountered, the stability remained neutral

throughout the seven trials, Photographic records of the trials also indicate a neutral stability.

The number of munitions calculated for the six minute screens ranged from 18 to 4Ewith the higher

"figure calculated during a near gale with a quartering/headwind direction, A typical scenario would

Involve 1/3 of the total munitions expended for establishing the screen and two sustaining firings of

1/3 each to maintain the screen.

The screen characteristics arr indicated in Table 2. The buildup time is defined as the time

needed to obscure all targets from the observer's view, The length of the screen is the time after

initiation of the test for a target to become visible to one or more of the observers. The total effec-

tive screening time is the total time that all targets were continually screened from all observers.
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For the seven trials, the mean buildup time was 28.75 seconds with a mean effective screening time

of 6 m;nutes and 17 seconds. In all cases, once the screen had formed there were no apparent holes

until the screen began to break up at the end of the trial,

5. CONCLUSIONS

There are several possible reasons For the successful screening at high wind speeds. One very

plausible explanation is that as the wind speed increases, the vegetation flattens, changing the effec-

tive roughness length. This lowering of the roughness length would change the dispersion parameters

which are critical to the correct calculation of munition eApenditures. Examining Table 1, it is noted

that the actual number of munitions that successfully detonated was always less than the number cal-

culated. Since all of the screens were successful, this overprediction of needed munitions could be due

to wind modified roughness length.

Another possibility is the homogeneity of the terrain at Dugway. It is possible that over

heterogeneous terrain or terrain with extensive vegetation, such as a forest, the increased turbulence
at higher wind speeds would preclude the use of smoke.

A third possibility is a change in the efficiency of continuous burning smoke munitions during

high winds, An increase of available oxygen to the munition could conceivably improve the efficiency.

Regardless of the reason or combination of reasons for the high wind smoke screening, furthter

investigation is warranted. Western Europe ard other strategically important parts of the world are

frequently subject to large areas of high wind speeds. If future experiments confirm that smoke

screening at high speeds is feasible, then a change In doctrine would be indicated. This could give

friendly forces an advantage in future confrontations utilizing smoke.
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TABLE I. WIND SPEED (WS) VS MUNITION EXPENDITURES CALCULATED

TRIAL

____#. WS(M/sL STABILITY .# DETONATED # CALCULATED DIRECTION

23 9-12 D 17 18 CROSS

24 818-12 D 16.75 18 CROSS

25 9.7-13 D 17 18 CROSS

20 8.7-12 D 15.75 18 CROSS

27 11.7-15.5 0 20 21 Quarter

28 12.8-18 D 25.5 27 Quarter

29 12.3-19.5 D 25'5 27 Quarter

30 15-20 D 41* 45 Quarter

*Calculated during high wind

TABLE 2. SCREEN CHARACTERISTICS

TRIAL BUILDUP LENGTH OF TOTAL EFFECTIVE

# TIME SCREEN SCREENING TIME

23 30 SEC 6:40 6:10

24 30 6:50 6:20

25 40 6:40 6:00

26 42 6:45 6:03

27 15 6:55 6:40

28 28 6:50 6:22

29 30 6:40 6:10

30 15 6:45 6:30

MEAN 28.75 6:46 6:17
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A FIRST LOOK AT SNOW-ONE

George W. AitkenU.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lahoratory
Hanover, New Hampshire

ABSTRACT

SNOW-ONE was the first in a series of major field experiments conducted to evaluate the

performance of electro-optical systems under winter conditions and to establish the comprehonsive date

base needed by the modeling and development community. It was conducted near Burlington, Vermont, start-

ing on 5 January 1981. Fourteen DOD agencies and/or their nontractors conducted measurement programu

during SNOW-ONE. This paper presents a "first-look" summary of the experiment. It describes the

methodology adopted to characteries the environment, including data from survral state-of-the-art devices

used to characterize airborne snow. A brief summary of the work accomplished by a number of the partici-

pants Is Included, and information is provided on the final form and availability of the results.

L. INTRODUCTION

The SNOW-ONE Field Experiment was the first in a planned series of winter exercises. It was
conducted between 5 January and 20 February 1981 at the Vermont Army National Guard Camp Ethan Allen

Training Center near Burlington, Vermont, Vitgure I is an aerial view of the SNOW-ONE aite, looking

eas,. Figure 2 Is a plan view of the mite with major features identified.

The objectives of SNOW-ONE were to begin establishing a comprehensive data base containing in-

formatLon on elsc.tromagnetic energy propagation through falling and blowing snow, to invwstigate the in-

Fluence of the characteristics of snow (both falling and on tho ground) on signature measurements, and to

conduct studies of Isismic and acoustic energy propagation. The agencies that were represented at SNOW-

. ONE are listed in Table T. As you can use, a broad range of interests were represented. These included

a human factors study conducted by the U.S. Marine Corps, the performance of smokes and smoke-chara'ter-

iing instrumentation, signature measurements in the infrared and near-mm wavelengths, atmospheric props.-

gntino measurements from the visible through near-mm wavelengths, and seismic/acoustic vehicle signature

meamurement s.

The purpose of this paper is to present a preliminary summary of SNOW-ONE. Am. thiN paper [m

1wing written, information from the agencies that were represented at iINOW-ONE is just starting to become

"available. Therefore, this summary is not complete, and analyses of the data obtained are not attempt-

. d, The partlcipants will be providing their results to CREKi, as they become available, These will he
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yslled to correlate isnow characterization parameters with prnpig.It ton mealsurements and system perfoIrmanco.

A report containing l thi information is scheduled for completion in June. Samples of the data n colne ted

hý, CHRl'I anid momoe onther agneIncies are presented here na examplea of the type of InforimitioT thit wi l1 he

forthcroming. A few preI•iminary rentilIs th;it appear to be si gnificant are diac,rýjiaed.

2. METEOROLOGY

One of the most important measurement programs conducted during SNOW-ONE was the environment-al

characterization work carried out by CRREL and the U.S. Army Atmospheric Sctiencas Laboratory (ASh).

Temperature, dew point, wind speed and wind direction were measured at heights from 2 to 32 in above the

ground near the West and East Pads and to a 21-m height at Midpoint (see Fig. 2). In addition, tempera-

ture and humidity profiles were obtained to a height of 1,000 m above the ground using a tuthered bal-

loon, and frequent, rawirlonda flights were conducted. A view of the east meteorological tower operated
! ta. a,. /C,'7,,:

S.... .. .. .. ... .. ... I
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TABLE It. Example of Wind Dnta Obtained at SNOW-ONE (0100-0400, 9 Feb 8!).

rime Location Resultant Max Avg
wind wind wind

Dir Speed Dir Speed speed

deg M/s deg M/S m/s

040:01:00 2M WEST END 180.9 1.8 203.4 3.1 2.0

040:iO:0 4M WEST END 52.2 1.5 74.1 3.7 1.7

040:01-00 8K WEST END 339.1 1.6 347.7 5.1 2.3

040:01:00 16M WEST END 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.9 2.4
040:01:00 32M WEST END 298.0 10.0 293.1 13.3 10.7

040:01:00 2H CENTER 285.2 1.8 2:,,.6 4.0 2.1

040:01:00 4M CENTER 230.7 1.8 17J.i 3.9 2.2

040:01:00 8H CENTER 303.1 1.8 28t.5 4.3 2.1

040:01:00 21M CENTER 317.1 3.4 313.4 13.4 3.7

040:02:00 2M WEST END 203.0 1.6 179.6 3.1 1.7

040:02:00 4M WEST END 36.6 1.3 9.5 3.0 1.5

040:02:00 8K WES' END 348.8 1.5 321.1 3.6 2.2

040:02:00 '6M WEST END 0.0 0 a 0.0 3.3 2.0

040:02:00 32K WEST END 308.1 9.'1 307.7 1V.7 10.5 j'0

040W02:00 2M CENTER 318.9 2... 350.5 4.3 2.9
V 040:02:00 4M CENTER 242.3 L.'4 269.0 4.2 2.2

040:02:00 8M CENTER 324.1 2,,. 299.2 4.3 2.?

040:02:J3 21M CENTER 320.5 4.8 322.7 10.1 5.4 V
040:03:00 2K WEST END 155.8 2.0 164.3 4.3 212

040:03:00 4K WEST END 65,8 1.5 53.8 3.7 1.8
040:03:00 SM WEST END 334.7 2.0 341.4 4.1 L.5

040:,.'3:00 16M WEST END 0,0 0.0 U.0 6,2 2.5040:03t00 J2M WEST FNn 274.3 10.6 279.0 17.9 1118

040:03.00 2M CENTER 274.5 2.6 303.5 4.9 2.9

040:03:00 4M CENTER 195.3 2.1 180.4 3.6 2.3

040:03:00 8M CENTER 285.1 2.6 277.6 4.7 2.8

040:03M00 21K CENTER 283.0 5.2 314.3 17.9 5.7

04ot004i)O 2M WEST END 132.3 1.8 142.3 3.9 2.0
040:04:00 4M WEST END 89.? 1.7 86.3 5.4 1.9

2 040:04:00 8M WEST END 293.1 2.4 280.7 4.8 2.6

040:04:00 16M WEST END 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 2.8

040:04:00 32K WEST END 268.6 11.3 257.0 17.6 11.4

040:04:00 2M CENTER 259.5 2.3 230.1 4.4 2.a

04U:04D00 4M CENTER 176.5 2.1 160.2 3.7 2.4

040:04100 8M CENTER 277.2 2.5 266.5 4.7 2.8

040:04:00 2iM CENTER 274.6 4.3 267.5 11I3 4.6

February through 0500 on the 9th. This was the longest-lasting snowstorm that occurred during SNOW-ONE

and it also prrduced some of tie heaviest concentrations of snow in the air. Snowfall was light and in-

termittent prior LU 130U hours on the 8th. . At that time, coincident with the increase in relative

humidity noted in rigures ' and 5, snow began falling continuously. The vnowfall increased to moderate

inLensity during the night arid finally stopped shortly after 0500 on the 9th. An exa:Aination of the 2-

and 32-m temperature data shows that thIs was a relatively warm storm, as the temperatute at 2 m didn't

drop below the freezing level until after about 2100 hours on the 8th. The temperature at 32 m, however,

was below the freezing level except for one sample inLerval at 130U hours. Typical wind data for this

same ;torm are given in Table 11.
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il 3 . SNOW CHARACTERI ZATI•ON

Standard meteorological and/or micro-meteorologtcal measurements cannot be u111d atone to ade-

quately characterizen a snnwqtort, The size, size distri•utlon and type Jf indIvIdual snow crystals or

snowflakes are also required, as is a measure of the concentration of snow in the air at any time.

Complete characterization must also include documentation of any other obecurant present while it is n4

snowing, such as haze or fog. 
,

.rharacterization of snow in the air during SNOW-ONF was accomplished using a number of differ-

ent techniques. The type (or "habit") of the snow crystals or flakes was determined periodically by

catching crystals on a black velvet pad and examining them under a microscope (Figure 6). The continuous

replicator shown in Figure 6 was used to obtain a record of tne change in crystal type with time, It

operates by moving formvar-coated 35-mm-wide film beneath a small opening in Its top. Snow crystals fall

through the opening onto the film and are coated with formver through surface attractions then the

formvar coating is dried, leaving a 3-dimensional image (replica) of the crystal.

t Snow crystals were also "caught" on formvar-coated glass slides at regular intervals during

snowstorms. The continuous replicator , because of its fixed film dvive speed and rentricted sample area,

does not provide data suitable for size distribution calculations, but the crystal replicas on glass

F UUUY h. Hasic snuw charactuerization uquipmunt. U1vice un the e0L tH v

cuntl. ntsls rep icn Lor Lhat provide's a r~t.cord uk c.rystaiL types.
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I iJan's81 1300)

FIGURE 7. Snow crystal size distributions ob-
GO tamaed using samples caught on formvor-coated glass

slides. The symbols indicate three different crys-
tal types (I. to r.): side-planes, scale-like side-

0 :Planes, and a c'ombination of side-planes, bullets
and columns. The top curve represents a cumulative
size distribution for the three crystals shown, plus
some relatively small number of other crystals of
miscellaneous types that were also present. The

0 ?0O 400 600 800 IOOC 1200 1400 three lower curves are size distributions for ape-
Equivalnst Spherical Dlameter (,m) cific crystal types.

slides can be used for this purpose. Examples of size distributions from these replicas are shown in

Figure 7. The size in this case is computed by tracing the outline of the particle, and then computing

an equivalent circular diameter from the area obtained. It is easy to sen that~when attempts are made to

correlate data from propagation measurements that are dependent on particle size with snow crystal size

•i distributions, breaking down the data by crystal type could be very important. This is illustrated by

(as one example) the difference in the peak diameter for the cumulative curve from that (dashed line) for

the crystals classified as a combination of side planes, bulle-., and columns.

The snow characterization methods discussed above are very time-consuming and have other

limitations as well, Among these limitations is the need for long sampling times to obtain enough

crystals for statistically significant size distributions when using the glass slide method. This

problem can be eltminated, at least in theory, by utilizing electro-optical particle size measuring

systems that ere now available. Both CRREL and AtL operated this type :f instrumentation at SNOW-ONE.

Figure 8 shows two such systems operated by ASL. These probes provide a 2-dimensional image of particles

passing between the two arms located on Lhtdir left end. The probe in the foreground with the Armsa skewed

uutward from its longitudinal axis has a size range from 200 to 6400 pm in 200-lm steps, while the one in

the rear lins a range from 25 to 800 •m in 2 5
-jim steps. During measurement periodsthe probes are orient-

ed in el.evation and azimuth to that snow falls directly through the sampling area rather than at some

angle co It.

rhe clectro-optical probes operated by CRRYL are shown in Figure 9. The two with the large in-

take horns are two-dimensional gray probes, Unlike a standard two-dimensional probethey provide an in-

dicattion of the transmittance through the parti ces that are imaged. These probes are adjustable in

elevation and are slavr'd to i winid dirertion sensor for auitomatic azimuth control. In addition, a high

air fl w Is aliaLained through the sample, volume by a fan-driven aspiratiton system to provide a known

part Ihr I ve1c I IY. The Imago formed by these probes Is a direct function of particle velocity and, for
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PFIGUR,: 8. Trwo-dimensional electro-optical particle size measurument systems
operated by the Atmospheric Sciences Laburatory.
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FlIGURE 10. Snow crystal size distributions obtained using 100

"to b4UU Wm aspirated two-dimenstonal-gray electro-uptical probe.

non-spherical particles like snow crystals, a true image analysis can Irm seaomplished only if this velo-

city is known. These probes cover the size ranges of 5 to 320 urn and 100 to 6400 pjm in 5- and 1
0
0-ijm

steps, respectively.

Ilio probe on the far loft in Figure 9 is a forward scattering probe with a size range of 0.5 to

45 j, It is used to monitor the size and size distribution of fog that may occur concurrently with a

snowfall. This probe is also aspirated and has a long tube on its intake (Left) end to preclude snow-

flakes from heing drawn into it,

These typos of particle measuru'ment nystems can provide size dLstribntiuns over relatively J

i~hort time intervmts because of the relatively high flow rates through them. Typical size distribution

data obtained using the 100 to 6400 Um probc are given in Figure 10. These data represent 20-minute

avora.es starting at tlie time indicated, Oata were obtained for Lime intervals as small as 20 s, but

these are not yet available in a suitable format for presentation. In this case,the size was computed by

aFIMLmInM,, that the width of the particle wan equal to I ts diameter and that the particle was spherical.

Tbhe its, of course an nverH implificati o In thv case of snow. Analyses are in progress to dovelnp more

reallistic, hut still manangeable, sizing algorithims for this type of data, It is also planned to attempt

compari non of Lhe d;ita obtainvd tsing hoth aripi rated and munApirated probes. Aspirated probes bave the

idvantage of a known particle yelonl.tty,hot they ray a)lee coatribute to reorientation or breakin ri up of

s(ome part Iv 1 vs, thb pod; Ioohm p, r1a tiatrid m t z, d I|4t r I hut In.o
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FIGURE~ Ii. Hiolographic camera.

All of the characterizing methods discussed above have soma potential drawbac'cm. For instance,

they may damage the snow crystals, or some key parameter like particle f#Il velocity may be unknown. The

holographic camera shown in F~igure 11 has the potential to Lliminate these drawbacks. It can ubtain a

true picture of a snowstorm without disturbing any of the crystals,-and, uiming a douible-pulse1 mutiple-ox-

~ I pogurs technique, fall velocities can be determined. The sample volume of this particular camera (the

first at its kind suitable for field-portable, operation) in a 4 in. diamete~r cylinder, IC) in, long,

located between the two arms protruding from the rear of the. camera. A 50 mjnute ruby lasor is used to

tsaxe the hologram, A numtber of holograms of snowflakes wore made using this camera during SNOW-ONE.

Analysis of theme images is extremely time consumIng, however, and a standard methodology for this is

currently under development. F~uture plans for this camera include configuring It to look at the same

sample volimie at the same time an a two-di~mensional electro-optical probe to compare performance of thu

two systems.

One indication of the severity of thev weather that occurred during SNOW-ONE is illustrated in

F~igure 12. The trailer in which the hologrnphic camerit wits kept when not in use wits blown on its side

during a severe wind and rain storm ono 11 iFebrary. Peaik wind specda were estimated at greater than 70

knots.
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FORWARD MOTION

CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION

111 NOW 4

SF.•( 13. Airborne Snow Concert- FUgU 14, Schematic of ASCHE collection head,trli~on Measuring• Equipment (ASCE(•),

>1?

.. FIGURE 15. ASCME inwtalled at Midpoint Site. Research-

-- r k8 1 illtly to tlt- 1Inp)llt tubV (1t the collection head.
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CK 22 Jon 81

M

8 /

1200 1400 rie 1600 1800-

FlGUE ACHE atafor 22 Jan 81. z, W4 and M refer to E'ist Pad,
"wb.rue and Midpoint locations.

-0.4I

1 ?00 1800. 1900 2000

lYLUU1UL 17. ASCMi data for 83 Faeb l

can be calculated from knowledge of the needle dimensions and the centrifugal force orn the drop. Sum-

1m1ing Line number of drops aver a given time period provides a measure of ice concentration during that

period. i

A Nlt,,ntftc~nnt number of refinements were made to Stntlabrass's uriginal contiguratiun, par-

ticularly In the design of an airfoil to minimize turbulence at the collection head and in the elec-

Lr.,nlcn paickage. Three of the redesigneid dsvices, designated Airborne Snow Concentration Measuring

Xquipment (ASCNHi), were operated at SNOW-ONE, Figure, 15, a pictutro of the ASCMFi located at Midpoint

site, aiuhw4 tho aitfoil used to minimize turbulence at the intake..

llAurur 16 and 17 illustrate ASCHEl data typical of at 1lght snowstorm and a llght-to-moderatt,

iiturin, roilectiV ly, Thiese danta clearly show that both a wide range in ampi itudo and at high rate of am-

Ii itndo Ohunige cliaracterizo the concentretion of snow in tile air,

- ru~~Ind adito to2 vhr72;izn s;d:l:2:2Rnow in~ the nir, me:?a2:::::::: we:'1re :2 : alomaet describe snow ond
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4. 'rmosPIIERIC. PR0PAGATTON MEASURRMNT")

A pranimmy tk iv( (r SNOiW-ONE, wars to obtir Ii elect romi-ign(t hc propagatiton ditr a froml vis ible

throorgh nra r im, wavy lotrr~w in ýi el di-frir I w I rt(r envi ronment. * Ioft of themoinvasronr enoti Were madc

along the primary, 640 m tong line ot might between the Werat rind East Pads shown in Figure 2. The 4-an

8-inch Barnes t vanraml som tarsr srhown in Figure 18 were tised to obtain data at 0.44-0.7, 3.H nrod 8-12 Wil

by ASL. These were aurir~iteýd lit the Wesrt Pad and use;' a collimated vJ~sible end black body source located.

on the !8eat Pad.

Vicr:Lbia arid infrared propag~ition measur~eaents were qiso made by tli Naval Research Laboratory*

(NRL). They milde rnaorrwbanrd .,easurementg using a Fourier Transform Speetrometer in the 2-12 prm spectrrl

region and broadbalnd aoinenqrririomts at 9.55, 1.06. 3.0 and 10.37 0mn, The receiver used for the broadband

mreasu~rements icr crirwtr In M'igrro 19. This reciver was mounted on the West Padi anc. used a searchlight

lilooatcd urr ýhe La-,;t Pad for a source. Typical data~ obtained ucring Lhir aivirtom during a anow~torm oa 22

January are giver [hi -igrt~rr 2.0 i-id 21. Snout correent radcon data trom the ASCHI? located at the Midpoint

site are ineltirdid Voi r~otuiinco, A Qom~rpletcr record of' ASCMIE data for this rsrlcwrrorm inr given ini Figure

16 arid, an notori onrr rIr, rhor Inat orrriiy of? 011.1 Hiur an was light rand the conacentrat ion of snow in thle air

Wag sulite 1CW. irrrrnrrtssitrrifcrt sit 1.06 and '3.0 Wrn weru ailso obtained by NRL during thome sAme time risriodsi

I.;11( Hri0 . 1-mi-' liii om Mi-I ith tanrrie Lirialaif4iumunturc uporrimtod by A81-
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a:N

54.

FIGU}• 24. Transmit/receive antennas for BRL near-

mw-wave meas,iremunts Lucated on the West Pad.

MMF. The Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) condu-ctd va wave propagation measurements at 35, 95, 14'

and 217 G-Hz over n 914 :1 path Length timing the antenna array shown in Figure 24 with corner ceflectors

vinritti,• along Cie Itn.e of" sixth-.

t1 ere were two ,rntllud lnoer to•;,t•or DelmI•gnotorq (CLID) that were osed at SNOW-ONE by MICOM,

oneV with and one without the AN/TAS-4 night sI gt (Figore 25). They wtrv used with the Copperhead and

lieliftr'e eekers (Figure 26) to dewv lop rulo-oif-thumh olpcr;titonal procedures•, ohtain estimates of

miaximitai luck-on ratip: verslic mnowl' Ii raite, ;nd obtai n hackni-attt.r/false target data during :newf:.,l,

[ ~~Thv GMJI,)'g Were itnrated nt Iho, weta end (if the SNII !-O, Site. From thaIt location they were

ijed tLo dt, -migi te 8-ft-sqliuare, DD 1T1 Ttiled W(1oI;'n tirýgut; lo i,)va itd 0n the Eist Pi•dul, 640 in away, and on a

hill 1I800) M to the east-ntorthenet. Fi,,th of timt, t;rgt',1i wCure eCiii ijied withi a heat tape to allow

II ' t tIo .o.rh ttie itiight •AIgh t . lIn add It l '1, e, .',i mei ire•ra t ,mu tit wer'e inat usIng h hoti a U.S. M4iIA5 and ai

Soviet T62 t-nk tic talrgets (Vig. 21).
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F WIl;UU 21). r; I V - tit itr v U1ILI)t til uig o i i U(L 1) 1Id w IIi j AN/TAS-44 'I ght

"I MIC M IWO t'11 I-10 .ill
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A WAX
FIGURE 2 7 . lS. MOMAtank (ba~ckground)~ and Russian T62 tank Used at, tar-
FZCUget fo. g' t h signature~ ?1laLuremients,
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The Modular Universal Laser Equipment (MULE) was also used to check its romp ibility with the

seekers (Figure 28).

5. SI;NAL'URE MEASULIKMEN'IS

The instrumentation shown in Figure 29 was used by personnel from the A: Force Armament

Laboratory to obtain signature meacurements in the 3-5 and 8-12 pm portion of thiinfrared spectrum.

The cameras on 'he pole were used to look down from various heights up to 27.5 rAt both the M48A5 and

the T62 tank. Typical data obtained using this system are shown in Figure 3X,. this is a thermogram of

the idling M48A5 t.ken with the 3-5 pm camera. The two spikes in the foregroul are the signatures of

heat lamps used for calibration. The large spike at the left rear is the tan'
s exhaust.

Signature measurements were also conducted by HRL using a 35-GHz rljd state CW radar with

polarization div/ersity mounted on top of a 15 m high pole. In this case 0 test objectives were to make

radar backecatter measurements from snow surfaces and to evaluate the effete of snow couvr on armored

targets. Measurements were made using both parallel and cross polarivAtin techniques.

A

Ft(AIHE 29. I stiti Invilntu hin kpied tooitnin linruirod tar4 git. 14 [ nlu I .l

IIm d11 k. lii t "Iild.i t II il hv iý . ljdtic L rrlio - ) and H-lI! iii 1WIsi e 111 rn l ~r Od

C ;lii 1 .LILA : 3S
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at an M48A5 tank against a anow background,

6. SMOKE CHARACTERIZATION

Preliminary evaluation of smoke characterization instrumentation was also conducted during I
WNOW-ONE, Fog oil, PEG 200, and four IR screeners were dispensed by Chemical System Leboratory personnel

uILng the equipment shown in Figure 31. The fogger (left) was used to dispense fog oil and the PEG 200.

Tho other materials were dispensed tsing the device in the cunter, which wag assembled using parts from

the XMH49 smoke generator, A small amount of WP smoke wan alao released using wedges from the XMuj25, 155

mm round. in all, 12 smoke trials were condoetedt till under clear conditions. Unfortunately, it was not

possible to maintain an on-site smoke capability long enough to conduct operations during a snowfall or

under very cold conditions.

A major objective of the smoke experiment was to evaluate the performance of current smoke-

characterizing instrumentation in a winter environment in advance of any major winter smoke test.

Figure 32 is a view of some of this instrumentation operated by the Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) Safari

-ream. in addition to the chemical impinagcrs, avroso l photometern, and a particle size analyzer used by

I)Pc;, aiddttional inemaSuremcnt, Inini mohg so unilng tht, livoraity oTt'lllossee Space Institute particle

UNCLASSIFIED
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I~LGR~ 1. mokediaeL~n8 euip~en. Fromn left to rigilti a commercial foggert
a prototype dispenser usin~g Y11 49 generaltor parta, and tle, M3A3 ganeritor.
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FIGURE 35. Receiver for UPC trensmileametlt.
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FIG;URE P/. The two loads required to transport the MULE.

7* HUMAN FACTORS STU DY

'rho USMC conduc Led n human fac tors exe rcisle at the SNOW-ONE si te and adjo1.ni[ng oIrca' ii! u4p1 th1W

1,111L1, .The y we re I nteres ted In see ing what types o F prob lems might be. encounte red du1r Ing mo-vement1., Met ull

and operatiton, of the MULE In a winter environment.* This exercise was directed by the USKM Oppratiin 11114 te

and E1vitujation Activity at Quantico. The troops involved were from Camp Pendleton. Transipurt Ing the

HillY1 roilerev two men, each with a load of nliroximatel y 1011 lb, as show~n to Figuire '3? , Af tee eit up, it

WaH 111ff I iiit to iope'rate witih gloves on (F igure 38). * ntte~ry lif wam aiHtlso extremeitil I lvin't~, evon at

t hu -o.ltit lvel Iy minderate, tomperattureuu (+5 in - t)enciountereid dhuriig Lids tvst phanie.
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FlUURE 38. Typical MULE deployment, Note that operator has removed his gloves.

8. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Up to thin point, is has been possible to discuss some of the measurement programs that were
conducted at SNOW-ONE without saying too much relative to results or conclusions. There was little

choice in this approach, am this paper had to meet a 10 April 81 deadline, and, essentially, no final re-

sults were available prior to that date. However, there are several areas where important preliminary

r eaults are emerging.

First, performance of the state-of-the-art snow characterization instrumentation used at SNOW-

6NE was very good. High frequency mass concentration measurements were made for the first time in both

rain and snow in combination with propagation measurements across a wide frequency spectrum. These, to-

gather with both mechanical, photographic and electro-optical (e/o) particle size measurements will allow

significant advances to be made in understanding of the performance of e/o systems performance in a

winter environment, One examplet mabm concentration alone does not determine a/o system performance in

falling anow. The size and size distribution of the snow must also be considered, as must the potential

presence of other ohscurants.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Second, a snow cover can pose problems for the operation of both Ii.'rared and mm wave target

location and tracking systems. This appears particularly true at mm wavelengths where changes In snow

characteristics over relatively short time periods resulted in large (-20 db) changes in backscatter

(Hauerle, 1981).

Next, transportation and opec'ation of the USMC MULE (Modular Universal. Laser Equipmrnt) was

vary difficult under winter conditions. Individual load# are heavy (>100 tb), the equipment. is difficult

to operate with gloves on, and battery life wae extremely haort.

Finally, visible through far infrared trAnsmission appears to degrade at about the satra timee in

falling snow. Tranahist ion in the infrared appearm to be affected slightly more than that in the

visible, possibly because of strong water absorption in the infrared (Curcis, 1981)4 Moderate anowfuill

significantly attenuated transmission At short ranges (640 m), to the extent of complete system degrmda-

tion (Butterfield, 1981), Attenuation in light snowfall was sufficient to suggest a reduction in th,,

maximum range capabilities of some systems.

9. SUMMARY

In the interests of time and space, and because at this time a great deal of the needed data

are unavailable, I have not mentioned all of the measurement programs conducted at SNOW-ONE, I i f 0ar I

may not have done justice to some of tho.ie I did mention. A report summarizing all of these moaultyamelit

programs and containing analyses of da'ta for selected times, together with an index to all the date

available, is scheduled for completion in June. A detailed discussion of the results will tdke place at

a symposium to bn held at CRREL on 4-" August 81.

The next major winter field program, SNOW-ONE A, is scheduled to begin in early December 1981

at the SNOW-ONE site in Vermont. A planning meeting for SNOW-ONE A will be held at CRR•.L oi 6 ,August.'

Preliminary plans for SNOW-TWO, which will emphantre smoke performance in a winter environment,

will also be discussed at the 6 Augunt wirecaing. SNO4-TWO Is tentatively scheduled For January--February

1983.
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lattlefteld Obscuratton Research Program. This program is being coordinated by CRRFL for the Directornte

of ReHe÷Arch and Development, OCE, under DA Project 4A762730AT42.
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AN OVERVIEW OF SMOKE WEEK III

Gary Nelson
Office of the Project Manager, Smoke/Obscurants

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

ABSTRACT

An eight minute film describing Smoke Week III will be shown. This will serve as an introduction

- andorienting background for the many papers which follow in this Symposium dealing with the measuring

techniques used and observations made during Smoke Week III.

The film shows the topography of the area in which the test was conducted, the instrumentation

of participants, aerosol dissemination methods and devicen, and one or two examples of the smoke

trials as they develop. The instrumentation cluster used in Smoke Week III and a field calibration

of the Instruments In that cluster are also shown. The film reviews the major positions, including

the target area, instrumentation cluster and grid, and the 0.8 km and 1.7 km positions.

I
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DESCRIPTION OF A SYSTEM FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF
OPTICAL AND MILLIMETER WAVE TRANSMISSION

THROUGH BATTLEFIELD ENVIRONMENTS*

Robert J. Keyes
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Lincoln Laboratory
P.O. Box 73; Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

ABSTRACT

Simultaneous measurements of the propagation of radiations at .6328pm, 0.904gm,

40.64m and 3mm have been curried out over the past year at Camp Edwards, MA through

natural atmospheres and simulated battlefield environments (smoke, dust and

ehplosions). These measurements of madiation attenuation over near identical paths

for all, wavelengths were designed to provide the data base necessary for the optimal

design of a battlefield communication system. This report desrlbes the transportable

systems used in these tests,including the pertinent parameters associated with the

Ttransmitters, receiving sen3ors, digital and analog recording systems, and auxiliary
;•!•:;•:jsensors which produce passive infrared imagery with an AOA camera and meaL'ure On2 at

tho HeNe wavelangth. The geometric layouts of the various tests are also discussed

along with a description of the environmental conditions. Analysis of these data is

presented in the following paper by R, Sasiela.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past spring and summer, a variety of simultaneous atmospheric

transmission measurements at, wavelengths of ,6328om, O.904vm, 10.6om and 3min were con-

dusted at Camp Edwards, MA using a mobile rrieasurement syst-emt developed under Army sup.

port. These data, recorded on digital tape, were subsequently coinnuter analyzed in

order to ansess the impact of natural. and battlefield environmentm on potentla]

question and answer communication systjms. This report decoriben the parameters of'

the measurements system and ýhe pertinent aspects of the field tests that were con-

JduCted.

The system is instaliled in two large vans (transmnl.tter and recelv,,r) that onarry

theitr own sourcesof power and oommuniotttons, For tents, the vans can bh po;iftinned nt-,

the terminal points of selected paths and the transnmiission of' that path cnn ti,

mcanmtu rd at the various wave)engtho under a variety of nat ertil mand htitt;nIf ell coni-

,lt loor . F'iguro 1 shows a blocik diagram of' the total mia asurtrrment s, ystem. 'n"ho ,p.tli ;l

*T'l].ia work wan sponsored by the Dt:partrnerml;a of' the .Armly sind the Alr PInrtiv.

"Th ,i O.N. m]over•'•llrlnt. aan nur eI n rno re pinrohth I ll.ty Vor the• •elrnf'Orr,-l.l on i p)rin ir t. , " 47
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radiation sources indicated in Figure I are co-boresighted on a single optical plat-

form that can be accurately pointed in the desired direction with the aid of a gun-

s'ght telescope. The 3mm source (12 inch dish) and pointing scope were located

bt.side the optical mount and boresighted in the same direction. A TV antenna atop

each van provided a common time refer-nce pulse from a local commercial broadcasting

station which was used to synchronize the optical radiation pulses and the receiver

electronics at 1500Hz. The millimeter wave system was operated cw.

-4TV~ SYNCHRONOUS
TRIGGER A.

,,

-IGaAs 4
C02 + ACQUISITION 4/C RECORDER

HeN. 4. -

MM £.
TRANSMITTERS RECEIVERS

WEATHER DATA [ CHART

• VI DEO VIDEO •

/ --- RECORDER

\....AGA VIDEO IRIG
RECORDER TIME

,IIWUHE 1. A BLOCK DIACIRAM OF THF MEASUREMFNT SYSTEM FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL
FIELD SITE.

'i'he 'adlatlion reuelv(.r'n, alno co-located and boresighted, 'er! housed It, the

,va:ri. V$z gl,)n witt. the re-ornllng arid mol tn'ing systems. Except for the (IaAs

rail, tl i 1h•r+! In ,)it,, r'tae,|vet 'or oacth wiveleg•ith. Two receivers, whose sodat1al

:;"i;r' ,,1.7t waýl -ott.r•l lahle, wf-ee.c proyied ;it. 0.90 umu in order to ntudy th- effects. of

it l; V.] ,': Iy ,,r Vail n' ,rt'rurn io due to at9nn 1ihePrlc turtuilenoe. The sensor

:;l•./t;r-:: 1', ;t 1,1,v,- I ' vol v(,It.r eak-tf -u ,ak t~rf'a'e ent rIring thp aia I ni
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and digital recording systems. For digital recording, peak hold circuits triggered by

the TV reference pulse were used prior to 12 bit digitization. The analog signals

were recorded on a 14 channel systen (rot shcwn) along with volce comment, Inr TPTQ

time. The analog data was used primarily an a hackup to the d1gital nysterns and an n

"quick-look" capability for editing purposes. Real time monitoring of signals from

the prime sensors was obtained via oscilloscope displays.

In addition to the prime sensor measurements, meteorological data (temperature,

humidity, rain rate, wind speed and direction) from a portable weather station were

digitized and recorded. A video tape system which was also boresighted to the prime

sensors provided a visual image of the test path. During all battlefield environment

tests an AGA recording camera provided LWIR images of the area and of calibrated ther-
mal sources in the field of view. Communications between the various instrument sta-

tionswere conducted over radio except during recording runs. It was observed that

radio transmissions interfered with data recording. During measurement periods,

hardwire military field telephones were used for communication. Table I gives some of

the pertinent parameters of the prime radiation transmitters and receivers.

TABLE I. TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER PARAMETERS

TRANSMITTERS RECI VERS

Average Peak Beam
Power Power PRP Angle FOV Aperture Sensitivity Bandwidth

L Waveleg (watts) (watts) (Hz) (mrad) (rad) (cm) - (SNH=1) (Hz)

0. 6 32 8 rm 0.5xlO- 3  10-3 1,500 1 to 6 7x10- 3  3.5 10O1 3 w/HzI/ 2  2,500

0.904pm 0.012 30 1,500 7 1.0 5.0 10- 1 2 w/HzI/ 2  2,500

10.6 Orri 1.0 2.0 1,500 14 .01 2.5 10-1 2 w/Hz t /2  2,50a

3"I1 0.01 ýýw ew 13 0.18 1.7 6x1 0-1 1w.'17 10
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2. FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The battlefield environments of interest can be broken down into two broad I
categoLses: natural and man-generated. The natural environments are dirtated by the

vwgaries of local meteorological conditions and hence require extended periods of tirno

to encompass the wide variety of conditions that might be present on a battlefield.

The man-generated environments (smokes, dust, explosions) were under our direct

control and hence measurements of these conditions were conducted over short time
periods of intensive testing (2 days). Table 11 presents a summary of the propaga- i

tion tests carried out at the Camp Edwards site. R. Sasiela will discuss the computer

analysis of this data and its significance to BIFF systems in these spectral regions '

in the following paper.

TABLE II. CAMP EDWARDS BIFF PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTS :

1. HC Smoke Two twenty-minute tests using
military smoke pots with total
visible obscuration

2. White Phosphorus Two tests using smoke grenades 31
deployed from tank launcher

3. Vohicular Dust Eight tests with high visible
attenuation generated by dragging
a hurricane fence over propagation
path

4. 105mm Shell Explosions Two tests with 5 shells exploded at
2 second intervals producing high
attenuation at all wavelengths

5. Natural Atmospheric Turbulence Optical data recorded at various
turbulence levels with 600 and
1200m path lengths

6. Turbulence in Rain a*nd Fog One test with H dB/kt" visible
attenuation

7. Spatial Diversity Testa Data recorded at various separations
of GaAs receivers
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RESULTS OF SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS

AT MMW AND VARIOUS OPT rAL FREQUENCIES
IN A BATTLEFIELD I-,:!VIRONMENT*

R. J. Sasiela

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyLincoln Laboratory

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

"ABSTRACT

Simultaneous transmission measurements have been made at 0.904, 0.6328, and 10.6

microns, and 3mm wavelengths. Various impediments to transmission including tur-

bulence, explosives, HC smoke, phosphorus grenades, dust and fog were introduced into

the transmission path. Results of the data analysis will be presented which include

relative attenuation, temporal and spatial effects, and a comparison of the turbulence

data with theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the analysis of data taken in various natural and battle-

field environments to determine the effect of obscurants on a communication system.

Measurements were taken at 0.6328, 0.904, and 10.6 micrometers and at 92.7GHz with the

system described by R. Keyes in the previous paper. These frequencies were chosen

because for covert communications they have the advantage of having a narrow beamwidth

with modeuv. aperture size and they respond differently to battlefield obscurants.

The hit error rate is a measure of the effectiveness of a digital communication

system. On a dirty battlefield the error rate is affected not only by the attenuetion

'roduced by the obscurants but also by scintillation-induced fading. It has been

ulhown(I) that undur turbulence conditions likely to be encountered, optical systems

can require a 10-30d13 increase in required signal level in order to achieve

rates comparable to those achieved in the absence of turbulence. A question addressed

in this report is whether the effects of obscuration and scintillation are independent

or whether scintillation level is a function of the obscuraLion.

Aridtttlonal ly, the tirne history of the obscuration Is examined to stie what Is the

bent utrategy In rl.ptattrL•g, a message to increase the probability of reception.

•ITh, h[- nIck- ,Sporn:c)r, by the Departments of the Army and the Al r P'orre

"T ' i f. ,. roverimI atmt. tls i n rt |ost t I vty for the Information presente " .
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

The portable system used to make the measurements is described in detail in the

previous paper by R. Keyes. Briefly,the system consists of two trucks, one con-

taining the transmitters the other the receivers and recording equipment. The

transmitters used were a 002 laser operating at 10.6 micrometers, a HeNe laser

operating at 0.6328 micrometers, a GaAs laser operating at 0.904 micrometers, and a

MMW system operating at 92.70Hz. The receiver truck contained receivers for all the

above frequencies and a computer controlled recording system. Each signal was digi-

tized by a 12 bit A/D converter and recorded at a 1500Hz rate.

The beamwidth of the transmitted signal was much larger than the receiver aper- *

tures. The signal to noise ratio in the receivers with no obsourants present was

greater than the 36dB instantaneous dynamic range of the recording system. An analog

display system was used to set gain levels and help to verify proper systems operation

before digital recording otarted.

The time history of the signal transmission was recorded for each experiment and

subsequontly analyzed. From this datawe determined the scintillation level with and

W, without obscurants and the relative attenuation measured by all sensurs. In addition,

the time history of the transmissivity was examined to determine the bust strategy f'or

repeating messages.

3. TURBULENCE DATA

Data was taken with no obscurants present and compared to theory, both to verify

the data taking and reduction process and to gather scintillation data which could be

compared to the scintillation data with obscurants present. The amplitude of the

return is expected to have a log-normal distribution. Over a path of uniform tur-

bulence wnen the turbulence integrated along the path is not too strong, the variance

of the log intensity for a spherical wave is equal to 2 :

2 L/ 1/01 = 0.5 Cr12 k7 / 6 L1/6

wW'(e Cn2 is the refractive index structure constant,

k is the wavenumber, 2f/x,

and L Is the path length

52 UNCLASSIFIED
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The above Cormula applies to a point detector or one much smaller than the Fresnel

length (/_[,),whJch is the average size of the turbulence cells at the receiver. For

larger apertures ats in this experiment, the measured scintillation is reduced by an

;I.'rtur'u sverug ng effect. For low angular beam divergence and turbulencn lnvcls r •t

close to saturation (conditions which applied in these experiments),a good approxima-

tion to the true log - intensity variance, c12, measured by an aperture of diameter d,

can be found from the measured value, c2, by solving the equation1

exp (02)_l Z (exp (oi2)-l)

where t - (xL/d 2 ) / [ 1 + (XL/d 2 ) ]

Scintillation measurements were taken on various days. A typical time plot of a
sensor return is shown in Figure 1. The histograms of the return intensity for the

HeNe, GaAs, and C02 sensors for the same time are compared to a log-normal intensity

curve with the same standard deviation as the data in Figures 2, 3, and 4. The

agreement is very good. Another way or plotting the data,which accentuates the

returns which lie in the tail of the curve, is shown in Figure 5. This contains a plot

of the GaAs data on log probability paper out to +3 standard deviations.

Along with the digital measurementsa bar chart at the transmitters was viewed

through an optical. telescope at the receivers to measure the "seeing" conditions.

This me-surement can be used to get an estimate of Cn2 since at visible wavelengths

the s'revolution, Resv, is approximately equal to

Resv = AV/rov
whr. r 2 b3

wher r'
0 

I. Frieod's coherence ilampterwhich Is related to Cn by

-5/3
I' o 0.159k2 L Cn 2 .

Il , iti~0.6 micrometers an the wavelength, one obtains

(1`2 = 1.87 x 10-12 RecvS/3/L,

wh,0' Iht. rrth o otion In rimenurll' tn arc-sncondn.

11f It V;I I Ii of ( I' ;I)t,'{I Iy ai I n. o rOim :l]hnm I i hv' thI; ' i:nis' ,It. aIly I. IU * A iii-

V,.'1111 t 1; 1( , l vai v ' III ind y n tju ll (,)I ( 1,u I ;l,y tv g, venI l I , . n r . 'ITl,

;l•'l',.,JV.-pll 1" ,'~ V,, ] 1',r ;tl I •'l~ l T hl . • !vt' W;lll 11o (W,o''lr t, I.n• I111(t In' flý'-,

UNCLASSIFIED
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measurements at the time the scintillation data was taken. On day three the sky was

partly cloudly and the value of C n2 changed rapidly as the sun name out. This could

account for the anomalous seeing measurement which was taken 8 minutes before the

scintillation data was recorded.

4. WHITE PHOSPHORUS SMOKE

White phosphorus smoke clouds were generated by firing smoke grenades from a tank

launcher. This experiment and the following ones had a 600 meter propagation path.

The transmitted signal versus time for the HeNe, GaAs and C02 laser systems are shown

in Figures 7, 8, 9. There was no effect on the MMW signal. The lowest signal which
could be measured was 0 counts. To indicate how many points had zero counts,all these

points are plotted as a random number between 0 and minus 1. The region of high

attenuation lasted several minutes. There were no holes in the smoke; however, there

were large variations in the attenuation occurring on a time scale of about 10

seconds.

An examination of the scintillation amplitude does not show any signifioant change

as the attenuation changed. Therefore for white phosphorus smoke,the effects of atte-

nuation and scintillation are additive in producing an increase in bit error rate.

The relative attenuation of the different sensors can be found by plotting the

signal level of one sensor versus another for each pulse, This Is shown for OaAs vs

HeNe in Figure 10 and GaAs vs C02 in Figure 11. The relative attentiation is found

['roan the slope of the line drawn through the points. Doing this, one finds that HeNe

has 2.1 times the extinction coefficient of GaAs while the C02 laser has 0.15 times

that of' UaAs. As previously mentionted,the MMW system had no attenuation. Theref'ore

the HleNe laser signal is very senssitive to white phosphorus smoke, tho GaAs laser

nystem I[ moderately affected, while the C02 laser system is only slightly affected.

5 DUST

Dust wasi geierated by dri-ving a truck which was dragFing a wire fenco along a dirt

road that. crosvd the t-nislsalIon i path of' the sensors. Flgu',eu 12, Ij anrd 14 show

thf' L ,1it1! hititory of' thii 1le01, laAn ind (1,09 Inner roturns fonr oricw Uin wi th the plots

starlt i , rr nut. at'ti'i' thi' truck pnanlso thrrough thif, r',ld of' vi ow. Tho 1WW stifgnal In nit

:Ijwii l, iil', l' ;in, -n at.ln It. W:[ ir I'l'en tel n , tby oh nbso r'tnt'. 'h,' t Itlei n rati levi of' t~h,

.,0 ':11-lil In tIhl'm 1iih ,'Iidol U)NC wLAS.lSFI'Eli-

,,,i UNCLASSIFIED
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Notice that the scintillation initially decreases as the attenuation increases.

The scintillation was examined more closely at various levels of attenuation and the

results are summarized in Table I. For 7dB of GaAs attenuation there is a reduction

of the scintlllation in the 3 laser sensors. The scintillation then rises rapidly as

the attenuation increases. For the HeNe laser the reduction in scintillation when the A

GaAs attenuation is 7dB almost compensates for the reduced signal level,

Table I. Variance of Log Intensity for Various Levels
of Dust Produced Attenuation

GaAs Attenuation (db) HeNe GaAs C02

0 .145 .063 .017
7 .087 .o41 .013

10 .16 .10 .025

so that low levels of dust do not affect the bit error rate significantly. Since the

scintillation rate with no attenuation is lower for GaAs and the 002 system, the

reduction of scintillation is not as significant at this attenuation level. For the

GaAs systemthe reduction in scintillation reduces the attenuation effect by 2dB,while

it has hardly any effect for the C02 sensor. Since the scintillation still increases

with frequency of the signal, it produces a more detrimental effect on the higher Pri-

quencies.

The attenuation varied over 10dB in periods of about 5 seconds. In an actual

battlefield situation,the source of the generators of dust would be generally local

and may be transitory. Therefore, a strategy of repeating the message every several

seconds would be the most effective in getting the message through.

The extinction coefficient is found by plotting one sensor's data versus the other

in Figure 15 and 16. From these the extinction coefficients are found to be the same

for the HeNe and OaAs whi.- 002 is 0.7 of the other two. Therefore, the effect of

dust is about the nsame for all these laser systems with C02 having a slight advantage.

)ust haet no effect on the MMW signal.

6. HC SMOKE

The hexachloroethane (HC) smoke was generated by military smoke pota. There was

total vtsIblo ohecurat ion for several minite:i at a time under the conditions of the

UNCLASSIFIED
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test. Attenuation levels greater then 30dB were recorded for both the GaAs an•l HeNe

lasers. Figures 17, 18 and 19 are plots of the HeNe, GaAs and CO2 signals versus time

during a period when the smoke was dissipating and transmission holes were developing

In the smoke. There was no effect of the smoke on the MMW signal iuring this entire

test. Figures 20 and 21 are relative attenuation plots of the GaAs signal versus HeNe

and 002. From these, one determines that HeNe has 1.2 times and C02 has less than .02

times the extinction coefficient of GaAs,

During some periods of the test, the GaAs anJ HeNe attenuations were greater than

300d for over a minute. There is no effective strategy to use in this situation to

get the signal through. As the smoke is dissipating, the attenuation experiences

rapid changes in level over periods of' several seconds. In this situation,

repeating the signal when the target was visible, which was about every second in

these tests, would be the most effeutive strategy.

The relative scintillation level did not change much with attenuation and the

effects of scintillation and attenuation woul.d have an additive effeot on the bit

error rate. i
7. ARTILLERY SHELLS

To simulate an artillery shell landing in the transmission path, 105mm shells were .i

buried 2 feet underground between the transmitters and receivers. At the time of

shell detonation the transmission fell to zero for all sensors,indicating that the

attenuation is greater than 30dB. This total obscuration lasted for approximately I.5

seconds followed by a rapid recovery to a level with about 10dB attenuation. The

transmission then gradually recovered to the non-obscurant level in 5-10 seconds.

Figure 22 shows the time history of the MMW signal,which is typical of thp other sen-

sore. Figures 23 and 24 show a comparison of the GaAs signal to HeNe and CO2 . The

attenuation at any time is equal for all the sensoLos,which indicates that the psr-

ticles thrown up by the explosions are large compared to all wavelengths and the atte-

nuation is equal to the percentage of the sensors field ol' view which is obscured by

the particles.

Because of the total signal obscuration irimrediately after the shell explodes, a

trannmrtssionn would have to be repeated several seconds after the burst in order to get

a mrlillagoe through. In these experiments the dust produced by the falling deuris blew

out ,t! th,' beam no that no effect of dust Is present. In the case of shelln exploding

uljw tiltd th.,r'u would be dust effects if the ground were not too wet.

UNCLASSIFIED
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7. CONCLUSIONS

A measurement system to record simoltaneous measurements at 3 laser frequencien

and at 92.70hz was built and tested in the field. This system gave results in

agreement with theory when atmospheric turbulence was measured. The relative atte-

nuation between the three laser frequencies waa measured with white phosphorus smoke,

HC smoke, dust and 105mm shell-produced debris in the transmission path. A summary of

these measurements is given in Table II.

Table II. Relative Extinction Coefficients of Various
Sensors Compared to a GaAs Laser.

White Phosphorus NC Dust Artillery
Smoke Smoke

0.6328 Pm 2.1 1.2 1 1 I
0.9o4 mm I I 1 I

10.6 Pm 0.15 <.015 0.7 1

92.7 OHz 0 0 0 .1 I

The MMW system is the most desirable for a communication system when transmission

effects are considered. The 002 system is next in desirability because it is affected A

to only a rmall degree by white phosphorus and HC smoke and becausp turbulence effects

are riot as seveve as at the higher frequencies.

The effects of the obsourants are additive to those of turbulence when considering

transmission effects except in the case of dust. For low attenuation, the scin-

tillation decreases to reduce the effect of the dust on the communication system. The

scintillation reduction is no longer evident once the attenuation exceeds 10dB,
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CANADIAN PROGRAM IN ANTI-IR
SCREENING AEROSOLS

R, E. Khuchert

Defence Research Estahlimhment Valcartier
Courcelette, Que, Cnnadn

ABSTRACT

The Defence Research Establishment Valceartier has been active over the past three years in the
development and testing of IR obscuring aerosols, An instrumented 300 i 3 

aerosol test chamber
was developed and a series of low-temperature transmission experiments carried out on military
screening agents and potential new IR screening materials. A mobile "Laser Cloud Mapper" instrument
was commercially developed for the rapid three-dimensional sounding of smoke clouds nver the angular
limits of 900 aximuth x 100 elevation and over a maximum range-gate of 675 m. Basen on a method
proposed by Klett, linear extinction coefficients were calculated from digitized backscatter data
that wee collected during recent field trials with HC and red phosphorus generated smoke clouds.
Thu DREV research activity will continue on cold weather evaluations of candidateIR screening

materials, An extensive R&D program is also evolving through research contracts with industry
and university. An analysis of the application of screening clouds for the protection (f armored
vehicles shows that smaller clouds, sequentially disseminated closer to the tank,'provide a more
Sfficient screening performance. Proposals are made for collaborative research work with U, S.

laboratories.

Requests for copies of this paper (which are Confidential) should be dent to the following
addresst

Chief of Defense Research Establishment, Valcartier
P. 0. Box 8800
Courcelette, Quebec
OCA IRU; Canada
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DU3TY INFRARED TEST SERIES (FILM)

Bruce W. Kennedy
US Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico 8800?

ABSTRACT

The Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory has conducted three major field testt to determinm the

*effects of battlefield dust on electro-optical transmission. Dust Infrared Test-I (DIRT-I) was

performed at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in dry sandy soil utilizing arrays of munitions,

high expolsives, and barrage artillery firings. DIRT-I1 was also conducted at WSMR and consisted
*of detonations of sitigle projectiles, high explosive charges, and single artillery firings in

moist, silty clay. DIRT-IlIA and B were held at Fort Polk, Louisiana, in sandy clay. The first I
part, DIRT-IlIA, consisted uf single explosions of munitions and HE; DIRT-IIIB was single HE

detonations in prepared or tailored soils.

A motion picture film entitled "Dusty Infrared Test Series" has been produced describing each

I' test, the instrumentation used, and some results. The 16-mm color film hasnarration and sound, I
and the running time is 14 minutes. 1•
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DUSTY ;FRARED TEST III (DIRT-III)

PROJECT SUMMARY A- 10

Bruce W. Kennedy

US Arwy Atmosnheric Sciences 'laboratory
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002

ABSTRACT

The Dusty Infrared Teet III (DIRT-IlI) was conducted at Fort Polk, Louisiana, during April-May
1980. The tests were divided into two parts. DIRT-IlIA consisted of explosions of munitions ano high
explosives in the natural soil. DIRT-IIIB consisted of detonating high explosives on tailored soils.
The major purpose of DIRT-lIlA was to measure the transmission of electro-optical and millimeter
radiation through dust clouds produced by the explosions. The soil at Fort Polk offered an extreme

departure froa soils of the previous DIRT-I and DIRT-LI tests. DIRT-IlIB tailored soils were sand,
silt, clay, and kaolinite that were varied in moisture content from dry to wet. Electro-optical
transmission measurements were also made through the dust clouds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Dusty Infrared Test Ill (DIRT-Ill) project was the continuation of a series that started with

DIRT-i at White Sands Missile Range (WSMP.), New Mexico, October 1978, and DIRT-It at WSMR during July

1979. DIRT-Ill was conducted at Fort Polk, Louisiana, Each field experiment had unique

characteristics, but the purpose of the three projects was to measure the transmission of
electro-optical (E0) and millimeter energy through dust clouds produced by high explosive (HE)

detonations. Correlative measurements were made of cloud dynamics, soil characteristics, cloud

particles, meteorology, and crater size.

Fort Polk was selected for DIRT-Ill because a radical change of soil and climate were needed. The

,aoil, silty sand and heavy clay, was very moist. The region was surrounded by a pine forest. Air

masses varied from continental to maritime and combinations of both. The DIRT-Ill project was two

sequential testst DIRT-IlIA was performed in the natural soil, DIRT-IIIB was conducted in carefully

selected and controlled soils. DIRT-IlIA consisted of static detonations of single HE charges and of

foreign and domestic ammunition, while DIRT-IIIB used only uncased HE charges.

2. DIRT-Ill OVERVIEW

DIRT-tLIA wa4 c:onducted as a joint project between the Electro-Optics Division, US Army Atmospheric

Sciencen Laboratory (ASL) and the Explosion Effects Division, US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

ScaLton (WES) between 14-23 April 1980. The location was Range 37, Fort Polk (see figure 1). The WES

prograild was known as Munitions Bare Charge Vquivalence-80 (MBCE-80)
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DIRT-IIIB, conducted between 28 April and I May 1980, was a cooperative effort between ASL ýnd th,

Environmental Systems Division, Znvironmental Laboratory, WES. The WES title for the project was

Battle.i..ld Environment Tailored Soils (BETS). It was also conducted at Fort Polk.

The objectives of DIRT-IIIA weret

a. Comparison of craters formed by the detonation of artillery munitions, including 105 mm, 155 Mm'

122 mm USSR, and 152 m USSR, with those formed by C-4 explosives in eoil coiditions and in an

atmospheric environment that were significantly different from those of DIRT-I and DIRT-Il

b. Measurement of dust cloud growth, movement, and diffusion

c. Soil characterization of the test area

j 'd. Measurement of local meteorology during the test period

a. Determination of SO transmission properties through dust clouds

f. Sampling of particle size distribution in the dust clouds

g. Examination of the explosive equivaleiice between cased (munitions) and uncased bare charges

DIRT-ILIS was concerned with the influence of various types of soils and moisture content on MO and

miLitmeter energy attenuation. Sand, silt, clay, and kaolin were used as the test materials, and dust

clouds were produced by detonating charges of M118 demolition blocks over prepared test pits.

Measurementa similar to those of DIRT-ItIA were made for DIRT-IIIB. Table I summarizes the

instrumentation used in support of both projects.

3, SITE CONFIGURATION

Figure 2 contains a legend and shows the layout and coordinates of the project site. Most of the

instrumentation was located at the southern portion of the 867-m optical path. The 40-m by 150-M test

UNCLASSIFIED
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area was located closer to the northern end of the path. The nearest detonation to the south

itstrumentation situ was 574 m and the most distant was 724 m. The WSMR digital Imagery system and the

Colorado State University (CSU) meteorulogy equipment were just over 400 m in a Southeasterly direction

and neirly perpendicular to the tent area.

The forest surrounding Range 37 was primarily of pine with some hardwood mixture. In preparing for

Jths project, clear lines of sight were cut during January 198U along and perpendicular to the optical

path for photographic and observationsl purposes. Most trees were very young pine that were 3 to 4 m

tall, but some larger trees were also felled. As part of their controlled burning procedure, the US

"Forest Service burned the grass from the test area in February 1980. However, by the time the DIRT-I11

project started, grasses had begun to grow. Other than from the necessary vehicular t-affic in the test

area, the soil was not disturbed.

In spite of tree cutting, the forest played a dominant role in the behavior of prevailing winds. It

was for this roason that meteorological measurements were made at four locations. The CSU forest

meteorology measurements combined with those of ASL, were made specifically to address this complex

problem. (See figure 2, legend itemo 7, 24, 29, and 38.)

The terrain was gently rolling with the test area about 17 m lower than the south instrumentation

site. Figure 3 shows a profile along the optical path.

4. DIRT-IlIA TESTS

Forty-four tests were conducted. All were static detonations of munitions and bare charge C-4 11F.

Charges were: (1.) placed tangent to the surface (ST) inclined at 20' and rutated at 45* to the optical

path, (2) burled so that the top of the charge or projectile was tangent to the ground surface (STH),

(3) shallow buried (SB) to deptihs of approximately 0.75 m, and (4) derp buried (DB) to depths greater

than I m. Both on-axis and off-axis test locations were used. Table 2 summarices the test schedule and

includes survey location and surface weather observation at the south instrumentation site.

Fieure 4 i ai photograph comparing the sizes of ammunition tised for the tests. Table 3 describes

amniincharacur [at ics.
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rhe 11.Q and 6.8 kg charges of C-4 were made up from individual blocks tapped toRether. ST and STB

packages were inclined at 20%irrLllary to the projectiles. SB and DR charges were oriented vertically

and so were the SB and DB projectiles. Each projectile received approximately 0.2 kg booster charge h.

the fuze cavity,

5. DIRT-ItIB TESTS

Forty-four tests were conducted. Emphasis was placed on tailored moils and not on charge types, so

almost every charge was a 2.27 kg tapped package of military plastic explosive, M118 demolition block.

One larger charge of 4.5 kg was used for scaling purposes. All charges were laid horizontally on the

surface except for tests TS 43 and TS 44in which the charges were buried for scaling studies. Table 1

4 summarized tailored soils tests.

The dry silt and clay were brought to Fort Polk from WES at Vicksburg, Mississippi, by truck.

Packaged kaolinite in powdered form was also brought from WES. Sand was acquired locally from a

concrete company and had not been subjected to the drying process as had Lhe silt and clay. Test pits

were dug with a backhoe and filled with the desired soil.

6. SUPPLEMENTAL TESTS

A number of supplemental tests were conducted aside from the HE dust test. These included:

a. Measurement of fog droplet size and other associated meteorological parameters on 16 April 1980

b. Rain obscuration of visible, infrared, and 95-Giz energy; rain rate and drop size; related

meteorological parameters on 17 April 1980

c. Simult.ncuus measurements of forest meteorology by ASL and CSU instrumentation throughout the

night; measurement of 95-OH sctint lation before, during, and after sunset and sunrise on 22 and 23

April 1980

UNCLASSIFIED
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d. Ninety-five GHz backscatter from a 105-mm projectile r

e. Obscuradion of visible and infraied energy by vehicular duct on 21 April 1980

7. RAINFALL AND DUST

In the springtime, went-central Louisiana is very wet. Fortunately, the weather was fairly

cooperative during the tests, but heavy rstns before the start of DIRT-i1lA and again bifore DIRT-IIIB

kept the soil saturated and made trafficability difficult. On the morning of 12 April 1980, Fort Polk

Srecorded about 14 cm of rainfall in 3 or 4 h. Five cm were recorded on 13 April 1980. A drying trend

then prevailed until 17 April 1980 when thunderstorms moved through the area. Other periods of moderate

to heavy rainfall occutred on 23 April and 25-27 April 1980. Light rain was recorded on 18, 21, 22, and
24 April 1980, and on 1 May 1980.

, Between pert, Is of heavy rainfall, the surface layer of nail began to dry. A few days after heavy

[ Itaine, vehicles traveling on the dirt access road to the test area began to slir up dust, Detonations

, in very wet soil produced what appeared to be a gray smoke cloud. -However, even the explosions in

heavily saturated soil showed significant obscuration of visible and IR energy. Duration of obscuration

was considerably less than was observed at DIRT-I and DIRT-It tests. Also, the wet soil provided strong

I, backseatter and attenuation for the 95-GHz radar for both on-axis and off-axis shots.

8. DATA

Figure 5 through 13 show preliminary data from DIRT-I1t,
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TABLE . INSTRUML;-TATION SUPPORT FOR DIRT-III

In Suij)prrt of
I . ut Ualtt ion Aenc- V1TR TTTTT- - FT i

95 GHz radar Night Vision x X
Electro-Optics
Latoratories

0.55um, 1.06,im, 10.37lm Naval Research X X
transmirssoineter Laboratoy

32-m meteorological tower ASL X X

4-rn moteorological tower ASL x x

2-m meteorological tower ASL X X

Scintillometer ASL K x

Forward scatter meter ASL X X

Rain rate, drop size ASL X X

Rawinsonde Fort Polk X X
Metro Tam

Visibility ASL, Naval K x
Research
"Laboratory

Surface observation, forecast Air Weather X X
Service

Acoustic sounder ASL X X

Tethered meteorological CSU X
balloon

20-m nmteorological tower CSU X

Uigital imagery ASL and X X
WSMR

Cloud particulates ASL X x

Soil shockwave transmission WES x

Survey WES X X

Soil characteristics WES, ASL X X

Crater measurements WES X X

Photography WES X X

38- and 60-GHz attenuation Conmunliations X
RAD Command
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IABLE II SUWAIARY OF nIRT-IIIA

nIRT-1I1,• TEST SCHEDULE

TEST DATE TIME TYPE LOCATION AWS DATAO REMARKS
"x Y T'r KT DIR O ____-_P RH

Cl 4-14-80 1222 C4, 21', lb, ST 60 20 17.8 8 290
SA2 4-14-80 1338 155 51 70 10 16.4 7 290

AJ 4-14-80 1541 1b5 S1 70 0 17 10-17 300 10 38
C2 4-14-80 1638 14, 261 lb. ST 65 10 17 5 300 6 42

_3415-0 111 CR, 2Sl , ST6O 10F5,5 1 4
82 4-15-80 1259 105 ST so 10 23 4 290 11 35
83 4-16-80 1349 105 ST s0 0 24 6 280 6 33
02 4-15-80 1459 122 ST 40 10 25 CALM 10 39
03 4-15-80 1543 122 ST 4V -3.5 24 7 300 11 43
07 4-15-80 1651 122 SIB 30 0 2 330 In 43.81 4-16-80 1335 I05 ST 50 NO -- 7W6'51 1 39
r, 4-16-80 1424 122 ST 40 20 3 270 11 35
[1 4-16-80 1613 152 ST 80 20 26 4 160 13 46
E4 4-16-80 1559 152 ST 90 20 26 5 190 13 45
E2 4-16-80 1642 152 ST 80 30 26 2 180 13 46
Q3 4-16-80 1717 152 ST so 40 26 5 180 13 45
A4 4-17-3O 1239 155 STB 100 20 23 CM 15 ID04 4:16-80 f tog 1 22 sTB5 11(1 'Z 16 6 290 "9 63

A5 4-18-80 0953 155 STB 90 10 18 5 300 6 54
AS 4-18-80 1034 155 STB 90 0 19 7 290 8 49
As 4-18-80 1115 155 SO 100 0 19 5 300 8 49 0,46 m to base; 0.76 In to CG
C7 4.18-80 1203 C4, 15 lb, SO 100 10 19 8 320 10 56 0,58 m to charge, 0,72 In to CG
05 4-18-80 1332 122 ST 30 20 18 5 31 10 59
U6 4-18-80 1413 122 5ST 20 20 17 5 320 12 72•,C5 4-11;!0 1411 14.151 lb61 $TT 301 10 19 5 3230 8 429

-L q 4-1V-y go iT5 C4l .1 + 5T 0 U 20 "S 7 U 1

B4 4-19-80 1226 105 ST 10 20 21 4 350 10 39
B6 4-19-80 1327 105 STB 20 11 24 2 10 9 38
87 4-19-80 1415 105 STB 20 0 24 3 90 12 47
09 4-19-80 160O1 122 S1E 15 11 24 5 100 11 44
C 4:2 1 C4, 1 lb, SO 130 TI 35 0.61 m to charge, 0.75 m to CG
A7 4-21-80 1366 155 SB 120 20 27 4 290 11 37 0.51 M to base; 0,81 M to Co
,8 4-21-80 1500 105 So 120 10 27 6 330 11 37 0.53 m to basel 0.73 m to CGE7 4-21-80 1516 152 STE 130 10 27 2 290 11 37
E8 4-21-80 1615 152 ST 130 0 26 3 290 13 44

E5 4-21-80 1658 152 STB 110 10 26 CALM 12 42V 5 -2-0 1IM 105 so 140 10 8 'tA11 CAL 0.38 In to basel 0.58 to CG
D8 4-22-80 1403 122 SH 140 20 30 5 250 12 33 0,51 m to bass; 0,74 m to CG
ES 4-22-80 1524 152 58T 150 10 29 5 240 11 33
A9 4-22-80 1614 155 D8 I0 0 26 3 270 14 47 1a? m o base 1t52 mM to•L',9 B 7 4-2-8 9 -10 D 10 OZ3 AL 15 11 0.8m obs .0mt C

.C 4-23-80 1015 CA, 15 lb, DO 100 30 25 CALM 16 58 1,37 In to base; 1.51 m to CG
•:C9 4-23-80 1052 C4. 15 lb, DB 110 30 27. 4 . 200 1i , 8 1... 103 m to base• 1,117 m to CG...

*Temperature 'C

-(T - windspeed - knots
DIR wind direction - degrees
0 P - dew point
RH - relative humidity
CG - centoe ,f gravity

rABLE III. CHARACTERISTICS OF AMMUNITIONS AND HIGH
EXPLOSIVES USED DURING DIRT-IIIB

Characteristic Munition or Charge
Ml M1/ UF46Z' OF4U G-4

105 mM 155 me 122 mm 152 mm

Projectfile weight, 15.0 44.00 21.76 40.00 -
kg

Charge weight, kg 2.3 6.76 3.68 6.93 6.8 &
11.9 kg

Charge type Comp B* TNT Amatol/ TNT Cyclonite
TNT.
80/2n

*60% C-4, 39% TNT, 1% desensitizer
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TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF DIRT-1118

- - - DRT-I 118 TEST SCMEDULE
TEST DATE TIME TYPE LOCATION AWS PATA REMARKS .
_..... EDT .... V T KT 37R 0O' 980

2 4-28-80 10- 6 Dry Clay 6 20 21 7 310 9 46 NOTE: All charges 5 lb (2.27 kg) onles
9 4-28-80 1123 Clay/Send, Dry 25 0 21 7 320 9 46 otherwise noted, Olmenolons22 20 22 y 300 8 41 3-1/4 • 3-1/8 12 , is,26..... l1.. 79 4 . Cn). A2I detonation4 0821 ClaySand, Dry 2 20 18 Calm Calm 19 60

4-29-80 0758 Clay. Dry 6 20 16 Calm Calm 10 f ST unless noted,14 4-.9- 0 0821 1l:y: Sand, Dry 26 20 18 Calm C, lm 9 562

13 4-29-60 0843 Clay Sand, Dry 25 0 19 3 210 9 6j
4 4-29-80 0913 Silt, Dry 85 20 21 3 210 10 49
3 4-29-80 0935 Silt, Dry as 0 22 6 260 11 49

11 4-29-80 0956 Silt, Sand, Dry 65 0 23 6 280 11 47
12 4-29-80 1025 St, Sand. Dry 66 20 24 6 280 11 447 4-20-80 1216 Silt Dry 86 0 26 6 290 11 39
8 4-29-80 1239 Silt, Dry 85 20 27 5 270 11 37

,5 4-29-80 1306 Silt, Sand, Dry 65 0 27 6 280 10 35
21 4-29-80 1337 Sand, Dry 45 0 28 5 270 10 33
22 4-29-80 1402 Sand, Dry 45 20 28 5 270 11 35
16 4-29-80 ]j9Sl snd r 6 2 27 3 270T 10j 36" - - 3 -8 I U 13 5 bi t 1 ~ . . . "t 5 5 Z O i ts 'c a i lm ' 1r " 8 l H ea vy h a z e a n d f o g
24 4-30-80 0807 Sand, Dry 45 20 18 Calm Calm 16 aF H iaa ndg
23 4-30-80 0833 Sand, Dry 46 0 19 Calm Calm 16 83 Pog dfssinino
33 4-3U-80 0901 * 26 0 20 Calm Calm 16 77
34 4,.30-80 0923 * 25 20 21 2 200 18 83
U1 4-30.80 0967 Silt, Moist 85 20 21 3 170 18 83 i

20 4-3-80 1041 Silt, Moist, 10 lb 85 20 22 4 190 18 78 4.54 kg1 9,5 x 14 x 30 chi
17 4-30-80 1122 Clay, Meoi, 6 20 27 1110 21 7019 4-30-60 1233 Clay, Molst 6 20 28 7 100 22 70
46 4-30-00 1304 Sand, Dry 46 20 28 8 210 19 58
39 4-30-B0 1328 *a 26 20 25 7 170 16 67
36 4-30-80 1344 Sand, Moist 45 20 25 5 150 16 6?

30-80 1404 Sand, Moist 45 20 20 1 0 18 _ 4
•-4-1.80 ... .0750 Clay, Wet .

30 5-01-00 0830 Clay, Wet 5 20 19 5 120 16 83
28 5-01.80 0858 Silt, Wet 85 20 20 6 170 15 74
32 6-01-80 0924 Silt, Wet 85 20 21 6 180 16 70
35 5-01-BC 0955 Sand, Moist 45 30 22 6 170 16 8B
37 5-01-80 1023 Sand. Moist 45 30 23 5 170 17 69
43 5-01-80 1057 Silt, Sand, Try, STr 65 20 24 6 190 18 69
44 5-01-L0 1120 Silt, Sand, Dry 65 20 25 7 160 I 65 0.11 m to top of chargqe 0.16 ft to Cri
4? 5-01-80 1241 Silt, Sand, Dry 65 20 27 4 10 18 62
27 5-01 80 1308 Silt, Wet 85 30 27 4 160 17 55
31 5-O1-8o 1339 ';ilt, Wet 85 0 28 4 200 18 54
25 5 OI-80 1410 Wpt. u 30 28 6 170 Is 54
79 5-01-- 1412 clay, Wet 0 30 28 Ctlio C8n1r 19 57

IKdll,, on clay, Satni, ory
• uaolin on Clay, band, Moist

SPECIAL ATMOSPHERIC TESTS

bATE TIME DESCRIPTION

4-21-80 1326 Vehicular dust transmission eaesurerient by NRL.

4-22-80 bounet - Natural environr•ent monitoring by ASL, NVL, and CSU.
4-21-H0 Surlri a
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FiGURL i. LAYOUT OF DIRI -11l 1ESTING ARLA. PANGE 31, FORT POLK.
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( £1 NORTH INSTRUMENTATION
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SFIGURE 2. DETAILED LAYOUT UFISRMNAINLOCATiONS FOR DIRT-Ill.

Iree locations and farest boundary are tstimated.
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LEGEND FOR FIGURE 2

Coordinates
(mn)

Legend X Y Remarks
1. NVL 95-GHz radar -574.24 25.62
2. NRL filter transmissometer -572.71 20.00
3. WES instrumentation trailer
4. ASL instrumentation van (digital -572.87 15.18

imagery system, 38- and 60-GHz
experiment, particulate data
processing equipment and laboratory

5. TACS M109 van -572.76 6.76
6. T-9 mount with Knollenberg sensors -564.58 0.957. 32-m meteorological tower -560.31 -11.61
8, Acoustic sounder -523.33 -5.9
9. Forward scatter meter -521,35 7.41

10, 60-kW power generator
11, ASL shop van
12. AWS observation location -550.0 -50.0 Estimate
13. WES van
14. GMD and balloon release area -546.21 -94.85
15, Division artillery Metro Section .517.15 -118.92
16, Latrine
11. Scintillometer receiver -520.5 0.72
18. Scintilloneter transmitter -273.86 13.2219. WES concrete building -17.08 96.56
20. NVL corner reflector -39.86 20.76
21. NVL corner reflector 148.27 18.56
22. NVL corner reflector 200.18 17.58
23. NVL corner reflector 244.87 16.56
24. 2-m meteorological tower 82:99 -33:81125. Optical target 39.1 49.89 Faces south
26. Optical target 39.31 -12.34 Facos southb26a Optical target 40.38 -11.21 Faces east26b, Optical target -0.48 -11.26 Faces east
27. Optical target 100.67 -10.10 Faces east28. Optical target 141.42 -9.96 Faces east
29. 4-m meteorological tower 252.61 -23.39
30. Power generator
31. NRL transmitter (searchlight) 296.95 20.47
32. 2-ton van (NRL cavity) 290.31 28.27
33. CSU tethered balloon
34. Digital imagery system -12,04 420.36
35. Power generator
36. CSU van
37. CSU trailer
38. 20-m meteorological tower 425.0 0.0 Estimate
*Rain gauge -538.19 5,88 No number on layout

*Radiometer -551.46 5.57 No number on layout
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SOUTH
INSTRUMENTATION
SITE

307,•

25 ~TEST
AREA

S NORTH

207 SITE •

15i L,

300 200 100 0 -100 .200 -300 -400 -500 -600

X - AXIS - METERS
FIGURE 3. ELEVATION CROSS SECTION ALONG OPTICAL PATH. Vertical scale is exaggerated.

FIGURE 4. MUNITIONS UIJ 0 DURING DIRT-II11 TESTS.
Left to right: 105 nn, 127' npll USSR, 155 mn, and 152 nrn USSR.
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60 'S B

S 40 /ON AXIS

20 /-- - 1.06pm

L 1i 0 1 s8o0 45 60 75 90 105

TIME. SECONDS
pFIURk 'I. THE THANSMITtAN1. MEASURED TH•OUGH4 A DUST CLOUD PRODUCED BY

A L the l-toi PkUdECTtLI. TANGENT TO Pit SURFACE ON AXIS,
Note t~hat the viil1 enlergy is attenuated ntr* thin the roar or for InfrAred.

100

80 I

S60

TEST A4
STB

~40 A $ ON AXIS

20-- 1,06.M
10.87pm

0
•15 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 lo1

TME - SECONDS
FIGURE a. THANSMIttANCE THROUGH OUST CLOUD PHODUCED BY A OURIED 155.rin PRaJECTILt ON AXIS.

Not. that the fir Infrared Is attenuated ncre thin vislble or near infrared.
This phenomenon &ea#med to occur most frequently, but not always. in burled round%.
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TIME - SECONDS
FI UR 11i. THANSMITIANC1 TIIOIUH IRAIINFALI

Thu aLtLenu.itln of infrared with reipoct to vtisble reverted positiont during and
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ESTIMATION OF PRECISION OF SMOKE/OBSCURANT
MEASUREMENTS AND PRODUCT VARIABILITY

lamv 11 1' Bryon,
Army M,,tvrlul Systromn A~nn y in ActivIty

(Smioke Airoaswi Workitig (iruup)
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MiD

ABSTRACT

An understarntiing of the preciHion of measurement (or imprecision of mc-asuremant) of %arious
-parameters measured during amoke/obscurantu testing is of paramount litportance. Apporonit disagreetunuL
in results between teAts of like munitions under like con litiotis cani be attributable to a number of'4 factors, not the leact of which is the measurement error of the various pieces of instrumentntion being
used. A statist~ical technique and computer model are presented which allow for the eel Lmation of
measurement error when simultaneous measuremcnts of successive occurrunces of the same phenomena are
m made by two or more instruments. The technIque ailso providea an estimratle of the reel product vanr-

the methodology tinder a number of testing situtations.

1. INTRODUCTION

smoke/Obscurant testing is "nonreplicatabla". obscuranits are dowtructively tested and cannot gen-

inreallyb rtrm:eand for supplementary analys~s, Hence, one must rely on whatever data can be obtained

in ral imu( ad sbseuen anlyss) o dterinecloud size, transport, transmission through it

and other parameters.

More and more instruments are being mainufactuited which can mneasure a wide range of obscurant

characteristics using a variety of physical techniques. With this comes the promise of obtaining eati-

metew of how well the instrumentu themselves are behaving in, regard to their bias errors and random

Imprecision.

The methodology presented here was originally dleveloped for use In estimating the precision of

measurement of velocimeters used to measure muzzle velocities of artiller-y shells and it; contained in

Reference 1. The same methodology can be Applipd to smoke/aerosol measurements, provided the teac pro-

P cedure. described herein are applied.

When one is taking measurements with the same instrument of successive occurences of the same

phenomena, one can. then cnr-pute the variance and mean of the sample. If the measuring instrument has

some sort of measurvment error, this error becomes part and parcel of the HaMple's HtatistIcH unle0ss

one can somehow "strip out" this error from Lii: real variability (product variability) and real wnicn

of the phenomena being measured. Thin task isi complicated further If the pheniomenia iiro non-r -p1ica-

tabla, nF, 1.4 the cameo with deitrfuctive testing.
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When, however, two or more instruments independently and simultaneously measure successive occur-

rences, It Is possible to estimate both the true product variability and the precrzlon (or i~nprccl.ion)

of measurement ot VaLd instrument used. Theue methods have been publilshed by (rubbs

These methods were later expanded to the case where one wishes to detcrmine whether a givon

3measuring instrument is operating as ccnsistently as two other known instruments. The nomenclature

in this report is consistent with that found in the referenced reports.

A minimum of two ivatrumenta simultaneously measuring is needed. If three or more instruments are

used, estimates of measurement can be made which are totally free of the variability of the phenomena

observed. This results In more direct comparison of the errors oil measurement of each instrument. The

procedures discussed hera involvel

(1) The estimation of the precision of meanurement,

(2) Estimation of product variability and,

(3) Significance tests for comparing the precisions of measurement of N instruments
(2 <N -40) and determining whether a given instrument has a bias which is so large
compared to that of the other measuring devices that the instrument needs calibration,

2. STATISTICAL OVERVIEW

A. Statistical Assumqptions

The following statistical overview is reproduced from References 7 and 3 to enable the computer

program user to understand the functioning of the program. References are made in the examples to

equations discussed bare. For a comprehensive understanding of the statistical basis for the program,

"he reader is encouraged to study the referenced publications.

We shall first define some basic terminology. Below we see tabulated pairs of data pointsi

measured simultaneously by two instruments, 11 and 12%

1010ryon, J. R., "Estimation of Precision of Measurement and Product Variabilityt A Computer Model,"
ARBRLMR No. 2778, Aug. 1977.

2 rrubbs, F. E., "On Estimating Precision of Measuring Instrumentp id Product Variability," Journal of
the American Statistical Association, Vol. 43, p 243-k64, June i-,'';

3Grubbs, F. E., and O'Bryon, J. F., "The Statistical Comparison of Measuring Instrumentation,", BRI,
ARDC Technicai Report No. 11 (AD 732 428), July 1971.
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Measurements by I1 Measurements by 12

xI + el XI + el

X, *e e1

e2 1  22

x£ x oii + el12

xn *+enl xn + %2

where xi- the true value of the characteristic considered, where i represents the ith item in the

sample,

e= the error in measurement of the ith item by the jth instrument, Ii.

It is assumed that both the characteristic being measured and the errors of measurement are norm-

ally distributed and that the absolute values of the characteristic measured and the errors of measure-

ment are statiaticolly independent, i.e.,

(x .ejq} = (xIP) . (e ijq

In addition, it is assumed that the error of measurement of the different instruments are statia-

tically independent of each other, i.e.,

P q) E (ejP) e e ) j k .

It is .-Io assumed that the error3 of measurement are significantly smaller than the real value of

the characteristic being meatured.

B. General Case: Estimation of Precision of Measurement and Product Variability:

The basic way in which the computcr progiam is used is in e~timating the pr :ision of measurement

and product variability given observations from 2 to 10 inscruments simultaneounly.

Since the Litati'tical treatment is somewhat different for the two instrument case, thiu sthtiw-

tical summary Is presento!d in two parts.
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(1) Two Instrument Case. For this case, there are two methods for estimating precision of

measurement.

We take as an estimate of the variance in errors of measurments of instr•tments TI,
'!If st, (eel

2
) S

2  
- Si

xe-el x~el ,x+e2

1 W j - t + o+
where x+ellx*) n (2 e) x ie (•+ ;2)

I n n (xi 1e) (x 2 1 + e12 )

n n Ai:"I [i I i + ell)] (, I ' (X i + e 12)1I"

and as an estimate of the variance in error: of of measurement of instrument 12, we comoute

,est . (or 2 1 - s x+e2 - X+0 +e 02~e (2) i •

2 2
and aSes2) 2

2 2"E( a2 a2 L

wher'e the estimates of the covariances

E(Sx ) E(xe 0 1 2 ) - 0 under the assumptions. }

It is remarked in passing that a technique of working with differences in corresronding measure-

ment of the two instruments is of some interest. That is, if the measurements of 12 are subtracted

from corAesponding mcasurer-ýnts of It, the result gives

ei - 12

e21 -e 2 2

a a
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thus eliminating the true value of xi, the characteristic measured. Using the above differences, an

estimate of ve2 is given by

est. Co* 1
2) • {2x)iei 2 s,2 2ei (3)

It is easy to see that estimate (3) is hence precisely that given by (1).

In order to estimate the amount of variability in the product being measured, we may first add

corresponding measurements of the two instruments1 obtaining

4* 0

x n * n1 ' n ' n2

: The variance of the above am@ of readings is

;;x - l S2 41xel -
4.x,e2 .2 2

An estimate of the variability in the product, a2, is then given by

est. (a ) 0 2 ' 2 I (4)
x x+el+x+ei sell-e~l

The estimate of a is given by the covarimnce of the readings of Il and I21

eat. (a2 * S X.ele2 (4a)

(Equation 4 and 4a are identical).

Estimate (4) or (4a) is unbiased and can be shown to be the maximum likelihood estimate.

2 2 2
The variance of the estimate, set. (a01) or gat. 2 , depends on (A) ax, the variance in the

2 2)x2
characteristic measured, (B)a .1l the variance of the errors of measurement of Instrument 110 (0) 'e22

the variance of errors of mseasuremrnt of Instrument I and (M) n, the number of ouservations or the22

sample size. Therefore, in order to obtain a precise estimate of w1 when using only two instruments,

the variation in the characteristic measured, iG., a2, should be held to a reasonable minimum or the

sample size, n, should be sufficiently large.
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Sometimesthe estimated variance in errors of measurement may turn out to be negaLive. Thlo may

he due to small sample size, bad observations, errors in recording, outlying observations, etc. Since

it is physically impossible for a true variance in errors of measurement tri be negative, one suggestion

is to add the absolute value of the negative variance to the estimated variance in error for thLe other

instrument for an overall estimate of instrument error. The computer program prints negative as well

as positive varianceie and stores these values to compute pooled estimates of variance in precision

error for each instrument if multiple cases are input back-to-back using t~e same instruments. Howeveis,

to avoid negative square roots, the program lists o- 0 when taking the square root of a negative vari-

ano*. See References 2, 3, and 5 for further information on the treatment of negative estimates of

variance.

If the variation in thg characceristic measured is zero (or if we measure the same item over and

over again) i.e., if 02 0, then one could computex

n.., (oil(4b)

directly, and this would give an estimate of1 a2 ith variance equal to

2 4 (40/ n---T ei

Apparently, n employing two instruments, there are only two computational procedures of intereat6+

for separating thý variability in the product from the variance in the errors of measurement, and both

methods give the ame estimate. In using either method, however, it is nosaible to estimtte oel'

2 2.2, and oa and th s determine from the relative order of magnitude of these quantities whether the

instruments are sutficiently precise to be used in taking the required measurements,

(2) Three or Mote Instrument Case (3<N< 10). Since the nomenclature has been established in

the two instruments, this description of the N-e3 case will be limited Lo the basic equations solved

by computer program. As was stated earlier, using three or more instruments permits precision of'

measurement estimates totally free of the product variability itself.

SThomson, W. A., Jr., "The Problem of NegatIve Estimates of Varianý;e Components, Annals of
Mathematical Statistics: Vol. 33, pp 273-288, 1964.
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The following equation is used to estimate precision of measurement of Instrument 11 (2< i_50

data pniats)
est. (o )) T {

r.2

k=N
TR-T7( 2cj<k

Estimates of all other inatrai.ment. can be made by obvious rotations of the subscripts. The real pro-

duct variability (stripped of measurement error) is estimated

s*N
2 2 S(6

e s. ) s •-T--•. r X.er,x+es (6)

Sample problems and complete computer listing in FORTRAN IV are contained in Reference 1.

3. SUK9ARY

The methodology presented is effective provided that the smoke/obscurant data are collected in

such a way that spatial (both tima and distance) errors are minimized and multiple instruments are used.

Test instrumentation configurations should permit lines of sight which are as coincidental as possible

to allow measurement of the same phenomena simultaneously.

"Data collection using such aprocedure will sllow for the performance evaluation of various types

of instrumentation and allow the smoke/obscurant modelers and developers to determine the confidence

bounds of their observations.

*4

*N is limited to 10 and n to 50 only because of the dimensions of the program's storage. The equations,
of course, are valid foi any N -3, n.ý_.2.
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Marvin 1), Slmi th, Keith ,J•ne and IP. Kittikul
.livisiinl (i' IMI1giMnur'rit, Technolog.y and Architecture

Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK 74078

ABSTRACT
Prior to analyzing data from field tests such as Smoke Week I and II the information must be

put into perspective. A technique has been developed to assist in this effort. Duo to the spatial
separation of Instrument lines of sight the relationship between variables such as concentration-
length and transmittance cannot be made with respect to the common time base that is published in the
reports. A technique is prosented to determine which values of transmittance and concentration- 1-Zlength shoul~d correspond by shifting the data in time. Two assumptions tire made, frozen flow occurs

between lines of sigJit and data scatter Is minimized at the correct time shift. Coefficients for a :1
model relating the logarithm of thc transmittance and concentration-length (CL) is determined by aregression analysis. All optimization program Is used to control the regression program and determine

the time shift values used to arrive at the minimum value for the. error term.

The techlnique was tested using laboratory data which was artificia•ly offset, The optimum
time shift for this data would be expected to be zero, Program results showed optimum time for twoA white phosphorus tests to be .004 seconds and .003 for two l.E tests. The error tetm for the tests

were .042, .173, .996, and .082 respectively, These values represent the sum of the weighted errors
for eacý ti•,e.

This technique was used on Inventory Smoke Munitions Tests, Smoke Week I and Smoke Week II
tests. Time shirts concurred with the relative spatial separations of the various lines of sight,
Significance of these modifications to the published data are realized when it .s seen that CL data
changes by a factor of 100, in some cases, over the span of a designated time shift,

1. INTIODU-Tr1ON

Eissentially all smoke obscuration test data taken to date follows the general methodology
outlined in reference (1), rhe instrumentation and mode of reporting are simfilar in each case too,

This paper Involves data from Inventory Smoke Munition tests, Smoke Week I and Smoke Week TI tests

{2-4), fata f'rom these tests require adiustments to account for differences in sample time among the

varinius instrwixKats. After this Is taken Into account the data can be analyzed.

Instrumentation Interference requires a certain distance to be maintained between adjacent

Instrumients throughout the lines of sight for each measuring device, Because of this physical

separatloez the relatlonships between the measured values from each Instrument do not correspond with

the same nmss of smok' for a given time, Therefore It is not valid to relate, for example, transmit-

traice at time t with concentration-puth length at the same time, If smoke is blowing across the line

or sight for concentration measurements anid towards the line of sight for visual transmittance moas-

uruments, then the concentration path length at' t-ime t woula corrcspond to the transnittanco at time

t + At. The value for At is dependent on the rate of smoke propagation and the distance between

lines of sight. AN estimiate for At ciua be obtained by dividing the average distance between
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the lines of sight in question by the average wind velocity. 'ls is tantamount to assuming steady

laminar flow with smoke propagation at the same speed as the wind velocity. ýiiixce the flow is

unsteady and turbulent, the approximation could be improved upon by relying on the behavior of the

data as outlined in the next section.

2. CORrliATIN ThQ-NIQIJF

The Beer-Lambert Law suggests that a straight line relation should result if -In T is

plotted against the concentration-path length (CL). When this occurs it is expected that a good

correlation exists for that set of data. As was noted previously (5), the data in many cases I
develops a loop rather than a straight line. It was shown that this loop was a result of the dli-

ferences in sampling time between T and C1 data. Also shown was the fact that a linear relation does

not exist between -In T and Cl oven after a correction for sampling time Is made, This Iimlios at non-

constant extinction coefficient or a constant influence on transmittance from some undefined source,-•

This source could be a function of Cl, relative humidity, velocity or other similar parinntors,

Taking this information into account, it was determined that an extansion to the Beor-Li•iert Iaw i

would be utilized for correlation purposes,

The basic premise for correlation is that a minimum amount of scatter would exist for the

correlation model when the proper shift in sampling time was found. ThI, shift in the samphing t•me

should be relatively close to the value obtained by dividing the average distance soparatingt the lines

of sight of the Instruments by the average wind velocity vector which is perpendicular to the lines

of sight. A regression uialysis Is used to determine the coef•iclents fot the niodl,

Once a model is determlne, the following procedure Is used to detVe'mlne the shir ft in

sampl Ing rt FInd.-obtaln the final set of coe'fticients for a given trial and a gi ven wIve Iength.

1lgure I shows the flow diagram which is followed.

Hach trial has transmittanco data for four dI fferent wavelengths, vistill , I .O6 win, 3..14 11111

and 9,15 win versus time. Also,Cl data is available as a function of the samie tine lntervills. '[Ih,,se

data are Inputs to the program. At optimization program, Golden Scarch (o), is used to select the

One shift applled to the tlransMittance data. 'The opthinimtion pIr'moter is the erior Va liii glvnvtnt d

in the MARIQ prograi (7) which Is a noti-linear least squatn s 4oltitlon tochnalqv rqor f detenr ni rlli the

coefficients rue the model. '11to Golden Harch program Is the executive rOgalrurl which git ides the

stelection oIf tOIe shiit Vili les to ,lldir)y the cories; l oidunce he tweon ti'alltsini ttaill.ce and CI V;I[ties w'hich
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will eInable the minimum error volue to be round, An interpolation routine is used to change the time

l1ase for truismittance data according to the time shift selected by Golden Search. These sets of

transmittaticc and CI V111. ues anre input to the NtARo progrrail and a set of co efficientsi arid In eCrIo r ýaIue

Is found. Two other Indications of errors are also calculated but not used in the optimization

anulysis. When the search "tie envelope" gets sufficiently small, then the last value calculated is

• defined as the mtnimum error value.

~Set
C1 ws t

i){Interpolate Values

];or Shifrted

Ohutl)Lt So Ilit I il
co f II 'I I lents

r I(nfl! I. ANAI,YýI 11,(1 I)IA('HjVi,
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Several models were attemipted to relate transmittance to Cl. Some were chosen because of

their smmplicity and others wero based on mdels that would satisfy certain characteristics that were

observed in the data. The initia model that was used was a simple third order polynomial.

-In (T) X(I + X(2) C1 + X(3) C12 * X(4) C13

This model would reduce to the Boer-Ldonbert Law if the values for X(1), X(3) and X(4) were to go to zero.

Characteristics of the model were that it was underdanped and it tended to overshoot the data. This

model was abandoned,

A second model was a power model of the form

-ln CT) - X(i) + X(2) (Cl - X(3))X(4)

which was chosen to allow the log of transmittance to approach an asymptotic value. Results of this

model were not good because of the pole that developed,

Another model which is an extension of the Beer-Lambert Law was of the form

T - X(3) + X(2) e -X(l) Cl

'Mis showed promise for the data which had a low asymptotic value for transmittance and significant

data points near Cl equal to zero. Otherwise the curve would not approach T equal to one and there-

fore would not represent the data well. The X (3) term would allow the curvature on a somilog plot to

be fit. A modification to this model was made to try to circumvent this problem, The new form

was to take Into account the two imikts: at Cl equal to zero the transmittance would be one and

at large values of CI the transmittalce would approach an asymptotic value. Thi1s form is

-X(2) C1 -X(l) Cl

and It resulted in the best fit of all the modej.ý. The problem with some data was that the term X (3)

would go 'tegatlve, This would cause a discontinulty In the middle of the data. liven for the data where

tile disconIllulty occurred, the model In general fLt well. Since tile discontinuity Is unacceptable,

awother model was formulated.

1lliV 1110 LtUsed Ill t0iS x rop rt Ii; J, Imd ficatlon to tho preylot us two irmdels and satisFies

the two, ild f lXi ts. It is

1- X(2) + (I-X(2)) c ) Cl
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where the X ) values cancel when Cl is zero and the second term goes to zero for large values of Cl.

Also, the extinlction coefficient remains constant as in the Leer-Lambert Law, Quite re,'ntly W. Michael

Farmer of the University of Tennessee Space I nstitute did work which indicates that the extinction

coefficient is not constant but a fumction of time. At this time, it is difficult to determine whether

the extinction coefficient is time dependent, or whether transmission varies with respect to influences

other than a changing extinction coefficient.

The error value that is used to optimize the regression analysis is defined as

n
* .EC(Tmi - TP) 2

i-i ..

Si

where

TM measured transmittance data

Tp predicted transmittance valuesT

a error weighting factor.

The term L can be chosen as a constant or a function. For this work was defined as I
t~~i0 ai Tmi

Swhich allows a larger error for the lqrger values of Cl.

Another guide to determining the degree of correlation in this model is the correlation

coefficient defined as 0):

r N Z XY - EX Y -(N E XZ - (EX)z )Z CNfyj •))

where

X - Tm

Y Y*Tp

N - Number of data points

When r equals one the correlation is perfect and when r equals zero no correlation exists. It should

be pointed out that the correlation coefficient does not relate to the amount of scatter in the data as

1:
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dot"; thie orl varlo toubut it ,thows Wilethel. thc col'ect Imu I % Y;), choselt.

A teln d( fined "is the i t f'itar MIS oused to SMet how we I tie m1 ,ol I t nwd ;1 it11I ' -ceolt rtIld

of the d&ta. This is expressed as

N
It 1 r~ a,IT-7 1-2

NT u

where h, Sgn (Errori l 1  Sgn (Error.)

ai- 0, Sgn (Hrror.1 1) - Sgn (firror1 )

• - Expectation Value.

For this case the expectation value was assigned a value of 0,5,which ineans that It 14 expvected that

there are as many points above the curve as below It. i' It is one, then the expectation was mll-

filled,

4. REMIWRSSION ANAIYSIS RESULTS

Soveral runs were made on the compuiter to check the flodels and the ancilysls toch, lque.Z
PFigu~re 2 shows, the result!,; or the curve rit ror data obtalnud hy st~uehhng (9) In :I smoke chatifier, ML,

transmittance was art Iri'llly shifted 21 seconds and 111odol 11u11fher S was used Iil conjunctItn with

the regressien analysis anid the golden seuarclo to select the fi'nal time sh] ft. I1 this I-ut, the data

was shifted back to time equal to zero, as it should beand thie odel correlittLon was excellent, The

error value I was 0.043. 'The operational aspects or thu program being accepted as valid, other

trials of interest t re rmi.

Table I lists the runs that were made usitg model 5 and results of the program such as the t hnue

shift, the error terms and the values for the coefficlents. Tihese data were separated In groups

of iaimititlon types includding I, [IC and Wicks atd %bdges or both RPI anid W.'.

It is well established thut the ext tlct ionl coelfIcient (91 is a firn1CtHlolt o1' WOIel'llgth Mtid

relat lve hum(idity. 'lhe coefficient X( I is tile extincthion coefficient flor tite, lt'l tlstkl inl tilis

1imalys is. It has the klimtlls I•onS or t)"2 /mg. AccordhI;ng to the 110 te I tll, X(2)I ko'N IiI d lk'tIs tol IIss.
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lft~tetively, thlis cUOIfiC ie:;t !represenltS the Milliats;111 tiruinamiitt~uiac attain ed for a given run~i.

l\U.WiIIlts FI rain resultý; ale- Seen iiillitr~ 3 and .1. ligrire -3 is r-eiiresentative of Ill' trials

anid the variatirri, in the characteristics of the curves for wavelengths in the visual, 1.0tl pin, 3.44 pim

and 9.75 pin ranges, As scen in the f igure,a considerable amount of scatter exists. Elven so, the ;or-

relation of this data was relatively orderly. In Figure 4, the data forliC is more orderly but,

ironic:ally, the correlation with velocity and relative humidity data was not as good as for the WiP data.j ~ A plot cf the coefficients versus wavelength for W1' smoke is shown in FigureE PresentationI

Sof' the data was improved by plotting the logarithms of the coefficients. As seen in the figu. e,a trend,

vayn l fagnitude, is follaowd byeach se fdt.R1--15datahave anaoayin theX L

data at the 1 06 pml wavoeinlht. By' reviewing the curve fit for that run, it is easy to justify

chanl,1in1 thle coefficient to fit the trenO, Also, a plot of thnr coefficients versus wi1nd !peed with

wavelenigth held Constant, HIFilvrs (I through 9t, slioihs ndijtional justification for chanp~ing it. Elach

of the X(i ) plot:; CnirelrittUwell with L, stralight liIne exct t F-or the SIVII-T-lS 1.A6 poll point,I If11 It werec shi fted up to a value of ri.5 to correspon toapAto h n hc oritsXl n

velocity the'n it would also fit the tr-end in Figure 5. Thev X(2) coofficients as 4-unct1ons of Vave,-

lc-ngtli do not lep'Lnelrset Such :1 conshiteit, trend as thre X(l) coefficients as seen in VPbwre 5. If the

curve,, wel-c drawnm th rough the X(2) poin ts5 ill vfgI 9111cMo through 1) IIN Ignoring the point., whtich do niot T

1'0 1 IOW thle trenld inl Figure1' S thenll 'I 1 i-Vr l r tioiiShrin WVOh~li also eXis-t betwqeen - Ln(NX121) and wind
eel cI Thes 1tSIC ICS1 t" areI erl~fIhITrýg I fig in thalt en ~ ict n edtninda aivof cuves

whi (I :h -I ii frurt iti olsof velI oc i t). alid wn"veI lenth.

Ill ligni;v -r 0 IitshL")1 the ce F~i Ci erit.; Iwee irlItte'd NVI-MiS, rloV."t i'S 11liridi tV for con1-

5;tilit enHL'tS GC aelenAILlgthl. PriWSeCoreIa o ae lnot as good a1 hse F'or the voloci tv Ia'.1 hult-

analaro trenld exists. Thre V (I) data rrlirlýra inl Figur, I I ;hot%, a good l ineal I ltit bushil uIp th

epetto salflkid i ty wiimt Iirrl as I'Yi191the HIV I)dt 1F01 SW1 I -T- IS whl it II NIiks dat'i inrterllentarit 1 liliTl-

I i Ificrih t. Veot i v is iirlleir(1endt'iit'i Iliiiiid itY blut the, eIF -ect ivo irir'likirtv of tile Sr 1 e4 clould Could

frpv'Icl 1TI Ih'l ti 'nuspro't of tllre clould throuigh thre ar-iiiospherrt( 'Ibis would helvIr Ox.\illh how a1ver'age will]

eel rei 'i' croi' affetI tim; 1-INitt ilic vo(t lie . thau th 1011gb"l the distrl'i ht ionl kiF tire Cl oud c nicent l"it ionl.

1ure1.4 1 Ill aS il I4-I oit thle CuNVlreIt.i cii coefficienltsL as1 fuLnet ion. of Wave 'length for It: smoke.

Irlis frarii') of- LClilies is noit iS WIsll )CliMiXTLd ;i:; tile Ccrl'esfsvndi rg lauiiily for- Mi sm~oke., A g~ieneal

t enid si hi hX11a ut 11wL Silrearh is gr~eat ed and mlorec c-us:- over. is seeii. tLýiatvl- ill tile plots. of

flit' covific icots; ver-sus Vt-IrK-i ty ;Lidk -V~tintVt IliiuiditV WI'T tOo lai-ge to 01O C lowclIt lhSiVe 'sil As
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to1:1h0 WP slmok curveVS, i f the Pnilt, in Figure 14 were du 'teV oso I OS1Stn edte h

ye Olc ItY W011ld he I illQ111 withi respect to the ceftc ~idents A f'ýi Iv los Lip)PILVX lOI ioii to :1

a gii* i relneset;itk1 oh e, i sts; fill lo~ti y leeitv 110 1 lum1idi tv ill the !).S 1111 eLisic,'1. leeLMV

Shown41 in igureOS 15 and 16 respectively, 'Th best reSOILutIon of cloud characteristi~cs. occur lit the

longer waivoloniths,sinrle the .1lnstrLth.ants are not defeated. As secen in those figuros, thu SVTt-T- 1 test

point Is coils Iduerahi y' heIow thle otjthers, lt IS po(IStUla ted thlat thO hiVOI 0o4 COIICtvntr~tiOll Would

11n1.lueC0 the vaLKues Or the coefficitents, too. The maximtim Cl values for each runl Were recorded. InI

thh; case tho Ci values were, 1172 for SVII-T-1, 522", for SWI-T-33, 5498 tor SPIIA-T-A, 1,175 ror 810-T-4

anid 14,119F for SW1~ -'l-i7. Thev unitv onl C1 are ingM .The tuignl1tudes rc4 thc -Lli (-X ()1 )) oe ficients

cLnSideredj uIS on0 or the;, Cerreliuting paVirlitfters.4

Tests rtuliat Smoke Week Ii uASing WI) Wicks and Wedges or WI1 and RP' were lnciudo-.i inl the

13ioIV orderly than the JII siluke duta. The1 two lower wavoleinjths are not ordered butwllsI,!iue1 hw h eainhpaogtecoricet n wvln th Thes dtwo u iper

w;avelengths are'land plots of' the correlation coefficients versus velocity for tholongir w,'nvtifongth

*V~l Lies tLeiid to heL [I neil i' IC ljIvils ii 0 .,11 sholoi In 11 Igure .18. '1111 1.4I not tmou for the coe fic Ionts

vorsus relatiVv huimidity plots its seenl In Fi1gure 19. Three or the itoliit; follow a li-near relation

I ut thle fni111piithito IS faisl' r -row thoe urve. 'hue three points In 1-1inc tre fromI tests, having situl leto

taxiI titmit C M i itli's thoul the polilt off tihe cutve, Mul immi C1 valueis for SWT I-T- 18, gt3 aznd ý a re C IO,

5105C and 5811 respect ively whereas SWIT I-F-24 hus, a mix I ita C1 of' 24, 127 mg/mn2 . Appni i,lt Is evident

tihait. the' Ic Ce of, CI mats t he tIilkenl Into a ck~ouiint wieil t mode Is arce devel nited to dese ri I hi) h dautal

5. (IINCUISI (IONS

32:ilIn sIttm:ill: t d n. vI V' 111), t hi'ci l~t I teLapiIVWC11 (lV 1tISS01tll t Yl iLthi' 111 t V SM0

tl~id.; 11, )VO~ thIIeIL dat-Ieilualdcxtonten tol showm vthat the cole t1ic lits I ti-L t p lodis ,11oF a b

Ilonsit)b thu l moit iyelili tvnh 11d the w mj~lS10xl 1-tie lev lL oF.Ci .becaue III tele i(osntgth Iiti is

kC ;t1ie t! 0i' that din lp 1 hel I t ioll liii tod showthA the nfi lets 1llthe lSe O (irriteI~ IVSH
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THE INSTRUMENTATION CLUSTER CONCEPT IN A-14•i oNsCouRAT FIELD TESTINO

;•. W. M. Farmer

The University of T'ennesee Spaco institutu
T'ullahoma, utinessee

ABSTRACT

Recent research has indicated thrtfor hygroscopic smokes,significant variances exist between

extinction coefficient measurements obtained with long transmission paths and those localized measurements

obtained from particle sine distribution data. Furthermore, uncertainties in the long path measure-

mente due to such factors as atmospheric scintillation and the lack of cnrrelation with other kinds of

measurements make error estimates in the determined optical properties difficult, if not impossible.

to compute, During Smoke Week 1II, in addition to long path measurements of concentration and transmit-

tance, data on the physical properties of the tasted obscurants are obtained in a localited area with a

cluster of instruments. Sufficient redundancy existed in the instrumentation to determine date con-

uiatency and instrument stability. In many trials, sufficient data existed to estimatethe uncertainty

in the determined optical properties. This paper will discuss the instrumentation cluster concept and

"its significance in field testing, Instrumentation used in the Smoke Week III cluster will be described.

Examples of data consistency tests will be given. Examples of data from the instrumentation will he

presented and limitations and improvsmenti in the instrumentation cluster concept discussed,

1,0 INTRODUCTION

Prior to Smoke Weak 1II, a reasonably large body of data had been obtained which wan used to
discribe the optical characteristics of a variety of materials used to produce obecurant clouds. These

,mtvrtaLs included phosphorus, hexachloroethane, fog oils, and a variety of experimental powders and

liquids. However, close examination of these data for hygroscopic smokes such as phosphorus revealed a

serious discrepancy in values for such fundamental parameters as the mass extinction coefficient 4nd the

particle sizo distribution.1  It was found, for example, that the mass extinction coefficlentwhen

computed using particle size distribution data,differed markedly from that obtained using field

muthodology which had been in use for several years. Furthermore, even when comparisons were made

betweun data obtained by different instruments for such fundamental. parameters as particle size distri-

butionN, poor agreement was found. The degree to which such disagreement existed is aptly illustrated

by Fi: uru I which plots the mamm extinction ...- fficient for a wavelength of 3.4 microm~eters a obtained

1'rum ,t variety of tests and measuring instruments, As the figure shown, the M48s extinction coeff~icient

caetli~].ttd from part:Lcle• mize distribittioti data iti mignifiesutly different front that obtainled

through computptiune using doanae and transmittance data as was typically done in large field tests such

its Smoku Wotukc I and If1
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Figure 1, ExLi.nction coefficients measured by different agencies
and by different techniques for several field and laboratory trials,

The discomfiture of such discrepancies is further compounded when the results from these tests

are evaluated in terms of measurements uncertainty. There are, in fact, very few uncertainties quoted

for any measurement such as particle size distribution, mass concentration, or transmission when

measured in the field. Very often it is not quoted or known for comparative lsboratnry data. Thus

while, as figure I shown, there is a broad discrepancy between the two sets of measurements, neither set

can be called correct because it is not known to what degree of accuracy, precision, or convistency any

one set of meanuruments has been made either in the laboratory or the field. A method proposed Lid

adoited for the elimination of many of the oncertainties which have arisen in past measurements was

implemented during Smoke Week li. The approach during SWIll was to cluster a numb-r of different kinds

of instruments which could be used to compute identical obscurant parameters in a localized posttion

exposed to the obhcurants tested during tht, field trials. The objectivtis of this cluster of ingtruments

were:

1 w28 UNCLASSIFIED
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I. to obtain rettundant niunsuretriunts of thue slniu paratimutr Pi orcfur to determItnu the flutentiali

iipruad of diitt vnNL-iu and to determitne the data eons1It~uncy amongp the vat bus tuchniqoue

2. to develop independent means of estimating parameters from several differenit instruments

which hod not beun used in past field tests

3. to increase present instrumentation capabil~ities by developing a data base against which

now instrument rusults could be compared,

AM a by-product of this approach, it was hoped that sufficient instrumentation could be used to identify

wourcas of d:Lsoruptinctes in pnast measurements and possibly identify sources of erroneous data in past

tusts. In thin paper, the cluster or, instruments used in Smoke Week Ill will be ca~lld, simply. the

ins~trtuiiintation eliister. It was locatedi very near thu center of the sampling grid and contaived

instrumentation which wag citpablo of 1) dceturmining SPOctral tranxmissiott, 2) messoiring particle size

iA distribution, 3) dutermining avrostil concentration, and 4) determining the turbidity absorption ohar~tc-

teriwtlict of various obacurants at a waivelength of 10.6 micrometforoo Only the hardwarea and ireasurement

upproachus will. bu discussed In thic present work, A detailed discussion of rumults obtained with the

W cluster data is presented elsvwhotit. 2

Iduti tat on ortoatiinst~rumuntL, the agency wihope~ratud the inai~rimunt, the measured variaible,

and he arll~ld ril),gL UVL whtoh Lthe io lifitiunt canl function. Thle fol.Lowing d incutiStion hr be I' lv

deHr ium jn,ýh nt rumint unot Whly ft WIAH 1I .. UdUtd Ill the InH t ruwnluta Lion1 el.1tusur.

2.1* I N iTROINN USEDC I N 'THE: LN NTAMENTAT tON CU USTECR

2,1, 1 Short [Path'raiuao tr

The short path transal gswmutulr (SO't) W41H operated by the thliverttlty or Tenliessuv 4pacu lustfitutv

in uonj unctoiun with the Mit rost hnt~ne ourintg Company, which prov ided the ins truen tn for thu tu tit ThuV

optt cot. poith Ivik0 ungth CuttHi t rnnsumiqituiltrvr was 5m. The Lrtiminsgiutou~uoir provlitod buy Barttus wost- tuipob It!

of ohtialouiog over ',100 Lransuliitt-iiiic Vl.111LU 13111 uaUCCoai tot a raogm of wnvvtunkiI:iu4 botwuenm 2.5 11nd ill 1l1ii.

OTS1~ u u)'V~'L It T10ipuuucunsmor data occ u bitttiun systum which wantiuisud to uurqnirui dat ii froill 010

trainuiii~i Oliiter recicIvur. Ifiuciuue ofl Itintetd memiiory CIupuu ity , only thirty secundo oif dIltta L'OUIL d hi

OIIIIUL 1-1o1Vth doti WliH traiNsforred to maitgnett Lu l IttNIs ItI'r whb'h ii i' tvi.1o4flltt~iB0Iittu1 wt - retiuied

Lii it data oiuCu HLnit tin uiu,t* Norm-O~tly, in miiany or the Lir lafH, stoi Intent: tht bie xitsriu to tiii ow the.

ij(kItiufINtLion of Fo11r 3(1-MUCOnd iunmiiteg Pt tor to unitc.1 ttfIn 3(0 ituondut rif v iar (All-iiusuiiLit
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were obtained in order to determine Ihe statistical variation or transmittance with wavelength. These

data wre used to estimate the uncertainty in transmission for a particular wave'lenthl. The source for

thle Lraa~missometer was a 1000oK blackhndy chopped at I KRiz rate. The SPT cointrol system and computer

memory were housed in a data acquisition system (DAB) box placed in the instrumentation cluster. In

Torder to maintain proper operating tempsraturea~the DAB box was air-conditioned and sealed during each

trial. Instruments operating on the cluster and connected to computers in the flAB box were operated

remotely through the computers by terminals located in the University of Tennessee Space Institute

(UTIS) instrumentation van. This approach minimized luing cabling naces'aary tn operate the clustur

ins truments.

"H A IJIAA r AINt"I'fl.lit 11 tkINI IAIA CIK~A LktUMP
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2 * I * 2 )ulrtZ' Cryqtu I Miisi Moultor

Thu qiuartz cryotnl mussm monitor (QC14) is a .tottniercially availablo device (miodel 3205) from

Thermo Systems Inc. It operateu or the pritii.iple that inass conlcontrations sampled tit a fixed flow

rato can be detected by mouisuring frequency shifts caused by mass accumulations on a q~uartz crystal

which is vibrnated at a fixed frequency. Thu QCM as used on thu instrumentation cluster was used with a

10011 diluter built by the Royco company and loaned to UTSI by the Aerosol R~esearch Division of CSL.

Thu qCM with the dilUutr was capublu of measuring concunutrations up to 1000 mai;m3 wt eouino

U. igudit recorded LhU concent~ration once pu ecn drngte ra. Th CMws ose n h

DAB box in order to maintain thermal control of the mass dutuction crystals thus prwuvnting oivilporation

of hygrosropic aerosols accumulated on the crystal. The QCM and tho elwctric auravol. analyzer (ruee

instrumunts wuru controlled by remao te rminals locatud in the UT81 van.

2.1.3 Ylectric Aernosol Analyzer

Thoeulectric aerosol analyzur (EM.) is a coiiwaiurcial~ly available device (model 3030)

ftconistructed by Thuemo Systl,:011 Loc., owned by thic Chemical Sysitems Lanhratory, and wait operated by UT81.

Thu UCM is capable or muasuring the electrical mobility of particloes ranging In sizu from 0.005 Pini to

1.0 Plt in d:L~aMUtkr. MeLIururment oif theu luoctrical mobility allows duturminetion of thu particlu dilameter. 4

Mhe AM iiharud thu oe soap11111-n lin e t ilta the QCM and was also located Lnside the DAB box. The EMA

requires a tW0-nlnaUtU CYCeIO thil. Lto Erdor t~o ob LrnA ni fl Ie distribution from U.005 1tm in 1.0 Sim and In

normatlly tuo slow Lo uso ruLialouLV Wit~ltilt. a "bag"~' iusyttim [n cri.rd) to trap ain aurosol sample fromn an

inlihouaguelUOuN cloud. IlOWIVei I hucoMUs manly Or I hei nerosols which were mnuariured during Smoke Weuk 'itt

wore hyý,!ONCOpic, it Was Felt thait it blig Iystolil would dItstort tiny mieasured size distribution. It wnls

decideci, thererurdý, to allow the Inst rumunt to nyc Ic as neucosnry through the very donne clouds find

met ely Line thu duviot aiian in d icator of Lhuc range ovur whic mlIIsiml I1 prirtlies might exist in riuch clouds.

Fortunately, during one trial. the mmoke wus sufficieuntLy liomogunvoug duiring, thu sampjlu time that it size

h lstograin was ubtuil ted whiicht Ili hul loved to ho a reamonalrlo rvpvtHrlstit t fell of thu s~mall particles present

in thev cloud,

2.1.4 it kectric Coairado Limpintur

'lij uocwtrit! cavinicimeLpacto~r (Itt I) W118~on QlFL tooLed and operatod 1ly thlt Unilvers ity of bixas,

1,11v clinvadte anputICO1 in at device WhIoll In Coitmionl11y useLd to deterilnfri tlt- larodytflmit. dintmeter of aerosols

tiiroupih inlert hal. tinilct-itin inl Well dt-if md nermlibiltnc OwI NO4 'The in ivursity Of 'heas h149 mo1d i led this

banteI appronuch hy repi ak-ng tilt aech11111inni 'ui cci hect.r normal11 iv ued lo coll~ect tilt! ilurumol.wlth tilt
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V 10CLI- I ';I I hi i• • illy, Sy t:'y l t vi ttti L f i:iig; t h. oLrou-iL I wftlh rt ,Lo:ýoi h IL re I h ilb l tyI 'IhU ilmnnoulit of

aerosol on a particular impaction stage is thus dutermined through direct measurement of tile current

imparted to that stang. The ECI was located near the center of the SPT transmission path and used a

nominally isokinutic sampling system, It measured a size range wherein the last impaction stage used a

filter to cover part:icle sizes from approximately 0 to 0.25 vim. Additionally, six stages sampled up to

a maximum size of approximately 20 1dm.

2.1,5 Clitmut Particle Size Analyzer

This particle size analyzer system was operated by Dugway Proving Grounds and was constructed

by tihe Climut Corporation (model 208).6 This PSA covers a size range of 0.3 om to 10 um In 16 size

increments and is capable of producing a size distribution once par second. This device measurms

mamplud and diluted aerosols. It determines particle size through pulse height analysis. T'he measured

size distrLbution is an equivalent latex sphere distribution. Previous studies have indiuated that

whun the aerosols have only real indieus of rueractionj the particle size range is essentially

independent of the index of refraction and the measured sites should correspond to true wizes.7

2.1.6 Particle Sizing lioterf-rometur

Tho particle si~v•ng inturrurometur (PSI) was constructed and operated by the University of

Tennoesee Space Institute. Two P41 systems were used during Smoke Week II1. One PSI system was locaLUd

nueiv the center of the isLtrumnlUation clUstior,while a second PSI covering the samie size range was

located approxlmat•ly 3onm orfr Lth main grid line (near the secondary samplinm g line) and was used to

study Lhe spatial vai-lations, size dIHLribution, and concentration which might exist In an obscurant

cloud. The I'S1 wuru adjusted fur two different size ranges during Smoke Week Ill, Normally, they were

operated in a mode -;uch that the size range was approximately 0.2 - 6 pm with size resolution ranging

from apptroximatuly 0.3 - 6 Pm in 21 size increments. The PSI does not require aerodynamic sampling fr-om

Lhu cloud and has been shown to be relatively insensitive to particle index of refraction. It is

capable of m•esuring number dnsltiies as high as 10 /cc without dilution,

2.1.7 LaHer Spectrophono

Tilt' litser speotrophone wait constracted and operated by the Atmospheric Sciences Laborntory and

utitlized a wavelength of 10 6 full.9 This dtvtce was used to dotnrmine the absorption componnt of the

cloud turblilldy (i.e. the product ofl maSs extinction coefrIc',l;nt and concentration). It can also be uLISd

as a Hhorf: path trunumiHmlaometr to hateIm no the oase extinctIion-concenttration Iproduct (tu rbiditv).
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2.1.8 parttcle heasurumu, nt Sycvum•ti Szl' Analyzur

A Particle Measurement Systems (PMS) particle size analyzer was operated by the Atmospheric

Sciences Laboratory.9 This device covers a range of particle sizes between approximately 0.1 and 10 Pm

and normally uses illumination from a laser system. It does not sample an aerosol with dilution and

can determine number densities to the order of 105cc"I The PMS systems were located very. near the

laser spectrophones on a 3m elevated position in the instrumontotion cluster.

2.1.9 Backscatter Nephelometer
10

A backacatter nephelometer was constructed and operated by Harry Diamond Laboratories. It is

desi~gned t o determine the backscattur extinction coef~ficient, turbidity, and depolariz~ati.on ratiJo for

two different wavelengths by ratioing the backscatter signal for two different solid collection angles.

It has been used in several different tests inicluding Smoke Week I11,

2.1.10 Integrating Nopholomuetr

Two integrating naphuiomuters were operated by the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory. These

devices are commercially available from Meteorology Research Inc. (model 1550). These devices measure

the scattered irradiance in the visible over scattering angles ranging between approximatuly 8 - 170,

These devices produce measures of turbidity and are normally calibrated to read mass concentration.

2.1.11 Aerosol Photometer

The aerosol photimutur (AP) was operated by Dugway Proving Clround.,12 It is available

commercially from the Climet Corporation (nodu. 2600). It is designed to deLtrmine aerosol concentration

through optical scatter nagnlitude as a function of thite by calibration against cheumical impinger

measurements for known dosagus. This device ruqtuires aerosol sampling.

2.1.12 Chemical Impinger
12

The chemical impinger (CI) is a mechanical sampling device operited by Dugway Proving Grounds.

It ts used to sample aid luoll.cL an aerosol at at known flow rate for chumical analysis after a particular

test. fts resultant output Is dosage or time integral values of the concentration.

2.1.13 Mechanical Mass Sampler

The mechanical mans sampler wau a high vouime sampler operated by Dugway 'roving Groun-Is. It

collects a large volume oF aeronol on a culltction filter for weighing ifter a tuji.
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2.2 ANSTRUMENT ARRANG: EMENT

Figure 2 shows how the IiiHtrurmentation waH nrrangid In the cluster. '11 istnJi•lrl'd -(IcI tM111

coordinates of each instrument is indicated by a dot. The IntiLruluents weru cluuturlu il u cul1crt!Lu p)d

which measured 15 x 30 ft. Commercial power was used to drive all instrumuent in the cluster. This

eliminated any measurement uncertainties due to power surges. The instruments were arranged on the

concrete pad to take advantage primpirily of prevailing winds "rom the south, The data acquisition box

proved to be a major contributor to turbulence nround the cluster as did the barrel stands for some of

the instruments in the cluster.

_ Y

X 1016

A' I6AA/0CMQVCI L i L CLIMET
. .�- T- 7 ....... .

........ FSSP

ASASX
[PS'2 17 "RS

"[NOT USED FORL1J1 CAL TEST]

rEXYPNP HIGH VOLUME
' MECHAN ICAL HOLL_ H_ 0 SAMPLIRS

I:LiM tri* 2.* lt rU~ lt , ~llL orn.,In Ltpqllk oni tiet, piml.

2.1 SELEC'rLD EXAMPIlS O1 I)ATA OUTPIUTSJ

01' the Inetrumentti whLoh were .I .Htud ionll . Ir lo'I dY , d rolhtLd Ill Hooit oll 2.2, t1 u s.purt I'al I

LrL~nslnlnisonietitr, the qunrtz crysti•I Ime lni m torit ani thMi U1 ulouttrI l aurLInelI !lvlIVr m- t ,lat IvslY

new IntitrumeritL and hatve not b tnll ULIH'd tL 1111y H[i ll, f k nItIL L'xtt!llL I lit iuntI' IiL I'ul I Ut .i- l l'l''i l' 1'

exiimplvs are piruicsnttd of thu dhits outlnttts 1'ron ttihHei' In1Htrtiwisti to LII Iumnritu LhtiW I)I'thH1 e L 'ltld

piltuniall capabbLIItLe.
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F'igure 3 shows a typic'al wavelength versus transmittance Hpe~t~rum obtained with tho SPT durng~

Sunoiku Week !!I. The plot is for a white phosphoris smo0ke. 'The blank Interval uccurLing between

approximately 5.6 and 6.3 Ws corresponds to a change in the response function of the transmisaonieter 's

sandwich detect(.r. Thease data are plotted as a continuous function with l1.ndar interpolation between the

discrete points. The passband for any one wavelength is approximately 1% of the center wavelength.

M8~436S1

.8

T

.22

6 8 10 14

Fi' gure 3j. Transmitt-ance rpectrurn for white phO~P.POrus1 at

1UI It 1k.

t" 01C tii Lul shown Ili It purr ', wre uculul rod In I second. * lir thL 30-secoiid bluck oC SI'T dlitii, ay collb iniu t Ion

I oi~k Ill the pt11it'IUl11 ut 1t111112 tW uILI1LL'U C(IIII -h r viadi v Idunt ititid 1'01 1 hn 11"N d Ut II id stiudvN o Lilt-

tvjv I it iletruil dIuiti jldi ii I In I Figur. -1, T1h0 IOWVI oF Lhi~s tYpi- trI~uuimuwilsmoatr for thei krindi ol

In Sriikv Wiwik III ruN -ide4 ill Lit' ri[V thalt th0 lopiu(truli dktr ibut Ioil ti tr.imitt~ii aco

h I; M-i.'il-k- OVi' ;I vk'i hilld Iii l WAVSlivi h.. i itlsl ilIItuiuSt . lWILIL thIs ditil, piirt ictihir .40cvlinlthi

thin iijj.i W1 ii litilt. I u 1w 110 vx lo~l ii.i i I1ti t narrw wa~v4Ii,htth dOiuV(&I ý:i~Ii ;Wi 1,L'I'S Luill tit IdVuti 11hd
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ýN,

WAVELENGTH! (pin)

i112

101

Figure 4. Transmittance, wavelength, time (TXt) plot for

white phosphorus - trial 16 (100% RH).

[dentifying such regiotvi canno.t bu done with broadband Lrsnnminsomcters. Howe.er. when it It desired,

broadband transmittance can be estimated with the spectral trau nismometer by integrating the detailed

u,,pectrim uver the range nf interest. By choosing a transmittance at some reference wavelength and

computing ratlo;, of In(T) to the reference tra.nsmittance, data of this kind can be exploited tn determine

virtually any relative mass vxtitiction coefficient in the full range from the near to far IR.

2.3.2 quarLz Crvstni Mass Monitor

An example of the type of data which wits obtained with the Qt;M is shown in figure 5. Figure 5

plots the ;1CCu1mulattiVke MINH concuntriation meusurud with the QCM os a function of time. The accumulative

concentrt ion niLstured over the entire trial tilao is Identict. ib the parameter conmonly referred to

"Ido~sag i. Fig~ure 5 ) ii phlots Lhe iti t alltanta 1nlu cuncu tn stht t a!h n , lunction of tl f t for I-second averages

as miosired hv the QCM. By using data such as Iu Ilustrited In Figurv 5, yield factors which are

dlrectLy appli.ableh to those dosaguts ohto mlvd with nitiianil I' mass sunit •lrs can be deotermtined directly

Ln thL I oeld EXmpriment.
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INIITArNTAIK)• CONCINTRtA~TION ACCLUTIRI~•VI• TtrMF• AVZRAGXt
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Figure 5. Examples of •CM output.

2.3.3 Electrical Aerosol Analyzer

Figure 6 plots a particle size distribution which was obtained for white phosphorus usiug the

elec!trical aerosol analyzer. This size distribution was the only full distributton obtdincd duriu-g thi

Smoke Week Ilt tests using the EAA becaume of its relatively long two-minutu cycle time. N-imurous data

were obtained for the larger slze increments measured by the EAA bucause the Sa.lpi Letime for tha Int-,er

size increments only corresponds to roughly 1/4 that of the entire cycle.

3.0 MEASUREMENT COMPARISONS

In this section, it is shown how thhe varioun meastsremdnts obtained in the instrumentation

cluster can be used to compute the basic quantities neueded to optically charactut-izu an ohsclurant

cloud.

3.1 EXPRESSION!; FOR THlE BASIC PARAMETEvRS

3.1.1 Mean Extinction Cross-Suction

'ThL mean ixtinction cross-sectlon may be dotormined vlh,.-r from aL.".C distrf11:ution •iItunuruiiIu•i•Lt

when the extinc tion efficltency is known or fraim traLsIllltti•ne valuvts aind iviwbur dunsLity 08t IilltVil-
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where

TiN- Z ni (2)

i-i

and ni is the number of measurements in the ith sisz interval. The mean extinction cross-section, 0,

can then be written as

4 1.1o - • i-1QgiDtfi (3)

where QEi is the extinction efficiency for the largest particle diameter, DI, in the ith size intervn1.

Q8. can be computed for spherical particles from Mie scattering theory when the index of refraction of

the obacurant material is known.

Most particle size analyzers can determine particle number density, pQs independently of the

m,2auured size distribution. This can be achieved by counting particles at a fixed flow rate (PSA) or by
I"

determining particle coincidence in a small sample volume optically placed in a large unperturbed volume

of the aerosol. Examination of the Beer-Bougher law as expressed in the equation

-up L
T e (4)

where T is the transmittance and L is the transmission path, shows that a number density and trausmittance

measurement also yields 0, i.e.

S. -•n (5)

PNL

Iletnce, 0 can be estimated directly using two relatively independent experimental tnessuremunts --

*i tratiumittance and number density.

3.1.2 Mass Extinction Coefficient

The mass extinction coefficient, referred to simply as the "extinction coefficient", ig often

used to characterize the optical characteristics of an obscurant rather than •. The mass extinction

coefficient, C, is defined as

0 -/6 PoP (6)

where % L the material density of the obscurant and P3 is the third moment of the particle size

distribution orequivalently, f/6 P3 is the mean particle volume. c. is thus the mean extinction cross-

..ection per mean particle mass. a can be computed using particle size analyzer data by computing a as

indicated in suction 3.1.1, equation 3, The third moment of the size distribution cvn be computed
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according to

nP33
W3 f f1D1  (7)

Thenjwhen po and Qgi are known, data from the particle size analyzer can be used directly to estimate a. :

Scan also be determined from transmittance values when the aerosol concentration, C, is known. '
I this cs iag , th e Bekir-Bo ugher law can be expressed as :! ;

which can be solvec to yield

,. n- (9)•'i'!,•. of nd TCL

Hencu, indepundunt measurement of C and T can be used to measure ( values independently of the size

distribution. Historicalaly, this has been the approach to determine c*,since C was believed to be more

easily and more reliably measured than N

3.1.3 Mass Concentration

Mass concentration is also considered a basic obscurant paramter which should stand on the

"same footing with a. This follows from the fact that, even though the a value# or an obscurant may be

rtatively small, that obscurant might be generated in sufficient quantitites to more than offset a small

a value, The QCM was used to provide a direct measure of mass concentration as a function of time.

The particle size analyzers were also used to estimate concentration through the relationhip

SC• po3BN (IO)

Equation 10 shows that if C is measured independently, then the cousistency of the PS, U3N mensurement

can be tested when P. is known.

3.1.4 Particle Size Distribution Monwnts and Means

As the previous sections have indicated, particle sizu analyzers can be very powerful

instruments in characterizing aerosols, 'The size distr bution of the aurosol is itself a fundamIetal

characteristic needed to duscribe Its uptical properties. 'r obtain comparative mleasures, the sizo

distrihution of thL measured nerosols (un hit characterized by various means nnd moments obtainud from the

distribution. The ktIh moment, 11 of' thue nze distribution is defined through

1~ 1) 01)
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Using this relationship a, number of different mean sizes can be defined, These means are:

1. Arithmetic average diameter, DA:

DA (12)

2. Sauter Mean Diameter (volume to area mean), D I

D a 3 • (13)D2

3, Volumetric Mean Diameter, De(

1/3
Dv P/3 (14)

3. Mass Mean Diameter, Dmml

D• = p/U3 .(15)
DmM 11/J

Additionally, A log-normal size distribution in often assumed to apply to these data, in which case thegeometric mean diameters D
g

D8 WXP N E filnDi (16)
J.1 d

and the geometric standard deviation (

r r- exp t (D/D(17)

are the pertinent parameters. Comparison of the means, moments, and mode location" provides a

convenient reference point for comparing distributions from different instruments,

3.2 POSSIBLE DATA COMPARISONS

One of the major objectives in using a number of different inntruments in the instrumentation

cluster was independent determination of many of the parameters described in section 3.1. Thus teots of

internal data consistency and cross-checks of the various parameters which might be determined using the

calculational procedures indicated in sections 3,1,1 through 3.1.4 can be created. Table I1 summarizes

how the various instruments could be used to estimate the parameters of interest from data which could

be collected from the instrumentation cluster. The instruments are indicated by row and the parameter

of interumt is Lndlcated by column. Combinations of particular instruments are indicated which can be

used to yield the parameter of interest, For example, the column headed by (SPT, LQCM) shows that the

mass extinction coefficient could be estimated from the data obtained using these two instruments with

equation 9. The summary of individual estimates indicated in Table 11 provides an intrinsically

enlightenIng took at the power of the optical and cascade particle s ite analyzers. it will be notic-d
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that,putuntilaly, these devices can determine every parameter indicated in the left hand column when the

partLiCIu can bU assumed to be :ipheres and the Index of refraction and material density are known,

TAILI It

HITHODI RIID IN BHOVJ WillI I
POIt IITtPArZNO OBICURANT OPTICAL PARANITKIA

INSTh2 IPT, CIA CIA ,PT, P,,
STU6.4CI CIA CIA CIA A

MIAN PAATIOII x X2

DIAITZR

PAKTI C.LI NIIR Ii 2 1 1 xI

DENSITY

goNN CONCrNTRATION I A I

'ICAN lNIT1CTION I . x :
CIHOSS-890TION

MASS EXTINOTION 1, 31 13,3 X23 11,3 X
+•)tEVVQICIKNT
U+lItITY x x2,'3  x2,3 11 ,3 X2,3

MEAN PARTICLI -s x 2 x1
VoLUHI;

L. WHINl MON TINCZHTION CONfYVOICIT 18 KN4OWN1
2. WHXN MATERIAL DNNUITY 18 KNOWN
3. WHRN PAJITICLII ARA SHAPIIES AND INDEX Of LIFRATCIOW KNOWN

,i'TI Bhorl Putth T• nullll alorn,,:Mr
%!+MA QUl idl N g ,l a No to t
OltAI Optical itau Anllya,.r
CS;Ai Casca•de Stav Analygor

3.J3 lARAMETER ESTIMAT1ON LtHIIATIONS

Thu approach which haE boen discussed for the instrumentation cluster alleviates muny of the

iLmLtatlons uncountered In past field measuremente (e.g. insufficient instrument redundance and unknown

errt, H) . Ilowovtr, there are Fit leasl four major limitatL na which will restrict the potential utility

of this approifli iin obscurant field characterization. 'Tlose limitations aru 1) different ranges in the

pilraiutetrN ileitlured, 2) dtifferntit sampling times, 3) different slpntial locations, and 4) different

vol ujea u o U zruq1 exlm1ned by Lhu di 'forent inttrunlients.

It should bo clear that idvnt al. anlawersl should not be expecteL from inStrments which have

d IF'rnt f rit.'ný,H of cOIpar 5HHIk Or t1easIullrei over diflurunt ranges. Thus, it is necessary to c'ar'c lIily

uohnSu hinitrtitslUjILH 1-01- thV tolp|r'[Hon in which the rangem of the parameter to be determined signifieanLi v

tver I ap In tl0 1in1l anal yii I, thv patent Uil urrorsi which are IntrodEICd iL•n the separate eoits oF
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measurements by ignoring the data values beyond the range of each iLntrument•l Iii surement slhould bL

examined. This tLcomvs particularly apparent when particle size analyzers nre 2:oriaiderud. For eoxam.plo,

it often occurs that measured particle size ranges do not overlap, the histogram size itncrements are nut

the Name, the aerosol is sampled differently, and significantly different volumes of aerosol are

::examinedo

If the instruments used to measure a smoke cloud do not sample at the same rate or sample in

an on/off sequence such that the sampling times do not correspond to observation oif identical parts of

the obscurant clouds, obvious discrepancies in the data may arise. This difficulty can be alleviated in

part by looking at long time averages of the data such that short variations due to time lags between

instruments may be reduced to insignificant quantities. Additionally, techniques exist and have been

applied which tend to remove the effects of sample acquisition time and apactial location of the instru-

ments if it can be assumed that, eventually, the instruments will sample the Name portion of tile cloud

even though at different times and even though the equivalent sample response tims are known,

The problem of physically locating the sampling instruments such that the physical presencu

of one instrument does not interfere with the aerosol being sampled by anothur inotrument is one which

can lead to errors and which must be examined carefully. These errors are of two types. First,

disturbances are introduced into the wind flow carrying the aerosol to the instruments. Second, lag

times are introduced into the sampling system of the instrument. A.s a result, when data are considered

for identical sample times, ths instruments are actually responding to signiftcantly different portlons

of the cloud. The problem of lag times is one which requiires additional study,although there presently

appears to be reasonably straightforward golJtilons to eliminating this difficulty. The problem of flow

interference can be solved by careful studies of the location of the Instruments for various wind

directions and choosing to place the instruments on support Structures which will not block or deviate

the wind flow.

The limitation introduced by the fact that each instrument can potentlally Hamplle L

significantly different volume of aerosol bears additional evaluation. For exaiple, the short path

transmLenometer examined a volume of aerosol which corresponded to cylinder having a crutH-secLional

area defined by the diameter of the transmitted beam (10 cm) and by thu 5m path. If t0e wind direct ion

is assumed normal to the line of site the sampled volume is the product of this cross-sectlonal urea

multiplied by tile wind velocity and sample time. (For a 30-second wample time and 3m/sec. w5n.td thIs

3cn,ild correspond to a volume of 4.5 mi. Oil the other hand*, the particle Hiv, atialyzers of the t1imvt

L.ypk: .itltdraw an aerosol tit a fixed [low rate wlich Is typicjally of tho order of litrre per mtlutlv.

'lis volume obviously corresponds to a volume approxlnnatoly 10-5 tlines sHmaller tian tLht dulinItid by the
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SPT, Additionally, the QCM will s-Io examine a much i maller volume of ae'osol. Thus, sai assumption

must be made that the volumes sampled by the low votlume instruments are reasonably representative of the

much larger volume samp]ed by the SPT, A method fur circumventing this difficulty is Lo use a number of

different instruments such that 1) reliable statistics can be obtained for a given kind of instrument,

and 2) a significantly larger sratial sample of the aerosol will be examined by a single kind of

instrument.

4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results obtained from the inmtrumentation cluster described elsewhere show clearly that

clustering such instruments has yielded valuable data not obtained before. These data have Lhown, for

example, a temporal dependence of the mass extinction coefficient for hygroscopic smokes that has

provided a possible explanation of why the mass extinction coefficient obtained with particle size

analyzers In usually significantly larger than that obtained by long path trsnsmission-chemical impinger

data.2 The consistency and expected spread of measurements which can be expected for a given set of

measurements hag been demonstrated. Lastly, the spectral dependence of the extinction coefficient for

a broad range of wavelengths between 2.5 and 14 pm has been obtained.

It has been found that the optical size analyzer, QCM, and SPT systems are powerful combinations

of instruments for determining mass extinction coefficient, mean extinction croon-shorten, concentration,

and spectral transmittance, and for parametric comparisons of data consistency.

The Smoke Week III test was the first attempt at using a cluster of instruments to obtain the

type of data which has been provided by widely spaced instruments in the past. It. has been obvious from

analysts of the data that greater care should be paid to instrument arrangement and flow patterns around

the Instruments in future work. The value of the short path transmissometer data is obvious. However,

in future tests, it is most desirable to be able to run the transmissometer continuously with a much

expanded computer memory. It is also desirable to sample at even a higher rate than 200 wavelengths per

second in order to determine the upper limit at which the mass extinction coefficient may fluctuate.

It is also recommended that an effort be made to require that the instruments function in a

common .iampling sequence and to further increase the data redundance by using more than one particular

kind of instrument in order to cross-check the potential variations which might be introduced due to

sampling different volumes of the flow and potential measurement errors by a given instrument.

A fundamental problem encountered in clustering the instruments in a localized area was the

subjection of the test to the variability of the wind, e.g., if the wind changed such that the obscurant

was nut blown f~ast the clusterthen the test had to be delayed unt.il the wind was in a suitable

direct•tiu. This difficulty c•n be overcome by utilizing a mobile system which could be positioned at
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i iIVflw1t L1U tLC p t LntHiH dirhing a imirtI Liu [r trint for optimal. w[id lc (atLon. Li: may be daiirablu to place

Au~vh it t~iltl. ;It v;l llI . ,i, kIwlw iid ot, it ionls for the 4onk,1, LV110 Of O cb lll I lI O ItUclltalO Lrit ls to

dutorminL how the obscurant changes relative to cloud dispersion.
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INSTRUMENTATION CLUSTER

W. M. Farmer, F. A. Schwartz, R. D. Morris,
M. A. Binkley and L. M. Boyd

The University of Tennessee Space InstituteTullahoma, Tennessee

ABSTRACT.

The instrumentation cluster used in Smoke Week III provided time-resolved, loralized measure-

ments of the optical characteristics of the obscurants tested. This paper will discuss some of the more

important results obtained from these data. Chief among these are the time dependencies of the mass

extinction coefficient and extinction cross-section, data consistency between different kinds of

instruments, and the relative changes in the extinction coefficient for vatious wavelengths as a

function of time and the uncertainties associated with these measurements.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Serious discrepancies have been fuund to exist between laboratory and field measurements of

the mass extinction coefficient of hygroscopic smokes. Additional research has shown that the data

diffurences could be traced to how the measurLwents were made in the field tests, When the extinction

coefficient was computed using particle size distributions measured in field uxperiments, results

reasonably consistent with laboratory measurements were obtained. H1owever, when these results were

tompared to those obtained using long base line transmittance and chemical impingUr data, significant

differences were ivident.' While the consistency of the laboratory and field dutormined extinction

coefficients via size distribution argues strongly that those extinction coefricients determined by

transmittance and chemical impinger data are erroneous, there is no a priori rason to as.ume this is

so, A number of factors need to be considerud and investigated before definitive conclusions may be

draw.i. The most significant of these nre:

1. . Apparentlyovery little attention hna been given to the levets of tncertalnty in extinction

coefficients which have been determined in field or laboratory datn.

2, It has been generally assumed that for the time scales present in field tests, the

extinction cbcfficient is independent of time and is spatially constant. Thit is yet to be verified,

3. Generally speaking, there have been very few cross checks (withperh-ps,the exception

orf 'artIclu Size Analyzers) of data from different kinds of Instrummetis used to deterLimne the Milniv

p ar atteto r.

4. Munition gunerated obscurants Iin fied trials 8may have laitrnuitcally differot ext 11eCtIitt1

coo IffIntentLa from thtsea generatted in Iabora tory testt tl 0 11g11W11 'tmaples of the samte materill.

Thus, defi nitive compariHons b1tweten 1ahorttory and fit' Id meaeuremeantu tttnnot hoe motuto, 1111OHM

I) •oste qt;ttLILt4LtIVe loeveI o0' confidunue is H staLl [stied far toth sott or tltoiistromttitl both iii t' I
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statisticatt confidence and instrument to instrument data consistency, 2) fundamental assumptions have

been verLl'ied, and 3) it is clear how lnboratory and field data should be compared. During Smoke Week

111, iliin:timLaLents: Wu r.. made with thu intent of generating da ta: to help resolve these questions, These

daLa were provided by a LtcaLi .ud vtt of i.t;troULmntH calited thei l"IntrmlentatiOn :00 Islter"' placed on n

concrete pad near the test grid center. Among the parameters measured by these instruments were

1) particle size distribution, 2) particle number density, 3) aerosol mass concentration, and 4) traas-

mittmnce over a 5m path for over 200 wavelengths between 2.5 and 14 pm. In a number of test cases,
S•

there was sufficient redundance in the instrumentation and in the mossuraments to determine data

consistency and range of variation in the measurement. A description of the instrumentation cluster,

L.ts arrangement, hardware, and possible data correlations available with the measurements are discussed

2
elsewhere. The purpose of this paper is to discusa the most uignificant results obtained from thei1
instrumentation cluster.

2.0 TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE MASS EXTINCTIONCOEFFICIENT

A major conclusion to be drawn from data obtained from the instrumentation cluster is that the

mass extinction coefficient can often be a time dependent variable and riot a constant ag is often

assumed. In this section, the analysis and the experimental data leading to this conclusion are

presented.

2. TEMPORAL 5PECTPA OF MASS EXTINCTION COEVI•ICIENTS

A primary limitation of any analysis which attempts to estimate a parameter from two separately

sampled instruments is the accurate correlation of sampling times, For example, a cloud parameter such

as tihe mass concentration, C, measured between times tI and t 2 wILl not directly correspond to the some

portion of the cloud measured over the same time interval at a different spatial location. Even tfor the

same location, Instrument response times could be different. Previous analysis has attempted to -ircum-

vent this problem by examining time integral values of the parameters 3 In the case of the mass

extincLtion coefficient, cx, it was nenessary to assume a was independent of time. It is thus desirable

to temt this aHssum11ption by examining the temporal characteristics of a indicated by thm instrumentatiOn

cluster data. Fourier transl'our theory can be used to reduce or eliminate the uncertainty arising from

O1nkoll)wnl H I•LIS In Hample tilames. It also provides a convunitent means of examining temporal do Clndeiiet

in a.

Suppose (.( ai d (nC aIt-L, fulmeti.tnsH o tlme giVenl by iX(t) and C(t); thon ,the ilLstatnLan•fol!

t.Ia',mil tta clCU NII a It 1" tnI m ' 1h tf 1tim '1(t) for the short path trnnsmtssomuter (SPT) can he writtL'I as

-tnT(4) - a(t) C(t)L US)
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Assume that the cloud :is sufficiently homoeneous that

c ,(t) cI : (t + (2)
l11 (1 )

whul ' C II(t + t I) LH te 1 iiLitasti rid C011C VII rattLin at L omte 111 t Lr t Ime L 1 t,, ;Il t I a delay in thO

sampiIiP, time which is proportional to the instrument's ,- ptia I soparation, a tmospheric winds and

turbulence, and the response time of the samplitig instrument. Substituting equation I into equation 2

and integrating over the sampling interval. T yields:

-J ln(T(t))dt L J n(t)Cm(t + to)dt (3)
0 0

where L is assumed constant. The right hand side of equation 3 may be 'ucognized as the cross correla-

tior, of a and 0m in the limit as T approaches -. The Fourier transform of a function f(t) can be

written as

F(f(t)) - J f(t)e-1lwtdt (4)

fy~

Applying thLe Fourier transform to both sides of equation 3, it car be shown that

d- :T(t) )IL) - F(u(t))"(C (t))L (5)

Solving equation 5 yields

0

An lnVOI-FL! Fourier t innlstOriti can be appliud tu LqUiltion 6 toi yhlid ýA(t),thverby oLLmilnating the urrorH

which mny arise. romt an unknown t[. An iiver su L 'ransfouint atloi is not nc-amary, however, since all

necsary i ioorlatu Isn [L ontaLned in l,(M( t)), Mothods of extriwL i o the neemsnary Itnforitatlon dOnledl

o( ltarHuvr ils thuoremnwhih ichi bu( wrI tten oIn

I [I (t ) 12 1L ],e([,(t))jl2,Iw (7)

(I (tL) werte i u•iulttity HaLt.h 1 i' vw it agv, thn a lllt hin 7 cou1lld ho hit.rprl tud aI :I 5
1 

tat-ih t o" l 'isl'4'r-

vntlou atl vi)I 1 v' T' i rl iL--ir (L), qIuaIr- Is del I Ilkd ;III

1 49
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= T Icl(t))12dt 1 (8)

On using equation 7 in equation 8 and making suitable adjustments for finite time records of length, T,

there results

T/2 1/2

Ilim4 JIF(a(t))I (9)

Hence, the Fourier transform may be used directly to compute the MtS value of Oi(t). It is straight-

forward to show that the zeroth frequency component of the Fourier expansion of some function f(t)

corresponds to the time average of f(t), < f(t)>, where

T

< f(t)> - • f(t)dt (10)

0

Thubif the square root of the zeroth frequency component of lF(aC(t))1 2 is computed, the time average

defined by equation 10 is obtained.

The integrand on the right hand side of equation 7 is often used in the analysis of time

dependent systems. It is called the "power spectrum" of the function, and is written S(W)

S(w) F(1a(t))l 2  
(11)

If a(t) were a voltage, thenfor unit resistance,S(w) would show how the power or energy is distributed

in terms of frequency. For example, S(w) as a function of w for a constant frequency sinusoid with

amplitude A and frequency o 0 would be a spike of amplitude IAI2 located at w . (Equation 11 predicts a

second spike at -w 0 which is usually ignored for physically real systems since there are no negative

frequencies.) No physical explanation is presently offered for the meaning of the "power spectrum" of

che extinction coefficient. It will be presented here merely as a convenient computational device for

examining the temporal characteristics of a.

Figure 1 shows the set of power spectra computed for a for trial 16 using the spectral

transmissometer data at 3.4 micrometers and the quartz crystal mass monitor (QCM) concentration data.

Both sets of data were acquired using a once per second sampling rate. Contrary to expectations and

assumptions made in numerous past analyses, a has an obviously strong temporal dependence. The

temporal character changes for the 4 sets of data. This implies that a has a nonstationary mean, i.e.

the mean chan~es on time scales at least of the order of the time separating the transmissometer

samples (approximately 30 seconds).

150
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1 :1
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Power spectrum for mass extinction coefficient for
phosphorus smoke at 100% RH (trial 16). Relative time sequence is a-d.

Figures la-d clearly show that the quoted value of a(t) will depend on how the data are

averaged with respect to time. Table I compares the arithmetic and RMS time averages obtainable- from

these data, the maximum and minimum values of a, (amax, c'in) shown in the power spectrum, and the

frequencies (Wmax, W min) at which they occur. Additionally, the power spectrum for the entire ensemble

of data has been computed as though it were a continuous time record. The result is shown in Figure 2.

The .ime average of successive data sets in Figure 1 shows a steadily decreasing trend which is stronger

than the RMS decrease. There is no obvious trend in the maximum or minimum values except that the

maximum values seem to occur at higher frequencies than the minimum values.

TASIX I

HASS EXTINCTION VALUES DETERMINED FROM POWER SPECTRA FOR
A PHOSPHORUS AEROSOL NEAR 100- RELATIVE HUMIDITY

TRIAL RELATIVE
NUMB1ER HUMIDITY < a(t)> 'RMS aMAX 'MIN W MAX(HZ) WMIN(Hz)

(1)

16.1 100 1.84 1.15 2.17 0.70 0.1563 0.0625

16.2 0.71 0.50 1.15 0.25 0.50 0.468

16.3 0.63 0.67 2.07 0.12 0.2188 0.0625

)6.4 0.42 0.33 0.70 0.19 0,500 0.0938

f 16 ) 0.35 0.41 1.41 0.01 0.500 0.4922
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Figure 2. Power spectral density for the mass extinction
coefficient using the total time record of the spectral transmissometer.

These data provide a possible clue as to why there exists a significant difference in a values

measured using time-integral concentration and transmission values and those measured in the laboratory

or field using particle size analyzers. The entry labeled { 161 in Table I shows that the average

values of a over the long time record are significantly smaller than those computed for the shorter

aample times. Thus, aside from the fact that a apparently cannot be assumed constant in time for the

hygroscopic ,waukes, the mean value of a over the trial decreases.

The usefulness of this approach for estimating a is further illustrated when the temporal

spectrum of nunhygroecopic clouds are examined. For example, compare the power spectra shown in Figure

3 obtained from the XM49 generator dispensing IR #1 at two ditferent operational periods where the

generator is operating near the instrUnentation cluster. Figure 3a corresponds to initially reairnably

stable operationalthough the spectral distribution shows a broad range of values, In this case, RMS

values of 1 are about 75% of the magnitude -f the time averaged values. Figure 3b corresponds to a

caL,u ilear the end of tie same trial when the output from tile generator is apparently strongly periodic

with tile extinction coufficlutiL hauitg a time period between 2.6 and 2.9 seconds. Comporison of the

power spectrum magnitudes shows that it is roughly 7 times greater in magnitude than the time average

vulum. If tile ,ourci or this perltdimity in (A LOuld be identified then,obvlouslythe possibility

xistm for improvlnYI} thu chatracteristicM of It throuth genterator or ohscurant mod ification to obtain the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Mass extinction spectra for IR I01. a) Normal generator
operation, b) extraordinary generator operation, c) dispersion from a
helicopter for IR #1 mixud with fog oil.

desired result. Figure 3U shows the relative power spectrum for IR #1 mixed with fog oil after

dispersion from a helicopter, By comparison with the ground generated cloud, this power spectrum is

much more uniform in amplitude. Only a 4% difference exists between the maximum and minimum values of

a at any one frequecwy. This is interpreted to Indicatt a well-mixed cloud with no predominant sources

of ol.

2.2 MASS EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION USING PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA

The time dependent character of a indicated by the Fourier analysis of transmission and

concentration data has been found consistent with determinations of rt made using particle ,ize distri-

bution data. The mass extinction coefficient can be computed directly from VIarticle size distribution

data when the extinction efficiency, QE' and material density, p,, are known. The mass 2xtinotion

coefficient defined a:!

at p l'O IollJ1 )
6 3W

where ( is the muen extinction cross-section and 11, tile thL hd 1.;olent o.'the size dtfrlhot lon t In

thi1 section0, ( vIlH I'or phOaphorus are reportUd which werv obtained usinag parti•'l , sizte di trflltit in

dato meas~ured with ,i particle zi1znil interfesrometer (PSI). F*Pgures 4- pilot tat, VtO;1p'ttd ,xtloCt I 13"153
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c~oefficients for 3.4 micrometers and trials 16, 25, 32, 18, 30, and 24. Values for p as a functior,

of relative humidity were computed using the expressions given in reference 5. The extinction

efficiency was computed assuming that these smoI,,'s had the same index of refraction as orthophosphoric

acid. Data from two PSI systems are given. PSI I was located 30m from PSI 2 which was positioned in

the instrumentation cludtev. PSI I was usually positioned nearest the munition detonation point,

. )•I

0D PSI 12
BI

0 o 160 2W 320 400 450
TIME AFTER FUNCTION (PlC .

Figure 4. Mass extinction coefficient as a function nf time
after munition detonation for trial 16.

0z I I

0

0=

a, '1 P11 I1

2-1 PSI 2

TRIAL 25
RH 6 1%•

0 i so60 240 320 4W 440

1IM1 AFTIRft FUNCTION (SIC I

5i.ure 4, Mams extinction coeftficieIvnt ;as i lut' t ion ol t Ime I

oifter mun ition Ail dotelnatiolo for trial 25.
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0 SO 24O 2•o 320
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Figure 6. Mass extinction coefficient as a function of time
after munition detonation for trial 32.
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~ 10 so 16020
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Figu.- 8. Muss extinction coefficient as a function of time

after munition detonation for trial 30.

UU 00

IfI

0 Psi I

G3 PSI 2

TRIAl 24

I I I 5 4 *

1iM1 APril FUNCIION (tic.)

Figure 9. Mass extinction coefficient as a function of timet

after munition deLonation for trial 24.
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Figures 4-9 clearly show that iii at least the first 240 seconds after deLonation thu

extincLion coefflcient Is Lime dependent and that the ratng or var iation is cotirrIsl tuet with tha t shown

in Table 1. A primary reason for the variation in a with time is found when values of a as a function

of time are considered. Only trial 18 will be considered here for purposes of illustration. Detniled

comparisons may be found in other reports.

a can be computed for an "'n" interval particle size distribution histogram using equation 13

2 1"1 flQID2 (13)

where Q is the extinction efficiency for the Dit particle diameter and fi is the probahility of

occurrence. Figure 1O plots a for trial 18 its a function of time, Note that during the triol

changes by nearly three orders of magnitude. Additional data points obtained with the spectral

transmissometer (SPT) and PSI and PSA derived number densities, pN' are also plotted in figure 10.4

O PIII

A IPT/PSl 2 6

I"IAL II

I, 1

!I °
-• " I I

:"I i•

111111 W INl 1UNCI10 I (N| l•

Vi[gUrtv 10. Mean extinction crotm-ms-ectioln am< n fut-titton•

o~f timeu after munition detonntion for trial 18.,

bTho broad range of valuvs f (I WWthI tie aire to be expected When tit%- part icl ,tzo dish ttr[blit i It li,,t1-

lI.lnts ;arv Xiti. eX llvh .ud. 1ta obtltii ,d hrom snzkv Week III shih that th, HiZV dlsf t'ibuLltln I~vt mimthki
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and time dependences which presumably can be correlated through considerations involving atmospheric

turbulence and wind velocity. Consider the evolution of the mass distributions as shown in Figure 11

from the PSI 2 (i.e. the PSI operated on the instrumentation cluster). These data show an initial

distribution of small particles which shifts to larger sizesthen a decrease in size as test time

increases. This effect is reflected in the a plot shown in Figure 10. Also, note the increase in the

small size mode as time increases. The bimodal mass distribution is consistent with observations made

3 1in the H3S test. Secondly, consider how this data compares with that obtained from PSI 1 located 30m

from PSI 2 and much nearer the munition detonation point. It is more likely to detect explosive debris.

The initial histograms shown in Figure 12 show sizes significantly greater than those initially measured

in the clustet by PSI 2. There is a-time differential of 60 seconds between the start of PSI I and PSI 2.

As time evolves, the distribution measured by PSI 1 shifts toward smaller sizes.

1: t .
. . .. . . .0 .O .0 :. : : .' . .

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11. Examples of the evolution of the mass distribution with
time during trial 18 for WP (CBU 88 Bomblet, RH = 81%) as measured by
PSI 2.

These data seem to suggest that PSI 1 nearest the detonation point initially measured numerous large

bits of elemental WP or debris which had not yet produced smoke. PSI 2, being further away, measured

only true phosphorus smoke, which was much smaller. As test time increased, smoke was observed which

was much smaller in size. PSI 2 was able to sample the cloud over a significantly longer period of time

than PSI 1 because of cloud drift. These phenomena were observed for several trials during Smoke Week

ITT. The extinction cross-section and mass extinction coefficient depend on the size distribution. The

observed spatial and temporal differences in the measured distributions suggest that the extinction

cross-sectIon and ,thusthe mass extinction coefficients are also spatially and temporally dependent.
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(a) (b) ()(d)

Figure 12. Evolution of mass distribution for trial 18 as measured
by PSI 1.

•'3.0 COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT DETERMINATIONS

A number of different instrumentation outputs obtained on the instrumentation cluster could be

combined to yield an estimate of the extinction coefficient. It is of interest, therefore, to compare

these values with those determined by the PSIs and obtain an estimate of the spread in the instrumental

measurements. For reasons which will become apparent in section 4.0, these comparisons will be for the

a value at a wavelength of 3.4 micrometers. Because'the various instruments are spatially separated,

values of a would apply for different sampling times. As the previous sections have shown, the method

of averaging the data is significant even over short time intervals. Hence, in these comparisons entire

trial averages will be presented without any attempt to weight the data in terms of sampling intervals

or to correlate the data with time.

The primary instrument involved in these measurements was the SPT. This instrument was used

to provide transmittance values at 3.4 micrometers which could be entered in the equation

OT = -n(T(3"4L jro)) (14)

where C(T is understood to mean a determined using transmittance values. It is assumed that the path

length L (5m) was constant throughout the transmittance measurements (i.e. for times of approximately

30 seconds). C can be computed using particle size distribution and number density data or from QCM

data which provides C directly as a function of time. A symbol convention is adopted wherein fe t (PSI 2)

is understood to mdan the trial time averaged value of a determined from PSI 2 data and equation 12.
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< aT(PSI 2)> is understood to mean the trial time average of a as determined from equation 14, with PSI

2 data used to compute C. In cases where PSI 2 values did not overlap ln(T) values in time, samples were

used which were a few seconds apart. A similar convention is adopted for data used from the Climet

particle size analyzer operated by Dugway Proving Grounds. This instrument is identified as PSA.

{< a >) should be understood to mean the ensemble average of the time average measurements which are

within one standard deviation of the entire ensemble for a particular trial. AOL is the relative standard

deviation for the population of measurements. Table II presents a summary of these results. It shows

reasonably good agreement between the instruments in nearly all cases. The exceptions to good agreement

are found when the uncertainties are large or sample time intervals do not overlap.

TABLE It

COMPARISON OF TIME AVERAGED a VALUES FOR PHOSPHORUS

TRIAL RELATIVE < a(PSI 1)> < a(PSI 2)> a (PSA)> <acT(PSI 2)> < aT(PSA)> < CIT(QCM)> (< a >) +A*(%)
NUMBER HUMIDITY a2 2 2'21g 2 2 2 -2/g

MI rn2/gm 2ng rn/g m /gm an/gis rn/ga rn/gm r/g

16 100 0.86 1.117 1.002 1.14 2.01 0.87 0.93 10.6

21 93 0.97 0.75 0.8501 0.461 1.6071 0.8342 0.85 10.6

7 83 0.801 0.57 0.42 NO SPT DATA 0.53 17.6

18 81 0.63 3 0.78 3 0.84 0.331 1.05 0.54 0.77 25.7
(0.82) (0.68)

33 72 0.69 0.62 0.384 NO SPT DATA 0.56 28.5

30 71 0.66 0.63 0.785 0.381 0.74 3.361 0.70 10.1

24 65 0.63 0.63 0.74 0.31 0.064 0.66 9.5

25 61 0.596 0.62 0.45 0.311,2 0.311.2 0.582 0.56 13.5
(0.41)2 (39.)2

32 58 0.56 0.60 0.55 0.241.2 0.171.2 0.371,2 0.57 4 .6
(0.26)2 (39.)2

1. These data deleted from ensemble average.
2. C computed separately fromsT
3. Obtained early in trial.

4.0 WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF MASS EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

In this section, the wavelength dependence of the mass extinction coefficient is examined and

a method is devised to estimate the minimum uncertainty in the estimate value.

A convenient method for examining the wavelength dependence uses only the spectral transmiss-

ometer data. It can be shown that over "reasonably" short time intervals where it can be assumed that

the same path is observed for wavelengths A and AR the following approximation will apply:

1 60
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I nT (X R)dt
< aX~9 IJnTRdt (15

0

* Within the limitation indicated in section 2.1, it will be assumed that the 30 second sample time used by

the spectral transmissometer in the instrumentation cluster is "reasonably short". The left hand side of

equation 15 will be called the relative mass extinction coefficient, cR(M) and because of similar use in

past tests, ciR will be chosen as 3.4 micromeers, i.e.

aR(>) = (16)

In order to express absolute time-averaged extinction coefficient values at wavelengths other than 3.4

jim,it is necessary only to measure < a(3.4)>, which has been computed in detail for many of the

obsculants in Smoke Week III, and multiply by aR(X).

Before proceeding with a detailed examination of a R(X) for a number of different obscurantc., a

method for estimating the uncertainty in aR, Aa R is presented which will allow some insight into the

"quality" of the aR measurement. The variation of any function f(xi) where xi represents the "n"

variables !associated with f(x) may be computed from

Af(xi) T- Ax, i (17)

Applying equation 17 to aR(M) in equation 16 yields

A' < aMO> -< a()> A< a(3.4)> (18)

R( < •t(3.4)> < ((3.4)>

Using equation 16, the relative variation in aR, leads to

Aa R() = A< a()> A <(3.4)>

a R() < a()> < a(3.4)> (19)

If it is assumed that <G(X)> is uncorrelated with < a(3.4)>, then the root mean square relative

uncertainty can be written as

A_ :t A=<aG> + + A<a(3.4)> 12 ]12

OR -M < (X(,)> < a(3.4)> J(20)
RMS

ft the transmittance is written as

In(T) -< a(t)> CL (21)16 1
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then the PHS uncertainty in the time averaged values of a 'an be written as

A dT Ac; d L t /

+ 0t'2  (22)

,L • aT dLC dL

Generally, the time integral uncetainty for AC is much lees than it is in the transmission. Hence, the

uncertainty in C will be ignored in the computation presented here for A < ->< > i >, with the under-

standing that the computed uncertainties represent minimum values of uncetainty and that ctses do exit

where the actual uncertainty in the estimate can be much larger, With this understanding,

A <a> /<C>)RMS can be approximated as T

J dt
A.c>- 0 T (23)

lnT dt

AT/T will be assumed to be independent of T for the computed values reported here, AT/T was estimated

by averaging the transmittance at X for 3U second (i.e. 30 transmittance values) in clear air and comr-

puting the standard deviation in these values. These values ranged from about 0.2% to slightly greater

than 1,5%.

The above analysis has been used to compute aR sad Aa R for the following wavelengthsi

I) 6.98 Pm, 2) 7.28 urn, 3) 8.05 Wm, 4) 8.58 pm, 5) 9.58 Wm, and 6) 10.58 11m. 10.58 pm is the wave-

length in the measured spectral transmittance closet to 10.b Wm, which is of interest because it is a

laser wavelength. The remaining wavelengths correspond to'maximum and minimum values In the mass ex-

tinction wavelength spectrum for laboratory measured values of red phosphorus smoke.5

Figure 13 plots the values of ciR as a function of X for the 4 sets of spectral tiansmissometer

data obtained for trail 16. The RH for this trial was 100% and the munition source was a set of XM825

WP wedges, The relative time sequence of the data sets is labeled 1-4. Those points with no indicated

ancertainty ranga have valuesthat are less than or equal to the symbol size locating the data point.

Figure 13 clearly indicated significant changes inoas trial time increases. "his is Indicative of a

nonsLetionary mean value. The genera] trend for the phosphorus trials is for uR to bc n1t1ially targv,

reduce to a smaller value, and stobtlize.

Figure 14 pULts c.R as a function of wavelength for one sample set each of trialis 21 and 24.

The RU for trial 21 is 93ý whil. that fof trial 24 is 651. Thie effect is stariling bg ut ts 1}• n•,t with,

results ,btLaintd in the 113S test. Those resIiltL wichh showed that below rougiilv III Rl1, tilt' intogratd

162 ixti"(!tt" uiVf lt'icibt for the 8-12 micrometer band showuld hi' greater than thi stt 3,4 jim, For thit
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eonliLiolnti presenit in thev~e trialsi, the~ 11 8 atau tuggemted that afor the 8-12 ýim band should Loctreatie

iby I, fr Lu r of al1.u t 2.5 am Llmc R11 dectruiitlu froem 91S-65%. Thuw da citat sICcri reaunnabOLl)Iy :uiiiutupaIIbin with

tiiiii L'X1I.(- I t L011,

0.4

0,4

633

F'igurL 13 Roati maHutu*-nce'en rpopou betwuilli

0.2

04e

93". RH

0 5 ", RiH

WAY11IANGTI4 MIMCfOMITIRSI
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DIita eKimtiLt(ed va qt, SutgeSt tL the 1i, thod of dissemination can have a HignitflcantL ef fect on

tho, ;1 It I de to I idCro )t pttit R for a data miet from tr•al 24 and trial 25, Three 5" Zuni bulk-
RJ

filled WP rounds were used in trial 24. Trial 25 used two rounds of XM825 WP wedges. Trial 24 was

conducted at 65% R11, trial 25 at 61% RH. The data sets were chosen as those having the least uncertainty

in aR igure 15 shows that aR for th,, bulk-filled round (trial 24) is slightly largfor than for the

wedge-filled round.

++ i

+i.

TL-[ / .-

0 TRIAL 24
*9 5*ZUNI*SIULK PILLED

0." " OTRIAI 25

XI M@2$ WIDGES
1. Copaioo61 rtH

WAVILINOGT (MICIOMItlAh)

Fitgure 15. Comparison of relative mass extinction coefficient
for phosphorus using two different methods of dissemination.

aa has been computed for a number of other kinds of ubscurants observed during Smoke Week I11.

Examples of these data are plotted in Figures 16 and 17 for fog oil and HC. Figure 16 shows that

even for fog oil smokes may be strongly dependent on the generator. In these data the M3A3 generator

was not In stable uperation and produced a cloud which had relatively large numbers of fog oil droplets.

tn thim way, the extinction coefficient in the 6-12 micrometLr range could be made quite large as

cnompared to that for the VEESS generator,,which produced few oil droplets after stabilized operation.

Figurc 17 shows that HG yields an extinction coefficient which is comparable to that for phosphorus

for relative humidities less than 70%. The large uncertainties in these data arise from the relatively

pour extinction by these smokes. a R has also been computed for the broadband IR screeners examined

during Smoke W,.2k ill. These data are classified and presented elsewhere.
6
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coefficient for fog oil for two diffehrent ge~nerators.
(noteet trial 8 corresponds to unstable~ generator operation,
trial 13 corresponds to normal general-or operation).
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93 TRIAL 9
0.2 

HC- 9
NC: 69•

oL I a A.
6 7 a 9 I0 12

WAVILIEOTH (MICROME TEES)

Figure 17. Relative mass extinction coefficient as a function of
wavelength for hexachloroethane.

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Many data obtained from the cluster of instruments operated during the Smoke Week III trials

have been found to be internally consistent and consistent with data obtained during the H3S trials.

However, because of the increased instrumentation capability available with the instrumentation cluster,

considerable insight has been gained into the range of values which can be generated through the use of

different kinds of instruments to sample the same cloud. Furthermore, because much of the instrumentation

provided time resolved measurements, new information has been obtained which will provide a greater

understanding of the dynamic properties of obscuration clouds.

Mass extinction coefficients were computed using particle size distribution data and the same

assumptions used to compute a. These data,like those for a,also show a time dependent character.

Variations in a as determined by various instruments are not nearly as large as those observed for a.

The trial average values measured for phosphorus are in reasonable agreement with those measured in the

H 3S test.

a values for 3.4 micrometers computed for phosphorus smokes from the particle size distributions

were compared with those values determined from time averaged concentration and short path transmittance

measurements. Altogether, 6 independent estimates were compared for this study. It was usually

necessary to remove I or 2 estimates which were significantly different from the ensemble. (ThIs is not
to say that the measurement was erroneous -- only that it was not consistent with the time averages ob-

tained with other values.) The average variation in the ensemble of measurements in this case was about

13% and ranged between 4.5 and 26%. The greatestdiscrepancies found ir the a values computed from the

!;ize dIstribtitions and the concentration-transmittance values occurred at relative humidities below
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about 70%.

Differences in spatial locations of two or more instruments may lead to errors when their dath

areused to compute the extinction coefficient, If the measurements are acquired at a uniform rate, then

Fourier analysis can be used to eliminate or reduce the error. The Fourier temporal spectrum of the

extinction coefficient was computed using the short path transmittance for 3.4 micrometers and the

quartz crystal mass monitor daLe. The resu±tv of this analysis show a broad rutge uf vdlucs of m, rt

was found to vary signifiaea&L..* only over the entire trial time,but also over intervals as short as

2 seconds, The value obtained for a was found to depend strongly on how the measurements were averaged

•q in time, a.g,,the arithmetic, time average was usually found to be larger than the rout-mean square

average. The length of the time record was also found to significantly affect the time average. The

longer time records yielded values smaller than the short time records. This result suggests that a

7ý4 reason for past field methodology yieldirn values significantly different than those measured on a short

time basis such as might be achieved with a particle sizing system is . that a is a function of time

with a non-stationary mean.

This mezhod of data analysis was also found useful for obacurants produced by mechanical

generators. In some cases, apparent generator effects on ( values or cloud uniformity were apparent. *

The short path transmissometer data were used to compute the variation of the mass extinction

coefficient as a function of wavelength relative to that for 3,4 micrometers. These results also show a

time dependenck of the extinction coefficient for wavelengths other than 3.4 micrometers.

The 1W depeudence for XM825 WP wedges was found to be consistent with that observed in the

R 3S test (a in the 8-12 pm band is smaller than 3.4 ýim until an RI of 71 is reached, at wfLIL point

it is largvr). a for phosphorus as a funrtion of wavelength was also found tu be dependent. on the

method of dispersal.

i fcor fnug oil and HC was found to be roughly I0-20% that of WP in the range between B and 12

A methtod [or estimating thL minimum uncertainty in the relative uxtinckton coefficient wns

duvvelpud, This uncertainty typicnlly was found to run about 10% but. somv, valhneA were ý,rentur than

i )(10'-., T1I'i'h • t1OO~tlH provides o1 logical. approach• to eAtimating• the quaqlity of the! m11,nsured Vi~lues,
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ABSTRACT

Absorption to extitiction ratios for experimental countermeasure "smokes" and soil-based dust lofted
by htih explosives were measured at 10m wavelengths during the tests of Smoke Week I11 by using
specially designed field spectrophones. These ratios permit contrast modeling of the effects on
Zlectro-Optical (Z0) systems by providing accurate proportions of total absorption and scattering. The
spectrophone., which have an inherently high dynamic range, are not hampered by saturation effects and
thus provide a time history of the magnitude of the absorption within the smoke clouds for media which
absorb at 10pm. The magnitudes, which ranged downwards from about 102 km"1, and the fluctuational
properties are desuribed in this pappr.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our problem, In general terms, is the effect of the gases/aerosol, of the tactical bAttlefield,

natural and countermeasure, and gaseous and particulate, on ZO systems. When the objective is to learn

how aerosol clouds disperse for the formulation or validation of mod.ls which extend prediction of

behavior to other spatial and time domains and not simply for the binary question of screening effec-

tiveness, actual and accurate magnitudes of the aerosol parameters are required, To obtdiin these

quantitative values for propagation parameters and correlative source densities, spatial and temporal

resolution (in situ measurements) as well as a large dynamic range are required. Ideally one would use

A remote sensing, raster scanning lidar with high spatial resolution capable of uniquely identifying

constituent sizes, densities, and propagation properties. Such a system is clearly in the future and

probably will r-quire multiple wavelengths and possibly bistattc geometry.

Transmissometers, which are particularly relevant to the binary question of screening effe.tiveness,

(assuming relevant spectral response) are not nearly as welt suited to the determination of magni-

tudes. The tranemiesivity, T, may be converted through Beer's law to the propagation coefficients which

in turn are closely related to the aerosol densities and thurt mass loading. Limitations on this

procedure are several and depend on integrated path length, obscurant cloud depths, and instrumental
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accuracies. The latter leads to a iMtited credible dynamic range in T (less than one order of magnitude

[Myers, 19HO) and to quite a variable dynamic range in the prv;)AgActon coefficients. To summarize, for

ahurt obscur•nt coloud depths, tow coefflicie;ats are not measu-eablo. Vor example at 10-' km, by the

above criterion, the extinction coefficient which could he mu, urr w )'t1;t start at > 10 km-r. For

longer obscurant cloud depths, for example, greater than 10 , the dyr..imic railge in much too small to

encompass realistic obscurant magnitudes, that is, I to > 100 km"
1

. Further, if the spatial profile of

the source density is not well-known through other (multiple) measuraments, that error in the exoonent

will yield relatively large errors in the determination of the propagation coefficients. Finally,

optical turbulence and ambient fluctuations in the extinction over the entire optical pathlength may

degrade data severely while temporal smoothing must be limited for dynamic events.

Spectrophones and particle counters an a correlative pair offer a currently available alterna-

tive. The measurement of each is related to the aerosol mass loading. Spectrophones measure a quantity

which is proportional to the absorption coefficient and

a. are in situ, rual-time measurements

b. are point samplers

c. have very high dynamic range

d. may býe operated at infrared (IR) window wavelengths with existing lasers, for example,

1.06wm, L.lMm, 3.4pm, 3.
5

wm to 4,lom, 9.2im to l1.3wm, and near millimeter wavelengths.

Point measurements of the aerosol might be performed as the cloud is swept by the wind past the

instrumentation as it was at Smoke 1II. If the cloud levelops slowly relative to the windepeed at the

location of the inatrumentation, cloud spatial prol Leu for the direction of cloud motion can be

obtained with minimal instrumentation.

The integrated field spectrophones of this paper and in general field use by this group combine

measurements of the sbsorptinn coefficents with a coincident short path transmissometer. These tatter

data are converted to extinction coefficients. This conversion provides the components of the extinc-

tion coefficient needed for contrast modeling, that is, the extinction, the absorption coefficient, end,

by subtraction, the total scattering coefficient. This procedure provides a much stronger determination

of the components than is possible with techniques employing transmission and scattering data.

V
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Th' application of spectrophones to aerootls requiren more caution than for gases because the ttme

required for the energy transfer from the absorption process to kinetic eiergy in the gaseous medium may

be relativelv long, thus interacting with optical chopping frequencies and also causing decreased coupl-

ing to acoustical modes. The first order effects on time response depend on part!cle radius, absorption

coefficients for the bulk material, and thermal diffusivities of the bulk material bnd the atmosphere.

Because the models are quite complex, those chosen represent bounds for the problem, Aerosols are

studied in the laboratory to verify operating parameters that accurately represent the absorption cosf-

ficients.

2. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

Prior to aerosol applications, spectrophones at the Atmospheric Sciencem Laboratory (ASL) were

developed and applied to gaseous absorption (for example, Bruce, 1975; Bruce, 1976a). Briefly, our

first spectrophone measurements were intended to identify absorption coefticients for naturally occuring N

and trans pollutant gasee at IR window wavelengths. These are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. SPECTROPHONE MEASUREMENTS OF 0
ABSORBING CASES AT IR WINDOW WAVELENGTHS

tr2;~;s(3Am to~ 4wm) (Sum to llum)trace gas A2 02 03.survey

•, HDO* N11

D 20* C2H 4*

CH4s H20*

Following this series of measurements, concentrations of atmospheric gaseous constituents at the

White Sandu Missile Range remote siles were measured largely using these absorption eptctra. The con-

centrations were determined by a self-consiatency analysis based on the uniqueness a11d sharpness of the

molecular spectra (Samuels at al, 1978).

Reports or Journal articles exist ur are being prepared for these gases 171
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Next, in situ mpectrophones were applied to particulate aerosols, the first such ptiblished applica-

tions (Bruce, 197bb; Bruce and Pinnick, 1477). The interest was primarily battlefield aerosols.

Aerosols subjected to ASL enuironmet.tal chamber measurements to date are (all at 70.1 to l1v-

waveletigths plus exceptions noted)

Sial. crystalline*

Calcite* 4

(NM• )40a0*

Dust of soil samples from Germany and various White Sands Missile Range,
New Mexico, sites and depths*

u•,

Smoke of phosphorus (red phosphorus IRPI) (1.06om, 3wm to 4om,
and 9pm to llpm)

Hoxachloroethane (HC) smoke.

The spectrophone systems and procedures used for the aerosol studies have been described in various

publications (for example, Bruce, 1976a; Bruce, 1976b; Bruce and Pinnick, 1977; Bruce et al, 1978).

Application of aerosol spectrophones to tield measurements of absorption has also been reported by the

authors (Dcticc ct al, ll GO). Several aystetus have been designed for relatively specific applications.

LI The first field spectrophone system wes quite elaborate end was designed to survey and separate

gaseous and particulate absorption in the attaosphere. In the firset field measurements, results were

compared with those calculated on the basis of particle counter data.. Samplng errors weru indicated !o

windy situations and higher than expected ambient gaseous absorption may have resulted from the preoience

of operating personnel.

Fnllcwin6 this, systems were designed specifically to study battlefield aerosols in situ under a

wide dynamic range of mass loadings. Figure I is a schematic of such a system. This system was

"4Reports or JournAl articles exist or are being prepared tor these etmospherl particulates
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designed for measurements at wavelengths t atSeen SIF3ye and 1OSum sad Incorporate% a coM laser withl

line stabilization by optical feedbuck through an aleetronic servo loop controlling optical cavity

length. This system will stabilise on any of about 5 to 7 laser lints (once an operationnsl equilibrium

Is established) and will also cycle through any preselected sequence of these lines (up to four),

remaining on each line for preselectsd periods. The beem chopper is a special unit designed by Bulova

and is mounted in an ecoustieally isolated cell. Figure I als shows the bft, path and the aerosol

intake bell. The optical geometry of this letter section is dsigmed to 14tinjuse dlatursance of the

intake airflov. The spectrophone bouses an acoustically isolated ceaoaant (longitudinal Tesonance)

.II inner cavity with integral mlcropho•,e diephrapg (Iruce, l976a; ISmea et al, 1976). Windows (Day2 ) Say

be used in both ends of the spectrophone for baktig and pumping cycie to eliminate sysrm related trace

absorption and also to allow calibration with nremixed high purity gaseous mixtures. Figure 2 shows a Y

premeasurement calibration in prvgress during the eaesureeents Taken at Us Army HilS.1e Comm-and (HICOM)

(Bruce at al. 1981). Calibration checks were also performed en sim. 1sguve 3 is a schematic of the

technlque used for the SBoke Week III &&libratim and eastureaset eyolee that were obtained simply by

the inicated switching procesa, that is, either foreard airflow though the intake bell or iaekflow

through the system when the calibestion iaxtuae is selected. ?base results are occasionally tompared

Fti
with results of the fill-from-vacuum method of Figure 3.

MICAL lAN PATH
, KIWER SUPPLY, tNXXHANT

SITAIHILIZATIOS REAM C*HOPPER.

•,, ,•P1VC(TR(WttOE MOC'RiPIHOST St'tCAVITY

AND A('Of. ,TI' I)A1PER.
•,J'•"HIGH;l INE'RTANATE TUBE

•: ..... •" I,OW' PUMP

POWER 1'ASI ME, IW•INT

Figure 1. Sche•satLr diagram of lows litegrated tield
apectrophone system indeaatiqg boIrs path.
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figure 2. Calibration checkout at MICOM (July 1980) I
prior to field measurements.

TO S11 I

_ • TO SP 2

FLOW METFIh

•Z' - VACLANI PIMP

C B ( RAIHATION GAS MIXTURE

Figure 3. Schematic reprewentation of field calibratton procedure.

Figure 4 shows the meauurement system at Smoke Ill. A spectrophone and various particle counters

and nephelometers were mounted on the upper levil at about 2.6 m above ground level, Another spec-

trophone was mounted about 1.2 m above the ground level (to the right of the photo).

Spectrophone data were limited to the 10wm window for these measurements. In this region, HC and

diesel oil, for example, were known to le very weakly absorbing. Therefore, significant absorption was

expected only for the smoke of phosphorus, the experimental smokes, and soil-based dust, if any.

Several general observations may be made concerning a comparison of the Smoke IIl data from the

spectrophones at the 1.2- and 2.6-m levels. The Rpevtrophone calibrations were performed separately and

were not subsequently adjusted in any way. However, in every available case, the two peak absorption

coefficients were quite close. The rematnd,,r of the profileq show more variable agreement althoug',h

in.
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Figure 4. Spectrophone and particle counting systems at Smoke Week III.

each case most features are similar. Figure 5 shows typical examples of results for the smoke of

phosphorus and for experimental smoke. The temporal correlation is quite good despite the separation

and difference in height. Temporal correlation of the spectrophone and counter data will be presented

in papers by Pinnick (1981) and Garvey (1981). Generally, agreement here is also fairly close. However,

attempts to correlate these data with those of the ASL 1Om X transmissometers (Butterfield, 1981) are

less successful. Figure 6 shows examples of these attempts. The examples have been divided into two

groups: those that correlate well temporally, and those that do not. In the latter category are

examples for which the time spar of the attenuation is 'the only point at which the agreement is even

nearly approximate. Agreement in magnitudes is expected to occur for the smoke of phosphorus only,

"since, in this case, at lOpm A , the extinction and absorption coefficients are very close (Bruce et al,

190). In any case, the extinctiot. coefficients should be greater than the absorption coefficients.

The log of the measured quantity is actually -fc(x)dx integrated across the extent of the aerosol

cloud along the li~e of sight for the transmissometer. Since there is insufficient data to evaluate

this quantity for the appropriate dimension, the approximation <0 L could be substituted. This approx-

imation can, of course, be expected to be si3nificantly in error for comparison of actual magnitudes at

points within the cloud. The values of the outer scale on the ordinate for each graph of figure 6

represent this integral and are scaled for maximum correlation with the spectrophone results. The

effective cloud depth apparently varies significantly (t& cloud of the order of 0.1 to 0.2 km is
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typical). For reasons that are not clear, these values are generally high. An extinction mensuremcnt

which does not have the above mentiaoied problem of uncertain effective cloud depth is illustrated in

figure 7 where plots for the upper snd lower spectruphone and the extinction measured within the same

system are shown. The three results are in fairly close agreement. Of course, the extinction values

become much less accuratu as the extinction coefficient decreases to lower values. The useful threshold

here is about 20 ko"1 , which is relatively low because the system is nearly closed and optical noise

(for example, that due to turbulence and irradiance) is minimal and the duration of the signal is brief.

so that baseline power drift is also minimal. Note that although the absorption and extinction coef-

ficients may vary greatly with time, the particle sle distribution is unlikely to fluctuate signifi-

cantly; therefore, the ratio of the absorption to extinction coufficients will be nearly constant, This.

means that the ratio can be taken at high magrnitudea of the extinction coefficient. (when such occur),

and the remaindec of the profile is not needed. This measurement was obtained for two experimental

smokes, tR I and 2, and soil-based dust. Table I1 Shows the ratios for these tests and for 1glin soil-

based dust from another test.

EXT
81160 450 TEST .31 UPPER ,C0€•oR[O

120 - 40

S60. 20

0 60 120 ISO
TIME (seconds)

Figure 7. Extinction (upper spectrophone) and absorption coefficients
(upper and lower spectrophones) as functions of time

for Smoke Weak Ill test number 31 (IR 2).

TABLE it. RATIO OF ABSORPTION TO EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS
FOR THREE AEROSOLS OF SMOKE WEEK III

Substance Ratio Expectation

IR-1 0.22 *7%

IR-2 0.37 *4Z

Dust o.1g *4%
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Pate for these tetst are eummarised in Tables III and IV. The smoknj of phosphorus was expected to A-1-

be quite effective for 101)m A screening which is indicated from these field measurements. The pa;,ticles

mare mal. (easily lofted and buoyant), have fairly high mass absorption coefficients, scatter a very .

small proportion at 10m A (about 4Z), and are relatively easy to disperse. The ratio o/c is just about

reversed for WP and RP amokes in the visible whure scattering predominates (reducing contrast though

weakly absorbing). Table IV shoe s*moke density as measure, on the instrumentation pad to be quite

variable from cloud to cloud. A large part of this variability results from the fact that the aerosol

clouds did not necessarily intersect the Instrumentation pad, due either to lifting or changes in wind

direction. At loast Il (of 42) test cases were observably in this category. Results for smokes other

than that of phosphorus are iticludsdt for example, PEO 200 indicates 0 quite low peak absorption for the

single test for which vs had valid data. The alkali chlorid, teats yielded very low lOipm absorption

coefficients despite the high relative humidity.

The dynamic range of the spectrophones is not challenged by the magnitudes encountered in these

tests (having been used to ieasure absorption coefficients from less than 10-1 to more than 103 km"1)

and the values of absorption coefficient for these tests are expected to be quite accurate with regard

to peak magnitudes (within -11 percent) and to be linear to within the same figure.
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A-16 TABLE III. SUOIARYi DATA FOR TESTS INVOLVING IA 1. 2, 3

Value for
Absorption to P184

Official Extinction Particle Peak Upper/Lower
Date Test IR Coefficient Counter Absorption Spectrophone,

(Aug 1940) Number Number Host Ratio ((/E) Data? Coefficient Nephelometer Plot(s)

11 6 1 Fog oil Yes [L kmI- Upper

12 10 3 No 4.7, 8.8 Upper

12 11 1 0.20 No 19 km"
1  Upper

14 14 2 Yes 73 km-1 Upper

15 20 2 0.34 Yes 13, 52 Upper/ a
Lower

16 26 2 Yes 45 Upper/
Lower

18 27 2 No 0.27 km-l Noerh
lometer

19 31 2 0.39 No 58 Upper/ a, CLower

20 35 2 No <0.02 km"
1  Nephe-

lomater

21 38 1 0.24 Yes Upper

21 39 2 Yes >1.7 km-
1  

Nephe-
<3 ks"l lometer

Upper

21 40 2 Yei 0.05 km"
1  Nephe-

lometer

21 41 1 Fog Oil No 2.9, Upper
3.9 km

1

21 42 2 Yes <3 Upper

IBO UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE IV. SUMMARY: DATA FOR REMAINING OBSCURANTS

PMS
OfficiAl Particle Peak Upper/Lower

Date Test Counter Absorption Spectrophone,
(AuE 1980) Number Obscurant Data? Coefficient Nephelomuter Plot(s)

11 . RP No >1.7 Nephelometer
<3 Upper

II 5 PEG 200 Yes >1-7 Nepheloseter
<4 Upper

12 7 PWP No >1.7 Nephelometer
<2 Upper

13 12 VelSS Yes 2,97 km-l Upper

14 15 PEG 200 Yes 9 Upper

14 15 PEG 200 Yes 9 Upper

15 16 WP No No

15 is HN Yes 50 Upper/

Lower

16 21 WP Yes No

16 23 RP Yes 0.09 Nephelometer

.6 24 PW? Yes 26 Upper/
Lower

16 25 W? Yes 10 Upper

18 28 HZ No 17.8 Upper

18 29 Vehicular No <0.1, No
Dust

18 30 RP Yes 100 Upper/

Lower

19 32 WP Yel 31-.7 No a

39 33 WP Yea >1.7 Nephelometer
<5 Upper

19 34 Alkali No <3 Upper
Chloride

20 36 Alkali Yes >1.7 Upper
Chloride <5

20 37 HE Yes 0.85 Nephelomuter
Duet

*Absorption spike (at start) includes duet from detonation.
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IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF PHOSPHORUS SMOKES DURING SMOKE WEEK III A-17

D. M. Garvey,* G. Fernandez, C. W. Bruce, and R. G. Pinnick
US Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory

White Sands Missile Ranige, New Mexico 88002

ABSTRACT

The temporal variations in the *ims distributions of phosphorus smokes generated by a number of
techniques during Smoke Week III were measured using a combination of optical particle counters
manufactured by Particle Measuring Systems (PMS). Simultaneous measuremante of the absorption
coefficient at 10.6wm were made using a C02 laser spectrophone. Relative humidities during the famnle
period varied from 58 to 93 p rcentl peak mass loadings inferred frim the measured site distributions
ranged from 0.025 to 0.25 g/mi. Mass loadings greater then 0.1 g/m were found only during the first
minute of ubout half the tests, and there was evidence that the suhmicron particle counters were
saturated during these times. Generally both the number concentration and mean particle radius
decreased thereafter. For tests in which the peak measured mass loading was lees than 0.05 a/m3 , eise
distributions remained relatively constant and were similar to those found during the latter part of the
tests with initially high mass loadings, namely, a principal mode at r < 0.2um and a secondary mode at
r n 2pm. Time correlation of calculated mass loadings with the spectrQphone measurements was generally
good and indicated a mass absorption coefficient of the order of 0.5 te/g, though this value varied
significantly from test to test.

1, INTRODUCTION

The amount of water absorption by hygroscopic smokes as a function of relative humidity can be

predicted from empirical and theoretical considerations (Hlnel, 19761 Fitagerald, 1975), and the growth

of phosphorus smoke particles, in particular, has been modeled by Frickul at al (1979), Hinel (1978),

and Tarnove (1980), among others. 'ttempts to verify these growth models, particularly in field

experiments (Farmer et al, 1980), have been hampered by a number of factors, including differences in

the smoke generation procedures. The principal obstacle, however, appears to be the lack of a fast

response particle measuring system which can consistently and accurately slse particles of radii from

%,.051im to lOm in the very high concentrations (>10 cm"3) characteristic of military smoke clouds.

To meet this need, we have assembled a system of three Particle Measuring Systems (PMS) optical

particle counters, incl.tiding the ASASP-X and the CSASP-100. These probes and their calibrations have

been described by Garvey at al (1980) and Pinnick it el (1979). During Smoke Week III, this system of

probes was used to measure the phosphorus smokes generated by a number of techniques. They were

situated 2.5 m above the around in closp proximity to a C02 laser spectrophone opernted at 10.6pm (see

Bruce .t at, 1981), The ranges of the probes were set so that particles from O.l0 m to lOpm in radius

were aimed and counted.

Nat"ionnF Research Council Senior Research Associate on leave from Department of Atmospheric Science,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, GO.
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The principal objectives of the size distribution measurements were:

a. To determine the functional dependence of the particle sizes on time;

b. To determina the funcLional dependence of the particle sises on relative humidity;

c. To obtain an analytic expression which accurately parematertues the particle concentrations and

sines.

The simultaneous absorption measurements made with the spectrophone were used together with the

optical particle counter results to yield experimentally determined mass absorption coefficients at

10.6um. Since the extinction at 10.6wm iA known to be absorption dominated, these values can be used to

provide reasonable estimates of the mesa extinction coefficients (Pinnictk and Jennings, 1980).

2, 8121 DISTRIBUTION HEASURIKENHTS

Simxi distributions of phosphorus smokes as a function of time were measured during seven trials of

Smoke Week Ill. The sine distributions (dN/dr) obtained by the three probes at a time close to that of

maximum concentration for each trial are shown in figures 1 through 7. The discrepancy among the three

probes is disturbing, particularly since the instruments were found to calibrate properly with

polystyrene spheres prior to the start of the tests. Also evident from these figures is the

deterioration in the response of probe B during the course of the testm. A feature which both probes A

and B show in trials 18 and 30 (figures I and 5)--an apparent peak in the distribution for 0.31'm < r <

0.7p--hais been found In laboratory tests with probe A to be an artifact caused by high concentrAtions

of large particles saturating the probe amplifier. In figures 3, 4, 6, and 7, a mode (a plateau in the

distribution) at r -. 2.Opm is evident. Thim f•attire also appears later durtng the other trials, as can

be seen in figure 8, which shows the probe responses during trial 21, about 3 minutes later than those

shown in figure 2. It has not been determined whether this mode is real or an artifact of the response

curve of probe G.

In the analysis presented here, it is assumed that probe C accurately counts and sines the particles

with radii greater than lum. If it is further assumed that the concentration of submicron particles is

not significantly greater than that implied by the peak concentration maesured by probe A, then

UNCLASSIFIED
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undercounting of the submicron particles does not lead to serious errors in our estimate of an

integrated quantity such as mass. However, undercounting of the submicron particlesa can lead to large

errors in avernge quantities such as the mean volume radius.

A summary of tho results from all of the trials iu liven in table I.

3. TIME EVOLUTION OF THE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

We make three assumptions concerning the interaction of the phosphorus smoke with the ambient

atmosphitre:

a, The wind is relativel:, steady in both speed and direction so that the ventilation And dispersion

rates are constant.

b. The smoke particles assume their equilibrium mise@ in times short oompared to the travel time

from source to sensors.

o. The phosphorus is mixed with air in sufficiently low concentrations so that the local humidity

is not significantly reduced. For the high ambient temperatures of Smoke Week 111, this assumption it

quite good, but this may not be true in colder environments. Using Tarnove's (1960) values for the

equilibrium concentration of H3P04 As a function of relative humidity and assuming nau mixing of water

vapor from the smoke-free air into the plume, we have calculated the local relative humidity as a

function of the mAss concentration of phosphorus, the ambient temperature, and the ambient relative

humidity. The results shown in figure 9 indicate that for temperatures an low am 30'F and for

phosphorus mass concentrations as high as 1g/kg of air, the reduction in the relative humidity can be

very pronounced. Nwo factors which would mitigate this result are mixing of water vapor from the

smoke-free air end production of water vapor In the source combustion process.

With these assumptions, the evolution of the particle salos as measured at a point removed from the

smoke source should depend primarily on the degree of coagulation among the particles. If the output

rate of the smoke source remains constant, then the amount of cosgulation, if any, also remains

constant, and the particle eise distribution should not change with time. If the output rate of Lhe

smoke source d~creasee with time, say exponentially, then the degree of coagulation, if initially

signifiant, also decreases and the average particle eise should decrease with time.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The evolution of the particle size dintitbutions as measured by the PMS probes is consistent withi

these expectations. Figures 10 through 16 show the mass concentrations of the phosphorus smokes as

determined from probes A and C for the seven phosphorus smoke trials. These figure$ also show values of

the mean volume radii as a function oi time. The waise concentrations war# calculated from the probe

response assuming that the particles were spherical. and had a density (p) determined from the relative

humidity using the results of Rknel (1978) (table 1). The ranges of the individual probes used in the

calculation of the mean volume radii wars

Probe A 0.l2pm < r < 0.42pm

Probe B 0.42pm < r < 0.73pm

Probe C 0, 7 5pm < r < lOpm

The mass loading (M) and the partiole concentration (Np) are related through the mean volume radius

(rMv) as

4 3M Np T frmv O, (1)

As might be inferred from figures 1 through 7, the particles counted by probe C generally dominate

the mess calculations. The temooral correlation among the probes ii very good in all oasen where the

measured mane is significant. The absolute values of rmv are in error because of our incomplete

counting of the wubmicrnn particles; but to the extent that Np is dominated by probe A, and M by probe

C, the relative values of rv were consistently determined From test to test.

Five of the tests show an exponential decay in the mass concentration with time (figures 10, 11, 12,

14, and 16). The two tests in which the source is indicsti-d as UP wedge (trials 23 and 32) show long

periods of relatively constant mass loadings (figures 13 and 15). For pertods during which the mass

loading Is greater than %[04ws/m3 , variations in the mass loading are reflected by corresponding

variations in the mean volume radius. This is true of both the high frequency variations and the long

time constant decay. Thus, trials showing a fall-off in the mass loading also show an initial fall-off

in the value of the mean volume radius due to a propurtionately greater number of large particle$ during

times when the urAu (and particle) concentrations are high. It is likely that this result is due to
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cangulation of particles at high concentrations, but we cannot Ignore the possibility that the

unidercounting of eubmicron pertLIlee t" a ovntrihuting factor.

For all of the tilets there is a period of time, which corresponds to mass loading

of 103 g/m 3 , M e 104 P/m3, during which the mean volume radius is relativwly constant, reflecting

variations in the mass loading only slightly, if at all. These periods extend from ut least 3 minutes

Ii.rial 21) to the entire duration of a test (trial 32). During these "steady state" periods, the form

of the particle mise diatribution remained constant even though the total number of particles continued

to fall off. The values of rv during theme periods are given in table 1.

For mass loadings less than 103pg/m 3 l the mean volume radius generally exhibited large fluctuations

which did not necessarily ieflect. Variations in the mass loading. This result is most pronounced for

trials 21 and 24 (figures 11 an4 12). The effect ti almost certainly caused by statiatically

insufficient numbers cf larger particles. It ii worthy of note that the amis loadings in trials 25 and

32 never dropped below a level of 103pg/m3 .

4, EFFECT OF RILATIVE HUMIDITY ON PARrICLK SlZE

Theories of the growth of hygruecopic particles predict that the equilibrium radius (r) of a

solution droplet at a given rolative humidity (.) is equal to a multiplicative constant times the dry

particle radius (to)

r - A (O)r° (2)

For dry particle radii O.lpm < re0 < ¾ma linear relation is valid within 2 percent for relative

,humidities up to 95 percent. The functional dependence of a on 4 for phosphoric nctd iw shown tor three

models in figure 17 (rarnove, 19801 Hknel, 1978; and Rubel, 1979). The model of Tarnove taken 1,1to

account only the vapor pressure deprseeion of water due to the presence of thie phosphoric acid and not

the vapor pressure enhancement due to the curvature of the particle. Since the latter represents a

growth Inhibition factor, TArnnOV'1 model shnuld represent an upper bound to expected particle growth.

lifneL's values of a are identical to those of Tarnove for 0.4 < 4 < 0.8. His value it 4 - 0.2 appears

anomnluusly low. The model of Rubel falls below that of Taruove for 0.2 < 4 < 0.8. Hansl's nnd Rubel's
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values, identical at • - 0.9 and p - 0.95, lie above the corresponding va lues of Tarnove. Except for

HAnela's value at • - 0.2, all are in agreement within 6 percent.

Attempts to verify theme growth models for distributions of dry particle sizes generated in field

experiments have not been successful. Size distributions of phosphorus smokes generated by three

different techniques during the High Humidity Hygroscopic Smoke (H3 S) field test are presented by Farmer

(1980). The humidity in these tesat varied from 73 to 97 percent, and yet the sise distributions

obtained with both a particle airing interferometer and a Climst optical particle counter showed very

little variation fLum one test to another. In fact, there is a suRgeetion th-t the ci oartcl6. •ieu

actually docrea~ed with ivwre-Aing relative humidity. It is apparent that It' aAM of the particles in i

distribution are counted and aimed, mean ,values of the raditis of that distribution will be equal to c(I)

times the corresponding mean value of the dry particle distribution. Farmer's values of the mean volume

radii of phosphorus smokes measured by the particle aizing intarterometer andthe Climet instrument are

plotted in figures 1S and 19, To plot these data in the format of figure 17, each data aet was divided

by a somewhat arbitrarily chosen value of the mean volume radius of the dry particle size distribution

(rv a), (A limiting condition for rmv° waN thAt all resulting values of a had to fall between 1 and

2.5). Note that the values of rmv° differ slightly for the two data sets, and that both data sets

indicate that the men particle sizsm decrease with incrtasing relative humidity. Farmer suggebted that

J tthis result might in part be due to the fact that particles with radii less than 0.Sium were not

accurately sized or counted.

Laboratory verileation of the phosphorus growth model has been somewhat more sucuessful. Prickel

et a4 (1979) have presented size distribution data for phosphorus smokes measured in a chamber with an

Anderson impactor. The relative humidity in these tests varied from 0.12 to 0.51, and results are given

in terms of a mass median radius (rMM) and a geometric standprd deviation (cg), The values of rMM may

be converted to rmv using the relation given in the next section tequation (6)). These values of rmv

divided by an appropriate value of rmv are plotted in figure 20. It appears that at least two

distributions characterised by two different values of rmva were initially present, and that the one

characterized by an rmv of 0.25pm Is in agreement with the growth model up to O - 0.5. Note that this

value is less tnan that for either of the data seta of Farmer.

Values of the steady-state mean volume radius for the seven Hmoke Week III trials determined ga

outlined above are plotted in figure 21. Again, the data set is divided by an appropriate value of
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rVVO, The data do bear a general resemblance to the growth model, but there is too little data and too

much scatter for any definitive conclusion. A reason for the relativAly low value of r is that the

initially high valbes of rv measured during periods of high concentrations were not considered

represtntative.

5. PAJAMETERIZATION OF THE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

Typical situ distributions obtained for the data sets used in plotting figures 18 through 20 are

shown in figure 22. Note that the actual experimental data have been plotted for s.-e meaLarements made

with the particle siting interferometer and the Climet optical particle counter, whereas the data

obtained with the Anderson impactor had already been fit to a lognormal expression of the form

dM M -P(I1n 21nc a

To plot a distribution of this form as dNldrwe note that the lognormal form remains unchanged

dN ln2 ]
r2 . p ,emp 1---- r (4)a" I L g" j,.

that it the same fqr both expressions, and that

r r exp (3 In ( )

(Patterson and Gillette, 1977).

The mass loading (M) and totil particle concentration (Np) Are related by equation (1) where

rmv - r p exp(1.5 inL ) r axp(-.,5 In2  (6)

(Lindauer and Castleman, 1971).
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Frickel et al (1979) emphasize an important property of d distribution having this analytical form,

namely, that foi particle growth satisfying equation (2), the form of the distribution will remain ,

j.unchanged for changes in the relative humidity; M p and c a remain constant andi

0s-a r (7)

•/l ~Comparing the distributions of figure 22, we note that both the PSI and the Climat instruments yield 4

:•.!broader distributions than the Anderacn impactor and that they show no indication of a peak in the

•i distribution at r 0 .2ps. The Clieat data exhibit a power law distribution

dN
d"= r ' (8)

F..

over the range O.I5am < r < 1.5va where v • 2. The PSI determined distribution is very flat over this

range with a iAode at r " 2.0jm, a re~atively steep fall-off for r > 2.Oms, and a large number of

particles with r < 0.1%m. Neither the Climet- nor the PSI-determined distribution appdars to be

lognormal in character.

Only relative values of dN/dr are to be compared in figure 22. Actual number (or mass)

concentrations ace not available for either the Clmeat data or the Anderson impactor data. The p)ots

ar- presented as typical distributions obtained with the respective instruments, even though our

analysis of the data for Sm.kc Week III show3 the form of the distributions to be a function of the

number concentration or mass loadiatg. In general, the greater the mass loading the broader the -

distribu~ion--a property which we have attributed to coagulacton. Thus, in parameterizing the data

obtained with the PNS probes we have chosen two f.rms of the particle sise distribution! one

representing the maximum measured concentration and the other typical of the firm of the dictribution at

mass concentrations less then 10 og/m
3

. These are given together with the lightly modified probe

respoedses with which they were fit in figures 23 and 24. No proLedure wos used tu establimh a best fit;

s.ingle valuies of the parnmetO'r Np, re. and ox were chosen which estnhlished a reasonable compromise

between the respons-s of probes A and C. No attempt was madc to par-teterize civ" apparent 2jim mode in

the distributlons, tho-ugh connaideratton was given 'o its effect In ý,roadening the distribution.
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It is seen that even the typical PMS-mseaured distribution is m•ch broader (a1 is bigger) than

typical distributions obtained with the Anderson impactor, but that the number concentration falls off

much more sharply with size over the range 0.15 < r < 1.5pm than do the distributions obtained with the

PSI and the Climet instruments. it is further noted that the peak in the lognormal distribution is not

actually massured; in this respect the results confirm those of the PSI and Climet instruments--the 7

primary mode in the number size distribution is at r < 0.2ps. The mode at r N 2.0pm found With the PSI

Instrument may be present, but its fractional contribution to the mass loading is not dominant.

A comparison was made between the values of M and riy calculated from the actual measurements and

those obtained using the parameterized distributions of figures 23 and 24. It was found that the values

of M obtained using the lognormal parameters are from 2.5 to 6 times lower than those calculated from

the measurements. This is because the response of probe C is not given full weight in the

parameterization. The values of r.m are reduced both for this reason and becatise a greater number of

particles are accounted for in the lognormal parameterization than are actually measured by the probes.

6. ABSORPTION AND EXTINCTION PROPERT1ES Of THE PHOSPHORUS SMOKES

A comparison of spectrophone (Bruce et al, 1981) measurements of absorption at lO.6im with

calculated mass loadings is given in figures 25 through 28 for the four phosphorus smoke t•ials in which

simultaneous measurements were made. The temporal correlation of the independent measurements was good,

particularly so for trials 24 and 25. If the peak values of absorption and mass are compared, a maess

absorption coefficient for each test can be inferred. These values (given in table I) are in very rough

agreement with theoretical predictions (Pinnick and Jennings, 1980) but show a significant variability

from test to test.

S~i!7. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The conclusions to be drawn from the work presented in this paper can be summarized as followst

a. In Rener~l, the size distribution of the phosphorus smoke produced by a source exhibiting an

exponential decay in its output rate is not constant with time, For mass concentrations greater than

"'10 g/m3 .Oi:he mean pArticle size decreases as the rass concentration falls off, apparently due to

particle ce uisguliht fon.
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b. The experimental results of Smoke Week III are insufficient to verify models of particle growth

as a function of relative humidity. For the relatively steady-state conditions achieved during the

middle ot the trials sumarized here, larger particles arc found during tests with high relative

humidity, but the sources and ventilation rates were not uffilciently controlled to verify & growth

model predicting r/ro as a function of 0.

c. The size distributions of the phosphorus smookes can be reasonably parameterised by the lognormal

function [equation (4)], though the small particle "wing" of the distribution has not been adequately

easured. Values of r in this parameterisation do not vary greatly, a typical value being r1 * 0.15, W,

and a value at a high masa concentration being r8 - O.20Mm. Values of 0g (1.75 to 2.0) are larger than

those determined from laboratory experiments (Trickel at al, 1979) and decrease am the mean particle -

size decreases.

d. Comparisons of smae loadings determined from the PHS-maasured eise distributions with

spectrophone-moaaured absorptions show rough agreement with theoretical predictions. Discrepancies of a

factor of 2 in the =e# absorption coefficients can well be duo to uncertainties in the measured mlse

distribution.

I
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TAILK 1. OM~t n1t IMu PROSPHOSUB WKCS SUM)Ak3

Peak peak Nteedy re" AS
Particle #&PSaml MAc0 Not" S1:t: Meaft Absorption Auserplion

,ril Surcel Wind Relaivty e ae ~ Duration Yad~gluelu"~ Godielfljnt Gomel Iett
T Miteria (oil)- Humidity Rae ) (j~,m) ldius (W)~ 44diu (m I

HS MM 1 0.61 1.21 4.0 1.9 x 105 1.1 0.48 40 0.27

21 W 1.5 0.91 1,10 9.0 2,0 a 105 1,0 0.70

24 Zuni 4 0,65 1.11 L0.0 2.3 a 104 0,3 0,30 20 0.80
Pw1

v25 W? S,5 0,1fi 1.33 12.25 3.0 m 104 0,65 0,46 6 0.16
Wedge

30 IF 31, 0,7L 1.27 7.0 1,0 x 105 0.15 0,40 so 0. B0
pellets

32 WY' 0.53 1.3s 13.23 1,0 x 10 0.43 0117
Wedge

55 Foreign ,3. 0.72 1.27 4.73 m, 103 0u0 0035
wt
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TEST IS
HN PELLETS

I10' TIME, 17 45 20

il °~

10i -

Ig01' * , , ,

I0"* 2 s io" t 'O

PARTICLE RADIUS (pim)
FIGURE 1. SIZE DISTR•ZUTIONS OBTAINED By THREE PMS PROBES NEAR TIME OP

MAXIMUM SMOKE CONCENTRATION DURING TRIAL 18.
PROBE AtASL ASASP-X, RANGE 1; PROBE B. DUCWAY PROVING GROUND ASASP-X, WRNGE 1;

PROBE C:ASL OSASP-100, RANGE 1.

1o0
TEST 21

"A WP ROCKETS
_ i1 •TIME, 7 51 00

I C
104

10 -

I00' 100.. ...

PARTICLE RADIUS (psm)
r'iOURE 2. SAME AS FIUURE I FOR TRIAL 21.
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F'!'
A TEST k4

ZUNI PWP
105io TIME, IS 37 50

, ~fiO40 5

1C

10 .

lotI0o. '

PARTICLE RADIUS (A•m)
FzIUaR 3 SAME AS FIoURE 1 FOR TRIAL 24.

A TEST 25
WP WEDGE

.10s TIME' 16 48 20

l'

1010v0 * a 5 l o l 2 5 i 0 1

PARTICLE RADIUS (M•m)

FlOUR! 4. SAME AS FIGURE 1 FOR TRIAL 25.
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TEST 30
RP PELLETS

10 lOU TIME, 17 26 35

14.

0I3

I01

101 - '
IOi 5 i. . " ' '

lop 10'
PARTICLE RADIUS (pm)

FIGURE 5. SAME AS FIGURE 1 POH TRIAL 3o.

log
A TEST 32

WP WEDGE
-t5 TIME, 1506 40

fto~

*1I05

10-1 lo 101
PARTICLE RADIUS (Mum)

FIGURE b. SAME AS ?IOUR! 1 FOR TRIAL 32.
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100-

A TESI 33
FOREIGN WP

-105 'E eTIME, IT 24 10

hoI' I C

'E
103

lo 05,5l s •.)
i0"• 10o lO,

PARTICLE RADIUS (i, ml)•i.,,,

F'I GURE• 7 . S.M)U AS V'I GUR S• I FOR TRIAL 33 . i

TEST 2 1
A WP ROCKMETS

105 TIME, 7 54 06

C
S10•' ,, ,

104

i03

10' ,1 . . . ,0.

PARTICLE RADIUS (ism)

PIGURE e- SIZE DISTRIBfITION OBTAINED BY THREE PHI PROBES AT A 'rtiM DURIN
TRIAL 21 WHEN THE MKEAN VOLUME RADIUS WAS RELAVL•rLY CONSTANT.
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0.9 • CONC. OF P , .

OS 0.1 1.0

0/kg 2/ko 0

0O0F -0- --

0.75

~X 0

o,/ 7z A1•

0.3-

t i o.21 0.4

.0.1

0.1 0.2, 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 a.9 1.0
AMBIENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY

FIGURE g. LOCAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY (WITHIN PHOSPHORUS SMOKE PLUME) AS A FUNCTION OF AMBIENT
RELATIVE HUMIDITY FOR GIVEN VALUFS OF PHOSPHORUS MASS LOADING AND ABIEINT TEMPERATURE.
It is assumed that no mixing of water vapor from outside the plume has taken place and

that the ambient pressure in 1000 mbar.
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C TEST 18

HN PELLETS
%%104-

w A

io3 i

I CP

1l00

1544 1546 1548 Ib50 1552 155
LOCAL TIME

pIGURtE 10. KAS4S LOADlINGS OF PHOSPHIORUS SMOKE DETERMINED FROM PROBE A (ASL ASASP-Xo
RANGE 1) AND) PROBE C (ASL CSASP-lOO, RANGE 1) AS A FUNCTION OF TIxME DURINCG TRTAL 18.

'I Corresponding vialues of the mean volume radius calcultaed as described in the tex~t are also given.
Arrow indicates the time nt which the probe responhes Riven in figure 1 wern obt.ained,
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106 ".--'r• I " I I . I I I I . I I

SC TEST 21
WP ROCKETS

•105

At.

o4

0
102
IOl

748 750 752 754 756 758 760 762
LOCAL TIME

FIGURE 11. RAWI AS FI(tURH 10 FOR THTIAL 21, Arrows indicate the times
cnrrespondtnA to the probe rosponoen piven In figures 2 and •.
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TEST 24
105 ZUNI PWP V

10

o-J

1536 1538 1540 1542 1544 1546 1548 1550

*1 LOCAL TIME

w

FIGURE 12. SAME AS VFIGURE 10 FOiR TRIAL 24.
Arruw IndIrntfes the time eorrempondtng to the prob~t reapatipae given in figure 3.
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TEST 25
WP WEDGE

Z10
4 Ai

10

0102

101066•

1646 1648 1650 1652 1654 1656 1658

LOCAL TIME

ad E

FIGUItE 13. SA IM AS FIGUR 10 FOR rRIAL 25. Arrow Indicates the 0-me

correop,)ndlng to the probe r'esponse* given in figure 4.
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[ TEST 30

C ~RP PELLETS i

10

104

(nA

444

1726 1727 1728 L729 1730 1731 1732 1733 1734
LOCAL TIME

z
4

FIGURE1 14. SAkM AS FIGURE 10 FOR TRIA 30.
Arrow indicates the times acrresponding to the probe responses given in figure 5
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Id
I0 TEST 32

WP WEDGE

.105

4~IO2

10

_ _ _ _ __100_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

15310 5710 11 5311 5

LOA0TM
frA

10-

11D

153 10z57 10 11 53 11 5

FlOURE 15. SAME AS FIGURE 10 FOR TRIAL 32.
Arrow indicates the time correspondinig to the probe responhes giveqn in figure 6.
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TEST 33

FOREIGN WP

o4.4

'a 102 
I

(01

2101

i1723 1724 1725 1726 1727 1728 1729
!i•! t LOCAL. TIME

k U)

0- AL

FrIGURE 16. SAME AS FIGuRE 10 FOR TRIAL 32.
Arrow Indicated the timu corresponding to the probe re~pionses given In figure 7.
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£ T'rnwin

o Nubel

* 

V

1.5
0

0. 1 42,1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 OT 0.8 a.$ 1.0
RELATIVE HUMIDITY

FIGURE 17. THIOEUTtCAL MODELS Of PHOSPHORIC ACID PARTICLEGROWTH AS A FUNCTION OF ULATIVE HUMIDITY.
(Tarnovs. 19801 HInal, 19781 and Rubel, 1979).

2.5 , " ,

PARTICLE SIZING ZNTIRPFROMETER
ru, 0.40jm

2.0 x FORNM"S £ £

£WP WICK$ ~h~
o p 

£l0¢[

1.0 

I

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6 0.7 0,6 0.0 10
RELATIVE HUMIDITY

FIGURE 18. PARTICLE SIZING INTERFEROMETCR DETERMI !tTIONb OF THE MEAN VOLUME
RADIT. OF PHOSPHORUS SMOKES DURING THE H 8 FIELD TEST.

Values fiven by Farmer (1980) are normallied uming a dry particle mean volume radius of 0.400m.
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2.5

CLIMET OPC A

A N

X N
2,0 x NP @9NAKSI 0 x

0 0W Wl00460I £0l WICKS

& 0A
6

1,0

So.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 0.6 0.9 1.0
RELATIVE HUMIDITY

FIGURE 19. CLIKET OPTICAL PARTICLE COUNTER DETERMINATION$ OF THE MEAN VOLUME
RADII OF PHOSPHORUS SMOKES DURING THE H 8 FIELD TEST. Values given by

Farmer (1980) are normalized using a dry partiale man volume radius of 0.35Pm.

2.5 I

ANDERMON ZMPACTOR

2.0O

N

N

N

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0
RILATIV9 HUMIDITY

FIGURE 20. ANDERSON IMPACTOR DETERMINATIONS OF THE MEAN VOLUME RADII OF PHOSPHORUS SMOKES
IN A LABORATORY CHAMBER. Value. given by Frickel et &1 (1979) are normalized using a dry

particle mean volume radius of O.2Sum.
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SMOKE WEEK •
PMS OPC

2.0

X(311)

,5

N(8

X433)

hO 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.O

ROLATIV[ HUMIDITY

FIOGU1E 21. PHI OPTICAL PARTTCLE COUNTER DETERMINATIONS OF THE MEAN VOLUME RADII OF PHOSPHORUS
SMOKES DURING SMOKE WEEK 11.

Values $Ivan in table 1 are normalized using a dry particle mean volume radius of 0.304m.

106I - Ti•i
130W IMPACTOR

log 0100a%,

i / L NPARTICLE

IDO I TPFEMTETR

CLIME? OPTICAL,

PRICLE CO Ini

101 5 100 1 0

PARTICLE RADIUS (pim)
FIGURE 22. RELATIVE SIZE DISTRIBUTIUNS Ut PHOSPHORUS SMOKES OBTAINED USING THREE

DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS. Only relritive values of dN/dr are to be compared.

The Particle Sliing Interferometer and ihe Clir.et date are for trial Q of the H S test

(Farmer 1980). The particle concentration (N") used in plotting the distributions are

104 and 103 cm" 3 , respectively. The Anderson Tmpacto. data are for cse S of teble 1

of Frickel et &i (1979). A value of 4 x 10 cn a s uned for Np
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"-- At Np u 100000'10•

Si0.2

PARTICL.E AADIUS (blm) i
F'IGURE 23. LOONONIOk FIT T'O PMSl HEASUUD SIZIE DISTUSZUTIONI OF PHOS•PXORU U lNOUJ

NEASJUREID DUR.ING PERIOD OP AXMU t•UIL4ASSB LOADING• DURING• 5tOKR WEEK IIIo".

10,

1011
35

i Ito'

10''1 100 1 • .0,

PARTICLE RADIUS (/Am)

FIGURE 23. LOGNORMAL FIT TO TIIA P145 MEASURED SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHORUS SMOKE
~~~~~MEASURED DRN EIDO 4XMMMS ODN DURING SMOKE WEEK ItI.
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TEST 1S

AWSRIPTION

"E .40~

SS

MISS LOADING

0.05 I
oloo 0

1544 1546 1546 1550 1552 is4
LOCAL TIME (hrol)

FIGURE 25. COMPARISON OF PHS-DETERMINED MASS LOADING
AND SPECTROPHONZ-MEASURID ABSORPTION AS A FUNCTION OF TIME DURING TRIAL 18.

0.035 - ' '0

TEST 24
0.030

M0.02 20AIN
rMaS2 -OAI0

0.015-ANTO 1

I0.010
0.0105fr5.35SI 1557 ISI 1541 1543 1545

LOCAL TIME 1hral[ FIGI.ME 26. SAMU AS FIGURE 25 FOR TRIAL 24.
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0.09 TEST 25
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0.04 fiI
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0j4 67 1649 16851 01 65
LOCAL tIME (hr.)

FIGURE 2?. SAME AS FIGURE 25 FOR TRIAL 25.

0.5TEST 30 f

0.10 RP

~0.06

10.03- MNU N3
0.05.

1: 725 1736 5737 1738 5759 1730

FtGURE 28. SAME AS FIGURE 23 FOR TRIAL 30.
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PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS - THEORY AND DATA ON A1

BIMODAL FOG OIL DISTRIBUTION

Robert W, Doherty and Robert H, Frickel
Chemical Sy:jtem Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010

ABSTRACT

Preliminary data collected at tl-e Obscuration Science Section of CEL at APO, MD using a light
scattertngopcilo: particle counter of the PMS-CSASP type have sliown evidence of multieodal structuri in
the particle size distribution of a vapori-ad/nondensed aerosol of fog 01J In t•e C..3. Pm < dia <
2.5 Jm dia range, Assuming complete vaporization of the fog oil duritr, diaseminatior, multimodal tiim
distributions are not expectedl hoWever, Ander certain conditions of supersaturation, a bimodal site
distribution is ptedi•td by 'theory. 'H*0it; {gVelt14ated 'is the' pusibility that the obsetrmid aerosol
distrzbution,may be an artifact of the optical counter, The optical counter is desionad-to'intueprot
light scattering signals in' terms of a monotonic responsa function with r,6spict to paiotcli size

7 independent of refractive index,. The effecto of a "fold over" in the optinal: isteos response function
in yielding multimoeal distributions from unimod.al logo normal distributioni will be demonstrated. A
comparison of the observed particle .i20 diqtribulion with 0 dOhventionnl oascede impaetor vi4, als ';
be presented.

tt~~~s I~~NT.AODUCTtO4 h fn n0ea9a h
The Airpdee o a. t lapr b, present brief sunmmary of some of the 4idig. ma it th.

Obiacurution Sciences Section of CSL at APO on sersols of- vsorized/cotIdansmd fo oail (No. 100 PALE

OIL). Specitically, 'some rathar uhxetdI~tmdlpasi h ~rmlam itiuinoe

the interval of measurement *1 .e., OM3pm -diameter <6,O~m were observed, An effort v,,m 'thin made to

estab2.lih whetbor or not these peaka were real or were ,aatsromdnt jystao, artifacts.. 'A

This paper presents the experimental findings on the time development of fog oil aerosols ranging

from a mama Qon~entration of O,012plr3 to 0,.q8gm/m3, as well an a briet discussio.n on th•t theoretical.

development (if a bimodal distribttion from an originall-, unimodeal distrii~ution considering evaporation

nud condensation as the driving mechanisms.

EXPERTMENTAL FACILITIES

The oz ierimentil, procedure utilized by ',SL to perform the present experiments involved using a

12' W4 Y.5' plywood box with suitable exh-tust and sampling parts. Dissemi•nation of the smoke inlto the

chamber was handled by a Burgess Jungle Foggor Model F-1442 made by the Burgess Vil,rocrafters, Inc.

located in Greysh&',, t1i. Aercsol mama concentration miasuraments were made using Gilman 47 mm

diameter, type A/E glass fiber filtrsr.

Muasuremenat of tie .eronol NiLe dise-ributlon wc.s performed using both an Anderson Mark lit

cascade impactor avallable from Anderson 2000, Inc., Atlinta, GA and a Particle Meanuring Systems

CSASP-1O0-1C optical p.1rrc!.o counter aval n'ie from PMS, Boulde:, Colorado. Aiarlysis of the cascadt,

Impactor Htagea Wam perf,,rmed gravimetricatly, which Limited the us. of the impactor to aerosols wiLh

matOH concentraLilon oxcoed ig 0. gm/m. The CSASI'-100-HC optical size analyzer wan veed on both low

UNCLASSIFIED
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and high concentration aerosols with the understanding tha4 for aerosols exceeding f10 4 particles/cc,

correction factors must be applied to the raw data to transfrom the obsprved relative else distribution

into absolute size distribution.
In addition to total mass concentration and siza distribution measurevents, optical trazLsWirsion

meanurements across the 4' dimension of the smoke chamber were made at the wavelengths X-- 0.4416 %Am

0.6328pm, and ll.5pm. A cuntinuous record of the transmission levels monltored by SGD 100 A detectors

for each of the laser lines was keep'via stip chart recorders, The optical depth,"' , of the aerosols

as a function of timo we% then obtained from the transumision charts using Beer's Law i.e.
*i• Z(•)eo xp (-*e)

where 1. corresponds to the initial transmission level through the chamber vithout smoke,

3 and I(t) corresponds to the transmission level through the chamber with smoke it time It'.

DATA FORMAT

V Figursu 1, 2 and 3 show the time history of the vaporized/condensed foa oil aerosol distribution

with initial mass concentrstions of 0.012 gm/M 3, 0.035 gm/m3, and 0.58 g/a3 respectively. All

measurements were made on the CSASP-100-HC optical particle counter. The reader is cautioned that the

si2ae distributions shown in Figuros 1, 2 and 3 are not absolute sine distributions but only relative

size distributions. An absolute mine distribution implies that the amplitude as well as the location

of the cite peaks can be traced to a known volume of actual aerosol. A relative size distribution

implies that the actual volume of aerosol sampled is not know, but that the size peak locations sido

relative amplitudes on any given run are accurately represented. Hence, comparison of the bias

distributions from moment to moment using our data does not provide the answer on an absolute basis to

the not flux of particles into or out of a particular mize interval, but it does provide information

on changes in the location of the site peaks and their reletive sPrengths at fixed times, As a reminder.

to the reader of the uncertainty in the placement of the vertical offset to the curves in Figures

1, 2 and 3, the vertical axis is shown as a staggered axis with only relative scale factors given, To

have attempted to provide for a moment by moment absolute comparison of the sime distribution curves

would have required the use of large correction factors, each with a high degree of uncertainty.

The empirical procedure for estimating the correction factors can be obtained from the manufacturer

under the title "Activity and Its Influence on Instrument Measurements."

Figures 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate the optical depth,r ?, and the aerosol mass concentration as

functions of time for the aerosol of Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Figure 7 shows a plot of

caucade impactor data taken on the aeroaol of Figure 3.

.........................................................................................-
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Lt should be noted that the times labeled t-O are not the end points of the smoke generation.

but the beginnings of the data collection. Thern may be a several minute gap between these two times,

In adaition, the rather rapid aerosol moss decay is due to the mixing fan used throughout the experi-

ment to keep the cloud homc¢-.eneout rather than due to settling effects.

DATA ANALYSIS

(a) Low concentration Fog OWI - 0.012 p/m 3 :Examination of Figure 1 shows that, ini•ially, the

peak in the size distribution occurs somewhere below the lower leael o' partLcle aetection for the

CSASP-00-HC, i.e. below 0.3 pim diameter, but that thore ts a steep shoulder to t1;e distribution at

about 0,4 pm diameter and a weaker secondary shoulder at about 0.6 jim diameter. .In time the 0. pm

diameter mode devolops into a definite peak while the 0.6 pm diameter mode becomes more pronounced.

Hence% by 50 minurse into the test run, the dat5 indicates a weak bimodality over the monitored

portion of the particle site spectrum from 0.4 pm diameter to 6.0 pm diameter.

Figure 4 demonstrates a steady decay in both uhe optical depths maaeured at Xwo4416 pm,

0.6328 pm and 1,15 pm and the aerosol mass concentration with incroaaing time. Notice that, ailthl!ugh

the optioual depth at -.0,4456 pm is 1.5 times larger than the coolesponding optical depth at

oOu.6532 pm, the rate of decrease in the former is also greater such that the two values becom1 oqequi

at about 34 minutes into the test. Beyond 34 minutes the optical depth at X-0.4416 im drops below

that of X-0.6328 Vr, The optical depth at X-l.15 pum shows a steady decrease throughout the entire

test, continually remaining the lowext of the three measurements,

(b) Medium Concentration Fog Oil - 0.035 gm/rn 3, Examinat,4,on of Figure 2 shows the peak in the

initial aerosol sine diattibution occurs somewhere below the 0.3 pm diameter lower limit of the

CSASP-100-HC with a stoep shoulder at 0.4 wm and a second, weaker shoulder at about 0.65 Vm, all

of which id very similar to the t-O plot of Figure 1. By 24 minutes into the teat, Figure 2 shows

that the shoulders at 0.40 and 0.65 pm diamater have become pronounced peaks and hence demonstrates

a definite bimodality in the monitored portionof the @ite distribution, At 49 minutes into the runs,

the peaks at 0.40 pm and 0.65 pm diameter are more evident with the 0.65 pm diame,:er peak having

grown to a relative magintude of one third that of the main peak at 0.40 prm. This pattern remained

unchanged to the end or the test at 68 minutes into the run.

The meauaurements of the optical depths at X-0.4416 pm, 0.6328 pm and 1,15 pm and t0e aerosol

mass concentratiot& shown in Figure 5 are vary similar to those of the low concentrntiun fog oil ,:est 217
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shown In Fiure 4 with the exception that the initial nptical depth at X.-0.4416 jim its over 2 1/2 tinwq

that -it %0.6328 pJn which L.9 much higher than that of Figure 4 tnd Suggests 8ome Mas:i chilrcentrdtful

dep1ldL:nc(y to the initial size distribution.

(c) High Concentration Fog Oil - 0.58 gm/m 3
:Unlike Figures 1 and 2, Figure 3 shows a pronounced

peak in the initial aerosol distributiors within the monitored size range, the peak being locrted at

0.44 im diameter. It must be mentioned, however, that the aerosol of Figure 3 was produced by the

generation and mubmequent dilution of a much higher concentration aerosol (1 rm/m 3 ). 1his process

took. several minutes to accomplish, so that early development of the aerosol from a size mode below

03 pin diameter to that at t-O jaay have taken place prior to our data gathering. By 25 minutes

into the teat, Pigure 3 de'onstrates a strong bimodality in the measurable portion of the size

spectrum with peaks at 0,44 pm and 0,85 Um diameter, By 52 minutes into the run, the aixe distribution

" appear d to be trimodal with the largest peak occuring somewhere below 0 t3 W e and additional peaks at I
0 .54 um and 0.85 pm diamete". At 144 minutes into the test, Figure 3 continues to show a trimodal if

:)•; . ngigs dibitributton, as seen at 52 minuten, but with suome downward shifting of the peaks whitch can be •

','it ~attributed to fogging of the CSASP-100-HC probe lenses. Evidence supporting the downward shift seesn,,

in the isia distributions from t-52 minutes to t-144 minutes via dirty' probe lenses was obtained by

obsosviog a similar ,downtard shift in the probe calibration using Dow Chemical polystyrene latex

spheres run before and after the smoke test. In addition*, the manufacturer of the CSASP-1O0-IIC probe

found it necessary to iticorporate nonunliorm voltage intervals for the scattering event pulse height

analysis in ordAr to provide uniform diamiter interval.s corresponding to these same channels, As a

result, a 15% drop in the pule height can readily cause 4 2 channel downward channel assignment

for particles at the upper end of a given probe size rang; while it would require a 20% to 70% drop

in signal strength to accomplish a similar shift in the smal'er particle size, depending on the probe

msie range selected, For the isze range in which the peaks of Figure 3 at t-52, 144 minutes are

occuring, i.e. size range #3, the observed shifting in the t-52 minute and t-144 minutes curves is

consistent with che observed shifting of the latex standards and the nonuniform voltage intervals

established by the manufacturer. However, fogging over of the probe lens can not expinin the disaippear-

,'nce of the 0.54 Wm diameter puak aa shown in the t-52, 144 minute curves, nor have we sin aluernative

explenst tnn

Figure 7 shows the rtuulti of cascade impactor tests run on the high concentratIon aerosol at

t-9.5 minutes and again at t-52 minutes. Tho trend of the data is towards a higher mass modian

diameter with increasing i Lie; however, we believe our experimental error is simply ton great for
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..,nosu particular test runs to provide qnantitative information on a particle number baslr; lar the

verification, of the multimodal distributions seen in the optJcnl sire distributions of Figure 3.

There are notable changes in the time history c' tln optical depth measurements of Figure 7

as compared to the optical depth measurements on the low and medium aerosol concentrationeof Figures

4 ,ind 3, Figure 7 shows that the optical depth at X - 0.6328 jim remains greater than that of4 - 0.41,16 pm for the first 70 minutes of the test. At 70 minutes into the test, all 3 wavelengthq

have cvnvtergsfd to the same value of optical depth. This was not the pattern observed in Figures 4

and 5. Nor is the early increase in optical depth with timo rct:. in Figure7 for X - 1.15 Jim

comparable to the lower concentration tests,

The Initial increase in the optical depth a,;~ 1.15 p'm would seem to ittticAee a significant

corresponding change in the size distribution pruviding a more favorable ecaitering partirle towards

X - 1.15 Um. However, the observed size distributions ol Figure 7 at t - 0 and t - 11 minutes do not

bear this out, at least not on a relative size basis over the size tange movitr.d i.e. 0.3 um !E

diameter • 6.0 vim. The change in the size distribution mayhowever, b taking place below the 0.3 ýIm

diameter detection limit of the CSASP-00-HC. Support for this hypothesis is given by Figure 9,

which demonstrates the relationship betwe.n Lhe particle extinction coefficient and the size paramoter,

k, for a material with a refractive index n 1.5 - 0 i. The lurge slope seen in Figure 9 for k • 3

indicates that even a small increase in the particle sirc over this region of Vk' will result in a

large change in the particle extinction coefficient with the greatest enhancement in the particle

extinction coefficient .;kine place at the longest of the observed wavelenPths i.e. X 1 1.15 wm. Thus,

one possible explanation for the initial increase in the optical depth at X - 1.15 Wm might be the

formation of additional 0.45 pm diameter particles, the peak diameter seen in Figure 3 at the earlier

Limes, along with the depletion of a possibly much larger number of particles lPsS thin 0.3 umdiameter,

which are not seen by tli present particle countor. The same aerosol behavior of small particle growth

foLlowed by the partial removal of the larger, more efficient scatterers would also explain the

simultaleoup decrease observed in the optical dEpths at X - 0.4416 ýIm and 0.6328 pm. in effect the

ontlcal denthi at Pach of the 3 monitored wavelengths is the dlgebralc sum of the net gain in the

mor., effic'-nt ip./5 imm diamiter scatterers minus the net loss of the less efficient scatterers smaller

tl. .3 Jim i [met,.r. T able I presents an example demonstrating how such competing processes

might operate un thc opttcil depth. In Table 1, the distribution of parti " Gizes has been reduced

to two sizes for th, lpuipoue of illustretion.

219
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ErFECTS OF A MULTIVALUED RESPONSE FUNCTION ON AN OPTIA1I, COUNTER' S PERFORMANCE

We have seen in the previous section of this resort unimodal di'irlbutionH of vaporizced/condensed

fog oil changing in time to form bimnud;l and even Lrimodal distributions. Thi, question raiseu huru is

whether it is possible that so"e of the multimodal peaks might be Artifacts of the optical counter.

In genera, the signal strength registered by an oprical counter for a particular scattering event

can be plotted as a function of the actual particle diameter to form what is called the reapcnse

function of the system. Unfortunately the response function is often not just a function of the

particle size, but also of many other factors lncluding the particle shape. refrat,.e index, light

collection angle (s), beam profile and par~ricle location within thi sensing zone of the system.

Even for spherical particles of known ref". :tive index, the response function will still contain a

region of non-uniqueness between response and particle diameter. Such a region, whert, the response is

multivalued in terms of the particle diameter, is referred to as a "fold over" in the response function.

Figure 8 demonstrates the effect that fold over has on the interpretation of an originally urimodal

""9l-normal particle size distribution. In the example of Vigure 8, we hove chosen as our test aerosol

distribution a log-normal distrIbution with a geometric count median •Jiasieter of l.Opm, a log-

Seometric standcrd devitticon of 0,5, and a total nuwber density of 10? pn'-ticles/rc. The test aerosol

distribution is shown as Curve A, Curve B of Figure 8 is the manuf•icturer's publiubed response

function for the CSahP-lO0-HC and reprerente the "averaged" response of the probe over maiiy di.fferent

refractive indices. In shcild be noted that Curve B has been defined by the manufacturer as a

monotonic function, i. e. without a fold over. Let Curve C of Figure 8 represent the actual or

calibrated risponse fuction of the CSASP-lUO-HC fot the materiel comprising Curve A in our example.

Curve C is not the response function of a real matarial, but has been chosen to illustrate the effects

of a pronounced fold over on the interpretation of a given aerosol size distribution.

Table 2liststhe diameter intervals corresponding to the specific response intervals as established

by the manufacturer for the CSASP-1OO-HC response functionof Curve B. Also listed are the dýametor

intervals obtained from our assumed response function of Curve C, corresponding to these same manu-

facturer's specified responso intervals. TahleZ can be broken into 3 diamete: ranges with respect to

Curve C is follows:

Range I - all particles below the fold over in Curve C

Range It - ll particles encompassed by the fold over of Curve C, i.e. a) l particles with

non-unique responses

220 Range III - all particles above the fold over in Ctirve C.
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Closer examination of Tasble2demonitrates that all particles of the test aeroscl of Curve A which fall

in Range I will be oversized while those falling in Range III will be undersized, and further that

all particles which fall in Range 11 will undergo a more complicated transformation with the net effect

being a compression within this range of the actual size distribution. Curve D of Figure 8 shows how

all the diameter interval mappings of Table 2 act on the test aerosol to produce a multimodal, non-log-

normal distribution which would be seen on the display screen of the optical counter. Hnnce, at least

for the case when there exists a pronounced fold over in the actual or calibrated response function, the

displayed size distribution contains many peaks and othae structures not contained In the actual size
digtribution, .

At this point in our work, we simply can not state that the multivalued peaks obmt:ved in the

expariments of Figures 1, 2 and 3 are or are not due to a fold over in the response function for fog

oil similar to the one in our example case gIven Above. However, based on the locations of the peaks

in Figure 1, 2 and 31 the gradual "on-site" growth of the secondary peas,• where by "on-site" we refer

to the lack of any steady progression of the peaks along the diameter axis, it is our opinion that the

multivalued peaks of Figure 1, 2 and 3 are not due to a possible fold over in the response function

for fog oil, but due to some other mechanism such as condensation or coagulation. Possible conditions

for the lormation of a bimodal distribution from a unimodal distribution will be discussed in the :

next section. We do expect, however, to observe a fold over in the response function for fog oil, as we

have measured the refractive index for fog oil to be 1.51 on an Abba-3L refractometer, and have

observed fold overs in some preliminary experiments measuring the response functions for both polysty-

rene latex with a refractive index of 1.59 @ X- 5 8 9 3 R and for Cargille type E!AA refractive index

liquid with a refractive index of 1.45 @ X'5893R. Thus it seems appropriate at this point to experi-

mentally determine the extent of the expected fold over in the fog oil res&ponse function.

1' FORMATION OF A BIMODAL DISTRIBUTION: CONDENSATION AND EVAPORATION
1

Calculations on the behavior of evaporating and/or condensing aerosols reveal mech~nisril by

which bimodal particle size distributions can develop in aerosols originally having single-mode

distributions. One such mechanism is the interaction between Raoult's law governing such colligative

properties amsoaurated vapor pressure depression and the Kelvin effect relating vapor pressure to

particle surface curvature. The diameter growth rate, •tD for a two*.omponprt particle consisting

of a non-volatile solute in a volatile so]vent is given Ly
1)dO -

c) dt K F(Kn) (Se-8)

221
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where K is a constant involving physical characteristics such as the equilibrium vapor pressula of

the volatile component, the diffusion coefficient of the vapor, etct Kn is the Knudsen number (ratio

of the mean free path to the particle radius); S is the ratio of aatureted vapor pressure Ct the

surface of the droplet to the saturated vapor pressure over a flat surface of the pure solventl and

go is the environmental saturation ratio with respect to pure solvent. The factor K F(Kn) can be

2) I< DO.
where D is the droplet diameter in microns. The droplet saturation ratio S is governed by Kohler's

equation combining Raoult's law and the Kelvin eftfeut:

where Dn is the diameter of a droplet which would contain only the soluta present in a solution

droplet of diameter D, ry is the suvface tension, Vv is the solvent molecular volume, k is Boltzmati's

constant and T is the absolute temperature. For typical values of physical quantities) Equation 3

becomes

where D and Dn are in micrometers.

Suppose that, initielly, an aerosol is a log-normally sisz distributed collection of droplets of a

given non-volatile sotute mass concentration Co in the volatile solvent in an environment slightly

supersaturated with respect to the pure solvent. The droplet diameter D is related t.o the solute

"diameter" Dn and the solute concentrations by

where KP is the ratio of this solute density to th. solvent denbity (here taken to be 1.). Similarly,

whcre Do is the initIal druplet diameter (distributed log-n'•ially over the aerosoal For a given

droplet, C and D va-y as evaporation and rondensation occur, but Dn remains constant, It can be

shown from equations 4 ar:d 5 that, unless the given initini concentration C is equal to 1, that is the

drupleta arc initially pure solute, the satt.ration ratio S for the smaller droplets is ee53 than

OthW ambient saturatioii ratio Sel and they evaporate toward the r~quilibritm condition S S .•, while

222 for the larger droplets S Se and they rrnw by condeiiiation.
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Equation 2 can be rewritten and integrated as follows.

JO. 07Y M - g1
where o is the initial particle diameter and Dt is the diameter at time t. Let the aerosol be

suf fiioently dilute that coagulation is negligible. Than, if the particle diameter distribution Is

initially
i A

we can find a later distribution by

This equation relates the dittvibution function at diameter Do at time '0' to the diameter Dt at

time 't,' ihere Dt is the diameter attained at time It' by a particle whose initial diameter was

Do, and dDt is the width of the diameter interval containing the dN particles per unit volume

initially contained in the interval (Do, DO + dDO). (Since there is no coagulation and no particle

can disappear by evaporation since it contains a non-volatile conponent, dN does not change).

Similarlyiif the initial distribution is written

10)

then at time It'

Hers an initial log normal distribution has been assumed, so that

where N4o is the total number concentration, a. is the distribution standard deviation, and Do is the

initial number median diameter. The quantity dDo/dD, representing the change from time '0' to time

It' in the width of the diameter interval containing dIN particles per unit volume, can be obtained

by differentiating Equation 7. Letu. first write

13, G)

Then, Equotion 7 becomes

223
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Rumemburing that the differention is for a given value of 't,' we can write

Since from Equation 6

Equation 15 yields

17)S.'
-t CD.,0 - A (

The aerosol has been assumed to be dilute, so that Be is not changed appreciably by the

addition or removal of vapor from the droplets; Equations 14 and 17 can then be integrated

numerically for each initial particle sesa. The collection of values of D and dDo/dDt corresponding

to a collection of iLitial values of Do can then be used to calculate changes in the particle site

distribution with time.

Integration of Equations 14 and 17 disclose that small particlem approach their equilibrium

diameter quickly while larger particles change more slowly; the range of diameters between the

quickly and slowly changing particles in rather narrow and provides a sharply defined transition

region which moves toward larger particle sizes ab evaporation or condensation conttnue. Within

thin transition region a small initial diameter interval corresponds to a large diameter interval

P, at time 't,' that is Do/Dt is small and the particle size distribution is depressed at this value of

Dt. In some case., this effect is pronounced enough to produce a trough in the distribution, that

is,a bimodal distribution develops.

Figures l0, 11, 12 display the development of a bimodal diatribution by this michanism. Vigure 10

shows this initial log normal distribution with NMD w .129 Pm and T /. Figures 11 and 12 show

the distribution after 30 and 100 seconds respectively compared with the initial distribution (dashed

lines). The rapid evaporation of the small particles and resulting development of the bimodal

distribution is shown, as well as the shift toward larger particle sizes with the trough separating

the two modes.

The bimodality peaks calculated here are at diameters substantially smaller than those observed

experimentally, and may not represent the same mechaniF.n. The calculations do shnw that bimodality

224 is not an unexpected phenomenon for small diameters.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this report, we have presented some preliminary experimental data on vaporized/condensed clouds

of fog oil. The data supports the hypothesis that the aerosol develops a bimodality with Lime, the

effect being more pronounced at higher aerosol mass concentration. We have attempted to reduce the

possibility that the observed bimodal distributions are artifacts produced in the optical counter as

well as to stablish a theoretical basis for the formation of a bimodal liquid aerosol from an initially

unimodal, log-normal distribution. We recognize that the assumptions employed in the theoretical

development of the bimodal distribution were not met in the actual experiments and that the case

against artifacts in the observed site distribution has not been completely closed. Work will

continue in both of these directions.

Tn an effort to extend particle alao measurements below the 0,3 ým diameter lower limit of the

prcient optical aounter, an Elvctrical Mobility Analyser manufacturer by TSZ, In•.,St. Paul, MN

has been acquired. The E•A has an inherent site ran&e of 0.003 um ! diameter ! 0.75 Pm and

is being interfaced to our data acquistion system. The problem of shifting in the optical counter

calibration ams a result of fogging of the probe lenses can be greatly reduced by providing a clean

air purge to the lensem when no sample is being taken. There is no "ready made" solution to the

problem of saturation of the particle counter, but the possibility of high order Ailution schemes

will be investigated in a further attempt to arrive at the absolute rathel: than the relative site

distribution, In addition, the present optical system's response function for fog oil will be

experimentally determined using the vibrating orifice technique to control particle generation.

Combining the above into a more accurate representation of the vaporised/condensed aerosol

with independent measurements of the refractive index for the recondensed fog oil at X - 0.44 161 m,

0.6328 pm, and 1.15 Jm will allow a direct comparison of the observed optical depths with those

predicted by Mie scattering theory.
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DATA POINTS: Figure 8, Curve B CSASP-100-HC Diameter Intervals on Curve C of Figure 8 Corre-

Response Function sponding to the CSASP-100-HC Relative Signal

Relative Signal Strength Diameter RanStrengths in First Column
(VOLTS) .... wm){m).i[il

0.120V - 0.394V .30 - .34 .247 - 0.303

.394 - .852 .34 - .38 .303 - .342

.852 - 1.56 .38 - .42 .342 - .379

1.56 - 2.50 .42 - .46 .379 - .413

2,50 - 3.55 .46 - .50 .413 - .441

3.55 - 4.60 .50 - .54 .441 - .469

4,60 - 5.38 .54 - .58 .469 - .487

5.38 - 6.05 .58 - .62 R•A#S.fZ .487 - .502

6.05 6.68 .62 - .66 .502 - .517

6.68 7.28 .66 - .70 .517 - .531

7.28 7.88 .70 - .74 .531 - .545

7.88 8.45 .74 - .78 .545 - ,559

8.45 8,99 .78 - ,82 .559 - .572

8.99 - 9.50 .82 - .86 .572 - .585

9.50 - 10.00 .86 - .90 .585 - .600

10,00 - 11.36 .90 - 1.00 .600 - .647, 1,161 - 1,434
11.36 - 12.64 1.00 - 1.10 .647 - .718, 1,072 - 1,161, 1.434 - 1.508

12.64 - 13.91 1.10 - 1.20 .718 - .856, .967 - 1,072, 1.508 - 1.569

13.91 - 15.27 1.20 - 1,30 .856 - .967, 1,569 - 1.630

TABLE 21 List of corresponding diameter intervals taken from Figure 8 for the CSASP-100-HC and

example response functions. Both sets of diameter intervals correspond to the same

response signal level set by the manufacturer for the CSASP-I00-11C.
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DATA POINTS: Figure 8, Curve 5 CSASP-100-HC Diameter intervals on curve C of Figure 8 Corre-

Response Function sponding to the COAS?-100-HC Relative Signal

Relative Signal Strength Diameter Range Strengths in First Column

(VOLTS)~(m~(m

15.27 - 16.70 1.30 1.40-" 1,630 - 1,693I

16.70 - 18.17 1.40 1.50 1.693 1.758

18.17 - 10.74 1.50 1.60 1.758 1.830

19,74 - 21.36 1.60 1.70 1,830 1,906

21,36 - 23,04 1.70 1.80 1.908 1.997

23.04 -27.96 1.80 2.10 1.997 2.301

27.96 - 34.57 2.1.0 2.40 2.301 2.705

34.57 - 41.08 2.40 2.70 2.705 3.032

41.08 -47.59 2.70 3.00 3.032 3.338

I,47.59 -54.10 3.00 3,30 A~fttW 3.338 3.631

54.10 -60.39 3.30 3.60 3.651. 3.967

60.39 -66.26 3,60 3.90 3.967 4.265

66.26 - 71.92 3,90 4,20 4.265 4.545

-10 77.23 4.20 4.5e0 4.545 4.798

77.23 -82.48 4.50 4.80 4.798 5.039

82.48 - 87.71 4.80 5.10 5.039 5,271

87.71 -93.26 5.10 5.40 5.271 5.511

93.26 - 99.66 5.40 5,70 5.511 5.780

966 - 104.90 5.70 6.00 5,780 5.996

TABLE 2 (Continued)t List of corresponding diameter intervals taken from Figure 8 for the CBASP-100-HC

and example response functions. Both sets of diameter intervals correspond to

the samc response signal level meet by the manufacturer for the CSASP-100-HC.
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THE INFRARED CHARACTERIZATION OF SMOKES AND OBSCURANTS
UTILIZING THE HONEYWELL ACKGROUND MEASUREMENT SPECTRORADIOMETER

J. R. Bryson, M. J. Flanagan
Honeywell Tactical Support Operations

Clearwater, Florida

and

Do R. Snyder, III
USAF 3246 TEST WING
EglIn AFB, Florida

ABSTRACT

The smoke/obsourant data gathered in an extensive field measurement program and

Instrumentation utilized in the collection are discussed, Moderate (4€:m 1l) resolution

spectral data of smokes/obecurants were collected for use in detection algorithm

training and testing as well as use in a scesr simulation model. SeVeral repre-

sentative samples of field measured data are presented.

I, INTRODUCTION

The technique of remotely sensing the atmosphere has in recent years become an

extremely valuable tool for the detection and analysis of vapor or small aerosol

clouds. Applications have included a variety of chemical substances, both natural

and manmade. The Fourier Transform Infrared or FTIR spectrometer. has proven itself

a versatile instrument in field measurement because of sensitivity, resolution, and

scan speed advantages. Honeywell Tactical Support Operations is currently developing

the XM21 remote sensing chemical agent alarm for the U.S. Army Chemical Systems

Laboratory. This instrument is a portable ruggedized FTIR spectroradiometer system

capable of automatic detection of toxic vapor clouds,

In the course of development, a large spectal data base was required for the

training and testing of detection algorithms. Among these data, a large requirement

existed fqr the infcared spectral characteristics of smokes and obscurants against

both natural and manmade backgrounds. By training the detection algorithms to

reject the presence of spectral interferents, the probability of false alarm is

greatly reduced.
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2. EQUIPMENT

To collect the necessary field measured data, a prototype instrument, the

Honeywell Background Measurement Spectroradiometer or BMS was constructed, This

instrument is a single cube Michelson incerferometer. The scanning mirror drive

assembly is a flex pivot or "porch swing" type movement. These two features result

in an extremely temperature and vibration resistant design, important considerations

in a field instrument. ZnSe transmission optics, combined with a HgCdTe detector

cooled to 77 0 K provide excellent sensitivity in the 1200 to 800 cm" 4 (8.3 to 12.5 um)

region. The reflective optics are diamond turned aluminum. All transmission optics

are anti-reflection coated, The optical instrument head was manfactured at Honeywell

Electro-Optical Operations in Lexington, Massachusetts. The servo and control elec-

tronics for the BMS were modified from a Nicolet Instrument Company MX-l laboratory

interferometer The result has been an extremely reliable and versatile field instru-

ment. The BMS is shown in figures I through 5, Figure 6 is a table of applicable

sensor parameters.

The interferoorams are generated by the sensor at a rate of seven scans per

iecond. The signal is digitized into 1024 16 bit words and then recorded by Engin-

eering Data Analysis system or EDAS, The WAS consists of a ruggedized Honeywell

Level 6/43 and various peripheral devices, The data are formatted by the EDAS and ts

collected real-time on 30 megabytes of disc storage. Experiments may be conducted

from either a system CRT terminal or'Hughes C3 graphics terminal. The high resolution

graphics terminal allows examination of spectral data in the field. A full size line

printer is used to print summaries of experimental and environmental conditions.

Atn array processor (CDA) i. linkea to the EDAS to provide rapid processing (fourier

transform) of the raw interferograms into spectra. The formatted dataare stored on

tape via a 9 track tape unit. A boresighted Panasonic video system provides a per-

manent record of the experiment on video tape.

To document the environmental conditions during these field measurements, a

Climatranics electronic weather station was interfaced to the EDAS so that the

meteorological conditions during each scan would be recorded. The parameters recorded

were wind speed, wind direction, temperature, dew point, rainfall, barometric pressure,

and solar radiation. The meteorological sensors were tripod mounted away from the

influences of the data van.
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The system is transported from site to site in a 34 foot Larth inscrument van.

This v3hicle provides a sheltered envirorunent for the data processing equipment.

Large cargo dcors on the sides and rear allow eane i.n loading and unloading as well

as a sheltered area for recording during severe weather. Ine vehicle is self leve'Unc,

allowing for operation on rough terrain, Power for utilities is provided from two

onboard 7.5 kw hohler generators. A regulated 30 kw Kohler is trailered behind the

van to provide "clvan" power foz the EDAS and instruments6 In this oonfigurationup

to 4 BMS's can be used to record data oim-iltaneously, The van Is shown in figures

7 to 9. Figure 10 shows the weather station rack with mainframe, digital displays,

and chart recorders, Figures 11 and 12 show the system (van and BMS) collecting

data,

3. DATA
"The dataare stored as digitized 1024 16 bit word interferograms on magnetic tape,

Each experiment is formatted with a global file header (figure 1.3), subfile headers

(figure 14), and interferogramn (figure 15), The global fi.e header LI a documentation

of the sensor, scene, and general ideteorological conditions for each experiment, With

each interferogram is a subftle header containing instantaneous sensor and meteorolo-

gical parameters, The result is a sequential record of each experiment* In addition, A,

16 ambient and 16 1,M2 temperature blackbody scans are recorded prior to each experiment

to allow calibration of the data by removing the instrument response. The ,,ormal

collection sequence Included 60 ueconds of backgtound, 90 to 120 seconds of d'epereal,

30 seconds of trail-off, and a pause for clearing followed by a final 60 secondi of

background.

A total of 306 experiments were conducted during the BMS phane of the XM21 system

development. Of these experiments, 167 Involved the presence of a natural or manmade

obscurant, Many of these werw in combination with DMMPtwhich is a toxic agent simulant,

Observations were conducted at several sites throughout the U,S. during all types of

weather, ranging from clear to heivily overcast and snowing. Backgrounds during

this measurement programn incluled uky, Lorrain, water, vegetation, building, roads,

snow, ice, and other miscellaneous targets much as vehicles or aircraft, The following

is a list of the types of smokes and obscurants observed,
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Smoke/pbscuWants Data ]ja

1. White Phosphorus - WP

2. Red Phosphorus - RP

3. Plasticized White Phosphorus - PWP

4. Alkali Chloride

5. Hexachloroethane - HC

6. PEG 200

7. Green

8. Red

9. Yellow

10. Violet
11. ZR #1

12. IR #2

13. IR #3

14. Fog Oil0

15. Dust (Kaolinito, Montmorillonite, Calcium Carbonate) r

16, Ruhber (Tire) Smoke

17. Fuel Oil (Diesel) Smoke

18. Aircraft Exhaust A
194 Ve.h til. Exhaust

The field measured data from the above list was utilized in the training and
•,- ! testing of the detection algorithms' dteorimtnants, Both• singly and in combinations,

•,, Iinterferents were proosesed, an well as weth interferents in combination with various

P concentrations of the toxi, agent simulant DMNP, From this exercisesboth the obscur-

ation ano spectral Interferent effecre on system performance could be gauged, Finally,

the senoke/,bscurant data gathered in the fieldwere incorporated into a rpalistic scene

simulation model.

The scene esmulation model incorporates the Lowtran IV atmospheric propagation

model with field maasured backgrounds. This model has allowed ub to fill in the Saps

in our empirical data base, A file of reference absorptivity coefficients is used

"(via a Beer's law calculation) to generate deveral slabs of either obscurants or vapor
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clouds in absorption or emission. The smoke/obscurant data recordedhave been used to

validate this function. In addi.tion, the use of backgrounds with smoke and other

obscurants presents a scene model which more realistically simulates conditions found

on the battlefield. Given the variety and complexity of backgrounds that may be viewed

by an IR sensor in the FEM, it is not surprising that a primary weakness of many

models has been the computing of realistic background radiances,

Several representative field measured spectra are shown in figures 16 to 25,

These include spectra of Phosphorus , HC, Alkali Chloride, PEG 200, Red, IR screening,

and several dust clouds. The final spectra (figures 26 to 28) illustrate the diffi-

-oulties caused by interferents in the detection of a threat agent or simulant such as

DMMP'

All the spectra shown are background subtraction plots. The spectra therefore

represent the scene with the obscurant in thq FOV minus the scene prior to the inter-

vention of the target cloud. The spectra will show either emission or absorption

features depending upon the relative temperatures of the target cloud and the back-

ground. The plots of spectra are in wavenumbers (cm' 1 )o Those plotted versus

radiance values have the instrument response removed, Those plotted versus Arbitrary

Units are not corrected for Instrumient self radiance and are intended to show relative

spectral features,

Figure 16 is a typical white phosphorui spectrum in absorption, The broad peak

centered at 1030 cm"I is shown here in absorption, In most trials to datethis peak

has been observed in emission as shown in figures 17 and 18. Some atmospheric 1'ino

structure is seen in the region greater than 1100 cm"I an a result ot the subtraction

process* Figure 19 is the spectrum of an Alkali Chloride smoke dispensed at Smoke

Week IMI. The very broad absorption is centered at approximately 1000 cm'. Irstrument

response roll-off with this particular instrument has magnified the structure below

'850 cn"I, Figure 20 shows the spectrum of PEG 200. The prominent feature at 1000 cm'"

to 1150 cm" 1 displays sharp spectral features. Typical alcohols possess a strong peak

in the 1050 to 1100 cm" 1 region. The peak in this figure is presumably broadened by

the polymeric nature of the PEG (polyethylene glycol) molecule, The effects of dusts

as observed by the BMS is illustrated in figure 21. As the concentration of dust in
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the instrument FOV increase (1-4) the obscuration effect correspondingly increases.

HC is the only common military smoke we have found to be a significant obscurant in

the 800 to 1200 cm-1 region of the spectrum, The very oroad peak at 880 cm" 1 (figure

22) has shown a tendency to significantly mask the features of other spectrally

oignificant materitals present. By contrast, the sharp peak at 990 cm" 1 which reoults

from red smoke (figure 23) can usually be observed only after signal averaging

(ooaddina) to increase the signal to noise ratio. Figures 24 and 25 show the broad

spectrally obscurIng features of infrared screeners 1 and 3 as observed at Smoke

Week III, A typical DMMP spectra is shown in figure 26. Figures 27 and 28 illustrate

the degree of obscuration and spectral interference with which a discrimination

algorithm must cope.

4, CONCLUSIONS M
SThe field measurement program which we recently completed has shown the versa-

tility of the PTIR spectroradiometer in field measurements. fhe characterization of

the spectral and obscuration qualities of smokes and obscurants can be accomplished 3
remotely by the use of an insttvment like the BMS, The BMS has been demonstrated to

be sufficiently rugged and reliable in extensive use in hostile environmental conditions. :`

In fact, very few alignment adjustments of the interferometers were required despite

�Lthe harsh conditions to which they were subjected (travel, handling, explosions, and

temperatures from 00 to 105 0 F).

The effect of smokes and obscurants on the performance of a tactically deployed

IR system mist be accounted for in the dovelopment process, By including well docu-

mented field measured smoke/obscurant data in our algorithm development data base and

utilizind realistic smokt/obscurant backgrounds in our simulation model, we have

achieved a high level of system performance. By consideration of these factors in

development of thls systemnwe have been able to minimize tho response of the algorithms

to spectral interferents and correspondingly reduced the nunber of false alarms,

While the Study of the effocts of these materials on the performance of our

system Is still in process, a few comments can be made regarding the general effective-

neas of several obscurants. We have Found IHC and PEC 200 •o be significant in
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screening portions of the spectral region of interest (800 to 1200 cm"). When

•,enerated in sufficient quar.ticies,WP, RP. and the infrared screeners provide a

brond obscuration effect. The common military signal smokes we have observed have

several hpectrally interesting peaks but do not, in gezieral, provide a significant

level of obscuratiun.

The authors would like to acknowledge the participation and hupport of Ernest
.J Webb of the Army Chemical Systems Laboratory, Remote Sensing Branch. This work

was completed unider contract nusber DAAKII-79-C-0051 for ARRADCOM, Chemi~cal Systenis

Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground (Edgewood Area) Maryland 21010.
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PAGE I GLOBAL FILE HEADER LI1STING pc

RUN NUMBERS 12F ILF NAmE: t 1...
7 O _AT9 1940/02/a? STARTI 1329&LO.80O ENDi 134NO:5S.150... ....-

*** EQUIPMENT PARAMETERS a*

L. "iiT iO CO C3
C.) 2.CA3 to CODE ~~., TASK NAME.

46 POINTS PER SCAN- ac. 9,~ SEQUENCE NUMBSER OF FIRST $SU FILEI
7.' 4DEQU6NCE,, N.UMSER :OF l.AST-.SU9 FILE- .

To7 DATA TYPE INDICATOR
C ~So CALIURATION SCAN$ PER BLACK BODY l

..TN.OF CALI $5 LACK BODY 1 (09G K) --

10, TEMP OF CALIB BLACK BODY I (DEG K) M7oo

_RCFERENCI $CANS VS SCENE SCAN$ PER _AROUP.: __

%1. NO OF SEQUENTIAL REP $CANS

NAVE NUMBER CALIBRATIONS
~7 Igo FREQUENCY OF FIRST POINT (CMW*-I) O0 0000000E400

-P4.REGUENCY'OF LAST POINT '(M*'&)0147,18913E ;d
r 1 6. RESOLUTION C CM**#m I) :

1 7, RETARDATION RATE CCM**%I) ~-
7 i18l. STARTING SPECTRAL RANGE -.. ,.-.- . 0.

Egl 19. ENDING SPECTRAL RAN4E 1800
Z 20. APODIZATION BREAK POINT 0-,000---.---..---.

I2 - ALYLTUDE CACTERS3

*'* VIDEO TAPE RECORDER DATA I
-2-CART RIDGE NUMBER. -1*

a*~ 3. STARTING COUNTER NUMBER 2

1,STOPPING COUNTER~ NUMIER SooI* INTERFACE NO,. SENIOR DATA#
2~ 5, SENSOR AND ESIP to CODE StilO
2.Q. AZImLJT4 ANGLE CC003) Isola

fr '..9~27, ZENITH ANGLE (DEG3)qo.

r1  . FIGUREd 13. SAMP'LL GLUB~AL FILE, HEAIJE'
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PAGE 2 GLOBAL FILE HEADER LISTING

a.'SCENE PARAMETERS **

_ ,_. �ACKGROUND TYPE CODE-.. ............. ............ ACDC .
_ 29, AREA TYPE CODE TICbGbCOGA

1, 30. TEST TYPE CODE 15

S*,ae CONCENTRATION*PL•(CL)-C• $1 •G!**2 9999

' MATERIAL I 0AMA*

. 3._._MATERIAL. I TYPE CODE I
3 4,. MATERIAL OISPERSION METHODS• 3S, 013PERSION RATE ALM 999,9

.__46. DISPERSION RATE LB$/MIN .. 0
3' '7, RANGE TO TARGET (METERS) ,9999

S3, FIELD OF VIEN COVERAGE 0%) 0

i~ t** MATERIAL I DATA:

P 39. MATERIAL 2 TYPE CODE

2. ATERI AL. DISPER3ION METHGOD-

: 41, DISPERSION RATE GAL/MIN 0.0
2.4, DISPERSION RATE L83/41N 0,0

-4 IS. IANGE T0.TARGET (METERS) -------
iL 44, FIELD OF VIE$ COVERAGE Z) 0

or~

:'M* ATERIAL..3-.. A.TAl..-.-;• 4S. MATERIAL I TYPE CODE
F • 46, MATERIAL DISPERSION METHOD

S47,._PISPERSION-AATl..GAL/MlN . . .. . . , .... ... . ..
S46. DISPERSION RATE L5$1MIN 0,0
• 49o RANGE TO TARGET (METERS) 0

13 .L. _FIELD OFVIEV# COVERAGE (• .. . . .0-...... ...

•s. •* MATERIAL 4 DATAs
:!__.• ATERIAL 4 TYPE CODE

: S•, MATERIAL DISPERSION METHOD
, 53. D13PER31ON RATE GAL/MIN 0,0
"54/ , DISPERSION RATE LdS/MIN 0,0...
"-_SS. RANGE TO TARGET (mETERS) 0

,_ 6,Sb FIELD Of VIEW COVERAGE [)0

•: ~FIGURE 13, SAMPLE GLOB3AL FILE HEADER (cont.)
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PAGE 3 GLOBAL FILE HEADER LISTING

I.,mI71O4OLOGICAL PARAMETERSaw.
To_: _MET STTO tD- ..

58* O'IND DIRECTION (OeG) 240
7~ S9. A'IND SPEED CM/SkC) i's

0.1,VNO. DIRECTION TREND4 CODE
bi. WIND SPEED TREND CODE

C.. (7 62. V13818LITY (1(M) 40.00
L63,_PAST, EAYMHER CODE~
=64~. �PRESENT WEATHER CODE a

PR.3RL EDEC CODE _ ________

14 76. DEW0 COINT TEMPERTE COEDCE-06
(DEW P~7,ATOIN TEMCPETATION LATRN CODE-.

lo RE.ATIME P HECIDITATY MTE 34,2

87. Ir SO COUDRCYE CODANE (1M

7!L-_TEIMP. SENORD SEPEM CODE IOSED18ICRET~SAP1

76 IGH GLURYE CODSMPE GLDLFL EAE cn.

71,AM O URCPIAINCLASSIFUR ED

75. IME RECPITAIONSTARED
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NU.~~~ýl 1-If LCA1L 1 &AN...... ...........
NO. Uý'SCANS CUA00 U•',,;.q , ..• & .* * * * * ** * . * * ..

5CALIFU'XPONE~t - -%N 6 AZIMUTH AWýLL DL)G G
nlý,D DIRECT10r; - ULG ..... 1b14 'u1NO SPEED - M/SEC 10 .....

""ARuEM1kIC PRESSURE M OM lull APMIENT TLHP - DEG C * 10 lb8
0E*,PUINT TLMP - OEG * 10 , 'o TOTAL PRECIP * CM * I 0.,.,. 0
SOLAN HRAIATION - O/CM**2 *10 b6d ALGORITHM OUTPUT Cl) 0
ALGURIT7O OUTPUT (Q)o,,,,,,,, 0 AGOITHM OUTPUT (3)a6*..*.** 0
ALGORITMM UUTPUT (4), 0 ALAN'J 0
NO CUNIRASI ............... 0 SENSOR ERROR CODE ,too. .....
A/D OVLRFLUA 0 UNDEFINED 0
UNDEFINED .,... ,,.****,, 0. UNIEFINED *.,.,,.,,,,,*.
UNDEFINED 0 UNDEFINEU 0

SFILE NAAME C30002.,,l.1 3UdFILE 4EADEk

*aaa........... ........ . ...*...a.. 0 .......... . af....... ..
SU0F1LL NO. a TIM 10q0o•oaao 1bsbV0.750
REFERE.CE/SCEENE FLAG,.***,*** I DATA TYPE CODE ,,,,,,,,. ; 0
APODIZATION OREAIPOINT 0 PEAK LOCATION I
NO. UP 3CANS COAUDDE.Do,,.... I GAIN ,a...,,*..**.*,,,,,.., 6
SCALING EXPONENT - 2**N -3 AZIMUTH ANGLE a DEG 0
m'IN0 DIRECTIUN - DEG **D**, 164 wz;4D : SPtEL * SEC ,0 ,. .
dBAROMETRIC PNESSUWN - MB 101 AMbIENT TEMP a DEG C * 10 158I
DEP POINT TEMP - DEG C"* 10 s *6 TOTAL PRECIP - CM'* 10 **0
SOLAR RADIATION s N4CMi ** 10 6 ALGORITHM OUTPUT (l) 0
ALGORITHM OUTPUT C2)..o.os.. 0 ALGORITHM OUTPUT (3).,..,,, 0
ALGORITHM OUTPUT (4) 0 ALARM 0
NO CONTRAST ,,,,,,..****,, 0 SEN3OR LRRUR COlDE ,.,,,,,,,,. 0
A/D OVERFLOO 0 UNDEFINED
UNDEFINED *,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 0 UNDEFINED .. ,,,,,... ,,. , 0
UNDEFINED 0 UNOEFINED 0

..... fla ..... .meo a .... fleoo ..... a ..a~a ...a .. S* Cain.. oa.. asais ......- e 0

FILE NAMEI C3000,.l.l.k SUSFILE HEADER
a. as . .. aa . ..........aa .a. ia~.000.0a............. ;SUNPILE NO, 3 TIME 190/0/20 1657:0$,9.0

REFERENCE/ICENE FLAG......... I DATA TYPE CODE ... ,.,....... 0
APCUIZATION BREAAPUINr 0 PEAK LUCATION 54
NO. OF SCANS COAUDEUW.0...... I GAIN ..,,,,,,,,*.,,,,......, b
SCALING EXPONENT - 2**N -3 AZIMUTH ANGLE - DEG 0
xINU QIRECTIUN - UEG o....,,, Ib4 oIND SPEED - M/SEC * 10 ,,. ,
BANOMLTRIC PRESSURE - Mb 1011 AMHIENT TEMP - OLG C * I1 i58
DEW POINT TEMP D DEG C * 10 -6 TOTAL PRECIP - CM * 10 ,,.... 0
3OLAR RADIATION A/CMO•i *10 b68 ALGORITHM OUTPUT (1) 0
ALGORITHM OUTPUT (2)oo....so 0 ALGORITHM OUTPUT (3). .... .,,. 0
ALGORITHM OUTPUT (4) 0 ALARM 0
NO CONTRAST .,...,,,**,, 0 SENSOR ERROR CUOE ........... 0
A/D OVbMFLOW 0 UNDEFINED 0
UNDEFINED .,...,...o ,...* 0 UNDEFINED .,,,...,.,,. .,.. 0
UNDEFINED 0 UNDEFINED 0

FIGURE 14. SAMPLE SUBFILE HFAUERS
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FIGURE 20, ALKAL C2L00 VS. TERRAIN
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LIDAR KVALUAT ION OF A2

SNOKE AND DUST CLOUDS'

Edward K. Uthe
Atmospheric Scie'nce Center, SRI Inte~rnational

Menlo Panrk, Cal1ifLorniii 94025

ABSTRACT

Lidar provides the means to evaluata- quantitatively the spatial and temporal variability
of sauAke and dust clouds as they are transported downwind from particulate sources. Quantitative evalua-
tion of cloud optical and physical densities from cloud barkacatter is complicated by effects from par-
ticle size, shape and composition and by attenuation aiid multiple scattering from dense clouds. 9xamples
are presented that illustrate use of the lidar technique to pruvide useful evaltatuaions of smoke and
dust clouds.

This paper is scheduled to appear in the 1. May 1981 issue of Applied Optics and therefore in not

reprinted here. A
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PROPAGATION OF A HIGH POWER PULSED CO2 LASER BEAM
THROUGH BATTLEFIELD AEROSOLS*

Thomas G. Miller
Directed Energy Directuoatu
US Army Missile Laboratory

US Army Missile Command
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898

ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of a high power laser beam (either ew or pulsed) through the

atmosphere is dependent on many factors. These factors include the laser phase diwtri-

butlon, laser amplitude distribution, laser wavelength, atmospheric turbulence, molec-

ular absorption, molecular scattering, aerosol absorption, and aerosol scattering. If

the power at the laser is sufficiently low such that no substantial heating of the

atmosphere results, the power density at the target is proportional to the laser power

and one is in the linear regime. However, if substantial heating of atmosphere occurs

,,I due to absorption of the laser enurgY by the atmosphere, an increase in the l&ser power

beyond a certain critical value can actually result in a decrease in the power density

at the target and one is in the nonlinear regime. Thii particular nonlinear effect is

called thermal blooming. This research effort is concerned with such nonlinear efiects.

The purpose oi those experiments was to aesesh experimentally) using a high power (• 1 0 6

jQules/cmz/s at the transmitter) pulsed CO laser beam with a relatively large output

aperture, the effects4 of transmission through an atmosphere contaminated with battle-

field aerosolu. Vast experiments and assoclated theoretical treatments uwually have

tren concerned with solid prt ir.lu8 or water droplets, including chouds 2 I, The pru-

sent experiments were denigiued as semi-field experiments, i.e. , the atmospheric para-

meters were partially controlled, to help asuortain the interaction between a high

power pulsed COg laser beam and a battlelfield-contaminated atmou,ýphere,

* These tests were conducted at Test Area 1, Redstone Arsenal. In addition to
personnel from the Directedi Energy Directorate, MICOM, personnel from T&E Dirctorate,
MICON, and White Sands Missile Range aisistud in carrying uut the tests, Personnol
from Teledyne Druown ij:-sieted in data analysis, A document describing the tests in
more duaLul Isu bing prepared and will be publih,,d In the future.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1 Figure 1 shows the basic experimental strategy. A high power 1iniglu pule(; CO,

laser (S laser*) was dir.octed downrange via a turning I']at. Thei rmolpul. di(itrb hoti i- n

of the S3 laser was a 10cm by 10cm beam with a 7.58cm X 7.58cm hole in its center.

Its output energy was typically 200 joules for these experiments, The pulse width was

typically lijsec with a gain switch spike that was typically 4 times the average inten-

sity of the main pulse. The gain switch spike was about 250ne wide.

2.2 The flat that turned the 83 pulse downrange had a square hole in its center that

was made to coincide with the hole in the S3 beam as shown in Figure 1. A cw laser

beam (Model 41 laser**) was directed downrange through the hole in the mirror. The

two beams were colinear. As shown, the beams passed through artifically created aero-

sols and were incident either on a calorimeter to record the energy from the 193 laser

or on a diffuse reflector (target board) which recorded the image of the 41 laser via

an IR scanning camera***. The Motel 41 typically was operated at 200 watts.

2.3 It was possible to record the percent transmission of the pulsod laser by meas-

uring the enorgy at the laser and the energy at the target site, It also was possible

to detect changes of the index of refraction in the laser path caused by the pulsed

laser by recording the cw laser's imsgo before ana ufter the laser pulse. Dotection

of punch through could be detected by either or both techniques,

2.1 Figure I shows an overall sketch of the experimental. layout, 11, W11H dccLikdec that

an unclosed path for the laser beams should be used sn that the atm•Hsphori( variablesFcoold bt monitt)rud and controlled to a Certain extant, Two MET Stations WoVU locatod

along the tunnel and were manned by thu Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory. They InVeneoUVd

SThe S8 laser was manul'acturLed by Systems, SciVIncU, and 8oftw•r•', 61111 V, I'll I tLstC)

DivisLotn, 1. . , Box .IM03, Hayward, CA 945O0.1

* * Modtl 41 Lat•ir was manu tfactured by Spectro-Phys lce, 1200 Wiit . Nlddl.,',Id l red
Mountain View, CA 9.1042

• ** lit SCanning CtItIEura, Mod0l APL- .1 , a plul.-iud it,.s.or data acqut•tition wtt!t
menuf'ttctu'rud by E(.I&G, AlbLjU ,ue *Q DLvL.iton , (.Jveru mL, tM . Strv• lVte and ty ,.,I Ot , (.)pat it. ,
E I&(j lltoiipiruat,'d, 073:3 C(trl,-; NW, Albtuquerijutt , NM 87I1.1
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absorption coefficients directly using spectrophones and measured particle size distri-

butions, number densities, temperature and other parameters necessary for character-

izing the aerosols. The door from the Beam Transmitter Room faced a small hill;

for convenience a ditch was dug which served as a partially enclosed path for the laser

beams. The top and ends of the ditch were covered with polyethylene, which provided an

-enclosed propagation path. Holes were cut in the ends which allowed the laser beams

to pass. As can be seen from Figure 1, it was 135 meters from the Beam Transmitter

Room to the target site. The distance from the Beam Transmitter Room to the entrance

of the tunnel was 30 meters. The length of the tunnel was 100 meters; hence, it was

5 meters from the tunnel exit to the target recording site.

2.5 Figure 3 shows the experimental arrangement in the Beam Transmitter Room. As can

be seen, in addition to the Model 41 and S', a low power ow laser (Model 42 laser*)

was used as a monitor laser to continuously measure the extinction coefficient at

10.6 microns as a function of time. As will be mentioned later, this served as the

primary source of information for determining when to fire the S' laser.

, I 2.6 Figure 4 shows the experimental arrangement at the target site. The power meter

measured the power collected from the Model 42 laser as a function of time, The beam

from the Model 42 was split with a beam splitter at the Beam Transmitter Room; hence,

by monitoring the power from the Model 42 at both the Beani Transmitter Room and the

target site, any fluctuations in power of the Model 42 could be noted. The Model 42

-was typically operated with a totul output power of 20 watts, with 10 watts directed

dowrange with a telescope to the indicated detector, To view the image of the cw

(Model 41) laser, its beam was allowed to impinge on a diffuse reflector and the re-

sulting image was recorded by an IR-ticanning camera. The highest camera speed was

500 f'rames/s, although for these experiments, the framing rate was usually 250 frames/s.

2.7 T&E I)irectorate, MICOM, also monitored C2 and visible wavelength transmissionn

during the tests using the indicated sources.

* Model 42 I,asmr was manutfactured by Spimetro-Physics, 1250 West Middlefield Road,
MoluntaLn View, CA 9,10,12
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2.8 Figure 5 shows a photograph of the enclosed Transmission Tunnel taken from the

entrance end of the tunnel,

2.0 Figure 6 shows a photograph of the Beam Transmission Room, In the loft foru-

groundone can see the Model 41 laser on the table along with the expansion telescope,

which expanded and focussed the beam from the Model 41. The output beam from the

Model 41 was approximately 5cm in diameter and was gaussian in shape. On the right of-

the picture one can see the exit window from the S3. Also shown on the right is the

output mirror with the hole where the two beams from the 8' and Model 41 are combined

and directed downrange. At the upper left one can nee the monitor laser (42) which

was used to continuously monitor the extinction coefficient in the Transmission

Tunnel,

2.10 Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the laser firing sequence, The IR transmission

was determined with no smoke present, using the Model 42. A background run also was

made on the IR scanning camera, Smoke was released and,following the firing sequence

as inidicated in Figure 7, datawlu accumulated as a function ol absorption coefficient,

3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Figure 8 shows the diffraction pattern of the S laser at (a) the laser, (b) the

entrance to the tunnel, and (c) the target site, without smoke in the tunnel, As can

be seen from the diffraction pattern at the entrance to the tunnel, the hole almost

has filledso that a moderately homogeneous beam existed at this point for the S3 laser

beam, As can be seen from the diffraction pattern at the target, the S3 laser has an

almout textbook far field diffraction pattern, thus indicating very good beam quality,

3,2 Figure 9 shows a plot of E/E0 Vv. absorption coefficient for the pulsed laser,

where E is the output energy of the S' laver and E is the energy in the pulse as

recorded at the target site, The ratio E/Eo is a measure of the transmission through

the aerosols. The solid curve is a theoretical plot of E/o " -a wlhere k; iu the

path length, a constant. Claarly any indication of punch through will result in

experimental measurements with points falling above this theoretical curve. An can be

UNCLASSIFIED
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Fieen, the nousured points do fall above the theoreticl curve, indicuting sume punch

through or path clearing for white phosphorus. Within the experimental uncertainty

of the measurements, there is complete clearing of the path for extinction coeffi-

cients of about 2.5 km-1 or less. The deviation from the theoretical curve becomes

less at higher values of the extinction coefficient. This in an one would expect, since

,an increasing amount of energy is required to clear the path,

3,3 The dashed curve shown a theoretical fit to the data using analytical expres-

sionas1 of Lee, Miller, and Jones developed for propagation of laser beams through a

A fog. They make the assumptions: (1) the laser beam is collimated, (2) absorption

and extinction cross sections are linear functions of the droplet radius, and (3)

volumetric conduction from the droplet can be neglected. One would expect the fit to

be imp-roved by adjustment of the analytic exrreoaion to account for focussed beams and Al

to take into account the composition of the droplet* and not to assume they are com-

posed of water, Theos improvements currently are being made,

3,4 If punch through does exist, one would expect to see an increase in tlis intensity

of the Model 41 cw laser just after the S' pulsed laser, This in fact was observed,

SFigure 10 shows computer plots of frames from the IR Scanning Camera Juwt before the

pulsed laser and for 29 me after the pulsed laser. These data were taken when the ex-
tinction coefficient was 24 km"1. As can be meen, immediately after the S' pulse,

several peaks occur in the recorded distribution which appear to die away as a fune-

tLion of time as one would expect as the punched holes fill due tn thermal diffusion.

* Current estimates are that the droplets are phosphoric Rcid plus attached water
molecules,depending ou relative humidity.
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FIGURE 9. GR.APH SHOWING MEASUREMENT OF PFKCENT TRANSMISSION
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EVAPORATIVE CLEARING FOR A C02 HIGH ENERGY LASER BEAM
IN WHITE PHOSPHORUS SHOKE

C. W. Bruce
Y. P. Yea

S. J. Dtiran

US Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
White Sands Missile Range, Now Mexico 88002

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a set of aerosol measurements to determine the effect of a countermeasure
smoke, white phosphorus (WP), on a pulsed high-enersy laser (HEL) beam. An analysis of the aerosol
(gaseous and particulate airborne material) was used as the basis for calculations of evaporative clear-
ing and application was made to a given specific test situation. Linear propagation properties forming

the basis for the lO.61im pulsed laser nonlinear effecto are obtained relatively directly by using spec-
"trophone absorption and extinction, a light scattering particle spectrometer and nephelometers (particle
density as a function of radius and mass loading), and dew-point hygrometer (partial pressure of water
vapor). Oeneral conclusions are that, for the smoke produced by burning WP, a C02 pulsed MEL beam can
clear the optical path quite rapidly and efficiently, The absorption after clearing is caused by the
residual vapors and is much lower,

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper aerosol characterization measurements are analysed for prediction of countermeasure

aerosol effects on a high-energy laser (HEL) beam. Although the general principles are applicable for

various beam parametars, our calculations will be oriented toward those of a pulsed CO2 laser (lQ.6.m

wavelength) with a pkilse length of about 3ps and a total beam energy of about 200 J. The focus of this

effort will be the effect due to evaporative clearing. The basis for thermal blooming (atmospheric

larsing due to thermally created density gradients in the beam) (Gobhardt, 1976), the other major non-

linear effect, will be established by describing heating of the ambient gases and particles. Threshold

calculations show that the 3.e pulse of these teats is short for strong blooming effects.

These measurements were performed in conjunction with a test of an HAL having the parameters

described above. The beam traversed a trench approximately 100 m long. The trench was covered with

polyethylene forming a relatively closed environment in which the smoke was dispersed and then measured

as a function of eettling time. Most of the character Lation was performed at the midportionn of the

Lrench and asnuwed to approximate it spatial average since the smoke mixing, diffusing, and settling

tlme" were long at I to 2 h.

2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Tahle I Lists the intitrumentttlon used for the characterization.

293
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TABLE I- WP CHARACTERIZATION INSTRUMENTATION

Measurement System Manufacturer

Extinction sbeorp- CO, laser spectre- ASL

tionj coefficients at phone

lO.6wm

Particle counting and Active cavity, light Particle Mealurement

aiming scattering single systems (Model

particle spectrom- ABASP-X)

eter, HUeN

White light volume Nophelometer Meteorological

scattering eoffl- Research Instruments

cients calibrated to (Model 20508)

measure absorption

for the smoke of

phosphorus

Relative humidity and Dow-point hygrometer, Edgerton-Oermehousen

partial pressure of thermometer and Griter (Model 880)

water vapor

Of the absorbing gaseous constituenta at 1O.6wm, water vapor wag expected to be by fnr the stron-

sa"t. The very high temperatures and dew points produced In the trench by the greenhouse effects

i resulted In relatively high partial. pressures aned thus high gaseousi absorption coefficients. The

Edgerton-Gormehausen and Grier (RO&O) condensation plate dew-point hygrome.ter was used to obtain tho
water vapor partial pressures from which the water vapor absorption coefficients were computed.

Although site-peculiar Sasse are possible contributors, contributions to the nst l0.6im absorption coef-

ficient due to other ambient gasse can be reasonably estimated. Relative humidity values obtained from

the dew point and temperature data were also used to compute fractional water content of the very hygro-

scopic smoke of burning phosphorus. This computation, in turn, was used to determine the apprupriate

complex refractive index and other physical properties or the smoke.

The distribution of particles with respect to mine is importAnt since the lcuatlartionm of the non-

linear effects are also generally sie dependent. The instrument uned CASASP-X) had been eubjocLed to

2941aboratory teats, first with particles of known sizes to determine accuracy in imixng and then with the
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rmooke of phosphorus to determine response to high densities. Calibrations with respect to absolute

density for ench increment of particle radius are difficult to perform with accuracy and have not been

auconplthiad for this instrument. As stated then, the form of the particle "Lze distribution was the

ubject of thi menasurement. The absolute magnitude of the absorption woe obtained by using another

technique--the spectrophone.

The authors' application of spectrophones to atmospheric games and particulates is documented in I
the literature (truce and Pinnick, 1977; Bruce at Al 1980) and in another paper of these proceedings

(Bruce, Yes, and Duran 1981). In a more recent publication (Bruce and Yes, 1980), the authors discuss

their spectrophono research on the smoke of WP. The particular system used for those measurements was

designed for field use and is tunable and otabilised for saveral 1l0om laser lines. VigUrs I shows a

schematic cross section of this system.

3. AMBIENT ABSORPTION

The ambient gas and particulate absorption coelficienta were measured before the tests. The par-

ticulate absorption was obtained indirectly by using particle counting results. Lorens-Mia calculations

were based on these data and complex refractive indices for soil-based (clay) dust. Though not really

precise, this technique usually is accurate within a factor of three. The ambient level of particulate

absorption (coefficient) was found to be approximately 10-3 km" 1
. The total (gaseous and particulate)

absorption coefficient as measured by the spectrophone wag, as expected, much higher. Conditions within

the trench were relatively repeatable from day to day. Typical parameters for calculations and ,of.Icu-

lated values are shown on table 11.

TABLE It. CALCULATED RANGE O GAStEOUS ABSORPTION
COEFPPCINTS, a, IN TRENCH (PRE-SMOKE TEBT VALUES)

Date/ Dew point Partial H 0 C
Time Temperature Pressure 20 2O2 troce1 st)M330 p~pm imlnus rc Es

(00C) (turr) (km"2) (km.
1

) (km')

28-29 Jul
4-5 pm 80 26.2 0.66 0.08 0.74

30 Jul
5 pm 89.0 35.0 1.11 0.08 1,19

3 Aug
Ii Im 89.8 34.8 1.09 0.08 1.17
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The partial water pressure was basud on extrapolatinns from the data of Yin et at (1968), -Ind the

results were basod on data of Shumate et at (1976), about 11 percent lower for these partial.

pressures. One tuiniel section (within 4 m of the measurement system%) was removed for the 28-29

ALIgtet, 4 to, 5 pm times. The section cover wari reinstalljS,before the aerosol to.sts, ind the data here

for 30 July and 3 August are for completely covered trenches.

The measured gaseous absorption coefficimnt corresponding to the first example (data of 28-29 July

1980) was 1.1 km-1. Probable error figures on this r•ensurement are not precise but are estimated to be

0.2. largely because of tdmporal variations due to unknown source(s). Higher than predicted values of

the absorption coefficient frequently occur in ASh# field measurements of ambient absorption at 10um

wavelengthe,

Absorption due to trace constituents could elevate the value considerably. A rough rule of thumb

is that trace gas absorption (within an absorption band region) often reaches or exceeds I (ppm-km)"l

and, of course, I ppm is not a high concentration,

4. AEROSOL 91HARACTERIZATtON FOR TESTB

Aerosol characterisation for two test situations will he dlscussed. The dates and approximate

starting times are listed as the latter two examples in table ii (inforvation for 30 July 1480 and 3

August 19B0). The most notable difference in the conduct of tht.ie two tests is the time of day. Aere-

nol characteristics were similar, in the mean.

The procedure was to ignite phosphorous smoke grrnAdoa in the trench at about the one-quarter and

three-quarter length positions, The smoke dispersed roughly over a 2-h period during which jerosol

Iueasuremente were made. The ditta and analyses will be presented am functions of the evolving neirosol

system and Impliceations for nonlinear effects will be dimcutAed,

Particle mise distribution evolved generally as expected from prior laboratory measurements on the 4

same taurolol thnt in, the moan densities decreased and the peak moved to progressively smaller elies.

Figure 2 represents a plot of the differenttal ahborption based on the particle smie ditrtbu-

tion. The absorption peak occurs at a radius of about 1.2=a soon after the smoke to dispersed and
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kiFIGURE 2. DIFFERENTIAL ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FIRST TEST
CALCULATED ON THE nASIS OF PARTICLE COUNTING AND SIZING DATA.
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decreasen relatively smoothly to about 0.4po in roughly 2 h; in the same time the peak absorption level

has dropped roughly two orders of magnitude. At the raidpoint in this 2-h evolution, 80 percent of the

absorption occurs within a radius span of aprroximately 0.30pm.

The background particulate absorption (- 10 km 1) is represented by the lowest curve labelud

1641, that is, before the smolke wak released,

The total absorption coefficients as calculated from the particle size and density information are

plotted as a function of time in figure -. For this presentation, l-min averages obtained at approxi-

mately 10-min intervali are connected bj straight-line segments. These values are much lower than those

of the spectrophone measurements. The spectrophone yielded absorption and extinction coefficient peak

values (in separate measurements) of about a200 nd 220 km- 1 , while the particle counter result was much

lower. This difference is believed to be due primarily to low counting efficiencies and sampling errors

mentos of the form of the alsi distribution as a function of lime rather than abonlute values, this dif-

ference is not a problem. Prior calibration of the counter using monodtsperse aerosols pro-clude usiting

as a prime source of error, likeviee, the optical constants and calculational scheme introduce uncer-

tainties that are very small compAted with the difference.

The largept size particles ara m)st i.mportant in the calculation of the total absorption because of

the rapid increasc with particle radius of the Lorent-Mie efficiency factor for the absorption cross

section. Therefor, the apparent incroase with time in ths densities of the relatively small particles

(whose signals are probably masked in the counter by those from the larger particles) ii not of conlcern

htira. A desiined-in characteristic of the counter is also partly at. fault -in this tsirepresentntton

which causm a "tailing-off" effect in the signals representing progressively smill.er iateH.

Caicutntlon', to fullow ere bhased on thu peak absorption value% which agrde well with the atthoi'l.

previous predictions based on laboratory neasuremeutm (Sruce and Yee, 1980) (within 15 percetit),

The menasrement of extlkwtiun coefficient derived from power loss in the aptotrophon,4 i sitisfac-

ttry at high vialues (earty in the test) hut. Ls not usefnl below 10 km"I due to the cluestion of pow.r

muter drift. Figure 4 ahows the e'tttnctiton coefficlent for the tear )f figura 3. The ilope of tlo,

dueertnilg uttinict ion cotiffLcLenL with tlime, however, agreta well wi, th that foond by using the ]iM1 par-

tIi .it ctnkn•er dati . An UL ,Itro)nit problem, pr..r•totd to bu overhes tin.. of system ieP' trolIic8 prevea"itL

roi.npin•i t.'vnoiparIHlit or spUctrophonle ahorp Lion dat4: for this test,
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FIGURE 3. CALCULATED ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS AT 10.6pm
FOR SMOKE OF PHOSPHORUS DURING FIRST TEST.
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FIGURE 4. MEASURED EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT AS A
FUNCTION OF TIME DURING THE FIRST TEST.
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Time varia'irnq culled from the extinction, the densiLy distribution, ai:d the nhborpt !on menlqur,.-

ments at the lncatlon of the apparatus were greater than a factor of five for Integratiton tim(-q luw

than 3 a athd about a f.actor 2 to 3 for integration timeq of i0 4. However, a spatial density average

o,.er as much as 10 percent or greater volume of the tr,-nch probably varina lew; than 20 perrernt.

Temperatures ii the trench were somewhat lower than the temperatures in the fLrst test even though,

the second tests were during midday (the 30 July teat was later In the afternoon), tarttnle size dia-

tributions and their evulutioo In time were similar in form thoigh the corrosive action of the smokev

caused a reduction in particle counter laser power for this test. The spectrophone meosured peak

absorption and extinction values were virtually the same at 20U km-1. Absorptinn coefficient as a func-

tion of time for this te.st in shows in figur, 5. For a resolution time of about 2 a, the magnitude-

fluctuaten by more than an order of magn'tide. The eime data, when averaged over about a minute for

each of the mampling periods, yield a murh more steady decrease. This decrease has nearly the same mean

alope as that calculated from the particle counter data though the magnitudes are vrry different.

The reductioa of the relative humidity resulting from the introduction of the smoke into the tunnel

was calculated and a partial preslur.ý change of less than 0.1 torr wao obtained. This change is negli-

sible for effects of interest here.

5. EFFECT OF EVAPORATIVE CLKARING ON HIG4 POWER REAMS

The tendency to punch-through the absorbing countermeasure aerosol WP is of prime interest here,

and parameters from the two similar tests wtll be used as a basis. The thermudynamic and optical basem

for the calculations will be applied by using lmcer beam parameters relevant to a system whose beam

parameters are to be described (US Army Missile Command fMICOM] S3 system). Olickler (1971) and Sutton

(1978) used elaborate (but still LneAact) integral golutions to describe clearing by fog.

6. CALCULATIONS, PART It EVAPORATIu,; OF SINGLE PARTICLES

Particles are first heated to boiling T, assuming sprtially uniform heating of the particle, and

than energy is added to evaporate them, that is

E(411 PmR p 2 r TEB- ,3 T
0 U(RN)
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FIGURE 4. MEASIURED EXTINCTION COEFFIrENT AS A
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FIGURE 5. SPECTROPHONE MEASUREMENTS OF ABSORPTION COE'FFICIENT
AS A FUNCTION OiF TIME FOR THE S•ECOND] TEST,
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and

where

P, the bulk density of the phosphorous snoke * 1
4 the specific he~t of the bulk smoke material

p, Re - the radii of particles and beam

Q , the Lorenz-)Iie efficiency for the saoke particles

H e the latent heat of vaporisation of the bulk smoke material ci
The sum of these to processes represents the total beas Pnoery which has passed the plane of a

particle of radius R. at the time of evaporation, that to,

Z (R) R(1)u p

An examination of the 83 laser pulse intensity profiles led to the suggestion that the pulse be

modeled as triangular in time.*

Hsers it is assumed that the parcicle is vaporized and vaporous at time t'. The first simplifying

assumption is justified since clearing is effective when particle diameters are reduced in boiling by

considerably lama than an order of magnitude (see fib•re 2). The second assumption follows from kinetic

calculations showing that dispersal velocities are sufficient to form an effective vapor state within an

interval very ahort compared with the pulse duration.

Figure 6 shows the problem schematicatl;,,.

Then,

" -pulise pute ( (pulse)

*Bi304 Jones, cICOH, private communication
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TO PUNCH-THRU

I (OUR INTEREST HERE)
P

TIME TO RtACHAI A-DDING LI4V
BOILING TEMP,[ t "---o

FIGURE 6. LASER PULSE: EXPENDITURE OF ENROGY.

Now the energy (or power) density distribution in the beam must be determined. The job is mimpli-

fied since the laser output is.a line-equare, that is, two pairs of parallel alit* in orthogonal direc-

tions. The approach is to estimate the distribution of energy in the tar field pattern or that in the

area under the twin slit intensity profile.

si n 2 a u

We use the' far field burn pattern and the double-slit part of the calculation to find the critical

dimension, that is, i - 4.535 t 103,

The distribution of energy in the lobes is givea in tablq 111.

TAIBL 111. DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY IN PAR FIELD BEAM LOBES FOR 83 LASER

Perceiit E per Lobe Eneegy Density per Lobe
Lobe* Percent E Lobe Area for &total " 200 J

Number per Lobe (cm- 2 ) (j/cm2 )

0 18.7 7.19 14.4

1 8.5 4.47 8.94

2 6.3 3.32 6.64

3 3.1 1.95 3.90

4 1.5 0.79 1.58

5 0.3 0.16 0.32

AIncreaving away from center
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The time for individual particles to evaporate and the fractional energy remaining to be trans-

mitted after clearing will be cale ulated. The clearing effect as a function of the total smoke absorp-

tion will then be obtained.

The clearing process effectively reduces the absorption to gaseous levels which are much luwer,

that is, to near normal atmospheric levels. The scattering is, of ceourse, also greatly reduced; how-

ever, fur the smoke of WP, the fraction of CO2 laser beam energy scattered to that absorbed is less than

10 percent. The atmospheric propagation, is therefore related to the punch-through effect in a form

illustrated in figure 7.

Tables IV and V chow rapid and effective clearing as a function of smoke particle sie for a roea-

tive humidity of 35 percent. Earlier data show that verL few particles are larger than RP 4wm and

that the clearing efficiency is almost independent of &ioe to that point because of the increase in

Lorens-fte efficlency with radius (up to Rp - 4am) in spite of the growing mass to be evaporated. Coin-

cidentally, this convenient independence disappears for the larger particle.. The last column rep-

resents the single particle efficiency of ptlnch-through or, in other words, the percentage of energy

available after evaporation. The transmission is not unity at that point (as was mentioned) but reverts

nearly to the pretest levels.

,,• ~ EREMAININO TO PUNCH-THNU

P

TqI- - PARTICLE EVAPORATED
T

(PARTICLE) FN, OF PARTICLE SIZE

a • PUNCH -TH•U EFFECT

I aGAS -1

I I

T
(TRANSMISSION) (VARIOUS SIZES WILL

To EVAPORATE AT
DIFFERENT TIMES)

FIlURE 7. ILLUSTRATION OF RELATIONSHIP 6ETWt5EEN
LASER PULSE AND PROPAC(,TION PARAMFTEK"S
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TABLE IV- PARAMETERS OF SINOLE PARTICLE CLEARING AS FUNCTIONS OF PARTICLE

SIZE AND BEAM LOBE NUMBER FOR ETOTAL - 200 J AND TPULSE - 3,2

Center Lobe (0)

Energy - 40.0 J

Time to Fraction of Energy
Evaporate in Remaining

(0i) Portion of Piule

0.01 0.00202 1.68 x 10-1 0.90

0.05 0.0101 1.68 x 10-l 0.90

0.10 0.0203 1.67 x 10"1 0.90

0.15 0.0305 1.67 x 10"1 0.90

0.20 0.0511 1.32 x I10- 0.92

0.40 0.0828 1.64 x 10-1 0.90

0.60 0.127 1.60 x 10-1 0.90

1,0 0,222 1.52 x t0"- 0.91

2.0 0.490 1.38 x 10"1 0.92

4.0 0.904 1.36 x 10t" 0.91

8.0 1.217 2.25 x 10-1 0.87

10.0 1.265 2.72 x lO- 0.84

15.0 1.2600 4.20 x 10-1 0.76

20.0 1.2123 6.00 x 10-1 0.66

7. CALCULATIONS, PART I1i COLLECTIVE EFFECT

From these results one can calculate the net clearing effect on the beam. This phenomenon will be

illustrated in the following calculations. For this purpose the particle size correspondJng tn the peak

absorption for selected settling times will be used.

The expenditure of energy as a function of aeroeol loading can be calculated from

. E(L) -e wL P(t)dt + P(t)dt

U tt
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TABLE~ V. I'.&kAMETEKS OF CLEARING FOR SPECIFIC CONDITIONS (SECOND TEST)

AND USING PARTICLE RADII OF PEAK ABSORPT;ON

Time. 1159

Run Number 7716

tmax - 3,0iis

9tut~l - 144.9 j

p o"i.O~m ,
RP Ow

q••,0.2211

Beam Lobe Time to Moil Fraction of Energy
Number 1 mAX and Evaporate in Rmainulng

(from center) (W) (ws) Portion of Pulse

0 1.81 X l07 2.12 x 1O0- 0.86

1 8.21 x 10 3.50 x 10l1 0.78

2 6.09 x lO 4.83 x 10-1 0.70

3 3.57 x 10 8.90 x 10"1 0.49

4 1.45 x 10b >3.0 0.0

5 2.90 x 1 0 5 >3.0 0.0

where t' ih the time to evaporate and tpulai is the total pulse duration. Here t' will have been

increased over that nf the single particle function as a result of the mase loading. For particles of

given mix* and composition, t' it an inverse function of Pmax' (L) represents the path length within

the Aerosol medium. The time to evaporate at e given position along the trench is now dependent on that

position although the above equation in written as though it depends only on the end point, This

simplification does not significantly alter the results here. For the calculations to follow, open air

dispersal of WP vwa assumedi therefore, the peak absorption is for particles of lwm to 1.2o radius (see

early-time data of figure 2). The relative improvement in the energy transmitted when punch-through

occurs is shown in table VI. The improvement in energy transmitted is truly significant (compare

columns 4 and 8)--even though the pulsed laser on which the calcu1.ated parameters were based on a rela-

tively small one. The smoke of phosphorus clears significantly for a fairly broad range of aerosol

absorption coefficients (or alternatively a range of aerosol mass loading values). For relatively low

absorption coefficients, clearing can, of course, do little to enhance the total tnergy transmitted.

The enhancement duo to clearing determined by the above presentation extends to absorption coefficients

,, s.veral tens per kilometer (typical field values) for even the relatively low energy system of these

3 UNCLASSIFIED
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Lsm CI vii 11)1 r ni ,1tw to be Signi ficant fu r OIJA ( a Cld ot le r volat I l e aero~ols to, ro.-

tonding at which hwim~ vinergy IN consumed In the evaporation procevsR. Screening of nvatlabli energy for

piirtlh- I' ;I V, 1w ruiF thel b 4oiuir c! catin risiagol ficlint Increase tit t' tt botit 245 km- though the

I I Lr~iua t doI w k t; i tic whIi.l i ii fon t )rm -4 c '4101 1 pitr LI vIci st1. vw Sand ro Iut I ve 11 mitId I Lty

Gieneurally, thermal blooming And evaporative clearing effects are interactivel that is, the power

*density Lai affected by the thermal blooming which in turn affactm the evaporative clearing. Thermal

blooming rlupeuido onl bean parameters (power density, pulse length, and pulse shape) and atmospheric

parameters (gameous and particulate absorption, crosswinds. and turbulence). Blooming effects on the

test beam hatve been calculated not to be strung for the given beam parametetrs; therefore, for thi's Anal-

ysis, thunse effects have hustrn ignored.

118. CONCLUBIONS

Aerosol charneturtitagLon performed on the smoke of W? was used to calculAte punch-through or evapo-

rative clonritig on it pulsed ro 2 lamer beam. This effect can be significant for ItEL use. High energy

* pulsed 0012 laser beams can effectively penetrate phosphorus (red phosphorus and WP) OCILntertseasure

imoke, though the degree of efficiency depends on beam and aerosol parameters. This effectiveness is

related to OhN volatility and Absorbing qualities of the smoke particles. Repetitive and/or long puilse

can encounter strong thermal blooming which counteracts the clearing affect due to the high level of

aero.aul nbsorption. This report disnuesaew the development of an analytical model and its aprrlication to

aerosul prraeathat durivye from measurementp in An extenuded enclosure At the MICflM tn Huntsville,

AL, wid oiheu ho attrosol parameaterH that Are more typicasl of Atmospheric dispersion of the gmoltc (repre-

Saented prhmirIl~y by r-ulativelry large diameter particles). The laner beam pnrameters tin both causes Arta

relevililt tit the MICOM highi 011ni-y renearcib laser. The aerosol absorption measurement systpms employed

In siitt cul-lro10 I 4uuctrophoiiem dlevelopedh at AS.. Thermal blooming tit calculated to be minlimal For the

beam purluiIaof thei 4ICOM (04) lasoýr rns used in these tests and therefore in not eKxrsctr.d to ntsinifi--

cant ly u.,ftw lii vii.' i'lc ntl ntn of the r leanring phenomenon.
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2TABLE VI. PARAMUTtRS SHOWING EFFICIHNCY OF PUNCH'-TVROUGH

POR SoTTAL - 40 J FOR CENTER LOBE

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

0rt-Target
"U, zEergy On-Target

Aerosol tf Without t Ie-t' t' x 40 Energy
Absorption Time t;o Clearing, tpulse With
Coefficient G x L Evapoeate -/40 -P- (5) x 40 l1earing

(kmi 1) (L - 10- kin) Aerosol for a m L (J) (J) (6) + (7)/e 0

0.0 0.0 1.52 x 10-7 1.00 0.953 1.9 38.1 1.0O

0.1 0.001 1,34 x 10"7 0.99 0.952 1.91 38.08 1.00

0.5 0.05 1.60 x 10*7 0,95 0.950 1.9 38.00 1,00

1,0 0.10 1.68 x 10'7 0.90 0.948 1,89 37.90 0.99

1.5 0.15 1.78 R 10"1 0.86 0.944 1,91 37.80 0.99

2.0 0.20 1.87 x 10-7 0.82 0.942 1,92 37.70 0,99

2.5 0.25 1.97 x 10-7 0.78 0.938 1,92 37.50 0.98

3.0 0.30 2.08 x 10-7 0.74 0.933 1,92 37.40 0.98

4.0 0.40 2.30.x 10 0,67 0.930 1,93 37.20 0.98

5.0 0.50 2.56 i 10'7 0.61 0.920 1,95 36,80 0.97

10.0 1,00 4,34 x 10-7 0.37 0.864 2,01 34.60 0.92

15.0 1.50 7.56 x 10"1 0.22 0.764 2.08 30.60 0.82

20.u 2.00 1.41 x 10-6 0.14 0,559 2.47 22.40 0.62

21.0 2.10 1.63 x 10"6 0.12 0.491 2.45 19.60 0.55

22.0 2.20 1.92 x 10-b 0.11 0.400 2.64 16.00 0.47

23.0 2.30 2.34 x 10-b 0.10 0.209 2.93 1.0.80 0.4

23.5 2.35 2.70 x 10-b 0.095 0.156 3.21 6.24 0.24

t 23.7 2.37 2.97 x 10"b 0.093 0.072 2.45 2.88 0.16

23.8 2.38 >3.2 x 10-b o0oq3 .... .... .

24.0 2.40 >3.2 x 1 0 -b 0.n91
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NEAR-I EXINjj CTION, AC SCATTER. AND DEPL ARIAI& 9 MOEWE I ARSL~

Z. G. Sztankay, D. McGuire, J. Griffin, W. Hattery, G. Martin and G. Wetzelr US Army Electronics Research and Development Command
Harry niamond LaboratoriesAl

Adeiphi, MD)

ABSTRACT

The 0,9 Pm extinction coeffici ent, bAckscatter coefficient, and depolarIzation were measurtd at
Smoke Week III In various con ve ntional and experimental smokes, The laser Instrumentation was situated
near the middle of the main sampling line and poie caIedmarmnsofheprmtes sa
function of time. The spatial resolution of th mneasurembots we$ about I m.,

The backscatter properties of WP, P HC, fog oil, various exeiena R screeners, and other
aerosols~~~~~ ar oprd oeo h R screeners were found to hve very high depolarization, in contrast

to negligible depolarization for the conventional aerosols. The backicatter-to-extinction ratio& for
som oftheZRscrenes ereals fundto e ignificantly higher than 'for the conventional smokes Or

the cumulus and stratus clouds measured previouly,

1. INTRODUCTION

The Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL) performed 0.9 pm extinction coefficient, backscatter coeffi-

clent, and depolarization mecasuremenits at Smoke Weesk 111, The HOL short-range laser backscatter probe

(or naphelomatev) makes local measurements of these parameters, as a function of time, at its position
21in the aerosol cloud. The probe was in the instrument cluster area that was near the 32-in tower, where

it was planned to have the center of the aerosol cloud drift for each trial. The HDt, measurements and

d ata analysis were partially supported by PM Smoke/Obscurants and Naval Weapons Support Center,

4 Knowledge of the extinction coefficient is, of course, necessary to determine the thickness of an

aerosol cloud through which a system can see a target. The backscattar coefficient is important for

determining the signal magnitude backscattered into a system such as a fuze or target designator; this

signal may cause f'alse target indications,3' The ratio of the extinction to backscatter coefficients

is an important parameter that, under most conditions, detorjmines the maximum aerosol bdckscattered

rsignal fnr a given system from a pArticular aerosol type, independent of concentration., One possible

method for disiurimincting between an aerosol backicattered signal and a legitimate target signal is

Uaspd on polarization effects. rhe measurement of depolarization effects of aer'osols is important to

assess the feasibility of such techniques. Both the extinction to batkscatter ratio and the depolar-

izatlon of the aerosols can also provide Information about the aerosol particles themselves, such as

asphericity. Such information may be important in the development of new types of screening aerosols.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The laser-backicatter probe is a short-range lidar system comp~rising a 0.9 pmui GaAs injection laser

transmitter and two nearly identical receivers. The transmitter 3-dB pulse width Is around 5 ns. The

receivers employ narrowband optical filters, avalaniche photodiodes, and wideband *implifiers (risetime

<2 ns). They are located close to and on either side of the transmitter, The transmitter optics form

a narrow penril1 beam having a divergence' of about 15 inrmd; the fields of view of the receivers are
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25 mrad.

At Smoke Week I1I, the transmitted radiation was linearly polarized by means of a sheet polarizer.

One rrcelver had no polarizer while the other had a linear sheet polarizer that was crossed with respect

to the transmitter polari2er. The two receivers were symrmetrically located and aligned with respect to

the transmitter so that they liad nearly identical sensitive regions. The alignment of the system at

Smoke Week III Is illustrated in figure 1; the range-response function for the two receivers, which may i
be obtained by walking a diffuse target towards the transeeiver, is shown in figure 2. Thus the two

receivers observed the total and the cross-polarized aerosol backscatter from the same 0,8 m 3-dB width

region In the aerosol, Actually, the scattering angle of the received radiation was 177.3-1.9 deg,

rather then pure backscatter,

A diffusely reflecting target was positiined In the beam 3.2 m from the probe (see figure 1). At

this distance, the system sensitivity to aarrn~l backscatter is very low (see figure 2), but because the

target reflectivity was high (mt% percent), the signal reflected from the target could be readily

observed, Furthermore, the systom response time was sufficiently fast to separate this signal from the

aerosol backscatter signal peaked at 1.5 m.

The system has an internal reference feature which provides pulse-to-pulse monitoring of system

variations. The light from the laser is coupled by fiber-optic cables both to the transmitter optics

i ~and directly to the detectors, The extra length of the cable to the transmitter optics providec a 10~n

delay between the system monitoring reference pulse and the aerosol return pulse, This delay is L

sufficient to resolve the two pulses in time so that no overlap occurs, Absolute caltbratirrn of the

backscattered signal Is obtained by measuring the return at the peak of the range-response function

(1.5 m) from a standard reflector before and/or after the aerosol measurements.

The received pulses are amplified and input to a Tektronix R7912 Transient Digitizer. In part be-

cause it is desired to run at pulse rates hM91he than thei8 Hz that the digital mode of this instrument

allows, the R7912 is used as a scan converter, whereby the video pulse return data are read In TV format.

For each frame, the laser is pulsed twice -ir ms ipart, the two receiver channels alternately feeding the

R7912. An example of a frame as obsirved on a TV monitor is shown In figure 3. The two traces run from

top to bottom instead of left t) right because of a modification of the R7912 twade at HOL to simplify

SRsubsequent digitization. The time axis thus runs downwvard, while signal deflections from the baseline

are to the left. The trace on the right Is for the unpolarized receiver; that on the left, for the

cross-polarized receiver. Each trace contains three ;equential but resolved pulses: the reference

signal, the aerosol backscattered return from 1.5 m, and the target return from 3.2 m. Each frome Is

also provided with a frame code (not seen In figure 3). The data are recorded or video tape and later

digitized and entered into a minicomputer for data reduction, display, and processing.
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SFIGURE 1. LASER BACKSCATTER PROBE CONFIGURATION AT SMOKL WEEK lUT.
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FIGURE 2. SYSTEM RANGE-RESPONSE FUNCTION. Response of the two reecejvers to
a diffuse target as a function of rangeg normalized to unity at peak.
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Figure 4 is a photograph taken during Smoke Week III, trial 14. The experimental aerosol IR#2 is

being generated by an XM49 smoke generator to the right rf the photo, and is drifting north toward the

main sampling line (aerosol concentration and size distribution meacuring instruments mounted on bar-

rels), thp 32-m tower, and the instrumentation rltater. The laser hacksýptter probe is contai.ed within

the shiny foil-covered 1,5 m x 1.5 m x 3 m box visible to the left of the large tower and just above the

sampling line, and is not yet immersed in the aerosol cloud. The box is insulated and air-conditioned

Sand contains the probe, other HDL instrumentation, anc the dota recording equipment. mhe laser. beam

emerges at a height of z3 m from a window in the back i.f the box (not seen) and is aligned parallel to

the sampling line, and thus approximat,'ly perpendicular to the direction 1t• which the aerotol particles

are drifting with the wind.

The backscatter probe was located:,-l m west and *7 m north of the test grid center. The latter

point was on the main sampling l4ne very r.rar the 32-tr tower. For all the swoke trials discussed in

this paper except trial 9, the aerosol was generuted on a line parallel to and 70 m south of the main

sampling line; the position of the srmoke gcmter-ator along this line was chosen with the goal of having

the wind blow the center of the aerosol cloud to the grid center. Thus the NOL position was ;u0 m from .

the smoke generator. For trial 9, the soUrce nf the smoke was distributid av six Positions from 80 to T',

105 m south of the main samplinV line.

SThe aerosol concentration cbserved at the HDL position was quite variable, sometimes changing

rapidly with shifts in the wind direction. This was especially true for the trials where the amount of

aerosol generated WA% not large, as was the care for the erperimental smokes like the one shown in

figure 4. For some trials only the edge of the aernsrol cloud hit the HOL position, and for some others

the aerosol missed the position altogether. Thus the magnitude of the measured extinction and back-

scatter coefficients depended on these factors as well as on the conccntration of the aerosol generated

end on the efficiency of the aerosol as , scatterei of O.g ý'm radiation.

The extinction coefficient wis determined from the attenuation of the signal from the diffuse

target at 3.2 m. The spatial -esolution in the beam direction of this measurement is therefore 3.2 m.

The backscatter coefficient vas letermined basically from the signal measured In the unpolaeized receiver

from the aerosol tackscatter in the region, centered 4t 1.5 m, where the system response was significant,

The depolalization was determined from the ratio of the 1.5 m backscattered signals of the cross-polar-

ized and unpolarized receivers. The resolution of the latter two measurements in the beam direction is

therefore roughly 1 m.

The spatial resolution available in the direction perpendiculAr to the beam, and therefore approxi-

mately io the direction of advance of the aerosol cloud, depends on the pulse repetition rate and wind

velocity. The repetition rete used at Smoke Week III was 30 Hz. This corresponds to a M.1 m resolution
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of the aerosol nonuniformities in the direction of a 3 nm/s wind perpendicular to the sampling line. To

increase the signtl-to-noise ratio and to average monuniformities in the aerosol cloud in the direction

of the wind that, are of a smaller scale than the system resolution In the direction of the beam, a

number of frames were usually averaged together before the scattering parameter calculations. For the

above example, if 10 frames are averaged together, the time resolution degrades to 11/3 s and the spatial

resolution in the wind direction to ,'l m, compatible with the resolution in the perpendicular direction.

3. CALCULATION PROCEDURE

3.1 EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT

The extinction coefficient c Is defined from Beer's law describing the attenuation of a collimated

light beam:

where I is the intensity after traversing a distance L of aerosol, and 1I is the Initial intensity.

Both absorption and licattering account for the attenuation; however, In the near-infrared region, absorp-

tion may be neglected for most aerosols, and a taken to describe attenuation by scattering. The mass

attenuation coefficient, a, which is independent of the aerosol concentration, is related to C by

where Y is the aerosol concentration.

The extinction coefficient was determined at Smoke Week III from the ratio of the signal reflected

from the target at 3.2 m with aerosol p~esent to that signal before and/or after the test, The value of

v obtained is thus the average over the 3,2 m path length, and is given by

K Itn(4)r_. (2)

where

T *amplitude Qf signal ibserved from the diffuse target at 3.2 m In the pretence of aerosol,

To amplitude of that signal I mediately before or after the presence of the aerosol,

C amplitude of the refersence puilse signal when T Is measured,

Co0 *am~plitude of the reference pulse signa~l when T0 is measured, and

L -distance to diffusely reflecting target (3.2 in).

32. BACKSCATTER COEFFICIENT

The volume scattering cocificient )j(a) Is the power scattered per unit solid angle at an ample a

frum the incident beam direction, per unit power density, per unit volume. The backscatter coefficient

functio of timel , isthe mayube writterng as fiin o n Tebcsatee inla

functio or simple, iP t)e volume scatterng as fiin o .Te akctee inla
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whrP(t) a e2ar f(r) P t - f dr ee(3)Sro 0

S~where

SP (r) (4)

K w a constant depending on the optical and electronic pareters of the system,

.p(t) a shape of transmitted pulse as detected by the receiving system viewing a diffuse target,

normalized to unity,

Ptr) , peak return from a diffuse target at range r,

r0  . range at which maximum signal is received from a diffuse target, and
C speed of light, i!

Mefining

D(a.t) 0-0Y (f r)I; r
we may write

pt. ro ' •

Both f(r) and p(t) may be experimentally determined for a particular system and alignment, We are
•l~ iinterested in the peak value of the backscattered siynal, so we perform the cunvolution indicuted byequation (5) to obtain the peak of D(o,t), denoted by D(o), for all values of a of interest, and store

the results in the computer. For the Smoke Week III alignment, D is approximately constant at 0.67 m

for a O.1m .

Replacing the timo-dependent values with the peak values, we see from equation (6) that p is given

by
rP
M7 (7)

We can recast equation (7) in terms of easily measurable parameters if we calibrate the system by

measuring P't the clear air signal from a diffuse reflector of known reflectivity P placed at r
Kto

The system constant Kt will in general differ from K because of transmitter or receiver system changes

caused by temperature variatiorn or other factors. Because these changes are reflected in the reference

signals, we may write

K C
t t
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where C is the peak of the reference pulse signal while the calibration target is observed. It now

follows that

cP

P t (8)

Because o is known from the attenuation of the 3.2 m target signal, p may be calculated from equation (8).

3.3 SCATTERING FUNCTION

Having independently determined ý and ý, we may find the scattering function for 180-dog scattering,

S(9)

F for a given wavelength depends on the particle-size and -shape distribution and index of refraction,

but, to a first approximation, is independent of aerosol concentration.

3.4 DEPOLARIZATION

The intensity and polarization state of a light beam can be described as follows. The total

intensity, I, consists of a polarized part, Ip, and an unpolarized part, Ius so that I I Ip + Iu, The

polarization vector (the electric field vector, say) of the Iu.component has a completely random direc-

tion in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction, while that of the IP-component traces out an

ellipse (the polarization ellipse) in the same plane as time passes, The values of Ip and Tu together

with some geometrical specification of the polarization ellipse constitute a complete mathematical de-

scription of the intensity and polarization state of the beam. Such a description is provided by the so-

called Stokes vector,6 which has the four components (I, M, C, S) and is referred to a spatial coordi-

nate system (x, y, z) In which the z-axis points in the direction of propagation, I gives the total

intensity of the beam and I1 2 M2 + C + S2. The polarization ellipse is determined as follows, Let

• (0 .1 •) be the angle between the major axis of the polarization ellipse and the x-axis, Then

tan 20

Let tan x (- j ( x <) give, in absolute value, the ratio of the minor-to-major axis lengths of the

polarization ellipse, where the sign gives the sense of circulation (x • 0 corresponds to righthanded

and x < 0 to left-handed circulation). Then

sin 2X S/I
p

An important computational convenience of the Stokes vector description is that the effect of prop-

agation through a linear optical element is dnscribed by a matrix equation of the form

I e
e 4 x 4 matrix

Ce .C1
Se SI
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where the e and I subscripts refer to the emergent and incident beams, and the elements of the 4 X 4

matrix are determined by several transmission coefficients of the optical element. For example, if the

optical element is a linear sheet polarizer perpendicular to the beam propagation direction and has its

easy and hard directions coincident with the x- and y-axes respectively, then the matrix in the foregoinq

* . equation has the form

(K1 + K2) (K1 . K2) 0 0

S(KI-K 2) (KI+K 2) 0 0

00 2 A7 9' 0

0 0 0 A2

where K1 is the intensity transmission coefficient of the element to plane polarized light whose polar-

ization vector points fixedly along the x-axis (i.e., in the easy direction), and where K is the

similar coefficient for plane polarized light whose polarization vector points along the y-axis. An

ideal or perfect linear sheet polarizer would have K1 • 1 and K2 * 0. An imperfect polarizer has K1

somewhat less than unity and K2 somewhat bigger than zero,

In our experiments two independent measurements are made pertaining to the intensity and polariza.

tion state of the backscattered beam. In general, four suitably chosen independent measurements are

needed to determine the Stokes vector; however, the two measurements are sufficie,•L to determine the

depolarization caused by aerosol backscatter if two assumptions hold,

The crucial assumption we make is that the backscattered beam's polarized part is linearly polarized

In the same direction as the transmitted beam, An evaluation of the correctness of this assumption

would require knowledge of the constitution of the various aerosols measured and a specific analysis of

the scattering mechanisms, We have found the assumption useful for analyzing polarization effects in

previous experiments 3' 7 ' 8 with backscatter from water clouds and diffusely reflecting rough surfaces.

The hygroscopic aerosols tested at the several smoke weeks are believed to have scatterinq properties

that are similar to those of water clouds, especially under high humidity conditions where the water

scattering is dominant, For spherical droplet water clouds, Mie theory predicts that the polarization

state of the backscattered beam is the same as that of the transmitted beam, provided tihat multiple

scattering effects are negligible, 9 Thus, for water clouds, the depolarizing mechanism arises from

droplet asphericity and multiple scattering. One would expect an approximately random distribution of

aspheric droplet orientations in many cases and would consequently expect the depolarizing effect in

these instances to be a transformation of incident polarized light to randomly polarized or unpolarized

light, Our basic assumption about the smoke backscatter could be phrased similirlv, namely, that the

smoke depolarizes the incident beam by changing part of it to a randomly polarized heam.

To proceed with the analysis, we first quantify the polarization state of the transmitted beam,
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The radiation from the source GaAs laser has been verified by measurement (of the optically collimated

beam) to be randomly polarized, The transmitted beam is vertically polarized by a sheet polarizer in

its output optics. Let K,1 N t and K2 N t* for the transmitter polarizer, taking the x-axis to be

vertical (i.e., t 1 ý1 and t 2  0). The Stokes vector of the beam incident upon the aerosol is therefore

SIt(ti + t 2), h Ytt - t 2), 01 *, where It denotes the transmitter Intensity prior to polarization,

In accordance with our basic assumption, we take the Stokes vector of the backscattered beam to be of

the form (IR, MR, 0, 0). The total incident and backscattered intensities are related by

IR 7- 0t1e 1 t2)

for some constant P0 4 1; also, IR - MR a IRu gives the unpolarized part of the backscattered Intensity,

Thus Po
p0

IRu 1-1t(t1 +t 2) -MR

and
IRp 'R,

where Rp is the polarized part of the backscattered intensity,

One of the two receivers has no polarizer in Its collection optics and so will give a peak signal

voltage Vu proportional to TR, Let C1 denote the proportionality constant so that Vu a C1 IR, The

other receiver his a sheet polarizer with K1 u r1 and K2 w r2 , Since this polarizer is crossed with

respect to the transmitter polarizer, r1 w 0 and r2 z 1. The Stokes vector of the beam received in this

cross-channel is (after passing through the polarizer) therefore

( +r, ~ t +r r r2 Msr 2 IR + 4 (r, *r2)MR, 0,01

so that the peak received signal voltage Vx is given by

½Vx C2 ý(r, + r2)IR + (r1 - r 2)MR ,

where C2 is a proportionality constant similar to C1. The quantity s * C2 /C1 gives the ratio of the

sensitivities of the two receiver channels, both without polarizers. It is therefore possible to measure

S2 Vx

MR uV (1 + 2
"IR r, Fr2

which gives the fraction of the smoke-backscattered intensity that is polarized, Were the incident

transmitter beam totally polarized,

* Note that the Stokes vector of an unpolarized beam of intensity I is (1,0,0,0).
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V
Du s* r . 100% (10)

2 1)I
would give the percentage extent to which the smoke depolarizes a linearly polarized Incident beam.

Denote the latter percentage by DOc

An estimate of Do In terms of Du and the transmitter polarizer coefficients t, and t 2 is

D

7M - dl

where (2"2 2
d~ j

This estimate becomes exact if it is assumed that the unpolarized part of the incident transmitter beam

remains unpolarized after backscatter from the smoke. This is the second assumption referred to

earlier.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 DATA AND ERRORS

Because of problems with the minicomputer that Is an integral part of the digitization and data

reduction process, data from only five trials have been reduced so far: experimental smokes IR#l, IR#2,

and IR#3 dispersed with the XM49 smoke generator (Smoke Week II! trial no. 11, 14, and 10 rpspectively);

fog oil generated with the M3A3 smoke generator (trial 8); and 24 canisters of HC, simulating 6 15-mm

shells (tri3l 9). Good data were obtained during many of the other trials; these data will be reduced

later.

PloL6 of v, u, and F versus ýime from the official start of the trials (z o 0 in the test nomencla-

ture) and plots of a versus p are given for trials 8, 9, 11, and 14 In figures 5, 6, 7, and 8. The plots

of a and ý ve~sus time (graphs A and B of the figures) shnw how these parameters vary at the smoke cloud

is blown past the measurement apparatus. This variation is primarily the result of variation In the

smoke concentration, which can be quite rapid.

Graphs C and 0 of the figures concern the scattering function F. The variation of F with time is

plotted directly in graph C, ;hile v' Is plotted versus a in graph 11, The slope of the latter graph

gives an average of F for a trial, Variations of F are an indication of changes in the particle-size,

-shape, or Index of refraction distribution or of multiple scattering effects. The latter can be

important at high aerosol concentrations. Because multiple scattering would tend to.decrease the

measured value of a and increase that of ý, its presence would tend to be indicated by an upward curve

of the points in the plot of p versus a at high a. An absence of i trend In a , versus a plot would
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tend to rule out multiple scattering as significant. If in such * case the F versus time plot showed

variations that were not due to noise, one would attribute those variations to changes in the particle-

size, -shape, or index of refraction distribution.

For trial `10, plots of a and F are given in figure 9 (A), while V and nc are plotted in flure 9

(B), Depolarization results for trials 11 and 14 are plotted in fiqures Ii and 12, respectively,

The limits of the measurement at low signal values derive from the noise in the measurement system,

the recording process, and the digitization. Based on this noise, the rms uncertainty in a at low

values is about ±0.001 m"1 without averaging. At higher values of a, this uncertainty is multiplied by

e2La , which is %2 at a a 0.1 m"', and lO at a w 0.4 m"1 . The maxi•um obbervable o without averaging

is* -0.7 7" 1, The rms uncertainty I" P, also without averaging, is= ZIO.0004 m'1sr"1 , The maximum

observable p depends on a and adjustable system parametersj as a prafticai matter this limit is not

reached. The uncertainty in F depends on those )f a and v; it becomes large when a and ý are near their

minimum observable values. The uncertainty in Pc depends simllarly on the signal levols in the un-

polarized and polarized receivers. All the uncertainties are reduced by averaging a number of frames I
before the calculations, as lung as the variation in the parameters is not too rap'id.

There are, of course, other errors associated with the measurements, such as errots in calibration

and in measuring the system parameters such as D(a), For p. tnere is an additional error when a is

higher and nonuniform, because the a used In the u calculation (equation 8) is the average a over the

,)( 3.2 m path of that measurement, which is not necessarily applicable to the path over which ý Is measured,

In addition, equation 3 and thus the entire v calculation assumes a uniform aerosol fronn the transceiver

to the far limit of significant response, a distance of;2 m.

The apparent noise in the dat4 for all the trials except 14 may be somewhat greater than suggested

by thu fniegoing. The reason is that .,tr trials 8, 9, 10, and 11, an R7912 borrowed from Army Missile

Command was •e% for the data acquisition because our unit mairtinctioned, Because the substitute

Instrument was npt modified to rotate the display as requlrcd by out digitizing systnm, the tapes could

not be processed through the digitzing hardware and software developei4 ror that purpose. The peaks of

Sthe signals were therefore laboriously measured by hand, a process that Is more noisy than the machine

digitizatlon. Ai It happened, because of the aforementioned problems with the minicomputer, these areSI the only data to he processed so far, except for dat& of trial 14, Thnse data wc'n acquired using the

modified R7912 and processed by the normal procedure prior to the problems with the mliicomputer.

4.2 DISCUSSION OF o, w, AND F

For trial 9, HC smoke (figure 5), significant smoke concentrations occurred at the 140L measurement

site only from 71 to 198 s from initiation of the test, the time period covered by the graphs. A

16-frame average was used for most of this trial, although during some periods of rapidly varying smoke
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concentration an 8-f1,ame ave,•rge or no averagiriy was used. With the 3 to 4 m/s mean wind 9peed during

this trial, the 16-frame, orc0.5 s, average provides;0.1 m resolution In the smoke cloud In the wind

direction.

A significant feature of the o and p plot5 for trial 9 is their rapid variation with time. For

example, for th. First cloud section, a rises from zero to=0.05 m"I frnm one frame to the next,

corresponding toU.l m of cloud depth. This Is all the mure remarkable when we conmider that the

measured a is the average value over A m of distance nerpendicular to the wind direction. Over the

next•2 M, o rises to=O.l m 1, and peaks ato.i7 m' afterAS m more of smoke.drifts by,

The a/o ratio F was plotted only to z s 187 s because the probiL~e-rror for this ratio is very mhjtq

for the last 11 s, where both I and 0 are small (a s 0,005 me) and subject to large uncertainty. With

the possiblo i:+caption~of 3 few isolated pollits, the varlatl*nof F with time shown In C is-real and

probably cauvad by variations in the size distribution of the particles, Multiple scattering would

tend to be ruled out as a cause by the lack of coorelation of F with the rrnmcntration, Both C and D

indicate that, for cv .O.O m", F - 0.014 t 0.005 sr"l. This compares well with our previously reported

value of 0.012 sr"l for HC from Smoke Week I1, where the same laser backscatter instrumentation was

used in a differe;nt configuration without i fi.xed target to determine the feasibility of its use in

routine aerosol measurementslO(t

SThe fog oil data, trial 8 (figure 6), consist. mainly ofzlO-to 20-m long patches of smoke blowino

through the instrumentation site, as ceen clearly in the o ond p plots. No averaging was used during J

the rapidly changinp regions which compripe the peaks in a and p, but 10 or more frames Wert averaged :-"-I

during some low concentration, slowly varying segments of the test. With the 2 m/s mean wind for this

test, the resolution in the wind direction is;ý0.07 m in regions with no averaging. Rapid changes of

a and p were also obstirved for this test, with o increasing fromm0.04 m"I to over 0.2 mI Inw-.2 m near

the front of the densest patch.

All points with a - 0.005 m"I were omitted from the F versus time plots because of the large un-

certainty in the ratio. However, in no case where the a and u late were above the peak noise level did

F exceed 0.1 sr'l, In thq rogions of relatively dense smoke, with .. 0.03 m'1 , F ranqed frnm 0.012 sr 1"

to 0.027 sr-1 , with 4 mean value of .Ol00 sr'I. The latter value is con''irmed by th6 slope of the W ver-

sus a plot. The variability of F for this smoke is illustrated, however, by a relatively solid regionof

qnwoke at z 370 s, iherE u z 0.02 m'1 with a •rean value of 1 of:C.,036 sr" 1. These result. are con-

si:tent with the F values of 0.02 sr- and 0.03 sr 1l reported for two trials of Smoke Week 11,10

Only about a 25-s segment cO the experimental aerosol IR10 was observed in trial 11 by the HOL

instrumentation, These data (figure 7) were not averaged, resulting in: O.l m rescliition in the direc-

t4on of the 2.5 m/s moan wind. No points wern owitted from any of the plots for this test. The maximum
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value of o observed for this aerosol was only'- 0.02 mn", about an order of magnitude lower than for HC

arid fog oil. The low value of a, together with the lack of averaging, resulted In the noise apparent in

fiqure 7 (A), Contrastingly, 1 was relatively higher; therefore the plot in D is Smoother.

The plot of F is also relatively low In noise for the first 10 s whepe u and W are reasonably hiqh,

but becomes quite noisy in the later, low concentration segments. In the first 10 s. F appears to have

a real, although small, variation with time, with an average value of 0.08 t 0.03 sr". This value is

confirmed by the v versus a plot, which has a heavy concentration of points along the FmO.08 sr"1 slope.

The results for' the experimental aerosol IR#2, trial 14, are plotted (figure 8) using an 8-frame

average throughout for a;:1/2 m resolution with the 2 m/s mean wind speed. All the points were retained

In these plots also. The maximum a was reasonably high for this aerosol, while the maximum u,

0.010 M, sr', was considerably higher than for the other aerosols at Smoke Week III for which our data

have been reduced, although not as high as some u's in fog oil measured at Smoke Week I1.

The relative smoothness of the F plot, figure 8(C), is an indication that the fluctuations in the

j and V plots result from real concentration variations, not noise. However, the behavior at z -170 s

results from the large uncertainty in F when a and p are low. From this plot, as well as figure 8 (0),

we conclude that F-,o009 + 0,02, -0,04 sr"1 , with the lower values. down to rOm.05 sr' , for

a ? 0,07 m"'. The decrease in F at high a, which is also apparent from a comparison of figure 8 (A) and

(C), is opposite what one might expect from multiple scattering, The variations in P are therefore

likely caused by changes in the particle sizes, shapes, or indices of refraction,

For the experimental aerosol IR#3, trial 10 (figure 9), significant concentrations were observed

for only .,7 s, starting at z,213 s. WIth the 3 m/s mean wind, the 10-frame average used resulted in

a.zl m resolution in the wind direction, The data for this test were plotted by hand and all points

were kept, The maximum values for both and v were lower for this trial than for the ,'her Smoke Week

IiI trials examined so far. This may be due to low scattering in the near IR by this aerosol, low

concentrations gene-ated, or the bulk of the aerosol missing the HDL measurement site, The low values

of a and u result In a large uncertainty in F. However, in the regions where v x 0.005 m'
FzO.13 - 0.04 sr"I, which is hightr even than IR#2, and at least twice as high. as any F for conventional

smoke, dust, or natural cloud that we have observed in any of our previous aerosol testcng 0

The indicated uncertainty in F is based on the spread of the F values in figure 9 (A) in the region

where aF.0.O05 m' , An analysis based on the noise in the n and v values, similar to that done for

depolarization In Appendix A, Indicates a standard deviation of from +0.04 sr to +0.07 sr-I for the

individual points, with an average of +0.05 sr . This Is consistent with the indicifed uncertainty,

but suggests that the variation of F with time implied by figure 9 r\) Is not statistically significant.
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FIGURE 9, AEROSOL PARAMETERS FOR TRIAL 10, XM49w/IR#3: (A) Extinction
coefficient u And scattering function r 4ersus time, and NB Backscatter
cceff'iclent w and Depolarization Dc versut time. At trial start z ag 0.
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4.3 DSCUSSION OF D

There was no discernible backscatter signal in the cross-polarized receiver channel for the HC ond

fog ýil trials. A determlnation of the rms noise level in this channel was used to place an uJpper limit

on the cross-polarized return signal. Under conditions proOucing the largest backscatter signals in the

other receiver channel, the maximum indicated depolarization for both HC and fog oil was less than 4
percent. .

The depolarization shown in figure 9 for IRO3 appears at first to be somewhat bizarre because of

the two excursions of the curve above 100-parcent depolarization. We are convinced that these results

are not caused by measurement error&, and in fact show that the polarization state of the backccatter

in this case is qualitatively different from what we assumed in our data analysis. Recall thtt in

obtaining Dc it is assumed that the backscatter is a mixture of unpolarized light and linearly

polarized light with the stme polarization direction as the incident transmitter beam. This assumption

is correct if the smoke has no preferred optical direction in a plane perpendicular to the incident

beam, but could be false if either the individual particle scattering mechanism or a collective

alignment effect among oblong particles were to produce a preferred direction, We believe that the

polarized part of the IR#3 backscatter was either rotated with retpect tOthe transmitter polarization

or was in some unknown state of elliptical polarization. A possible source of directionality is the

lining up of a substantial number-of the oblong population of this aerosol in the direction of the

prevailing wind.

To convince ourselves that the depolarization results exceeding 100-percent depolarization were

not caused by measurement error, several lines were pursued, First, data based on relativel., low

signal levels were omitted. These omissions were done systematically by Lsing a sequence of

increasingly severe signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) criteria to discard points. While this procedure did

eliminate a number of the high depolarization values, substantial data higher than 10C percent (up to

200 percent) remained even after discarding signals that were up to six-times the rms noise levels.

The data just referred to correspond, LO single frames, The depolariyation curvm of figure 9 was

obtained by averaging the results of 10 consecutive frames. Even with such averaging, depolarization

levels up to almost 140 percent are obtained, as figure 9 shows.

An analytical formula showing the effect of noise In the measurement of the cross-polarized and

unpolarized signal levels, VX and Vu, on the calculated values of Dc was also developed. The result is

1 __ 27Y (13)

where p3(0c) is the probability density of depolarization values, n is the rms receiver noise level,
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SUV~D+h) 2 2 2 . V2  + Vf(0 + h) + aV, (DV b) a2, v and Vuo are respectively the true or

mean values of the cross-polarized and unpotartzed signal levels (n, Vo, and Vu have the same units),

and the positive constant.; a and b arise when Dc is expressed in the form Dc R (aV x/Vu) - b by usinq

equations (1C) through (12). This result is derived in Appendix A, Equation (13) can be used to

determino the expected spread in D values for specific data VX01 Vuo in terms of the known rms

receiver noise level n. Two examples are shown in figure 10, which plots p3 versus D, for two individ-

mal data frames typical of those averaged together to produce the two largest reletive maxima in the Dc-

curvi of figure 9; the figure 10 (A) plot corresponds to the lower Dc value in figure 9. The re-

spective 30- and 20-percent spreads at ti.,; half-maximum points in figure 10 seem hardly sufficient to

Ac. unt for, the many indiviedal data points which we observe betweeti 100- and 200-percent D0 levels

(after considerable omission of data ar1sirg from low to moderate SNR). In addition, since the D

spriads to be expected after a 10-frame average are smaller than the tingle-frame spreads by roughly a

factor of 10 'i it seems Olear that the 0c curve of fIgtwe 9 represents a reasonably accurate

measurement; error bars about the two largest maxima would be rougkly 0-porce(A wide.

A main source of potential systematic error l1er in the transmission coefficients of the sheet
polarizer-s used in tho transmitter and or-oss-pf1artzed receiver. The Poltar old HR.3 Infrared sheet

Sp,11arizerswe use are known to change their transmission characteristics upon extended exposure to

Sultraviolet light. Care must be taken to shield them from light when not in use, and occasional

measurement of their transmissilon coefficients is required, Measurements immediately after Smoke Week

III gave the values t 1'0,64, t 2 .O,0012, ri*0.0046, and r2-0-68, These values, which were used for

ou" data analysis, can be compared with t110.69, t 2 ,0.0018, r 1u0.0042, and r 2-0.7?, obtained several

months before Snoke Week ILN, Were the latter values used for the data analysis, about 10-percent
wer Oc's would have resulted at the maximum of the figure 9 curve, A 10-percent lowering of U would

tiot materially alter our conclusions, however, Also, hAsed on the histoy of the sheet polarizers

between the two measurements, the transmission coefficients at Smoke Week III were likely decidedly

closer to, if not virtually the same as, the post-test measured ones.

Post-test measuremnents of the receiver sansltivity ratio s were Also performed to determine an

accurate value for use In the data analysis, The value nf s depends on the bias voltages used to set

the avalanche gains of the receiver photodiodes. For the IR#I, IR#3, HC and fog oil trails, the bias

levels were the same and s was measured to be 1.43; for the IR#2 run s was 1.78.

A final noteworthy feature of the IR#3 results is shown in figure g, where thi corresponding

variation of tne volume backscatter coefficient v Is also plotted, The precision of the ý measurement

is estimated to b+ ± 0.2 x 10 4 m'1 sr'l for the 10-frame average case shown. The evident cnrrelatlon

between high depolarization and low backscatter is noteworthy and suggests that the high depolarization
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h1h et 0c mximum in figure9,g (B) For typical data frame or those
averaged to btain th e highest Dc maximum In figure 9.
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values may be associated with low smoke densities.

For the depolarization versus time plot for IR#1 (figure 11), each point corresponds to a single

frame of raw data. The scatter in the data shows A marked increase beginning in the maximum Dc region

at about z,75 s; low SNR is the main cause of the wider variations. The maximum Dc region at z-75 s

coincides with the region of lowest signal levels where the backscatter return went virtuAlly to zero

for a brief period. Comparison of figure 11 with figure 7 reveals that the high scatter region of O€
coincides with the lower levels of a and P and with the high scatter region of F. The high 0 Is at

cthe very beginning of the plot are also likely due to low SNR. Similarly, the somewhat wider

variations at about z70 sa nd a little later coincide with local minima in mand w,

The sharp minimum in D a second or two before zWO s seems to be in actual variation in the de-

polarizing effect of the aerosol; the data in this region are among the highest in SNR for the entire

run. Also noteworthy is the fact that the minimum coincides with a definite but somewhat less

pronounced minimum in the plot of F versus time in figure 7, Apart from the minimum in question, the

depolarization in the higher SNR regions is fairly uniform and equals 15 t 8 percent.

The plot of D€ versus time for IR#2 (figure 12) is from an eight-frame average of the data. The

results are indeed remarkable, for a steady value of D. a 15 1 2 percent is indicated for the entire

run, In spite of the fact that substantial variations in the smoke density and other parameters

occurred during the run (cf. figure 8). The briof region of higher scatter near the end of the plot

is an effect of low signal levels, The pronounced constancy of 0 in the face of significant variationsC~
in aerosol density suggests that multiple scattering plays only a small role as a depolarizlng

mechanism for IR#2,

5, CONCLUSION

A summary of the results of the Smoke Week III trials reduced so far is given in Table 1. It is

apparent that the IR screeners differ considerably from the conventional smokes. This conclusion is

unlikely to'change once data for phosphorous smokes from Smoke Week III are also reduced, Provious

measurements of white and red phosphorous smokes (WP and PP) have shown them to have quite similar

scattering properties at 0.9 4m to HC, 10 The depolarization was not measured in these experiments;

however, since WP and RP, as well as HC, consist of spherical droplets containing mostly water, one

would not expect them to depolarize radiation except through multiple scattering at high densities.

The IR screeners, on the other hand, do depolarize radiation significantly. Because this depolar-

ization appears independent of the concentration, it is likely due to asphericity and alignment effects,

not multiple scattering. The IR screeners also have significantly higher scattering functions than the

conventional smokes or previously measured natural water clouds (F; 0.05 -0.06 srtl)3 and dust

(F,0.02 -0.04 sr 1'),10 At high concentrations, the higher F's would lead, under the single-scattering
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approximation, to higher maximum aerosol backscatter signals for systems such as near-IR fuzes or

target designators, Our data also show that F in a yivpn trial can vary considerably for both the

conventional and experimental aerosols. Fog oil shows the largest variation. This variation is some-
times independent of the concentration, but can also be quite dependent on it, such as the decrease in

F with concentration for IR#2. This decrease contrasts to the increase previously observed In cumulus

and stratus clouds and attributedt at least partially, to multiple scattering effects. 3 The constancy

of Dc for IR#P also indicates that multiple scattering was not Important. The change in F would appear

"to be a size or index of refraction effect, because shape changes would be expected to be reflected in

changes in D

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF AEROSOL PARAMETERS

Smoke Week III Aerosol Maximum a Maximum u F Dc
trial number type (m"1) (mIsrW) (sr") (percent)

9 HC 0.28 0.0036 0,014±0.005 -4
8 Fog oil 0.22 0,0045 0,020,01* c4

11 IR101 0,02 0.0018 O.Pa.iO.03 16.t8

14 IR#2 0,16 0.011 0,08.t0,03 15±2

10 IR#3 0,01 0,0010 0,13±O.04 60-140

* for a >0,03 m"'

IR screeners 1 and 2 appear quite similar In their O.n um scattering properties, whereas IR#3 Is

obviously different. IR#3 has both the highest F and the highest D0 of all the aerosols we have so far

measured. The very high depolarization of this aerosol would render any target/aerosol discrimination

technique based on linear polarizers ineffective. The low values of a .ind p are likely a result of
the low concentrations in trial 10, either because of limited generation or wind direction. The

differences in o and ý observed between IR screeners 1 and 2 are probably similarly caused, rather than

resulting from differences In the single-particle scattering efficiency.

The depolarization data for IR#3 show that in some instances a more cohiplete measurement of the

polarization state of the backscattercd beam is required, A complete measurement requires four rather

than two backscatter signal detern,,nations, A suitable set of measurements would include three with

different orientations of the sheet polarizer axis and one with both a fixed sheet polarizer and a

quarter-wave plate in the receiver channel, The resulting determination of four linearly independent

linear combinations of the Stokes parameters of the ba&kscattered beam would enable finding thet-

Stokes parameters by solving four simultaneous linuar equations, The measurement could be accomplished

with our laser probe during smoke-week-type tests by using a small synchronus motor (synchronized to

the laser pulse rate) to rotate a polarizer in front o( one receiver and equipping the other with a

suitable fixed polarizer/quarter-wave plate combination.
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APPENDIX A
Il,.

PROBABILITY DENSITY OF DEPOLARIZATION VALUES

In the body of this paper, a method for determining the extent to which smoke scattering depolarizes

an incident linearly polarized light beam in the backscatter direction was discussed. The discussion

led to an equation of the form
Vxn b (Al)

u

for determining the percent depolarization, Dc, from two measured signal levels, Vx and Vu; a end b are

positive constants. This appendix analyzes the effect of noise in measuring the two signal levels on

the corresponding values of D0 , Equation (13) of the main text, which was used there to discuss

measurement errors for specific data, is derived,

The noises in the two receiver channels which measure Vx and Vu are assumed independent, so that

Vx and V can be corisidered as statistically independent random vaviables with respective probability

density functions p,(V,) and p2(Vu). Since the receivers are physically distinct devices, the only

potentially correlated noise% are those due to background light, which, under aerosol measurement

conditions, are snall compared with the noise 4rising in the ruceiver amplifiers. Because virtually all I
noise sources are of the Johnson or shot-noise type, both p1 and p2 are Gausian densities in good

approximation. The receivers are, additionally, of nearly identical construction, and their rms I
noise levels under the same measurement conditions are, not surprisingly, nearly the same. Accordingly,

we take

(V" -v.
and 2 1

P(u 71• ,xp (A3),

where n is the common variance and Vxo, Vuo are the means of V and Vu, respectivwly.

The probability density p3(Dc) of depolarization values can be determined from standard probahility

theory. First one finds the probability P(z) that Dc .1 z for arbitrary real z, then P3 (Dc) Is determined

as the derivative of P(z) at z - DcI Because V and VU are statistically independent,

P(Z) -Jfpl(Vx) p2tVu) dVx dVu , (A4)

where the integration region r2 in the VxVu-plane is the image of the set (DcDOcD z) under equation
(Al). It is readily seen that r. is all points lying on or above the line Vu - aVX/(z + b), Thus
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P(z) r dx p,(x) ,' du p2(u) , (AS)

-Ox

where the dummy variables x and u have been used in place rf VX nd Vu.

Taking the derivative of equation (AS) with res!4ert to 7 bnd evalueting at z Dc rnsults in

p,3(D) (o-'T)Z J pl(U)P2 b db . (Af)

Let

I+

S" r ao, (AS)

and
q VXo ÷,uo (

Substituting equations (A2), (A3), and (A0) through (A9) Into equation (Ad) then gives
SV 2 + V 2,) ,paXQ) oO xom (dx exp(-px2 +2qx), (AlO)P"(°cA "e-• ( = xp" I .-. 2

Y,21 n7 4- b) ' 2n J

The Integral in equatlon (AlO) is expressable in terms o'r elementary funetions"Al it equals

q exP

Thus

P3 (Dc) exp I S v (All)

where

S Vxo(Dc + b + V , (A12)

Q m (Dc + h,)2 + &2 ,(A13)

and
2 2 2

vo • V x2 + V Uo (A14)

Equation (All) is -qution (131 of the main text.
Al Tables of Integrals Series and Produ~tý, 1. S. Gradshteyn and 1. M. Ryzhik, p 337', Academic

Press, 1965.
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DEGRADED VISIBILI"Y TESTING AT THE ELECTRO. OPTICAL TEST FACILITY
CPT William M. Decker IV .

US Army Electronic Proving Grounds
FotHuachuca, Arizona 85613

ABSTRACT i

The Electro-Optical Test Facility (EOTr) has been developed for testing Army devices workinoin the visible and Infrared portions of the spectrum under conditiuns of obscuraton duet fog,

smoke anO dust and in the prosetice of interfering sources, such as flares, battlefield fires and
S active counterreasures from both coherent and incoherent sources. The EOTF contains a fog chamber,a smoke/dust cnamber and an interferenlce simulator which together give theArmy the capability of
testing the effects of many different types of countermeasures, both pa sitve and active, quickly

Sperform Electromaglnetic Compatibility and Electromagnetic Vulnerability (EMC/EMV) testing for the

Army. Until rqcently, this testing was confined to the radio frequency portion of the spectrum,

SeverAl years agosevehal test officers had the foresight to realize that EMC/EMV testing was also

required in the optical and infrared portions of the spectrum if our systems are to be fielded with

the fewest problems possible. As a result, the Electro-Optical Test Facility (EOTF) was designed

Sand constructed. This facility can test the Army's electro-optical systems in a situlated dirty

battlefield environment quickly and at low cost, Typically, the cost of testing an eloctro-optical

system in the EOTF is ten pewcent the t..st of performing equivalent field tests. As the environment

is completely controlled, the same conditions can be repeated at will andoirn the c~se of a prototype

competition test,the same situations presentud to the system under consideration,

DESCRIPTION OF THE EOTF

The EOTF is a wooden structure 200 feet long and 16 feet square In cross-section. The optical

path length is approximately 160 feet. The facility has been constructed of wood to allow EMC/EMV

testing in millimeter wave portion of the spectrum, The EOTF is not currently instrumented for this

testing. The facility has been designed to be operated dompletely from the control area as shown

at the lower right hand corner of Figure 1. Thei minimizes the number of technicians needed and

reduces the eyo harzard in the case where lasers are used either by the item under test or as an

Interference source.
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Figure 1 shoý:s a terrain model located at the far end of the facility. Targets will be presonted

to the item under test that are appropriate for that system, For example, an anti-tank missile night

sight would bc tested while looking at model tanks oh a terrain background. Reference 1 contains

additional information on the construction and spectral arcuracy of the scale targets that will be
presented to the systems under test, If a laboratory type of test is des•reabie, minimum resolvable

temperature (MRT) targets can be presented, As most of the testing will be done with the operator
in the looplt is envisioned that realistic model targets will be used most, of the time. Also

located at the far end of the facility Is the interference projection system,

Between the control area and the target area are located the Intervening environmental simulators,

the fog and smoke/dust chambers, These chambers enable the EOTF to recreate a typical dirty battlefield

environment,

'IcickINt[OVE NING
1UN ENVAONMENAI4

51MUIATOI

Figure 1, Electra-Optical Test Facility
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FOG CHAMBER

In the fog chamber (Figure 2), fog is created very much as it is created naturally. Water in the

chamber is heated up, evaporates and saturates the air above the water. The air is quickly cooled by

liquid nitrogen flowing through the cooling coils located at the top of the chamber. This condenses

the water in the air, forming fog. The particle size distribution, water content and the radius of

the most frequbntly occuring particles (R-max) can be controlled by careful control of the water

temperature, air temperature and the flow rate of the liquid nitrogen. To determine the nature of the

fog in the chamberý a transmissomoter is set up to view through the fog. The receiver is filtered so

as to measure transmiss 4on at four different wavelengths; 0,46, 1,26, 3.9 and 11.3 microns, The output

from the transmissometer is fed through an analog to digital cunverter tn our minicomputer, The

computer (Figure 3) uses a modifiAd Mie scattering routine to determine the water content, particle

"size distribution, R-max and equivalent meteorological visibility. The output is available within

15 seconds Gf the transmission measurements, allowing near real-time information on the nature of the

fog in the chamber, As the fog chamber can be recycled in less than, thirty minutes, little testing

time Is lost if the fog fails to meet the required paralmeters.

SCHAMBE NITRNCGIEN

S• _. VAIER tRAY

, •ItH HEATER

I Figure 2. Fog Chamber
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Figure 3. TRS-80 Minicomputer

In general, the formation of fog In nature involves the condensation of water from the air on

either particulate nliclei, such as dust (heterogeneous fog),or spontaneously produced water

nuclei (homogeneous fog). In either case, the air must contain a certain amount of water vapor,

usually reaching supersaturation. before appreciable condensation will begin. The amount of

saturation, usually denoted by "S", is in,,erselyrElated to the temperature of the air, Thus, given an

air mass with a certain amount of water vapor present, a .ecrease of air temperature below a critical

point will result in fog formation. The rate of change of S and the magnitude of S determine the type

of fog parti.les most likely to form. At the EOTF, it has been possible to produce fog particle

sizes in three different ranges; particle radii of apprnximately I micron, radii on the order of

2-5 microns, and radii on the order of 8-,14 microns. Further information concerning the calculations

used to obtain the particle size distribution and other information from the transmissom-ter data

ar& Loltained i:i References 2 and 3. The techniques and ,esultr are is follows.

UNCLASSIFIED 4
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SUB-MICRON RADII FOG

Due to the mechani-al characteristics of the fon chamber and the cooling mechanism, the ratp At

which the air Is cooled and the Amount of saturation possible usually results in fogs of 2-6 micron

particle radii. Once the fog is formed, discontinuing the heating of the water at the bottom of the

chamber, and thus decreasing the water vapor present in the air, causes fog particles to begin

evaporating, becuming smaller in size. In addition, other processes occur which result in the

remaining fog being composed of smaller particles. This type of fog takes approximately 30 minutes

to form and can last for approximately 10-15 minutes. A typical sub-micron particle size distribution

produced along with other pertinent information is presented in Figure 4. This type of fog is typical

of fogs that have been measured over dry land at several locations in Europe. One similar fog was

measured at Grafenwohr in 1976.

~1

4

,e , 4 ,re , I I.a i.4 |.1; .8

F 1-_jG FPHT ]I CLE D ISTP I 8UT I 0H

Figure 4 Sub-micron Fog Particle Siet Distribution
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2-5 MICRON RADII FOG

As described above, 2-5 micron radii fog is most easily formed, due to the fog chamber operating

characteristics. It has been possible to produce this type of fog at various temperatures with the

ability to "maintain" the fog with periodic heating and cooling cycles, so as to maintain the fog

for as long as 2-3 hrs. Typical results are presented in Figure 5. Fogs of this type are most

typically found in a marine environment. The fog shown in Figure 5 is similar to the fog measured

off the California coast in 1g75.

8-14 MICRON RADII FOG

In order to produce larger particle size fog it is necessary to change S slowly, This can be

done by either lowering the temperature slowly or increasing the water vapor pressure slowly,

Working within the constraints of the fog chamber, it has been found that Increasing the water

vapor pressure by prolonged heating of the water at the bottom of the chamber will result in fogs

with particle sizes on the order of 10 microns. This procedure takes roughly 90 minutes to perform

at toom temperature and the fog lasts for approximately 20 minutes. Further work is being done

to expedite this procedure by cooling the chamber with refrigeration units and thus decreasing the

amount of water vapor pressure needed before fog formation will occur. Figure 6 displays a

typical 8-14 micron fog produced at the EOTF. This large particle fog is similar to a fog measured

at Fort Rucker, AL in 1975. The fog at Fort Rucker was formed due to the nighttime radiation of

the hiat of the earth and the subsequent cooling of the ground and the water vapor in the

atmosphere immediately above the ground.

!H
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Figure 5 2-5 micron •og Particle Size Distribution
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Figure 6 B-1 4 mirron Fang Particle She Distribution
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SMOKE CHAMBER

As this' paper is written, the smoke chamber is under construction. The EOTF smoke chamber

(Figure 7) has been designed to handle the currently identified threat smokes, dust and haze,

The primary smokes that are planned to be presented to the items under test are hexachloroethane

(HC), white phosphor;;= and fog oil. The smokes will be characterized by measuring the spectral

transmission of the smokes using a General Dynamics spectral radiometer with the Nicolet FFT

processor anJ by making mass concentration measurements using the Anderson impactor. The optical

and physical properties of the smokes will be compared to the results from the Smoke Week tests and

other field tests to validate the accuracy of the smoke conditions generated in the EOTF. The smoke

chamber is of the static type with the smoke generated within the chamber. Lights are being mounted

within the chamber to simulate the interference effects of the ambient sunlight when scattered off

the smoke, The smoke chamber will have air curtain windows at the ends of the chamber to provide

a clear optical path through the chamber. This will eliminate smoke deposits on the windows as a

source of error in testing.

.11

Figure 7 Smoke Charmnb
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INTERFERENCE SIMULATION SYSTEM

In order to simulate the effects of active interference sources on the ulectro-optical systems

under test, the EOTF has an interference simulation generator (Figure 8). This system consists of

visible, infrared and laser sources operating through a shutter system to control the duration of

the interference and irises to control the intensity of the sources such as flares, battlefield

fires, artllery rounds, mortars and muzzle flashes (Ref, 4 and 5). These will be used to reconstruct

the interference source and present it to the system being tested. The mirrors on the X-Y traveling

table allow the apparent source of the radiation to be moved very close to the target or quite far

away with an accuracy of better than 0,03 degrees. Laser sources covering the visible and

near infrared are currently on hand, and a tunable, high-power carbon dioxide laser is on order.

A detailed discussion of the interference projection system is contained in Reference 5. The

interference generator gives the EOTF the capability of simulating a wide variety of interference

sources and countermeasures.

VERTICALTRAVEL

HORIZONTAL
TRAVEL.MOTOR

7' VERTICALS! i TRAVEL

PAR ABOLIC
COLLIMATING

MIRROR

g ~~TO SENSOR.1,

, 
' 

S O U R C E

SI SHUTTER

Figure 8. Interference Simulator Projection System
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SU101ARY

The Electro-optical Test Facility gives the Aft a testing tool that will allow quick, inexpensive

testing of electro-optical systems. This testing will not replace field testing, but rather will

enhance its effectiveness by highlightlng those areas requiring detailed study in a field environment.

In cases where insufficient funds preclude field testing in a degraded environmtlet, the EOTF can

provide project managers definitve data concerning the performance of the system under less than ideal

conditions. This same data can be used by commanders to Insure that these electro-optical systems are

employed to maximum advantage in the dirty battlefield environment.
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rLANS FOR THE EVALUATIONOF SMOK4 MUNITION
E-TENDITURE_ MODE,
Bernard F. Engebos

Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Attenuation of electromagnetic radiation Is dependent upon such factors as scattterng by aerosols
and precipitation and crosswind integrated concentration of the plume of smoke deliberately injected
into the line of sight of an electro-optical device. The amount of chemically produced smoke
(munition expenditures) required to s4reen/obscure such a device can be derived.

This paper presents the details of two planned experiments to eveluate and verify smoke munition
expenditure models. The first test Is scheduled during April 1981 at WSMR and the second in Germany in
the Sprifl of 1982.
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DUST OBSERVATIONS IN THE BATTLEFIELD ENVIRONMENTS WITH
TAILORED SOLLS (BETS) SERLES

James B, Mason, Katherine S. Long, and Lewis E. Link
U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi

A3STRACT f

The generation'of dust by combat activity to a subject of work now in progress at the U, S. Army
Enginaer Waterwa,. Experiment Station (WES). The work has involved participation with other Army lab-
oratories in field exercises aa well as in-house testing to determine soil and tetrain properties
affecting atmospheric loading by explosives. The extreme difficulty of obtaining representative mea-
surements of explosive duet clouds is a major obstacle uaking it necessary to consider alternative '

approache.,

This paper describes the results obtained at WES under the Battlefield Environments with Tailored
Soils (BETS) test series. A qualitative model of the loading process with aome energy considerations
is included. Different methods for maasurino meam loading are compared. Finally, observations with
different soil types and properties and their effects on dust generation are discussed.

I1. INTRODUCTION

The U, S. Army Engiseer Waterways Experiment Station (WES).is conducting a series of experiments

for the study of battlefield eouvironments using tailored joils. The objective of BETS is to determine

those terrain properties that influence the production of dust by nigh explosives (HE) and o.ther activ-

ities on the battlefri ., The need for such tests stems from the fact that the performance of many

weapons systemi Is severely degraded in optically obscured environments.

1.1 PURPOSE

Models of weapons systems environments, like the EOBAEL of the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory

fr (ASL) [Reference 1], and weapons systems performance, like BELDWSS of the U. S. Army Missile Command

(Reference 21, incorporate dust generation features. However, there is a need for more accurate rela-

tions to describe the amounts of dust or atmospheric loading produced by combat activities as func-

tiornof terrain conditions. The development of such relations and of methods for their use in battle-

field equipment performance evaluations is the goal of the BETS series,

F 1,2 SCOPE

Efforts to date have been confined to the effects of real and simulated munitions bursts. Future

plans inrlude investigations of the effects of muszle blists, vehicles and aircraft. In this paper we

describe the underlying theory and features of burst phenomena and discuss related test results, Since

the WES has supported several recent battlefield environment tests the observations made herein incor-

porate thome results as appropriate.

UNCLASSIFIED.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 EXPLUSION PROCESS

A•mospheric loading by the interaction of lIE with the terrain is a complex process, The brief

desc•iption which follows will sewvs to illustrate the separate loading mechanisms and to identify the

contro2llng terrain properties. It is reoitricted to an uncased HE detonated at the surface above a

level homogeneous terrain medium.

The process consiets of& (a) the conversion of the HE mass to a superheated gas which expands

rapidly to an equilibrium volume, (b) the development of two hemispherical shock fronts, one in the air

and the other in the soil medium, (c) the excavation of solid material at kinetic energy is transferred

from the expanding gas to the soil medium, and (d) the disturbance of the surrounding surface by the

shock fronts end by impacting eject&, Three sources of dust may be identified, the moving surface of

the developing crater during the excavation process, the exposed surfaces of ejected material, and the

surrounding terrain surface. The relative contribution from each of these depends upon the physical

properties of the terrain and the sine and configuration of the blast,

Nota that we have not included in this description the development of buoyancy and entrainment in

the atmosphere, Here we are concerned only with the deposition of dust in the air. Descriptions of

bouyancy and entrainment are given in References 3 and 4 and more detailed discussions of explosive

cratering may be found in Reference 5.

2.2 LOADING MECHANISMS

EXCAVATION. The active mechanism on the expanding crater surface during the excavation process is

primarily wind erosion However, the standard theory may not be applicable because of the extreme

velocities and pressures experienced. Eroded tuterial moves along the surface and is ejected at the

rim in a thin contics sheet, The process ts illustrated in Figure 1. The ejection angle remains

fairly constant and depends on soil density, water coitent and charge placement (Reference 6]. It may

also be reLated to the angle of repose.

Ejection velocitien d4miniah from an Initial peak until the process ends with a massive slumping

of material uver the rim of the CrHLer. this ia coisitetnt with an increasing surface area and m•osl

over which the kinetic energy frum the expandin3 gas is being distributed, The eject& having the
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highest velocities have been found to originate nearest the original surface [Reference Mo. Nest of

the dust from this process is prohably deposited in the early stage. Grain sizes, plasticity, and

water content are believed to be the properties controlling this process.

ABLATION. As larger fragments of ejected material pass through the air, particles are ablated

from their surfacec. Examples of this process may be ,esn in photographs of such diverse events as the

M'It. St. Helena eruption Cseforenco 7], nuclear simulations [Reference 8], and our own tests [Figuie 1].

The separation of individual dust particles is thought to bn due largely to aerodynamic erosion but nmay

also involve thermal and outgasing effects. Water content, plastic and cohesive properties, and grain

Ssizes are considered dominant controlling properties.

PORK AIR. A substantial deposit of dust is often observed along the terrain surface to consider-

able distances from a blast. This material appears sometime after the blast and rises very slowly,

usually to no sure vhan 2 or 3 meters in height. It is caused chiefly by the expansion of pore air in

the soil following passage of the shock front, and tu lesser degree by the impacts of ejects, The air

in soil port spaces is compressed during the overpreseure phase, and rapidly expands in the rarefaction

phase to separate and impart small initial upward velocities to soil grAins at the surface which are

then lifted farther by turbulence. Soil moisture and porosity as well as vegetation are believed to

dominate this process.

2.3 THORETICAL BACKGROUND

Before discussing the test results, a brief comment on the distribution of deposited material nay

be helpful..

GAS EXPANSION. The distance to which the initial gas expansion extends nmay be estimated roughly

from the gee law. For one kilogram of TNT with a heat of combustion of 1100 calories per gram

and for total mesa conversion and a specific heat of unity, the resulting gases will expand to a

radius of U.82 meters. This is of the same order of size as the crater radiiu in loose soil.

REJECTA DYNAMICS. The distance to wnich ejects will travel for a given charge weight may be de-

rived from observations of ejection angles by Andrews [Reference b) and ejection velocities by Sechnugh

[Reference 4). Seebsugh provides the empirical relation

UNCLASSIFIED
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6  t-u (1)
lei

whure yield. '• , is in megatuos. The result for a I L.ilugram charge at the surface is 18.2 ma-

For an 3jection angle of 43', which is typical, the range of impact for a simple ballistic trajectory

in vacuum would be 47.7 meters. Of course the actual value will be reduced by drag forces.

AJRODYNAMIC YFPECTS. We may estimate the distances to which individual dust particles are do-

posited from enýrgy considerations, by employing Stokes' formnla. The rato at which the velocity of a

particle of radius R falling through a fluid of viscosity p is diminished by aerodynamic drag is

dv

Integrating and setting v v at t - 0 yields

v vj •

vVe -6 1 1A Rt (3)

from which we may compute the time required to attain the uettling velocity, v, In turn, integrAt-

ing v dt yields the distance traveled by the particle before v is reached,
a

Repremuntative travel distance values are givw.n in Table I. As an example, a 0.01 particle of

quartz will travel only 0.032 cm before heing dominated by the air stream.

TABLE I

Particle
kAdius Travel Distance in cm by Particle Type

mm Quartz Mica Charcoal (pine)

0.01 0.032 0,035 0.0043

0.1 3.23 3.53 0.426

1.0 3143 353 42.6

It iH clear that individuel dust particles will become captives of the flow regime soon after they are

upUiriit,, I from the mass. This, Individual duist particles swept from the surface by the Initial expon-

ulon will not he deposited apprucl!bLy beyond the expansion radius.

SH.MNkAY _)W VARIA_ K!S. Jumt pmrticles cohere to the soil mass because of electrical and chemt-

c tI I lr'- anrd a 'itgniftnc nt mech'nicicR ii,'t ion IF. reolutIred to separite. then,. One Important
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factor influencing cohesion is water which forms a film on grain surfaces. It follows that particle

surface area, and hence size and shape, is important. From such considerations, the soil properties

believed to most significantly influence or correlate with duec loading are the grain size distribu-

tion, water content, bulk density, poroaity, Atterburg limits and clay minerology. Descriptions of

theme properties and their measurements mey be found in Reference 10, Additional terrain factors that

must be considered are the vegetation type and amount, vegetation root density, sod depth (depth of the

A horizon), and the mechanical state' of the surface.

3. BETS

3.1 DESCRLPTION OF TESTS

The concept of the BETS series is tu conduct explosive teats on specially prepared soil beds in

which the properties just identifted can be controlled, In FY-80, teats were conducted at three loca-

tions (Table 11). The B series was conducted in cooperation with the ASL's DIRT-1I1 series and with

the WES, Slructures Laboratory's Munitions Boav Casod Equivalence testa, The C portion was a joint

effort with the Tropic Teat Center, Panama.

TABLE II. BETS-80 OBSCURATION TESTS

Designation Location Date ObJective

BETS-80 A Vicksburg, MS Lontinuing Soil type, moisture,
strength, and vegetation
effects

BETS-80 Bi Ft. Polk, LA April Optical propagation alfects

BE'IV-80 C Ft. CLafion, Panama Auguet Moisture, vegetation effects

Test beds were prepared an shown in Figure 2 with sells selected according to their grain size

diattibution. Three principal soils were chasm to reflect a wide range of terrain conditions. A

heavy clay with 90-95 percent by weighlL consisting of partLcles eess than 0.01 mm in diameter provides

a highly cohesive and plnsti: soil, and washed mqnd with 0-10 percent less than 0.01 Iam pLOvides a non-

cohesive, nonplartIc soil. Intermediate conditlionms re provided hy a silt (f 45-55 percent toss thanr.OL trMM. GriidAtionl curves for theme ,uiterials Are Hilown ita Flj;ure 3. Moisture content and density

wert contro lled by thoroughly milxinig wanRrtd ninounti4 of water and dried Hotl materiala And packing tile

rusullt In so lI INI the test beds,
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3,2 DESCRIPTION OF MEASURMENTS

rests were conducted with 1iE of 0.227, 0.454, 2.27 kg yl(-.da placed on tu4t hods in sinface

tangvnt (ST) and surface tangent buried (ST11) conf n igi •litios (0 . FlitgrL 2). Mensuremontm at tlc'h tý-.4t.

included soil properties, ejects mass distribution, crater depth and diameter , and the resulting dust

cloud. Soil meaiaurements, :hc2.udinswvt and dry density, wator content, cone 'Index, and remtolding index~.

were made following procedures described in Reference 10. Meteorological data consisting of tempera-

ture, wind, humidity, and insolation were also measured at the suites.

The measurement of the dust clouds has posed a particularly difficult problem. Because of the

severe environment, conventional samplars cannot be placed near the blast, and the transient nature of

the events makes it diffictilt to collect sizeable samples, We have used impact samplers coated withI adhesive taps and photographic imagery, both with limited sucenes. At Ft. Polk, La,, optical transmis-

ieon data and conventional samples were obtained by the ASL, but results are not yet available. The

i: V' photographic coverage was generelly obtnitir ' dual 70 mm Hulcher sequencing cameras oparat'd

stereographically with a sequence interval of one second, However, the stereographic feature has nut

II•, been utilized. Eject& samples were obtained in ordinary 23 cm pie pang and on 60 by 120 cim flat panels i

positionod at measured intervals around the point of burst (POll) as shown in Figure 2,

3.3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

EJECTA. Tn I'fE'S-80 M where 2.27 kg explosive charges were used, ejects samples were coltluted

Erom 26 events, uing pans and from 11 events uning ijjlie s, LIn BETS-8O A, wLth 0,227 kg Lhairzes,

12 events were sampled with each method, The resultH (if test A are summnarized in Fiire 4. They are

presented as reduced depth, Up, and reduced ritdius, Ke, for purposes or validating the sampling proce-

dure against published data. Linear regression results sire found to Agree wel with results of Rooks

(Reference 11) and with Andrewa (Reference b) who used a continuous sampling method with an efficLency

approaching unity. His curve can he seen to have a Hitmillr slHpie, but displaced to much higher values;

refle,.ting the lower efficiencies of the puo and panol cOIlect, rs. The resulting linesr regressLion

equations shown in the figairo can be adjusted by a mitple constant munitkp1er to produce results that

appro imate near 10.) percent namplIng effivttocyL

We have deter;niov, theu ejects teste di.itrib tituna Ob~tditintd trom• HVA'ST-S) A datit witit thim m.inlpl ingp'

proctedurv ( Figure %1+), ,.rid integrated the ri-m I'ti alhlo t tho Ixt-iM l Lilthe virittr to iolitoLni totals
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of mass ejected, These mass values were divided by tie mean in situ bulk density to yield ejecta

Volumes which are compared to computed apparent crater volumes in Figure 5b. Tt can be seen that

significant differences exist. In view of the earlier discussions of dust deposition it is clear

that there is some risk associated with relating ejecta measurements directly to mass loading !.n the

cloud, but this method is considered to be an improvement over that which uses only crater volume.

Grain sizes in the ejecta will tend to be larger than in the in situ material due to the

removal of fines to form the cloud. A sieve analysis of pan samples is shown for silt in Figure 3

where it can be seen that the quantity of fines is substentially reduced. Test data that will be

analyzed in the near future should provide more information on how to relate in situ grain size dis-

tribution to those of the dust cloud. These relationships can be used directly to estimate the por-

tion of ejects mass that composes the cloud mass.

DUST CLOUD. Samples of the airborne dust can be obtained on adhesive impactore placed around the

POB. Such devices were used in tests A and C. The impactors were mounted on electron microscope stubs

and analyzed by photographing the sample and counting the particles. Figure 6 shows an example of the

data (inset) and the results from test A. Sampling efficiency again must be considered (see Appendix A

for a discussion of this), and sampling time, which is necessary, is difficult to measure accurately.

The concentrations for diameters ranging from 0.003 to 0.3 mm were obtained by estimating the sampling

time frnm photographs and assuming a homogeneous distribution throughout tVe cloud.

In an effort to evaluate relative mass loading from varioussized events for which samples are not

available, the duration of the visible dust cloud was considered. Sequenced photographs from DIRT-Il

and BETS-80 B were used, We found that the clouds from tests on wet or moist soils sometimes outlasted

those on dry soils, suggesting that substantial portions of the clouds may have been composed of water

droplets. In general, however, clouds from larger events and from dryer sites were most persistent.

Figure 1, which in~cludes data from DIRT-IL, summarizes the results. When tests from dry sand, silt,

and clay pads under identical conditions with moist terrain surface (to minimize dust skirts) were com-

pared the clouds for silt and clay were found to be abuut equal in persistence at about twice the value

for sand.

An interesting result seen in the imagery from BETS-80 B is the dust skirt that surrounds thle

blast but rumains near the surface, The humidity during that series was typically higher in the

morning but diminished as solar insolation increased each day. Figure 8 shows clouds at T + 10 seconds
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for three eveuttli conducted on dry soils at different times on 30 April. In the morning when surface

molsturL was highest the cloud is in the form of a vertical column and is confined to the vicinity of

the burst (biaurw ba). In the afternoon at the sane location the cloud rose from the surface to con-

gilderablc distances from the POE (Figure 8c). The incorporated material clearly did not originate in

the crater (excavation process). Since it forms a substantial portion of the cloud, it is also clear

that the tailored soil in this particular event ws. not accurately represented, because much of the

resulting obscuration arose from this skirt and hence was native soil.

The event depicted in (Figure 8b) is a graphic example of an early morning shot for which the sur-

face was moist. Note the small plume to the right of the burst. This proved to be the site of a bad

prepared with dry clay and the plume has been raised by the shock front. On other shots, similar

results were observed above the dirt road to the left of the site but not over the more vegetated area

on the opposite side.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From the BETS series data, the folloving conclusions can be drawn:

(a) Substantial portions of dust can be generated from the surface around a PO.

(b) Soil moisture and vegetation conditions have a large impact on dust contribution.

(c) Sandy soils are less productive of dust than silts or clays.

(d) Clays do not appear appreciably more productive than silts, probably due to the cohesiveness

of clay.

Unanswered questions remain regarding actual amounts and size distributions of airborne material; how-

evwr, sampling methods have been developed that offer promise for rolving this problem. Modifications

of particle size distributions due to blast effects may be significant in some soils; this phenomenon

bears further study. Measurements of loading by pore air expansion in relation to terrain surface con-

ditions art desirable; this should be equally true for muzzle blast loading.

Crater volume as an indicator of loading has been largely ignored in this series because of the

360
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uncertainties associated with soil compaction and back filling. However, the modeling of the excava-

tion picocess is needed to properly describe the deposition of material and the effects of variations in

munition size.and placement. To date, munitions effects have been explicitly omitted in the BETS serles

because of the desire to asseas terrain effects. However, munitions effects will be examined later in

the series.
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APPENDIX A. DISCUSSION OF THE COLLECTION EFFICIENCY OF IMPACT SAMPLERS

The velocity v , at which a spherical particle of dpnsity p , and radius r . will full in n

fluid is given by Stokes' formula;

2 rz £K(1)
9

where g is the accelerating force (gravity) and A is the viscosity of the fluid, For a quArtz

particle in air at standard pressure, P - 2.65 gm/cc and ; - 1.79 x 10-4 (centimeter-eram-second

units) so that for a 1.0 pm radius particle the fall velocity, v * 0.032 cm see- and for a lU.0 m

Sparticle, v - 3.23 cm see-.

If we expose a horizontal surface of area A, for a time T in still air contaJating a uniform dis-

persion of Nc m- of particles of 1.0 im radius falling under the force of gravity, the exposed surface

will accumulate these particles at a rate

dN
N V . A (2)dt

where N is the number of particles collected. As shown in FigureAla all particles lying within the
a

vertical cylinder above A will be intercepted by area A. However, since the area will only be ex-

posed for a finite time T , there is some distance D(-VT) for which particles lying above D at

initial exposure (time - 0) will not be collected because they will not reach the surface in time T

Conversely, a volume is identified by DA(or vTA) in which all particles are collected.

Now suppose the air is in uniform horizontal motion, V , to the right (in the figure). Then all

of the particles in the original cylinder will not be intercepted by A . The particle indicated by B

for example will pass to the right of A. A new sample volume is defined an in Figure Alb. The height

of thI•s volume is still D and the volume still equal to AD * A different set of particles wIll be

collected hut, since we specified a uniform concentration N * the total will be the same.

Next let us suppose that the particle distribution is confined to a fixed region of the moving

air, say a vertical. sheet of thickness W , and instead of an exposure time T we simply allow the

pviccnge or the contanminated volume to determine T , The time required for this passage will be

T - W/V see when the test surface A is within the volume. The sampled volume it found to be AD

whL r, 1) -V T and we havv redeFined T an W/V hence,
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Sample volume - AvW/V (3)

The total number of particles collected will be N - NAvW/V from which
C

NV

AvW (4)

Thus we need to measure (1) the velocity of flow, V and (2) the width of the region, W in the

direction of V in order to determine the concentration 1,

To apply this equation in a realistic setting we must conaider that particles of varyinC aizes will

exist in different amounts. Thus v , a function of particle radius r, is not a constant. It is then

necessary to integrate or sum eq (4) over the range of r . Noting that N is also a function of r

and with substitution from (1) into (4),

N N cr ATWii( 12)
\,2Pgr/

Thus the size distribution of the medium, N , is, related to that of the sample by a constant term

a measured quantity (v) and the function
r
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Da

FINAL CRATER

Figire I. This schematic drawing depicts a hali-section view of the t-xplosive crater in three

separate stages of dbve).opment, The point of burst (1Ob) is indicated by (x). PoUitiorns (I)
and (2) show successive stages of the advaticing crater surface with cecetaL exiting( at a

relatively constant angle at the rim. Positinn (3) i the final. surface of the apparent craLcr,

Note the backfill at the bottom and the raised lip. The apparent depth, 1Pa, and apparent rdiiun,

Rl, are measured in explosive tests. The rlhotutraph shows a nurf'1ci, d.etotlaiLon on dry silt.

Note the ejeuta speals with trailing dust.
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VEGETATION ,ST F SIT!ON
_ _ ,-F TEB POSITION

TEST SOIL LATRON

LOCAL TERPAIN

3m____ 2m

SECTION VIEW

--

S. -" "OINT OF BURST

EJECTA PANEI-. / _ \
(ONE RADIAL)/

\(4 RA DIALS)
< ...... ... 0 ..... ± _ -m ."

PLAN VIEW

Figur,. The tc.'t arrangemunt for BETS Is indicated in these diagrama. Note the diLference
iI scales. The sectiun vIew shows the manner in which material is removed to allow placement

of' th, test soil. l'hp tr lrn view inlicates the 1,ositiono of unmiplere. At least. three pans
are p.actd on euch radiul.
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CLASSIFICLTION r)F SOILS
USED IN VARIOUS TESTS
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ANDREWS
(SCALE AT RIGHT)
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De -4 .1 O5 Re3.56(PL)

De 1.1 x 10" Re" 2 '2 o8 (PANS)

Ia x

.4 .8 1.2

REDUCED RADIUS, Re

101or-,I )l. The redeuue euUt•a dep~th (depth divided by crater volume to the one third power)

ift pLUt,,d agiiLst lUdLU:udial Idtan.t, for both panw and flat panel collectoru from the
i4:-Iu-) A tdiL f,eeuLu. Andruwti (Ieuiu ence (.0) Ieoulto from Eand arFahownt for compar-ison.
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cC 3  EJECTA DATA. PANS

E

Da: 4.28er kgm-2

(LINEAR REGRESSION)

z
Uj

0
.Uj

*1 K
1 2 3 4 5 -7

RADIAL DISTANCE, R(m)

/
-/

20 /
/

/

o/

Ld" 10 / /

U/
< /

u/ /

LIJ O IV
0 10 20 30

b. CRATER VOLUME, Vc: (DMu

Figure 5, The measurement Af ejecta material collected In 23 cm diameter pans are illust 'ated
(top) in terms of areal density vs. radial distance. A linear reRression provided the curve
sliuwn which was then integrated to yield total ijecta volume, The comparison of that volume to
apparent crater volume fur several cventm ii Ah-n Lit bottom.
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Figure 7. Dust cloud durations as uetermined from photographs are plotted vs. explosive yields
for tests from the BETS and the DIRT-TI series.
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b. AA

t'gu~re Al. The collection of particlon falling without lateral motion (top) and with (bottom)
iL a gravity field on a horizo0tal surface, A.
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CORREATIONS BL74N SOIL PAAMETERS
AND OBSCURATION FEA'IURES OF CLOUDS

PRO =D BY MUNITIONS IN n1E HUMID TROPICS

Mr. Robert J. Fuchs
CPT Marie Martinucci

US Army Tropic Test Center
Fort Clayton, Republic of Panama

Field trials in battlefield obscuration wete oonducted Jointly by' the US Army Tropic Test Center

(USATIV and US Army Waterways Exeriment Station (UMNSW in the Republic of Paamuv during July and

October of 1980. The objeotive was to determine the relationship between soil parameters and obscura-

tion features of clouds produced by munitions and explosives in the humid tropics. A combined total of

sixty-six 155- and 105-millimeter amtmition rounds and 15-pound TNT charges were detonated statically

in varying types of soil and tropic vegetation. Obscuration areas during clouLd growth stages were

digitized from video recordings of, each detonation. Correlations between obscuration parameters and

soil/vegetation parameters were weak. Obscuration was dus mainly to moke rather than dust, and was

q minimal during the wet season in the humid tropics.

1. BAC1GROU0 AN~ TECTNE

The performance of many modern weapons system can be affected adversely by heavy ozncentrations of

dust and smoke in the air. In recent years, a systematic effort has been underway to assess such

effects, both in the field and through mathematical computer models, to meet the need for a more

realistic battlefield representation. Because much of the obscurant material on the battlefield

originates in the soil and is raised by battle activity, the link between obscurant material and terrain

must be understood properly.

USAWES and USATT conducted a wooperative research project in the humid tropics of the Republic of

Panama from July through October 1980. The objective was to determine the relationship between soil
parameters and obscration features of clouds prod~uced by munitinns and explosives in the humid tropics,
A combined total of sixty-six 105- and 155-millimeter ammunitico rounds and 15-pound TNT charges were

detonated statically in various tes of vegetation at three sites, including an ocean beach site.
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2. SU44VA OF P .1REM• rs

The test was conducted at Empire Range 6 (on the Pacific side of the Isthmus of Panama) and at Mindi

Farm and Pina Beach (on the Atlantic side). In-place detonations of 155-millimeter rounds, 105-millime--

ter rounds, and 15-pound (6.8 kg) blocks of WlT were employed at Range 6 and Mindi Parm; only T¶T was

used at Pina Beach.

At Empire Range 6, three blast areas were used. Two of these areas were chosen because each area

was covered by a different grass species, Gynerim saittatum (3 to 4 meters hi'jh) and Panicun sp (1

meter high). The third area was under the jungle canopy. Half of the blast surface on each of the two

grass areas was covered for several days to dry the Boil. The covering was high enough above the groond

to allow soil moisture to evaporate without destroying the vegetation. It was not removed until

inmediately before blasting to minimize exposure to rain. No attempt was made to dry the hoil in the

third (jungle canopy) area of Range 6. Three shots (one each of 55imm, 105am, and Ttlr) were detonated

statically in three different grass levels: uncut grams grass out to 0.3 to 0.5 materl and bare soil

cleared of all grass. The grass was not cut in the area under the jungle canopy. The 155- and

105-millimeter munitions were set, nose down, on the ground at a 30-dgree angle of attack and detonated

electrically. The Th5 was placed so that the total charge detonated simultaneously.

At Pina Beach, eight 1W! charges were detonated. th charges were set on the ground surface in six

different areas: white, saturated sand (shoreline); white, wet (top centimeter partially dry) sandl

black, wet (top centimeter partially dry) sandl 125MM& ea2 a_ (morning-glories)i Hymanocallih

americana (spider lily)l and Panicum nmxizmx (2 to 3 meters high). No munitions were detonated at the

Pine Beach site and no artificial drying of the soil was attempted.

At Mindi Farm, the munitions and charges were detonated in three different levels of vegetation:

Gynerium sasittatum (3 to 4 meters high), Gyneriwum saittatwn cut to 0.3 to 0.5 meter, and bare sol]

cleared of all vegetation. The explosives were set on the ground and detonated in the same manner as

at Range 6.

At all sites, bulk soil samples were taken before and after the detonations. Cone index (CI)

measurements were made, and onisture and density samples were collected. Crater measurements were made

of symmetric and asymmetric craters. Blow-out material was collected at points 3, 6, and 9 meters from

the center of the blast on the four points of the compass. (Juingle density precluded collecting
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blow-out material for the jungle canopy area of Range 6.) LabOratory analyses were performed on the

bulk samples and the blo-out material.

Still photograph and video tape records were made of all detonations at all sites. Analysis of

video tapes provided data on cloud dissipation. Durand's Rule* was used to compute the obscured cloud

area. Opaque cloud areas (through which jungle or background targets were visible) were not included

in the obscured ares computations.

3. SrM4AKW OF Uu1

TNT charges produced the largest obscuration areas for the longest tim period, followed by 155-

and 105-millimeter rounds (figure I and table Z) . The obscuration from UfT resulted mainly from the

black, WP-produced wmoke, rather than from dirt or dust. Because of this, the cloud sizes at Pina

Beac:h (•T only) were comparable to those produc.ed from T~r at inland tropic sites (figure 2).

Vegetation levels affected cloud sizes to me degree. Munitions detonated in high, uncut grass

produced smaller clouds than did mnmitions in cut gras or bare soil (table I%). The high grass

probably had a dampening eoffct on the production of dum. and other suspended particles in the air.

Crater sizes were largest at the Mindi Farm site whers the soil was wettest. Resulting obascured

areas were largest for the first 10 seconds following detonation, but fell orf rapidly, leaving no

obscuration by 20 seconds.

In general, corLmelations between obscuration parameters and soil parameters were weak. A matrix of

linear correlation coefficients for the 105-millbreter data is presented in table III. Combinations of

prediction variables (e.g., cone indexes, surface moisture, and Atterburg Limits) did fit a multiple

regression mAdel in adequately predicting cloud size. However, lack of consistency shom: that the

relationships are not strong eough to model without further data.

*The Chemical Rubber Company Standard Mathematical Tables, 20th Edition, Kditor-in-Chief Samuel M.

Selby, PhD., S.D, Cleveland, OH, 1972, p. 14.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Tropic wet season soils do not contribute greatly to obscuration. Nearly all obscuration was caused

by the smake from the munitions or explosive, and dissipated within 20 to 40 seconds. Tropic vegetation

does influence the size of clouds prodced-mnitions produced maller clouds in tall grass than in

short grass o bare moil. A follew-up study In Panama is planned during the 1982 dry season to document

effects of tropic soii. on obscuration produced by munitions and explosives during the tropic dry

seasnon.
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Figure 1. Obscured Area versus Tins (SMmdi and a~pire Range 6 Data).

k. ~TABLE I * MEANS AND SIGNIFICANCE. LEVEL OF CRAT!2• AND CI3 DATA

Weiqht of B1ow-
out Material by

Number Obscured Area, Distance froo
of Crater Seconds After Detonation DetonationSMunition Craters Vol•i 1 '2 5 10 20' 3i 3 6m 9"

"IP16 0. 339 130 308 456 774 475 5,257 1, 436 370
1OnSmm 12 0.40i 87 157 187 171 18 2,914 834 336
155mm 15 0.3 4 7 1 5 6 7162,313 974

Significance -- <.001 NB (.05 c.O]. <.001 NB <,001 NB <.01

NB * No~t Sigr.i~Icant at the a * .05 level.
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Figure 2. Obscured Area versus Time (TNT Data).

TABLE 11. PM AN, D : V .VN F c•"= I.o DATA

Nwffber Obscured Area,
Vegetatlon of Crater a nAer Detnation

Level Craters Volume 2 5 I0 20
Wm') (0'0)

Bare Soil 15 0.369 129 240 353 589 153
Cut arass 14 0,340 134 268 290 406 287
Uncut Grass 14 0.369 103 151 246 272 190
Significance N- NS <.01 NIS I 05 NS

NI Not't Slgn•f'cant at the a u .05 level.
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INFRARED MEASUREMENTS WITH THE MIDAS III
RADIOMETER DURING SMOKE WEEK III TESTS

A.G. Geiser
Cincinnati Electronics Corporation

2630 Glendale-Milford Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45241 I

I SUMMARY

This paper summarizes the date obtained during Cincinnati Electronics Corporation'$ pardicipa-

Lion in tte Smoke Week III tests at Eglin A?$, YL from August 8 to August 14, 1980. The data consists of T

measurements of infrared radiance of calibrated targets made with the MIDAS III scanning radiometer.

These measurements were made in the spectral band@ 3.2-4.77 4, 4,4-4.77 um, 3,8-4.2 um, 3,4-4.3 um and

8-12 um, The MIDAS III has an integration time of 0,3 milliseconds, a frame time of 100 milliseconds and

the spatial resolution of Q.1 milliradiane. A detailed description of the operation of the MIDAS III

radio=eter is presented along with dutails'O system calibration.

Also included in this paper are descriptions of the test objectives, teat site and measurement

geometry.4

A data log lists the test runs for which data was rkcorded and the obscurants, tarpts, and 1

meteorological data. All data is permanently preserved on magnetic tape. Sample strip chart recordingm

of the raw date are presented, Une semfent of date from the. IR No. 1 smoks test is analyzed. This data

demonstrates the fine structured nonuniformities of the obscurant as it passed the target. These

nonunlfurmit ie create false target temperature contrasts.

The MIDAS III can provide high spatial resolution irrAdiance difference data with a short

integration time of any spectral bend in the 3-5 um region and simultaneous data in thn 8-12 um

ba,&J. The system can also be used in a staring mode to measure signal fluctuations in the frequency

range of 0.O5 Me to 6800 He. With addition of a chopper, reference source and associated electronics,

the MIDAS will measure absolute radiance levels.
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2. MIDAS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 SCANINER AND CONTROL CONSOLE

MID3AS III is a banded radiometer used to gather target trmporal and/or spatial data i.1 several

spect~ral bands. The system is modt-'ar asnd can he configured in a variety of ways, The MIDAS III System

used for the Smoke Week III taste is shown in tha block diagram in Figure 2.1.1. The system consisted o

the scanner and control, monitoring and recording electronics and a mobile support van. An external vies

of the scanner with the TV camera and sighting scope is shown in Figure 2,1..2, The UV sensor shown in

Figure 2,1.1 was not used for the Smoke Week tests.

SCANNER

________________CONTROL, MONITORING &

U uvSENSý11 f~ssRECORDING 
ELECTRONICS1

LZ FILTCR WHEEL ALEPOER

COLTROT ONITOR 0oVIDEO COSOLEOLC

CABLES ~ ~ ~ 1 N35813ANNELHIRC

SIDECOVIEW CAL

Figure~~ 2.1. CIABL 110/AL Syte-Mc Daga
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Figure 2.1.2. MIDAS III Scanner

to the it element mercury cadmiumi telluride (HgodTe) detect~or located at the foacl plane. Th. beam of

the 3-5 urn laen ip reflected from the scan mirror to the 24 element indium antimonids (InSb) detector

located at the focal plane. Both detectors have staggered arrays with 10 percent overlapping. Eac~h

element in the two arrays is 0.09 milliradian in saimuth by 0.11 milliradian in elevation. When can-
Ii0

volved with the optical blur apot, the detector elements generate a system resolution of 0.1 milliradian

in the acimuth direction by 0.12 milliradian in the elevation direction. The two staggered arrays in

[ ~each detector are separated by 0.5 milliriadian, tight of the detector elements in each detector were

used to record data, Thus, the total elevation field-of-view was 0.8 milliradian.

The 1-5 detector ham a cold spectral filter which limits the paseband to th~e region from 3.2 to

9m 4.77 micrometers. A mix-posit ion filtur wheel with warm filters was installed in front 'of the 3-5

detector In .rder to measure the spectral content of backgrounds at various pamsbands within the 3.2 to

4.77 region. Figure 2.1.3 ia a photograph of the filter wheel. Only four of the available six positions

4,{n the filter wheel were used for Smoke Week measurement., The pisesbands for theme four filters were

wideband, 4.4-4.71 micrometers, 3.8-4.2 micrometers, and 3.4-4.3 micrometers. When the wideband
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I

•" i

- *i~i

Figure 2,1.3, Filter Wheel Assembly

filter was In position, the measured spectrum was limited by the internal cold filter on the detector to

the 3.2-4.77 micrometer passband, The number, sequence and dwell t[me for the selection of filterb can

be programimed for automatic operation or can be controlled manually.

The scan mirror ts driven by a cam whith pro)duces a linear scan of 28 mrad from right to left In

the object plane in 75 msec, followed by a retrace to the original position in 25 macc. Each detector

element output connects to an analog preamp/poatamp channel which produces an output signal corresponding

to the spatial variation of infrared irradiance across the scanned field-of-view within the instantaneous

angular field-of-view of the detector element, The resolution and sensitivity parameters are shown in

Figure 2.1,4.
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IYITEM LWIR DOVECTgR MWIR DETECTOR

SPECTRAL PASSBANDS 8-13jun 3.2-4.8 Am

FIELD-OF-VIEW

Azimuth I.N (20 mrd) i.0 (28 mard)

Elevation 0.9 mad (Recorded Date) 0.8 mad (Recorded Data)
1.5 mad (Toal FOV) 2.3 mad (Total FOV)

RESOLUTION

Azimuth 0.1 mod 0.1 mad

Elevation 0.12 mad 0.12 mad

FRAME RATE 10 FriuNa ID Fromm/Sa

ELECTRONIC BANDWIDTH 5-1900 Ht 0.05-1900 Ht

INICIFICATIONS 7" Diameter, f/3, 0.1) mad Resolutlion 7" Dlimltei 1/3, 0.15 mrd Resoluton
00% Transmision 70% Transmiuion

MATERIAL 4 Element Germanium 2 Germanium plus 2 Silicon Elements

TYPE HqCdTe InSb

NUMBER OF CHANNELS is 24

130p (cm HA½ Watr 1) 2-3 x 1010 .7-20 x 1011

NEI (Watts cm, 2  2.5-S X 10-13 0.7-3 X 10- 14

Figure 2.1.4, MIDAS III System Parameters

2.2 DATA RECORDING AND READOUT

The date tecording end readout electronics consist of a 4 trace oscilloscope for direct monitor-

in& of channel video signals, oh 8 channel recording osciliograph for permanent vielble records of direct

or playback signsli, and two Fn-1300, 14 channel instrumentation tape recorders for permanent data

records. In additionthere was a Sony video tape recorder and video monitor to revord and display the

picture from the TV csmere on the scanner, All this equipment was located inside the mobile support van.

The two FR-1300 tape recorders were used in the FM mode except for the voice and IRIC, time code

channelswhich were direct mode. The 3-5 channels (Al through AS) were recorded on channels I through 8

of recorder Aand the R-13 um channrels (Cl thruugh C8) were recorded on Channels I through 8 of recorder

B. On each recorder, the IRIG time code, azimuth sync signals, and the voiLe channel were recorded on

channels Ik, 13 and 14 respectively. The tape channel rormnt is tabulated in Figure 2,2.1.
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RECORDER A

TAPE
CHANNEL MODE DATA

1 FM At
2 FM A2
3 FM A3
4 FM A4
6 FM A5
6 FM A$
7 FM A7
I FM AlI
9

10
It
12 DIRECT IRIG
13 FM AZ SYNC
14 DIRECT VOICE

TAPE DRIVE SPEED 7.112 IPS

TAPE
CHANNEL MODE DATA

1 FM Cl
2 FM C2
3 FM C3
4 FM C4
5 FM CS
6 rM CB
7 FM C7
I FM Ce
I0

12 DIRECT IRICI'
13 FM AZ SYNC

14 DIRECT VOICE

TAPE DRIVE SPEED 7.1/2 IPS

Figure 2.2.1. Tape Recorder Channel N.rmec

A Bll and Howell 5-134 Recording Oscillograph waw used for direct recording of data for

immediate analysis and for later playback. The omclllograph is cap.-hle of simultaneously reproducing 6

channels of data plus IRIG time code and azimuth sync. For hoth on-site data monilturing and post-teat

strip out for data reduction, the oacillograph was run at 20 inches per second. In almost all cases a

gain of 0.2 volt per Inch was umed.
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3. SYSTEM CALIBRATION

Radiometric calibration of the MIDAS III System woo accomplished by measuring the response of

the system to a source of known temperature, emissivity, and angular size. The calibration was done in

the Cincinnati Electronics Corporation optical lab on a 16-inch Davidson reflecting collimator. An

Infrared Industries blackbody set at 200C was used as the infrared source. This source has an amissivity

of 0.99 C 0.01. The temperature was monitored by means of a thermocouple located in the cavity

block. The measured temperature is believed accurate to t l.0'C.

Since the calibration needed is the large target radiance calibration rather than the point

source irradisnce calibration, an extended target should be used as a source. However, a 200'C large

source will saturate the electronics. For this reason, a 1/20 mrad point source precision aperture was

used, and the voltages measured were multiplied by the ratio of the large target signal to the 1/20 Mrad

target signal measured at a lower temperature where saturation did not occur. The reason that this

measurement was not used as the actual large target calibration is that the Low temperature could not be

measured or controlled as accurately as the 200'C temperature. However, the ratios measured are accurate

regardless of the actual temperature of the source. The ratio was found to be 12.30 for~the 3-5 um

channels and 17.67 for the 8-13 um channels.

The output signal pulse from the 1/20, 200% source was observed on an oscilloscope and the

difference in the signal voltage between the hot target and the ambient temperature aperture disk was

recorded. The results were multiplied by the above ratios and averaged over the B channels and are shown

in Figure 3.1.

The next step in the system calibration is to determine the radiance difference of the target

for esach filter. The effective radiance difference, AL eff (hp), at wavelength lp is calculated from

the equation, I 4

te ALeff (XP) - BT 05%TA (R) (p FLk (TBS) - L% (TO

where P i is the reflectance of the collimator mirror system,

TA (1) is the spectral atmospheric tranmnsmsi n over the 21 foot collimator path length,

TF (W) is the spectral transmission of the system filter at ,wavelength A,
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RADIANCE DIFrERENCEALeft

PEAK VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE nn TARGET, CALIBRATION FACTOR
WAVELENGTH Unf LARGE TARGET Ift AMBIENT (RADIANCE DIFFERENCE PER VOLT)

PECTRAL lAND o NO ATTENUATION (w-r , -V)

1 3.2-4.77 4.6 13A40 U53 x 10-3 0.519 x 10-3

2 4.4-4.77 4.5 7.69 3.032 x 10-3 0,387 W 10-3

S &38-4.2 4.0 4,00 2.243 x 10-3 0.581 x 10.3

3.4-43 4.0 6,78 3.506 x 10.3 0,517 x 10-3

6-13 10.0 32.14 15.05 x 10.3 0,496 x 10-3

Figure 3.1, ualibrat ion factors

Xp is a reference wavelength,

RS (X) is the basic system spectral responsivity in centimeters squared volts per watt without

the filter,

L% (TBB) is the blackbody spectral radiance in watts per square centimeter per staradlan per

4' micrometer at the blackbody temperature TBB,

and LA (TL) is the blackbody spectral radiance at the laboratory ambient temperature TL.

The spectral atmospheric transmission was calculated for the 21 toot Davidson collimator path

length. The spectral transmission curves for the 4 filters used during the tests were measured with a

Beckman IR-4 Spectrophotometer. The basic system spectral responsivity, RS (0), was determined by

using a weries of spike filters covering the system passband in conjunction with the collimated blackbody

source.

The overall system response (basic radiometer plus spectral filter) for the 3-5 channel is

shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.5 for the various filters used, Filter No. I was broadband uncoated

sapphire For optical path compensation, so that the overall system response is the same as the basic

system response with no filter. The overall sstem response fat' the 8-13 channel is shown in Figure
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Figure 3.6. 8-13 System Response

4, SMOKE WEEK III TESTS

4.1:: TES OBJECTIVES::I adi~eude cua ildcnitosinase

TeStocks Week III tests were hold to provide developers end managers of olectro-optical

troica reion Th sytem tetedincude laers 10seekers, thermal imaging systems and radark,

The general objectives of the test were to:

(1) Determine the effectiveness of tielded, deveolopmental end experimental SO~ systems

against U.S. inventory, developmental, experimental andawilected fore'.gi nbsC~urnntA.

(2) Determine the effectiveness of inventory, developmental, experimentrni and foreign
obscurants against SO systems,

(3) Test new techniques and Instrumentation for emoke/obscurant, characterization under

field condit lona,
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(4) Provide well cha:.cterized smoke/obscurant clouds under field toot conditions which

will assist obscurant/EO modelers in validating and/or improving their models.

(5) Determine the effect of humidity on the effectiveness of hygroscopic obscuranta.

"The specific objective with regard to the MIDAS Ill radiometer woo to utilize its unique

capabilities to measure the terget radiance differences and path transmission with high spatial resolu-

tion (0.1 mrad), fast frame rate (100 mac), and multiple spectral bands,

4.2 TEST PROCEDURE

The test was conducted at Range C-52A at Eglin APB, FL. The teat layout is shown in Figure

4.1. The MIDAS radiometer was set up at the 800 meter point from the target area. This site was on an

elevated mound giving a clear line of sight to the target area. At the target area a number of sources

were set up, includinl a tank, a truck, and various point source and area source blackbodies, For almost

all of the runs, the MIDAI system was positioned to scan across two blackbody panels, each three feet

square, which were maintained at 10'C and 200 above ambient temperature,

3uring a test run, smoke was generated at a point halfway between the target area and the B00M

site and was carried across the line of sight from south to north by the prevailing wind. The smoke &A&a

and the line of sight through the smoke were heavily instrumented to fully characterise the smoke cloud.

I 4,3 DATA COLLECTED

The log of data collected is shown in Figure 4,2, All smoke rune from August 4 through August

14 were observed, measurements were made before and after the smoke runs for calibration as well as

during the time that the smoke was present, The four spectral filters used in the 3-5 um band were

sequenced during the runs. The data was recorded on magnetic tape for permanent storage. Oscillograph

charts of the data were sloo run at the time ur the test for immediate visual output. A typical oscillo-

graph chart is shown in Figure 4.3, The top trace is the azimuth sync pulse which identifies the scdn

portion of the video output. During this period the system scans from right to left through 1,6 degrees

at a constant angular rate in 75 metc. The prominent feature to the right of center in these traces is

the two heated panels. These targets were observed on nearly every run because they provided a consis-

tent, calibrated source during the wntire test,
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TARGET AREA

400M

800 M SMOKE GENERATION

40MO

LINE-OF-
SIGHT

MIDAS M

Figure 4.1. Test Layout

4,4 DATA AN4ALYSIB

The raw data of which Figure 4.3 Li a sample was used to calculate smoke transmission versus

time for the left and right panels separately. These curves are shown in Figure 4,4. The data selected

for thin analysis of IR No, 1 smoke was taken during a time when there appeared to be a reversal in the

amplitude of the warmer atil cooler panels, The transmission it seen to be changing rapidly and in en

iitegular manner. However, the situation becomer clear if we shift the curve for the 10C panel to the

left by 0.16 sec. This Ls shown in Figure 4.5, where it can be seen that the curves closely match. The

interpretation is that the smoke cloud contains relatively small scale spatial structure and is drifting

across the line of site, covering the 1.5 feet between the panel centers in 0.16 sec, a velocity of 9

feet per sec. This enables us to put a distance scale factor on the curve. The local non-uniformities

in the cloud have a scale on the order of a few feet.

Another way of interpreting the same data in shown in Figure 4.6. Here, the difference in the

signal from tte 10C and 20C panels Is expressed in apparent temperature difference. It can be seen
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DATE RUN TARGET OBSCURANT

6 AUG 1 TRUCK NONE
2 TRUCK NONE
3 TRUCK NONE

II1AUG I MODULATED BLACKBODY RED PHOSPHOROUS
2 PANELS XM49/FOG OIL
3 PANELS XM49/1DIESEL & ADD.
4 PANELS M3A3/FOG OIL
5 PANELS XM49/PEG, 200
6 PANELS IR No. I

12 AUG I TRUCK 5" ZUNI
2 PANELS M3A3/FOG OIL
3 PANELS HC CANNISTER
4 PANELS FOAM/JR No. 3
5 PANELS ZR No. 1

13 AUG 1 VEESS

14 AUG I VEESS
S2 IR No. 2
3 PANELS XM49/PEG, 200
4

Figure 4.2. Smoke Week 111' Data Log

that the movement of-the non-uniform emoke,cloud sometimes causes a reversal in the apparent temperature
JL--

acintrat of the panels.
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12 AUG 1980 RUN #5

SCA YL.. F SCAWF'l

SOCAN 1OC C CA

PPANEL PANEL (1 degrees)

IIA'
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3.2 -4.77 jim
12 AUG 1980 RUN #5 FILTER #1 2? hr 22 min

0.6

0.5

0.2

22,26.2 '26.4 '26.6 '26.8 '27.0 127.2 '27.4 '27.6 127.8 '28.0 128.2 U
Fi~ur 4-4. TIME - SEC

Figur 4-4, Transmission vs. Time
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3.2 -4.7 7 jim
12 AUG 1980 RIIN #5 FILTER #1 22 hr 22 min

IO AEL (LEFT SIDE)
ADVANCED 0.16 SEC.

0-.3

Ct

E IT

0,
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10C and 200C PANELS

AUG 1980 RUN #5 FILTER A1 22 hr 22 min

w

a2
UJ

V ----- ---

6' -2 --

22,26.2 :26,4 ,26.6 126.8 :27.0 127.2 ,27.4 27.6 127.8 28.0 128.2
TIME - SEC

Figure 4-6, Apparent Temperature Difference vs. Time
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5. RECO)4UNDATIONS

Participation in Smoke Week III with the MIDAS ill, tabulation of recorded data and reduction

of a limited amount of data was performed under Cincinnati Electronics Corporation funding. The data

reduced and analyzed showed some new and interesting characteristics of smoke due to the unique measure-

ment characteristics of the MIDAS I11. Fixure 4.2 showed that recorded data is available for many

obscurant types. Reduction of additional data would provide measurements of these .various smokes and

obscurants in the various 3-5 micrometer and 8-12 micrometer wvealength band.. In addition to providing

general attenuation level; the MIDAS data show the fine structure of the smoke clouds and their varei-

tion with time to 0.1 second revolution, The fine ,tructure of the 1R No. i smoke in the ample data

presented in this report represents one short interval ample. Additional data should be reduced to

further define this phenomenon and to determine its affect on various detection system concepts.
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ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT

OF SMOKE AND OBSCURANTS

kid Leonard V. Lucia, William E. Surrette, Jr. and Frederic M. Zweibaum
S-r

Barnes Engineering Company

Stamford, Connecticut

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an instrument that measures the spectral

transmission of the obscurant between the target and the measuring system. The

instrument employs a microprocessor and solid-state memory to enable it to normalize

the effects of the atmosphere so that only the effects of the obsourant are

measured. The paper describes the instrument plus its capabilities and limitations

in spectral resolution, high-speed spectral scanning and normalization. Also

described are system deployment for field measurements during Smoke Week III.

.1. INTRODUCTION

Defining the infrared thermal signature of military targets involves

determining the target's self-emitted radiation attar this infrared energy has

traveled through the atmosphere in its path to the detection system. In the course

of this transmission, radiation is absorbed and scattered by atmospheric

constituents, by the contaminants normally present under battlefield conditions, and

by additional smoke and obscurants that may be introduced deliberately to confuse
L

identification by thermal signature. The atmosphere plus man-made smoke and

obscurants alter the target's self-emitted radiation in a manner that is

grossly non-uniform with wavelength and which seriously impedes the collection and

interpretation of target thermal signatures.

Methodical collection of signature information should include an

accalrate evaluation of atmospheric spectral attenuation at the location and time of
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the data collection. This permits atmospheric attenuation effectL, to be removed

from the signature data. Moreover, in the case of evaluating the performance of

tactical signature analysis equipment, it permits a standard performance factor to

be assigned to the system itself. With the availability of such performance

factors, the effects of development work can be evaluated on an absolute basis, and

the performance of different systems can be compared realistically.

In the area of signature analysis, the more recent atmospheric

tranmnission measurement systems are based upon the use of microprocessor-control.

This enables them to perform the basic research required to develop data

normalization techniques involved in removing the effects of atmospheric absorption

so that man-made battlefield smoke and obscurants, can be spectrally analyzed. The

end goal is to reveal the thermal signature of the targets of interest and to

ascertain the effects of various obscurants.

2. TRANSMIBSOMETER SYSTEM

2.1 MARK II SYSTEM

The Model 12-550 Mark II Research Radiometer shown in Figure 1 that is

the basis of the transmiesometer system used in Smoke Week has been described

elsewhere (1) in detail. Only the outstanding characteristics of this instrument

will be reviewed here. I
The design philosphy was to achieve maximum flexibility by employing modularity of

optics, electronics and mechanics, together with use of microprocessor and computer

J capabilities that are software-coupled to the application. In the mentioned paper

the authors described a spectral radiometer optical system specifically designed to

permit great ease and speed in interchanging detector-preamplifier and

spectral-filter modules. In this arrangement, all detectors have aligned fields of

view, and there is ample space to permit each module to be designed for maximum

performance.

The above-mentioned optical system is insufficient to provide data that is easy
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to process and reduce. The solution that the authors have designed is to install a

microprocessor into the electronics system that processes the output signal from the

radiometer 'optical head. As described in the referenced paper (1), the

microprocessor has four powerful capabilities. First, it permits the incorporation

of such capabilities as automatic gain control, normalization and sample averaging.

Second, it provides control functions such as the automatic electronic switching of

electrical attenuators, chopper speed control for maximum sensitivity of the

detector in usel ano the rotation of spectral filters, scanning mirrors and

accessory devices according to requirements. Third, and moot important, it

integrates the first and second capabilities to the specific requirements of

applications such as atmospheric transmission measurements, reflectivity

measurements of a selected environment, or control of an industrial or scientific

process. Fourth, the microprocessor processes input and output data to make it

suitable for interfacing with selected data display and computer facilities. These

four capabilites are provided primarily by software tailored to fit the requirements
of the measurement mission.

2.2 USE AS A TRANSSMISSOMETER

The spectral radiometer as described can also be used as the receiver

', Isection of an atmospheric transissometer system. All that is required is to aim the
Sradiometer at a distant source of known radiation, or a suitable blackbody source

equipped with a collimator as shown in Figure 2. Now the transmission

characteristic of the intervening atmosphere can be measured directly in terms of

percentage transmitted in any wavelength interval of interest, In such applications

the instrument is operating as a single-beam spectrometer.

Such an instrument system is of vital importance on the military test

range. Here the operation of many systems involves the detection of ultraviolet,

visible or infrared radiation emitted or reflected by distant targets. Examples

include laser ranging systems, FLIR systems, automatic target tracking, intrusion

detection and target signature analysis systems. In these uses radiation is

transmitted from a target through the atmosphere to the measurement system.
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2.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR OBSCURANT MEASUREMENT

Making comprehensive spectral transmission measurements through dense

obscurants requires that the following group of advanced characteristics be built

into the measuring systemi

1. High sensitivity

2. Past Response

3. Full Spectral Coverage

4. Automatic Operation

5. Direct Interfacing with Data Logging Systems

6. duick-Look Capabilities

7. Adaptability for Different Operational Modes and Spectral Regions

8. Elimination of Steady-State Signals and Instrument Calibration

Constants by Normalization Techniques

2.4 DISCUSSION

Relatively fast response is required to analyze transient obscurant

effects, as compared to slowly-changing atmospheric phenomena. To examine obscurant

smoke effects comprehensively we must have full spectral coverage, and automatic

operation is needed to monitor time-dependent effects. Recording on data logging

equipment is important for processing, but a "quick look" by means of a real-time

printer or analog X-Y recorder is of immense help to the field operator.

In measuring transmission through a normal atmosphere, the

transmissometer will produce an output that in of little interest to this

experiment. When no smoke is present, the atmosphere will produce some particular
transmission percentage for a specific spectral region. it is helpful if the

operator has the capability to normalize this percentage so that a transmission

readout of 100 percent is produced. Then, any transmission percentage that is

obtained in the presence of an obscurant is known to be due to the absorption of the

obscurant alone. Details of the normalization procedure are described in Ref. (2).
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if one can store clean-air normalizations for each filter used (be it a

descrete filter or a position on a CVP), the system will produce an output giving

the spectral tranamigsion of the obscurants introduced into the atmosphere.

The same concept can be applied to an instrument employing a rotating

filter wheel containing discrete elements or sections of continuously-varying

filters.

2.5 SYSTEM TRADI-OFFS

The Mark Z1 Radiometer System is modular in construction and offers a

variety of detector packages, filter modules and collecting optics. The choice of

specific components is dependent upon the following related measurement

constraints,

1. Wavelength Region and Spectral Resolution

2. Spectral Scan Time, Affecting Information Bandwidth

3. Optical Path Length, i.e. Range

4. Transmission

The wavelength region determines the choice of detector package and

filter, and the spectral resolution is determined by the filter selection. However,

the spectral resolution determines the amount of radiation received from the

Source/Transmitter and thus influences the signal-to-noise ratio.

Spectral scan time requirements are determined by the need for

L maintaining stable conditions during the spectral scan. A relatively steady

condition can be scanned slowly, 'but a transient condition must be scanned

sufficiently rapidly to record the nature of the changes. The rate of information

transferred determines the bandwidth required to carry out the transfer with the

required degree of accuracy. The required bandwidth is proportional to the rate of

transfer. Noise, of course, is also dependent upon the bandwidth. Rapid data

collection, then, requires a wide bandwidth which leads to more noise. In the

interest of obtaining a better signal-to-noise (B/N) ratio, one may scan more
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slowly, increasing the dwell time at each measurement wavelength. One may offset

this increased scan time by making fewer measurements, perhaps using a wider

wavelength window for each measurement. The latter thus improves thm S/N first by

decreasing the ne.ise, and second by increasing the signal, at the coat of decreasing

spectral resolution.

The range and absorption affect the amount of signal received. Zn a

perfectly-transmitting medium the range attenuation for a given source will follow

the inverse-square law. The transmission of the path will be given by the

transmission per' unit when raised to a power equal to the path length. Finally, the

required signal-to-noise ratio of the system is affected by the required level of

discrimination between transmission levels.

2.6 OPTICAL SYSTEM

in general, increasing the diameter of the projecting optical system in

the SoLrCe and the colleuting optical system in the receiver will increase the

signal level coming out of the detector. The fields of view of theme optical

systems can also be selected to best match the measurement program being planned.

The radiation level from the source increases with source temperature (normally

500-1000 degrees C) and with the diameter of the source aperture itself (up to 0.5

inch). It will also Increase with the area of the collimating optics adjusted for

any throughput loss caused by obacuration by the additional mirror in an on-axis

reflective system.

As far as the receiving system is concerned, for a given f/number,

sensitivity will increase as the linear dimension of the collecting optic diameter,

i.e., an 8-inch system will have approximately twice the sensitivity of a 4-inch

system with the same field of view. Mark II radiometers have been produced with

both 4-inch and 8-inch collectors. Source collimators are available with optical
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2.7 DETECTOR SELECTION

2.7.1 CONVENTIONAL DETECTORS

Depending upon the needs of the me.surement program* either conventional

thermal or photo detectors can be chosen. Thermal detectors, such as thermistor

bolometers and pyroelectrics depend upon heating the sensitive element and are

largely independent of wavelength. The photo detectors are sensitive only to

certain wavelengths as determined by the materials of which they are composed.

Their peak response occurs near their long-wave limits, and their short-wave

response falls off proportionally to wavelength, or even more rapidly, For example, a

detector with peak response at 5 micrometers will have half the response, or less,

at 2.5 micrometers. The longer-wavelength photo detectors require cryogenic

cooling while the thermal detectors do not. The photo detectors are somewhat more

expensive, but do have from 10 to 100 times greater detectivity at their peak

wavelengths. The photo detectors have response speeds in the order of microseconds,

while thermal detector response speeds are in the order of milliseconds.

2.7.2 SANDWICH DETECTORS

The Optical Hiad that has been designed makes it easy for the user to

interchange detector-preamplifier modules with ease as required by the

application. Regardless of how easy this may be, such interchange interrupts the

measurements procedures and in certain research programs it may involve loss of

data. This limitation has beon overcome to a uoneiderable degree by the development

of the so-called "sandwich" detector.

In 1977 Barnes Engineering Company reported upon a "echnique (3) for

producing photovoltaic sandwich detectors of InSb/PbSnTe where the two elements are

physically separated. This technique has been developed and iL now being used for

the production of InSb/HgCdTe sandwich detectors. Also developed io a new package

in which a liquid tiitrogen doway cooled sandwich det.rcor with matching preamplifier

is adapted to the Mark II Research Radiometer System.
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Because of the microprocessor control capabilities built into the Mark II

System, combined with th', pro'irammable spectral filter system, che outputs from both

detectors can be used to !heir fullest advantage. As the spectral filter rotates,

Lhe microprocessor selects the detector out-put most appzopriate for that particular

spectral region and equalizes the gain of the amplifier system. The results

produced are as from a sinqle dotector with the beat qualities of both indium

antimonide and mercury cadmium telluride.

The sandwich detector provides optimum sensitivity over the entire

spectral range of interest in spectral signature studies of targets at ambient

temperatures. This capability is useful In spectroradiometric, atmospheric

transmisnometer, and reflectometer applications related to environmental and

ambient-temperature military targets.

In such applications the spectral filter wheel can be prograiuiied to

employ certain filter sequences with the output of one of the sandwich detectors and

other filter sequences with tho output of the other sandwich detector. In the same
manner, and fur each filter-detector combination, optimum amplifier gain and

bandwidth settings can be employed. Moreover, the computation capabilities of the

microprocessor can be employed to normalize the reduction, so that the spectral

outputs and phasing of the two detectors are completely compatible.

2.8 ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES

Performing transmission measurements through obscurants also requires

automatic gain control (AGC), sample averaging and filter wheel control.

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) Is selected by depressing Button #3 in the

Output Mode section of the front panel. The purpose of AGC ia to accommodate the

full dynamic range of the instruimient on the output display. AGC automatically

selects the correct attenulto, value for the nignal presently being procc~sed 30

that the output readinu is adproximately mid-range. The microprocesuor reads the

signal value from the analog Lo digital converter output and the present attenuator
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value. The microproceý,eor central processing unit (CPU) then decides if the pt.ý!lent

siqna] roaading hA roached its minimum or maximum value for the present atteni,.1 or

value. If ih has, the CPU selects the next lowest or highest attenuator valur ks

apprupriate. The AGC setting io constantly updaited to provide an accurate output.

The Signal Averaging function in activated by depressing a pushbutton in

the Output Mode section of the liont panel. The CPU then processes the sijnal and

compares it to the noise, looking for a 100 to 1 ratio. If this ratio it met, the

filter steps, and the front panel reading is updated. If the ratio is !.ss than 100

to 1, 3 moee samples are taken; and the ratio is checked again. This sample-taking

process continues (1,4,8,16,32) until a maximum of 32 samples are taken. After the

32nd sample, the filter is stepped and the front panel is updated. A this time, the

ratio may or may not be 100 to 1, but the Signal Averaging funct:ion has supplied the

best available signal-to-noise ratio.

,44
Filter wheel control is an important function supplied by the

microprocessor, and converts the basic radiometer into a spectral- avnning radiometer

or spectrometer. In one form the system employs a filter wheel with provisions for

mounting up to 10 half-inch diameter discrete filters having any available wide or

narrow-band spectral characteristics. Neutral density filters can also be installed

and can be mbde to supply spectrally uniform optical attenuation in magnitudes up to

1000 to 1. This extends the instrument's total dynamic range to 106.

In an alternate arrangement the wheel can be fitted with one or more

segments of a wedge type continuously-variable interference filter (CVFP. In this

arrangement the wavelength of the transmitted radiation varies Iradually with angle of

wheel rotation. It is possible to make combination filter arratigements in which there

are CVF segments, discrete filters and neutral density filters. When equipped with

either of these motor-driven filter options, the PCU is supplied with an accessory

left cohttrol panel shown in Figure 1. This enables the operator to use the

microprocessor's control capabilities to drive the filter to any selected polit-on or

to drive it automaticaliy through any of 10 predetermined programs. In addition, the

operator can modify any program according to the immediate needs of the phenomenon

Lening measured, or create a brand-new program for the occasion. In such operations
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thp filter wheel can be driven through continuous scans at rates as fast as 2 scans

per second or go through complex indexing patterns.

3. OBSCURANT MEASUREMENTS

3.1 FIELD APPLICATIONS

The microproaessor-based Model 12-550 Mark II Spectral Radiometer contains
all that is required to make the obscurant emission and transmission measurements

through a selection of spectral intevals and to process the resulting data to produce .

the desired results in real-time. The described system can be used as either a

spectral radiometer, a spectral transmissometer, or as both a radiometer-transmis-

someter for making simultaneous "mission-transmission measurements. For a discussion

of simultanious emission-transmission measurements, see Reference (4).

3.2 TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS

As described earlier, the transmissometer is similar to the fundamental

spectral radiometer, exccpt that the modulator is embodied in the source/transmitter

and the receiver is not chopped. The received signal is demodulated using the

reference signal from the wource modulation, assuring rejection of the radiation from

the unmoduiated background radiation. The direct transmission measurement is computed

by normalizing each transmission measurement, using the data taken with a clear

atmosphere path at the same range as that used during a calibration run. At each

filter position, the calibration data is stored in the tranemissometer's

random-access-memory (RAM) for retrieval following each data measurement.

i
At slower scan speeds, i.e., one scan of 2.5 through 14 micrometers in

12-14 seconds, or longer, adequate time Is available to permit the attenuation level

of each filter point to be adjusted individually ini proportion to the received signal

intensity, At filter scan speeds up to one or two per second, a different technique

is uued. Advantage is taken ot the fact that spectral responses rarely change at such

rapid rates. It is acceptable to use attenuator settings for whole ranges of filter
wavelengths. In this manner, it is possible to reduce the sampling period at each
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filter step. With this technique, the filter is allowed to scan normally, during the

calibration sequence, setting optimal attenuator settings in the AGC mode. During the

succeeding ncans, the attenuations are selecteu based upon the highest attenuator

setting in preselected spectral bands. In the measurement mode, a different

attenuation is set throughout each of 3 or 4 selected bands only, thus saving

considerable time compared to reselecting attenuation before each filter position.

3.3 FIELD DEPLOYMENT

The tranomissometer was utilized during the Smoke Week III exercises during

_,I the summer of 1980. During these exercises, high-speed atmospheric transmission

measurements were made near the test point. This data was used to produce

tiime-oriented transmission data such as that shown in Figure 3. in this illustration,

the spectral transmission is illustrated as a function of time. Data shows the

transmission spectrum of white phosphorus normalized Lo the clear atmospheric path of

5 meters. This illustration was supplied by Dr. H. Farmer of the University of

Tennessee Space Institute and shows successive spectral scans during a period of 30

seonds, starting 2 minutes after the beginning of the test. Because of the small

size of the illustration, the considerable spectral information in the 8 to 12

micrometer region is not readily visible, but it is revealed in detail by computer

processing. This type of display is useful for a 'quick look" because it shows both

the spectral variations plus the magnitude of their variations with time.
4

Figure 4 shows the relative placement of the source and receiver Optli:alI Head, and Figure 5 shows other views of the test setup. Both the source and the head

were mounted in a protective shelter to reduce solar heating and provide protection

from rain. In this exercise, the path length was very short (5 meters) and the

aperture of the source was more than adequate to fill the field of view in the

receivor. Accordingly, no collimator was required. Under this condition,

measurements were made with a signal-to-noise ratio exceeding 200 in the 8-14

micrometer spectral range. The tranumissometer was equipped with an InSb/HgCdTe

sandwich detector providing spectral coverage in the overall band from 2.5 to 14

microns. A three-segment continuously variable filter (CVF) was installed, providing

243 point of data. This wheel offers bands and resolution as follown:
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Segment Band Resolution (hbw)

1 2.5 - 4.5u 1.35%

2 4.4 - 8.Ou 1.35%

3 7.9u - 14u 1.8%

The wheel was scanned in the high-speed mode at approximately I scan/second,

providing for a rapid assessment of the concentration of the obscurant.

Control of the transmissometer was accomplished using the RS-232 data

link, operated at 9600 baud, to a CRT terminal located at the trailer site some 200

yarda up range. Using the remote control, it was possible to run the filter wheel

up to speed, display the data output, and turn the wheel off at the end of the run.

Calibration in Program 9 was accomplished locally and the receiver left in standby

mode pending the initiation of the next run.

Data recording was accomplished by using gnexternal dedicated Z-80-based

microcomputer with 64K memory. Memory capacity was adequate for approximately 30

scans following which the data was dumped to a disc file. Data consisted of the

filter wheel position attenuator setting, and data (12 bits). The unprocessed data

output was taken from a parallel binary output, and in this instance, the final data

reduction was performed nn the raw data taken from the disc. Internal processing of

data and display on the CRT provided a very efficient quick look capability.

Subsequent to these measurements, there was developed a techaique for

performing the complete data processing within the Mark 1I PCU. This technique

enables the system to produce both normalized analog and digital information at a

rate of 1 scan per second, and was later used for measurements during "Snow Week" to

be described in a future paper.

System performance achievwil the decired goals. Figure 6 illustrates a

spectral scan made of a 0.3 mil sheet of polyethelene with a Perkin-Elmer Model. 580B

Infrared Spectro-photometer. Figure 7 shows a speotral scan of the same sheet made

from reduced transmissometer data.
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[ Froin a practical viewpoint, the system w'rked well. Problems were

experienced twice with lightning strikes in the test vicinity, whiclh knocked out

data interface chips on the data link. The receiver worked wel] despite partial I
-oating of some of the optical elements with certain obscurents. The calibl-ttion

Stechnique which normalizes the data to a clear atmospheric path allows recalibration

prior to each run, and only occasional cleaning was necessary.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has reviewed the major concepts and features concerning a

spectral radiometer that has been custom-modified for studying the spectral

transmission of obscurants used in Smoke Week I1. Capabilities and limitations in

spectral resolution, high speed xpectra), scanning and normalitation have been

described. Psrf•rmance in spectral tranbirission analysis has been compeL d with a

• 1precision labloratory research spectcophotoaeter. System deployment for field

measurements during Smoke Week II has been described, as well as a sample of the

data recorded during these measurements. In the field, the system generally

performed according to specifivations in all modes of operation.
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F'IGURE 1. MODEL 12-550 MARK 11 RESEARCH~ RADIOMETER~.

I t Id 2 MARA( 11 SYS4TEM DEP1-LOYED A6' TRAWN11SCME1SSGI:TI
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FIGURE 3. TRANSMITTANCE-WAVELENGTH-TIME DISPLAY. illustration shows

spectral scans during Trial 16, white phospho~us 1001 RH.

courtesy Dr. P. Farmer, The Uni versity of Tennesee Space Institute.
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FIGURE 5. OTHER VIEWS OF TEST SITE. (Upper Left) Shelter far remote

electronics units. Mark 11 PCU is seen under the arm of individual at

Kleft. Author Len LuIcia is at right. (Upper Right) Closeup of Mark 11 PCU

in Sheltar. tIottom) Remote video display array.
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FIGURE 7. SPECTRAL SCAN OF SAME POLYETHELENE. Scan was made with

Mark II trunsmissomoter system.
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